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Abstract

Single-phase, utility interfaced, isolated AC–DC converters with power factor
correction cover a wide range of applications such as chargers for plug-in hybrid
electric vehicles and battery electric vehicles, inverters for multiple renewable
energy sources (e.g. photovoltaic modules), as well as interfaces for residential
DC distribution systems and energy storage systems. Moreover, bidirectional
conversion capability enables the development of smart interactive power networks
in which the energy systems play an active role in providing different types of
support to the grid. Examples are vehicle-to-grid concepts, ‘smart home’ concepts,
AC microgrids, and residential DC distribution systems (DC nanogrids).

In the presented work, the main objective is to investigate the feasibility and
suitability of a single-stage (1-S) dual active bridge (DAB) AC–DC converter for
the realization of the above mentioned bidirectional energy conversions. Compared
to the commonly used dual-stage (2-S) systems, the 1-S architecture has the
potential to benefit the system performance with regard to efficiency, volume
(power density), number of components (reliability), weight, and costs, due to the
effective omission of a complete energy conversion stage. In order to validate the
presented analyses, a second objective is to realize a state-of-the-art (i.e. regarding
efficiency and power density) converter prototype system that is designed in order
to meet the requirements for future, mode 1 compatible, on-board electric vehicle
battery chargers, interfacing a 400 Vnom DC-bus with the single-phase 230 VAC /
50 Hz mains. Compliance with domestic power sockets results in a nominal (active)
AC charging current of IAC,P = 16 Arms and a nominal power of Pnom = 3.7 kW.

The main challenge to achieve the above objectives lies in addressing the
fundamental limitations of the existing analyses and circuit implementations of
DAB converters. These limitations mainly relate to the soft-switching (i.e. by virtue
of zero voltage switching, ZVS) modulation schemes available in literature, being
especially problematic for DAB converters with large input and/or output voltage
variations and large power variations, such as is the case for the 1-S DAB AC–DC
architecture at hand. By means of an introductory Chapter (i.e. Chapter 2), the
shortcomings in the existing analyses of DAB converters are highlighted, and the
selection of the full bridge - full bridge (FBFB) DAB implementation as the most
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suitable candidate for the considered AC–DC converter topology is motivated. The
subsequent chapters discuss the 1-S DAB AC–DC converter in detail:

� Chapter 3 outlines the operating principle of the DAB AC–DC converter. The
exact operating range of the DAB DC–DC converter, as the main building
block of the 1-S AC–DC architecture, is derived, and a control equation for
the DAB input current is obtained. Furthermore, the steady-state analysis
of the DAB is presented and ‘commutation inductance(s)’ are introduced
as an essential HF AC-link modification in order to achieve full-operating-
range ZVS. Lastly, a novel ‘current-dependent charge-based’ (CDCB) ZVS
verification method is proposed in order to deal with the deficiencies of the
existing current-based (CB) and energy-based (EB) ZVS analyses;

� Chapter 4 is devoted to the derivation of full-operating-range ZVS modulation
schemes for the DAB converter. Three different approaches are presented,
being a numerical approach, an analytical approach, and a semi-analytical
approach, all relying on the CDCB ZVS verification method proposed in
Chapter 3 in order to assure that soft-switching operation with quasi zero
switching losses is obtained within the calculated ZVS regions;

� In Chapter 5, the main functional elements of the DAB AC–DC prototype
converter are designed, employing the values for the circuit level variables and
the ZVS modulation schemes derived in Chapter 4. State-of-the-art design
methods/procedures, models for the component losses, and volume models
are combined with custom developed (local) optimization algorithms in order
to obtain a high-efficiency and high-power-density converter design that is in
compliance with the specified system requirements;

� In Chapter 6, first a DC–DC system characterization of the prototype system
is presented in order to validate the theoretical analyses, i.e. the steady-state
converter model and the ZVS analysis outlined in Chapter 3, as well as
the CDCB ZVS modulation schemes proposed in Chapter 4. Thereafter,
the results of an AC–DC system characterization are given, allowing to
evaluate the performance of the prototype converter with regard to the
reached efficiency and with regard to the quality of the AC input power.
Conversion efficiencies higher than 95 % within the major part of the output
power range, with a very flat efficiency curve and thus a high partial-load
efficiency, are reported. The peak efficiency is around 96 % and the efficiency
at nominal power approximately 95.6 %. Moreover, a high power density
of 2 kW/liter is obtained. From a brief comparison with several (similar)
dual-stage prototype systems found in literature, it is clear that the achieved
performance is close to the absolute state-of-the-art;

� Chapter 7 concludes the presented work and provides an outlook regarding
future research in the field of DAB AC–DC converters.



Samenvatting

Enkelfasige, netgekoppelde, gëısoleerde AC–DC omvormers met vermogensfac-
tor correctie hebben een breed toepassingsgebied, zoals laders voor plug-in
hybride-elektrische voertuigen en batterij-elektrische voertuigen, invertoren voor
hernieuwbare energiebronnen (bv. fotovoltäısche modules), alsook interfaces voor
residentiële DC distributiesystemen en energieopslagsystemen. Bovendien laat de
mogelijkheid tot bidirectionele vermogensoverdracht toe om slimme interactieve
elektriciteitsnetten te ontwikkelen waarin de energiesystemen een actieve rol spelen
in het aanbieden van verschillende netondersteunende diensten. Voorbeelden
zijn ‘voertuig-naar-net’ concepten, ‘slimme-huis’ concepten, AC micronetten, en
residentiële DC distributiesystemen (DC nanonetten).

Het voorgestelde werk onderzoekt de geschiktheid van een eentraps ‘dual active
bridge’ (DAB) AC–DC omvormer voor de realisatie van de bovengenoemde
bidirectionele energieconversies. In vergelijking met de traditionele tweetraps
aanpak kan een eentraps systeem voordelig zijn op het gebied van efficiëntie,
volume (vermogensdichtheid), aantal componenten (betrouwbaarheid), gewicht,
en kost. Ter validatie van de theoretische analyses is een tweede doelstelling om
een ‘state-of-the-art’ (d.w.z. met betrekking tot efficiëntie en vermogensdichtheid)
prototype omvormer te realiseren die ontworpen is om te voldoen aan de vereisten
voor toekomstige mode 1 batterijladers voor elektrische voertuigen. De beschouwde
lader is aan boord van het voertuig opgesteld en koppelt een 400 Vnom DC-
bus met het enkelfasige 230 VAC / 50 Hz elektriciteitsnet. Compatibiliteit met
huishoudelijke stopcontacten resulteert in een nominale (actieve) AC laadstroom
van IAC,P = 16 Arms en een nominaal laadvermogen van Pnom = 3.7 kW.

De grootste moeilijkheid die gepaard gaat met het behalen van bovengenoemde
doelstellingen ligt in het aanpakken van de fundamentele beperkingen van
de bestaande analyses en circuitimplementaties van DAB omvormers. Deze
beperkingen zijn vooral gerelateerd aan de modulatiestrategieën die voorhanden zijn
om de DAB geheel zacht-schakelend (d.w.z. bij wijze van ‘zero voltage switching,
ZVS’) te laten werken, en zijn vooral problematisch voor DAB omvormers die
onderworpen zijn aan grote in- en/of uitgangsspanningsvariaties, zoals het geval
is voor de beschouwde eentraps AC–DC architectuur. In een inleidend hoofdstuk
(d.w.z. Hoofdstuk 2) worden de tekortkomingen van de bestaande analyses nader
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toegelicht en wordt de keuze voor de volle brug - volle brug DAB als meest geschikte
kandidaat gemotiveerd. In de daaropvolgende hoofdstukken wordt de eentraps
DAB AC–DC omvormer uitvoerig besproken:

� In hoofdstuk 3 wordt het werkingsprincipe van de DAB AC–DC omvormer
uitgelegd. Eerst wordt het exacte werkingsgebied van de DAB DC–
DC omvormer, als hoofdbouwsteen van de eentraps AC–DC architectuur,
bepaald. Hieruit wordt een vergelijking voor het berekenen van de DAB
ingangsstroom verkregen. Daarna volgt de steady-state analyse van de DAB
en worden ‘commutatie inductantie(s)’ gëıntroduceerd als een essentiële AC-
link modificatie voor het verkrijgen van ZVS in het volledige werkingsgebied.
Tenslotte wordt een ladingsgebaseerde ZVS verificatie methode voorgesteld
die veel nauwkeuriger is dan de stroom- en energiegebaseerde tegenhangers;

� Hoofdstuk 4 is toegewijd aan het afleiden van modulatieschema’s die ZVS
toelaten in het volledige werkingsgebied van de DAB omvormer. Drie
verschillende aanpakken worden voorgesteld, zijnde een numerieke, een
analytische, en een semi-analytische aanpak. Deze maken alle drie gebruik van
de ZVS verificatie methode uit Hoofdstuk 3, waardoor een zacht-schakelende
werking met quasi geen schakelverliezen verzekerd is in de berekende ZVS
werkingsgebieden;

� In Hoofdstuk 5 worden, gebruik makend van de waardes voor de circuit
variabelen en de ZVS modulatieschema’s die bekomen werden in Hoofdstuk 4,
de functionele elementen van het DAB AC–DC omvormer prototype ont-
worpen. State-of-the-art ontwerpmethodes en ontwerpprocedures, modellen
voor de verliezen in de componenten, en modellen voor het berekenen van de
ingenomen volumes worden gecombineerd met (lokale) optimalisatiealgoritmes
ten einde een omvormer ontwerp met hoge efficiëntie en hoge vermogens-
dichtheid, en dat voldoet aan de gespecificeerde systeemvereisten, te bekomen;

� In Hoofdstuk 6 wordt eerst een DC–DC systeem karakterisatie van het
omvormer prototype getoond met als doel de theoretische analyses te
valideren, d.w.z. zowel het steady-state omvormer model en de ZVS analyse
gepresenteerd in Hoofdstuk 3, als de ZVS modulatieschema’s voorgesteld
in Hoofdstuk 4. Daarna wordt een AC–DC systeem karakterisatie gegeven
die toelaat om de performantie van het omvormer prototype te evalueren
met betrekking tot de gehaalde efficiëntie en de kwaliteit van het AC
ingangsvermogen. Efficiënties hoger dan 95 % in het grootste gedeelde
van het uitgangsvermogensbereik, met een zeer vlakke efficiëntiecurve en dus
een hoge efficiëntie in deellast, zijn gehaald. De piek efficiëntie is ongeveer
96 % en de efficiëntie bij nominaal vermogen ongeveer 95.6 %. Bovendien is
een vermogensdichtheid van 2 kW/liter bereikt. Een vergelijking met enkele
tweetraps prototype systemen gerapporteerd in de literatuur toont dat de
bekomen performantie zeer dicht aanleunt bij de absolute state-of-the-art;

� Hoofdstuk 7 besluit het voorgestelde werk en biedt een kijk op het toekomstige
onderzoek in het domein van DAB AC–DC omvormers.
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List of Designators and
Abbreviations

List of Designators

Commonly Used Designators

Symbol Description

Att Attenuation (general)

AttFilt(jω) Attenuation characteristic/spectrum of the (DM) EMC input filter

Ac Effective core cross section

B Flux density (general)

Bsat Saturation flux density

Bw Control bandwidth

C Capacitance (general)

C1 HF filter capacitance (input side of the DAB)

C2 HF filter capacitance (output side of the DAB)

C2,st LF filter capacitance (output side of the DAB)

CGD Gate to drain capacitance of a MOSFET

CGS Gate to source capacitance of a MOSFET

CDS Drain to source capacitance of a MOSFET

Coss Output capacitance of a MOSFET (= CGD + CDS)

Cleg Total parasitic capacitance of a bridge leg

Dctr Duty-cycle counter

d Primary side referred voltage conversion ratio

dir Power flow direction

f Frequency (general)

fL Line frequency

(continued on the next page)
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(continued from the previous page)

Symbol Description

fs Switching frequency

fctr Frequency counter

fcutoff Cut-off frequency

fpack Packing factor

H Magnetic field (general)

i Instantaneous current (general)

iAC Instantaneous grid current

IAC RMS value of the grid current

IAC,P RMS value of the active component of the grid current

ÎAC,P Amplitude value of the active component of the grid current

i1 Instantaneous DAB input current (non-filtered)

i2 Instantaneous DAB output current (non-filtered)

IDAB1 DAB input current (averaged over Ts and quasi constant)

IDAB2 DAB output current (averaged over Ts and quasi constant)

iDAB1 DAB input current (averaged over Ts and highly variable)

iDAB2 DAB output current (averaged over Ts and highly variable)

iC1
Instantaneous current in HF filter capacitance C1

iC2
Instantaneous current in HF filter capacitance C2

iR,o Instantaneous output current of the synchronous rectifier or the PFC
rectifier, i.e. the input port current of the DAB (= iDAB1 + iC1)

iR,i Instantaneous input current of the synchronous rectifier or the PFC
rectifier

iDC2 Instantaneous output port current of the DAB (= iDAB2 − iC2
)

iHF1 Instantaneous primary side HF AC-link current (bridge current)

IHF1 Local (i.e. regarding a switching period Ts) RMS value of the primary
side HF AC-link current (bridge current)

iHF2 Instantaneous secondary side HF AC-link current (bridge current)

IHF2 Local (i.e. regarding a switching period Ts) RMS value of the
secondary side HF AC-link current (bridge current)

iL Instantaneous current in an inductance (general) / Instantaneous
current in the equivalent HF AC-link inductance L

IL Local (i.e. regarding a switching period Ts) RMS value of the current
in the equivalent HF AC-link inductance L

iLc
Instantaneous current in a commutation inductance

ileg Instantaneous leg current

(continued on the next page)
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(continued from the previous page)

Symbol Description

iC Instantaneous current in a capacitance (general)

iD Instantaneous current in a diode (general)

iT Instantaneous current in a transistor (general)

iS Instantaneous current in a switch (general)

IS Local (i.e. regarding a switching period Ts) RMS value of the current
in a switch

iDS Instantaneous drain to source current of a MOSFET

ID Continuous drain to source current of a MOSFET

Ip,comm Primary side commutation current

Is,comm Secondary side commutation current

L Inductance (general) / Equivalent HF AC-link inductance

Lext Inductance value of the external series inductor

Lc Commutation inductance

LM Magnetizing inductance of a transformer

Ltr Leakage inductance of a transformer

Lmains Mains inductance

lg Air gap length

LimB(jω) Spectrum of the CISPR 22 Class B limit for conducted emission

n1 Number of turns of the primary side winding of a transformer

n2 Number of turns of the secondary side winding of a transformer

n1/n2 Turns ratio of a transformer

nind Number of turns of an inductor (general)

PF (True) power factor

P Average AC port power (> 0 for power transfer from the AC port
to the DC port)

p Instantaneous power (general)

P1 DAB input power (averaged over Ts and quasi constant)

P2 DAB output power (averaged over Ts and quasi constant)

p1 DAB input power (averaged over Ts and highly variable)

p2 DAB output power (averaged over Ts and highly variable)

pX Instantaneous power losses in a component ‘X’

PX Average (i.e. averaged over a line cycle TL) power losses in a
component ‘X’

Pcond Average (i.e. averaged over a line cycle TL) conduction losses

Pg Average (i.e. averaged over a line cycle TL) gate drive losses

(continued on the next page)
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(continued from the previous page)

Symbol Description

PS,cond Average (i.e. averaged over a line cycle TL) conduction losses of a
single MOSFET

PS,g Average (i.e. averaged over a line cycle TL) gate drive losses of a
single MOSFET

PS Average (i.e. averaged over a line cycle TL) total losses of a single
MOSFET

Qg Total (typical) gate charge of a single MOSFET

Qcomm Commutation charge (related to the complete commutation of a
bridge leg)

QA Commutation charge (related to the first half of the commutation of
a bridge leg)

QB Commutation charge (related to the second half of the commutation
of a bridge leg)

R Resistance (general)

RDS(on) Drain to source on-resistance of a MOSFET

Rth Thermal resistance (general)

Rm Reluctance (general)

Rm,core Core reluctance

Rm,air Air gap reluctance

stleg State of a bridge leg

stSR State of the synchronous rectifier

s± Multiplier

TL Line period, TL = 1/fL

Ts Switching period, Ts = 1/fs

Tctr Timing counter

v Instantaneous voltage (general)

vAC Instantaneous grid voltage

VAC RMS value of the grid voltage

V̂AC Amplitude value of the grid voltage

VDC1 DAB input voltage (quasi constant)

VDC2 DAB output voltage (quasi constant)

vDC1 DAB input voltage (highly variable)

vDC2 DAB output voltage (highly variable)

vHF1 Instantaneous primary side HF AC-link terminal voltage

vHF2 Instantaneous secondary side HF AC-link terminal voltage

(continued on the next page)
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Symbol Description

vL Instantaneous voltage across equivalent HF AC-link inductance L

vDS Instantaneous drain to source voltage of a MOSFET

vGS Instantaneous gate to source voltage of a MOSFET

VGS Gate to source voltage during the on-state or during the off-state of
a MOSFET

vC Instantaneous voltage across a capacitance (general)

V Component volume (general)

VF(jω) Spectrum of the video-filtered quasi-peak values at the output of the
EMC test receiver

vmeas Voltage at the LISN output

ω Angular frequency (general), ω = 2π f

ωL Angular line frequency, ωL = 2π fL

ωs Angular switching frequency, ωs = 2π fs

φ Phase-shift angle

τ1 Pulse-width modulation angle of the primary side HF AC-link
terminal voltage vHF1

τ2 Pulse-width modulation angle of the secondary side HF AC-link
terminal voltage vHF2

tdead Dead time

tsw,del Switching delay

TJ Junction temperature

TAm Ambient temperature

η Efficiency (general)

ηgd Efficiency of the gate drive units

ρ Power density (general)

Subscripts

xav Available value of x

xav,p Available value of x, regarding the DAB’s primary side active bridge

xav,s Available value of x, regarding the DAB’s secondary side active
bridge

xcrit Critical value of x

xeq Equivalent value of x

(continued on the next page)
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Symbol Description

xinit Initial value of x

xl Lower value of x

xm Measured value of x

xmax Maximum value of x

xmin Minimum value of x

xnom Nominal value of x

xnorm Normalized value of x

xopt Optimal value of x

xpre Predefined value of x

xref Reference value of x

xreq Required value of x

xreq,p Required value of x, regarding the DAB’s primary side active bridge

xreq,s Required value of x, regarding the DAB’s secondary side active
bridge

xset Set value of x

xu Upper value of x

x Vector of variables x

Principle Notation

x̂ Amplitude value or peak value of x

x̃ LF AC ripple component of x

X RMS value of x

x′ Quantity x referred to the primary side of a transformer

x∗ Set value of x



xiii

Chapter/Section Specific Designators

Symbol Description

Chapter 1: Introduction

Section 1.1.4: The Necessity of Multi-Objective Optimization (MOO)

p Performance Index

p Vector of Performance Indices p

x Design variable

x Vector of design variables x

k Design constant (e.g. the saturation flux density)

k Vector of design constants k

r System specification and/or operating requirement

r Vector of system specifications and/or operating requirements r

g Side condition: inner converter function

h Side condition: minimum requirement function

a Probability density

w Weighting factor

Chapter 4: ZVS Modulation Schemes

Section 4.1.1: Constrained Nonlinear Optimization Procedure

h Vector of circuit level variables (L, Lc1, Lc2, and n1/n2)

x Vector of independent variables (φ, τ1, τ2, and fs)

ceq(x) Nonlinear function of x, describing the dependency of iDAB1 on x

c(x) Nonlinear function of x, describing the ZVS conditions

lb Vector of lower bounds, describing the physical limitations on x

ub Vector of upper bounds, describing the physical limitations on x

A Matrix of mode boundary coefficients

b Vector of mode boundary constants

fcost(x) Cost/objective function (to be minimized)

EF Exit flag



xiv

List of Abbreviations

Abbreviation Description

1-S Single-Stage

2-S Dual-Stage

AC Alternating Current

BCM Boundary Conduction Mode

BEV Battery Electric Vehicle

CB Current-Based

CCM Continuous Conduction Mode

CDCB Current-Dependent Charge-Based

CE Conducted Emission

CHP Combined Heat and Power

CM Common Mode

CSPI Cooling System Performance Index

DAB Dual Active Bridge

DC Direct Current

DES Distributed Energy Source

DG Distributed Generator (Generation)

DM Differential Mode

DR Demand Response

EB Energy-Based

EGCI European Green Cars Initiative

ELCO Electrolytic Capacitor

EM Electric Machine (motor/generator)

EMC Electromagnetic Compatibility

EMI Electromagnetic Interference

ESR Equivalent Series Resistance

ESS Energy Storage System

EU European Union

EV Electric Vehicle

EVSE Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment

FB Full Bridge

FC Fuel Cell

FCV Fuel Cell Vehicle

GHG Greenhouse Gas

(continued on the next page)
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Abbreviation Description

GWP Global Warming Potential

HB Half Bridge

HDAB Hybrid Dual Active Bridge

HEV Hybrid Electric Vehicle

HF High Frequency

HV High Voltage

ICE Internal Combustion Engine

ICEV Internal Combustion Engine Vehicle

IEC International Electrotechnical Commission

iGSE improved Generalized Steinmetz Equation

i2GSE improved improved Generalized Steinmetz Equation

IGBT Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor

LF Low Frequency

LISN Line Impedance Stabilization Network

LV Low Voltage

MOO Multi-Objective Optimization

MOSFET Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field-Effect Transistor

PCC Point of Common Coupling

PE Protective Earth

PEMFC Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell

PEV Plug-in Electric Vehicle

PF Power Factor

PFC Power Factor Correction

PFCV Plug-in Fuel Cell Vehicle

PHEV Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicle

PV Photovoltaic

PWM Pulse-Width Modulation

QP Quasi-Peak

RES Renewable Energy Source

RTT Real-Time Target

RBW Resolution Bandwidth

SAE Society of Automotive Engineers

SOFC Solid Oxide Fuel Cell
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STS Static Transfer Switch

TCM Triangular Current Mode

THD Total Harmonic Distortion
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V2G Vehicle-to-Grid
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ZVS Zero Voltage Switching
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1
Introduction

First, the evolution of the electricity grid toward a ‘smart grid’ and the increasing
need for higher energy efficiency in the conservation of resources is summarized,
supported with facts and figures. Thereafter, a general impression of the role
that power electronics will play in future electricity grids and the technological
developments that are feasible to meet the requirements of future power electronic
systems is given. In this context, the essence of mathematical modeling and
subsequent multi-objective optimization of converter systems is emphasized. As
this work investigates a particular single-phase, bidirectional, and isolated AC–DC
converter that is interfaced with the low voltage (230 VAC – 50 Hz) utility grid, the
focus is on power electronic systems that are connected with the electricity grid on
the distribution/residential level. There, bidirectional conversion capability is a
key feature in the development of a smart interactive power network (‘smart grid’).
Subsequently, an overview of the main application areas and the corresponding
system level requirements for these types of grid-tied converters is provided from
which the specifications for the investigated AC–DC converter are derived. Lastly,
the selection of the (single-stage, 1-S) dual active bridge (DAB) AC–DC converter
topology for the realization of the above AC–DC conversions is motivated and the
objectives as well as the new contributions of the work are highlighted.

1



2 INTRODUCTION

1.1 General Trends

Worldwide, energy policies are more than ever looking in the same direction, heading
for a common goal: offer a secure supply of energy at affordable prices to the citizens
and companies and in the meanwhile reduce the negative environmental effects of
energy use [1, 2]. Energy remains a major component of the economic growth, and
thus of the growth, the stability and the well-being of citizens. Therefore, energy
research within the context of sustainable development is mainly driven by these
three elements, linking economic development, protection of the environment and
social justice [3]. Providing the essential energy services to meet the human needs
while understanding and addressing the environmental consequences associated
with the use of energy is perhaps the biggest challenge ever faced by mankind. This
challenge will become even more prominent in the coming decades as the world
energy consumption is expected to grow by 53% from 505 quadrillion1 Btu2 in
2008 to 770 quadrillion Btu in 2035 (see Figure 1.1) [4]. This strong increase is
mainly the result of robust economic growth and expanding world populations.

Figure 1.1: World energy consumption, 1990–2035. Source: [4]

One of the most prominent illustrations of the worldwide commitment for addressing
the negative environmental effects of energy use is the Kyoto Protocol [5] which is
an international agreement linked to the United Nations Framework Convention
on Climate Change (UNFCCC) that sets mandatory targets on anthropogenic
greenhouse gas3 (GHG) emissions for the world’s leading economies. The Kyoto
Protocol is adopted in Kyoto, Japan, on 11 December 1997 and entered into force on

1One quadrillion: 1, 000, 000, 000, 000, 000; one thousand million million; 1015; SI prefix:
peta (P).

2The British thermal unit (symbol Btu or sometimes BTU) is a traditional unit of energy and
is equal to about 1055 joules. It is the amount of energy needed to heat one pound of water by
one degree Fahrenheit.

3Greenhouse gases (GHGs) are gases in the atmosphere (water vapor, carbon dioxide, nitrous
oxide, ozone, methane,...) that trap heat energy – most of this heat energy directly comes from
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16 February 2005. For the first commitment period (2008-2012), 37 industrialized
countries and the European Community agreed on a reduction of GHG emissions
to an average of five percent against 1990 levels. For the second commitment
period (2013-2020), involving a different composition of parties, the goal is to
reduce GHG emissions by at least 18 percent below 1990 levels. The 20-20-20
targets set by the European Union (EU) are one of the noticeable policies that
indicate the EU’s determination to meet these ambitious climate objectives. The
targets aim at a 20 % reduction in EU greenhouse gas emissions compared to 1990
levels, a 20 % increase of the share of the EU’s energy consumption produced from
renewable resources, and a 20 % improvement in the EU’s energy efficiency. In
the coming decades even more stringent reductions on GHG emissions are to be
expected, heading towards a decarbonization of the energy system. A number of
scenarios investigated in the EU Energy Roadmap 2050 indicate an 85 % decline
of energy-related CO2 (carbon dioxide) emissions by the year 2050 [7, 8].

1.1.1 Sustainable Electric Energy Production and Consumption

As it has for the past several decades, electricity is the world’s fastest growing
form of end use energy consumption. Worldwide, electricity generation is expected
to increase by 84 % from 19.1 trillion4 kWh in 2008 to 35.2 trillion kWh in 2035
(see Figure 1.2) [4]. This means a rise by 2.3 % per year on average, while the
total energy demand grows by an annual average of 1.6 % (see Figure 1.3). The
rising need for reducing the negative environmental effects of energy use implies in
the first place that more effort must be put in reducing energy consumption and
wastage, for example by setting minimum energy efficiency standards and rules

the sun – in the Earth’s atmosphere [6]. The atmospheric concentration of GHGs affects the
temperature of the Earth and has an impact on global warming.

4One trillion: 1, 000, 000, 000, 000; one million million; 1012; SI prefix: tera (T).

Figure 1.2: World net electricity generation by fuel type, 2008–2035. Source: [4]
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Figure 1.3: Growth in world electricity generation and total delivered energy
consumption, 1990–2035 (index, 1990 = 1). Source: [4]

on labeling for products, services and infrastructure [3]. Contrary to the electric
power systems developed in the last century, providing carbon and nuclear-based
electricity, new energy systems that effectively reduce or completely eliminate
emissions and nuclear waste are needed to make clean and sustainable power
available. In the meanwhile the reliability, quality and security of the electricity
supply need to be assured while the efficiency of the energy conversion (both at
the load and generation side) needs to be increased, resulting in a more sustainable
electric power system. These goals can be achieved by reducing the dependence on
imported fuels (mostly fossil and nuclear) and exploiting renewable energy sources,
resulting in a decentralization of the energy conversion and electricity production
[3, 9]. Today, government policies and incentives throughout the world support the
rapid construction of renewable electricity generation facilities (e.g. hydro, wind,
solar, ... - power). As a result, renewable generation is the world’s fastest growing
source of electric power, rising at an average annual rate of 3 % and outpacing
the average annual increases for natural gas (2.6 %), nuclear power (2.4 %), and
coal (1.9 %) [4]. The renewable share of global electricity generation is expected to
increases from 19 % in 2008 to 23 % in 2035. However, reaching the EU 20-20-20
targets implies a share of approximately 34 % of renewables in the overall European
electricity generation [10].

1.1.2 Evolution of the Electricity Grid: Smart Grids

The aim toward a low-carbon economy and complete carbon-neutrality for the power
sector has an impact on the way the electric power system will be redesigned and
reinforced in the coming decades [11]. The traditional model with large centrally
dispatched remote power stations, long transmission lines, and a distribution system
primarily designed to deliver power from transmission substations to load centers
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Figure 1.4: Future electricity grid (‘smart grid’), an interactive service network
with large-scale deployment and effective integration of distributed and renewable
energy sources.

is evolving towards a ‘smart’ energy network, an interactive service network (with
customers and operators) where large-scale deployment and effective integration of
distributed and renewable energy sources is possible (see Figure 1.4). Along the way,
major technical challenges will have to be faced in order to assure environmental
compliance, energy conservation, grid reliability, improved operational efficiencies
and customer services [1, 3, 9].

On the distribution and residential level, the transformation of the electric power
system will accommodate generation closer to the loads, storage facilities, plug-in
hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs), battery electric vehicles (BEVs), and greater
levels of demand side management (e.g. demand response (DR)) [9]. Today, the
main contributors to the decentralized electricity production are wind power and
hydroelectricity [4]. They reach a competitive level with traditional forms of energy
generation. The contribution of photovoltaics (PV) and micro-turbines is still
low but increasing. Similarly the amount of (electric) energy storage systems and
(hybrid) electric vehicles ((H)EVs) is still limited. However, in the near future, a
massive integration into the low voltage distribution grid of small scale distributed
generators (DGs) is forecasted [12], with storage systems, PHEVs, and BEVs
complementing these energy generation units. In order to maintain and further
enable this increasing penetration into the electricity grid, system costs need to
be further reduced while the efficiency and reliability of the systems need to be
improved.
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1.1.3 The Role of Power Electronics in Future Energy Networks
(Smart Grids)

As explained in the previous sections, the current electricity grid is evolving from
a rather passive to a interactive energy network. Power electronics can be seen
as key enabling technologies for the realization of these ‘smart grids’ where high
power quality and security of supply/service are one of the main objectives [12, 13].
Most of the distributed energy sources (DESs) use a power electronic converter
to interconnect to the grid. Moreover, almost every electric load comprises a
power electronic circuit/converter. This means that a large fraction of the total
generated electric energy (see section 1.1.1) is converted and conditioned by power
electronic systems (on the generation as well as on the load side). For economic and
environmental reasons it is very important that these energy conversions take place
at the highest possible efficiency. The decentralized energy sources (wind, sun,
water, ...) do not have the high energy densities of the ones in central production
units (e.g. uranium in a nuclear plant). Also, their availability is variable in time,
often resulting in a partial load condition for the energy conversion systems. Thus,
considering the low generation efficiency, the energy efficiency of power electronic
converters will gain eminent importance in the conservation of resources. Besides
efficiency, other important improvements can still be made to address the requested
demands on reliability, cost, power quality, controllability, power density, ... The
focus of this work is on power electronic systems that are connected with the
electricity grid on the distribution/residential level where a large penetration of
power electronics is expected to happen within the next 25-30 years [13, 14]. The
main transmission grid will be affected to a lesser extent [9, 14] and the power
electronics development will primarily be in the distributed generation units and
in the loads [14].

In addition to their interfacing function, power electronics allow the implementation
of decentralized control schemes for the DESs and can add several possibilities
to improve the overall power quality of the electric energy supply system [12,
15]. Voltage support, active filtering, harmonic suppression, phase balancing and
frequency support are some important examples. Thereby it is desirable to strive
for a modular structure in which expansion is possible without additional system
adaptations, resulting in a universal connectivity and operability. Below, the
general system-level features and requirements for power electronics in future
energy networks (smart grids) are summarized [3].

Distributed Intelligent Control— The traditional central control philosophy
will shift to a more distributed control paradigm where DESs become active
elements of the energy system. The emphasis is now on integrating instead of
connecting DESs into the overall system. Distributed intelligent control is necessary
to make this shift possible and power electronics can be the key enablers of this
new control strategy [12, 15].
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Efficiency and System Cost— To maintain and increase the further spread of
DESs into the utility grid, it is important to decrease the cost and at the same time
improve the efficiency and reliability of these systems. Power electronic converters
play a key role in this process as they account for a significant portion of the
total system efficiency and cost (photovoltaic converters for example account for
approximately 15-25 % of the system cost). In addition they are still a bottleneck
for system reliability. Hence it is important to have a close look at the power
electronic side of the distributed generation, where valuable improvements can be
made. Energy losses do not only account for economic losses, but also aggravate
the problem of heat removal.

Reliability, Safety/Security and Quality of Power— These are the main
technical issues that emerge from the large-scale deployment of DESs. To tackle
these rising difficulties, major technological and regulatory changes are required.
Future power electronics can deliver a huge contribution to the implementation of
most of the technological solutions that are needed (operation, protection, control,
...). Below, it is briefly explained what the terms ‘security’, ‘reliability’ and ‘quality’
of power actually mean [3].

� Security: the ability of the system to remain in operation after sudden
disturbances that may occur, like short circuits, loss of equipment, ... It
may take into account any actions causing such disturbances, such as human
errors, extreme weather conditions, terrorist activity, ...;

� Reliability: the ability of the system to satisfy customer requirements in
terms of power and energy, considering forced outages, and the scheduled
maintenance outages of the system’s equipment;

� Quality: power quality deals with the phenomena of various deviations in
voltage or current waveforms and/or shifts in phases. These deviations can
result in failure or malfunctioning of customer equipment.

Reliability and security of power are issues that are in the first place related to
the global design and control of the power system. Nowadays the responsibility
for a secure system operation is in the hands of the conventional power plants
and system operators. In future smart grids, DESs can take over a part of this
responsibility and provide the flexibility and controllability that are needed to
support secure system operation. Hereby, power electronics are often seen as no
more than the enabling components for the needed distributed control strategies.
However, current operating strategies ensure the immediate disconnection of the
DES in case of a disturbance.

Power quality in future smart grids is seen as an issue whereby power electronics can
play an active and direct role in guaranteeing it to be within the norms/standards.
The quality of the voltage is the most important aspect of power quality. This can
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be both steady state variations or disturbances. Steady state variations include
voltage regulation, harmonic distortion and flicker, while disturbances are transients,
voltage dips and voltage swells. All these phenomena can lead to interruptions of
the power supply, having a negative impact on the reliability of the whole system.

1.1.4 The Necessity of Multi-Objective Optimization (MOO)

In the design of power electronic converters, there is a historical trend toward
lower volume and/or higher power density. This trend is mainly driven by the
general requirement for decreasing the functional system volume and cost [16].
Moreover, due the aforementioned environmental issues, efficiency maximization
of converter systems is a major concern. Consequently, for the design of a power
electronic converter, typically multiple objectives need to be considered. Thereby,
most prominent are:

� Minimization of the volume and thus maximization of the power density;

� Minimization of the weight;

� Minimization of the losses and thus maximization of the efficiency;

� Minimization of the costs;

� Minimization of the failure rate and thus maximization of the reliability.

These objectives can be translated into a set of mutually coupled and measurable
‘Performance Indices’ which enable the implementation of a quantitative plan of
action in order to achieve technological and market economy goals for the further
development of power electronic converters [17]. Figure 1.5 depicts the fundamental
trends regarding the main Performance Indices involved in the design of power
electronic systems.

At present, the definition and quantification of future performance targets, for
example in the course of roadmapping, are strongly based upon the experience
of development engineers and the extrapolation of earlier product generations.
The same goes for the further improvement of converter designs, which relates
in particular to the right topology selection and the choice of the component
values and operating parameters. One of the main deficiencies of this traditional
approach is that it is generally not checked whether a desired target performance
is fundamentally achievable with a given technological base [17]. Therefore it is a
rising trend to replace this evolutionary process by a mathematical procedure in
which the relationship between the technological base and the performance of the
system exists as a comprehensive mathematical representation whose optimization
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Figure 1.5: Representation of the main, state-of-the-art and required (future),
Performance Indices involved in the design of power electronic systems [17].

(i.e. by means of multi-objective optimization (MOO)) assures the best possible
exploitation of the available degrees of freedom and technologies [17].

The mathematical MOO procedure [17] makes abstraction of the realization of
a power electronic system and thereby maps a multi-dimensional Design Space
(Decision Space) into a multi-dimensional Performance Space (Objective Space),
which is defined by the different Performance Indices pi (see Figure 1.6). In
Figure 1.6, vector x are the free design parameters, vector k the design constants (e.g.
the permeability and saturation flux density of the considered magnetic materials),
and vector r the system specifications and operating requirements (e.g. the input
and output voltage, the output power, the electromagnetic compatibility (EMC)
requirements, etc.). Each point in the multi-dimensional Design Space defined by x
and k, represents a single converter design, having a certain performance p which
is determined by calculation of the different Performance Indices,

pi = fi(x,k). (1.1)

Thereby a set of inner converter functions gk is defined which reflect the physical
behavior of the main functional elements of the converter system as well as their
interaction, as determined by the circuit topology and mechanical construction:

gk(x,k, r) = 0 k = 1, 2, 3, . . . , p. (1.2)

The desired system specifications are then formulated as a set of minimum
requirements:

hj(x,k, r) > 0 j = 1, 2, 3, . . . , q. (1.3)

Both gk and hj are included as side conditions (Condition Map) in the calculation
procedure (see Figure 1.6). A probability density am can be assigned to the various
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Figure 1.6: Abstract representation of the design and multi-objective optimization
of a power electronic converter, where a multi-dimensional Design Space is mapped
into a multi-dimensional Performance Space [17] which is bounded by the Pareto
Front.

operating points in case the whole profile of the converter is considered in the
optimization, resulting in a multi-dimensional Condition Map. From the resulting
Performance Space (i.e. a variety of possible designs), the best design with regard
to a Performance Index pi (e.g. minimization of the total converter losses) can be
directly found via single-objective optimization:

pi → Min. (1.4)

Consequently the result pi of this single-objective optimization is located on one of
the axes of the Performance Space. However, for an industrial design it is desirable
to find the best compromise between several competing requirements, e.g. with
regard to efficiency (i.e. minimizing the losses) and system costs, which can be
obtained using a multi-objective optimization where weighting of the individual
performance goals may be applied by appointing a weighting factor wi to each
Performance Index pi:∑

wipi =
∑

wifi(x,k) → Min. (1.5)

Each weighting factor yields an optimal point in the Design Space to which a point
in the Performance Space is allocated. Consequently, different weightings wi of the
individual Performance Indices lead to a multitude of solutions in the Performance
Space. These solutions represent the best possible compromise between competing
performances, known as the Pareto Front and limiting the feasible Performance
Space (see Figure 1.6).
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The above mentioned MOO of converter systems (see Figure 1.6) requires that for a
given set of specifications, circuit topology, and operating mode, the realization and
functioning of the converter system are mathematically described, starting from
a given technology base (i.e. the basic materials and components) [17]. However,
the complexity of such an optimization might increase rapidly and most probably
computer assistance may become unavoidable. Thereby, on-line parameter entry
can be provided for the circuit components by means of a circuit simulation, so
that an optimization algorithm can vary the values of the design variables until
the optimal parameter combination is found. Separation of the partial converter
functions can be considered, allowing local optimization loops to be applied to
the design of the individual converter components (inductors, capacitors, power
semiconductors, heat sinks,...). This results in a simplification of the mathematical
description of the system behavior which is based on the relatively loose couplings
that exist between the different elements, i.e. when parasitic effects such as
wiring inductances, electromagnetic and thermal coupling of components, etc., are
neglected. Apart from the circuit structure, solely parameters which depend on
the geometry, such as thermal resistances and electromagnetic coupling, as well
as temperature dependence of the power semiconductor properties, cause stronger
couplings. These couplings, however, can be (partially) accounted for in the local
optimization loops. As a result, only the switching frequency fs and the component
values are determined using an outer (global) optimization loop. Figure 1.7 shows
an example of a flowchart for the design and local (component level) and global
(system level) optimization of a power electronic converter, in particular regarding
the optimization of the efficiency and power density. The MOO procedure consists
of the following 7 steps (see Figure 1.7):

1. Determination of the converter specifications and application specific
requirements;

2. Selection of the converter topology to be designed/optimized;

3. Derivation of the electric power circuit model of the investigated converter
topology;

4. Derivation of a suitable modulation strategy/scheme, which might be adapted
to optimally achieve the desired converter specifications;

5. Modeling and design of the main functional elements (i.e. the power
semiconductors and heat sinks, the inductors/transformer, the capacitors,
and the differential mode (DM) and common mode (CM) EMC filter) of the
power circuit. The models for the individual components, used to calculate
the required Performance Indices (e.g. efficiency and power density), can
be applied to perform inner (local) and/or off-line optimizations. Couplings
between the individual elements should be included in the corresponding
models (e.g. thermal resistances, electromagnetic couplings, ...);
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Figure 1.7: Flowchart for the design and the local (component level) and global
(system level) optimization of a power electronic converter.

6. Summation of the individually calculated performances of the different
converter components and iteration (i.e. using an outer optimization loop)
of the component values and the switching frequency fs in order to find the
global optimum;

7. Prototyping, characterization, and testing of the final converter de-
sign/implementation.

The mathematically supported design approach (see Figures 1.6 and 1.7) for power
electronic converters has been developed in the framework of the 2003 Roadmapping
Initiative of the European Center for Power Electronics (ECPE) [18] in order to
define the future role of power electronics, and to identify technological barriers
and prepare new technologies well ahead in time [17]. A more elaborate and
comprehensive discussion/description of the implementation, features, advantages,
etc., regarding this approach can be found in [17]. Compared to the traditional
experience based design methods, the main advantages are:
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� A clear picture of the performance (i.e. by means of the Pareto Front)
achievable through individual concepts (i.e. circuit concepts, control concepts,
and operating modes) based on state-of-the-art technologies is acquired,
enabling the full exploitation of the inherent potential of the technology;

� The state of the technology of a given converter class with reference to the
envelope of the Pareto Fronts of various circuit concepts can be determined;

� Physical limits are implicitly taken into account;

� The internal coupling of the Performance Indices of a converter concept can
be directly studied. For example, high power densities imply high switching
frequencies which potentially lead to a reduced efficiency;

� It can be estimated whether a satisfactory suboptimal solution can be obtained
with constant values of the selected design variables (e.g. the parameters
related to the magnetic core geometry of inductors and transformers);

� The sensitivity of the system performance with regard to the technological
base can be calculated. Therewith the effect of a change in the technology
base (e.g. new magnetic materials, new semiconductor devices) on the target
Performance Indices can be studied, enabling the effective introduction of
new technologies.

� ...

Important to note is that generally, Performance Indices of different power electronic
converters can only be used for objective comparison when the systems are similar
with regard to the type of energy conversion, the system specifications (i.e. the
input and output voltage ranges, power ranges, EMC and PF requirements, etc.),
the applied design and optimization methods/procedures, the considered component
technologies and cooling concept, etc.
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1.2 Applications of Single-Phase, Utility Interfaced,
Bidirectional, and Isolated AC–DC Converters

This work investigates a particular single-phase, bidirectional AC–DC converter that
is interfaced with the distribution grid on the residential level (i.e. with the 230 VAC,
50 Hz utility grid). Major applications areas for this type of converters are chargers
for plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) and battery electric vehicles (BEVs) [19–
21], and interfaces for multiple renewable energy sources (RESs, e.g. photovoltaic
(PV) modules [22]) and energy storage systems (ESSs) [23]. Bidirectional conversion
capability enables the development of smart interactive power networks in which
the energy systems play an active role in providing different types of support to
the grid [12, 15]. Examples are vehicle-to-grid (V2G) concepts [24], ‘smart home’
concepts [25], AC microgrids [12, 15], and residential DC distribution systems
(DC nanogrids) [26–28]. In this work only AC–DC converters – in particular a
single-stage (1-S) dual active bridge (DAB) AC–DC topology – with galvanic
isolation are considered, providing the feasibility of system grounding solutions [26]
and thus being advantageous concerning safety issues [29].

1.2.1 Chargers for Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicles (PHEVs) and
Battery Electric Vehicles (BEVs)

Conventional cars only use internal combustion engines (ICEs) which burn fossil
fuels (e.g. petrol, diesel) to generate the required propulsion power. Although
internal combustion engine vehicles (ICEVs) have matured over the past 100 years,
certainly on the short-term, a continued improvement of the ICEVs will take
place, in particular with the aid of automotive electronic technology [30]. However,
the excessive burning of fossil fuels not only causes local environmental pollution
such as the emission of nitrous oxide (NOx), carbon monoxide (CO), unburnt
hydrocarbons (HCs),... [31], but also partly accounts for global warming, especially
due to the exhalation of the nontoxic compound CO2 (carbon dioxide) into the
air5 [6, 31]. As a result of the more stringent regulations on emissions and fuel
economy, global warming, and constraints on energy resources, alternative vehicle
concepts with higher potential for further improvement compared to ICEVs have
attracted increased attention by car manufacturers, governments, and customers
[30]. In particular electric vehicles (EVs), including hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs),

5However, water vapor (also a product of the combustion process) is somewhere between 50 %
and 300 % as effective as CO2 on a unit mass basis over a 100 year period [6]. If the global
warming potential (GWP) of CO2 is set at 1, the potential of water is on average about 1.75.
Taking into account the global average level of atmospheric water vapor of about 3 % (i.e. 30000
ppmv) compared to a total of about 385 ppmv for CO2, the total relative warming effect of
atmospheric water vapor at the 3 % level is thus about 30000 x 1.75 or 52500 compared to 368 x
1.0 or 368 for CO2 [6].
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battery electric vehicles (BEVs), and fuel cell vehicles (FCVs), will most likely
overtake the ICEV monopoly due to their superior fuel economy and performance.
All three EV technologies (HEVs, BEVs, and FCVs) can effectively contribute to a
lower environmental impact of the ever-increasing use of personal vehicles [30].

Research and development efforts on HEVs, BEVs, and FCVs are driven by
different initiatives which have been taken in order to attain a reduction of CO2

emissions (e.g. the California Zero Emission Vehicle (ZEV) program [32] and the
European Green Cars Initiative (EGCI) [33]). Under the EU cars regulation, setting
mandatory emission reduction targets, the fleet average to be achieved by all new
cars is 130 grams of CO2 per kilometer (g/km) by 2015 and 95 g/km by 2020. The
2015 and 2020 targets represent reductions of respectively 18 % and 40 % compared
with the 2007 fleet average of 158.7 g/km. In terms of fuel consumption, the 2015
target is approximately equivalent to 5.6 liter per 100 km (l/100 km) of petrol or
4.9 l/100 km of diesel. The 2020 target equates to approximately 4.1 l/100 km of
petrol or 3.6 l/100 km of diesel. HEVs, BEVs, and FCVs will play an essential role
in achieving these goals. However, advanced energy sources and intelligent energy
management are key factors to enable EVs competing with ICEVs [30]. Overall
cost effectiveness is of course the fundamental factor for marketability of EVs.
Below, the different technologies (HEVs, BEVs, and FCVs) are briefly discussed
and the role that the investigated single-phase, utility interfaced AC–DC converter,
in particular as plug-in battery charger, can play in the context of more electric
vehicles (EVs) is highlighted. A summarizing overview and comparison of the main
characteristics of HEVs, BEVs, and FCVs can be found in Table 1 of [34].

Hybrid Electric Vehicles (HEVs)

In order to increase the overall system efficiency, HEVs are propelled by an ICE and
one or more electric machines (EMs, i.e. an electric motor which also can be used
as a generator) in a series, a parallel, a series-parallel, or a ‘complex’ configuration.
Besides the fuel for the ICE, HEVs have thus one or more additional sources
of energy (typically electric energy stored in batteries and/or ultracapacitors)
on-board the vehicle. The ICE enables an extended driving range while the
EMs effectively increase the system efficiency and fuel economy by for example
regenerating braking energy and storing excess energy from the ICE in the battery
during low load conditions [30, 34, 35]. The latter enables optimization of the ICE
operation. Coupled with greater efficiency, the hybrid electric drive train allows for
a noticeable improvement of the car’s handling and acceleration, being important
regarding customer satisfaction [36]. The main concerns of HEVs compared to
ICEVs include increased cost due to the introduction of EMs, energy storage
elements, and power electronics; reliability and warranty issues; safety concerns
due to the presence of high voltages; and electromagnetic interference caused by
high-frequency high-current switching in the electric power train [30].
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(a) Series HEV (b) Parallel HEV (c) Series-parallel HEV

(d) Complex HEV (e) Legend

Figure 1.8: Four common architectures of HEVs [30].

A first classification (see Figure 1.8) of HEVs can be made with respect to the
system architecture and employed drive train [30, 34, 35, 37]:

� Series HEVs: in series HEVs (see Figure 1.8(a)), the mechanical output of
the ICE is converted into electricity using a generator, after which it either
charges the battery or directly propels the wheels via an EM and mechanical
transmission. As a result of the decoupling between on the one hand the
ICE revolution speed and on the other hand the cruising speed, an optimized
operation of the ICE at its best operating point can be achieved. Further
advantages are an extended driving range compared to that of a conventional
ICEV and a relatively simple drive train with increased flexibility for locating
the ICE generator set [30]. However, due to the need for three propulsion
devices (the ICE, the generator, and the EM), implying multiple stages of
energy conversion, the efficiency of series HEVs is typically lower compared
to for example the parallel HEV drive topology [30, 38]. Furthermore, a
much higher rated power of the electric system (power electronics, generator,
EM) is required [38].

� Parallel HEVs: in parallel HEVs (see Figure 1.8(b)) both the ICE and the
EM are mechanically connected to the transmission using two clutches. In
this way, the propulsion power can be supplied by the ICE alone, by the EM,
or by both. The EM can be used as a generator in order to allow regenerative
braking and to absorb power from the ICE in case of low load conditions. In
both cases energy is transferred to the battery. Advantageous over the series
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HEV is the lower number of propulsion devices (i.e. only two propulsion
devices: the ICE and the EM) which in turn can have a lower rated power [30].
However, less efficient operation of the ICE is obtained since it’s revolution
speed depends on the selected gear and the cruising speed [35].

� Series-parallel HEVs: the series-parallel HEVs (see Figure 1.8(c))
incorporate the features/advantages of both the series and parallel HEVs.
Disadvantageous are the higher complexity and higher cost due to the
additional mechanical link compared with the series HEV and the additional
generator compared with the parallel HEV [30, 35].

� Complex HEVs: complex HEVs (see Figure 1.8(d)) involve complex
configurations which cannot be classified into the three categories discussed
above. The main difference with the series-parallel HEV is that the complex
HEV uses a bidirectional EM that is coupled with the ICE, allowing three
propulsion power (due to the ICE and two electric motors) [30]. Again,
complex HEVs come with higher complexity and higher cost.

A second classification of HEVs can be made according to the power ratio between
the ICE and the EM(s) and the function of the EM(s) [30, 34, 39]:

� Micro hybrids: micro HEVs use a limited-power EM which is used as
starter-generator system, which allows regenerative braking up to a certain
degree, which enables stop-and-go-functionality where the ICE can be stopped
when the vehicle is at a standstill, and which can deliver a limited amount of
the maximum traction power. This is economically achievable with relatively
low system voltages. However, compared to conventional ICEVs, mostly a
second battery and a second bus voltage are required (in addition to the
existing 12 V battery and the 14 V DC bus) [39]. Fuel economy improvements
in the range of 2 % to 10 % are feasible [34].

� Mild hybrids: besides the functionalities of the micro hybrids (starter-
generator, regenerative braking, stop-and-go), mild HEVs have a boost
function, supplementing the ICE’s torque, for example during acceleration
[34]. The power provided by the electric system is typically in the range
of 10 kW to 20 kW, which is too limited to propel the vehicle on its own.
Higher supply voltages in the range 100 V to 200 V are applied in order to
obtain reasonable currents in the EMs and the converters [30]. Fuel economy
improvements in the range of 10 % to 20 % are feasible [34].

� Full hybrids: full HEVs have an electric traction system where the electric
motor can ensure the vehicle’s propulsion on its own (full electric driving).
However, propulsion with combined operation of the ICE and the EM or using
the ICE only is also possible. Again, starter-generator, regenerative braking,
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Figure 1.9: Typical series HEV electric power system architecture [35]. The HEV
turns into a PHEV in case a utility interfaced battery charger is present [19]. This
example shows an on-board, single-phase, bidirectional, isolated battery charger
which can either be connected to the HV battery or to the HV DC bus.

stop-and-go functionalities are present. The high required electric power (up
to 100 kW and more) demands for comparably high supply voltages, typically
in the range of 200 V to 300 V [30] and even up to 800 V [40]. The Lexus GS
450h, for example, uses a 650 V HV DC bus in order to achieve the required
EM power with reduced motor and converter currents [30]. Fuel economy
improvements in the range of 20 % to 50 % are feasible [34].

A typical electric power system architecture used in a (series) HEV is shown in
Figure 1.9 [19, 35]. The high electric load demands of HEVs have resulted in the
need to scale up the on-board voltage levels [37, 41]. In order to distribute the
electric power, future HEVs – apart from some micro hybrids – require a high
voltage6 (HV) DC bus in addition to the conventional low voltage (LV), 14 V,

6In automotive applications voltage levels of more than 60 V are often denoted as ‘high voltage’
(HV) while voltage levels below 60 V are referred to as ‘low voltage’ (LV). This classification is
made for safety reasons [42].
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DC bus to which the low power, low voltage automotive loads (e.g. lighting,
instrumentation systems, electric motor driven fans/pumps/compressors,...) are
connected [29]. Nowadays, voltage levels of 200 V to 300 V [30, 41] and even up to
600 V [19, 29] for the HV DC bus are rather common (e.g. a DC bus voltage level
of 650 V is used for the Lexus GS 450h [30]). It can be assumed that a dual voltage
(HV and LV DC bus) automotive power system will exist at least for a while since
the low power loads are designed based on the 14 V standards [29, 37]. Thus,
the 12 V LV battery will remain in order to provide backup to the electric power
supply of the 14 V bus [39]. The HV DC bus primarily enables efficient power
transfer between the main electrical energy storage element (mostly a HV battery)
and the electric propulsion system (i.e. the EMs) [19]. Besides the bidirectional
DC–AC converter(s), connecting the HV DC bus with the EM(s), most of the
HEV concepts comprise further power electronic subsystems which are coupled
to the HV DC bus like for example a (bidirectional [29, 39]) low power DC–DC
converter for supplying the LV power net (as a replacement of the traditional 14 V
generator), a bidirectional high power DC–DC converter for boosting the voltage
of the HV battery to a higher (stabilized) level required for the HV DC bus (i.e.
the HV battery interface), an inverter for the air conditioning system,... [19]. For
safety reasons, the HV DC bus needs to be galvanically isolated from the 14 V DC
bus and the vehicle chassis. Therefore the interfacing DC–DC converter requires a
galvanic isolation [29, 40].

Plug-in Hybrids (PHEVs)— Plug-in HEVs (PHEVs) are able to externally
charge the HV battery by plugging into the electricity grid (i.e. the low voltage
distribution grid; utility grid), for example using a single-phase AC–DC converter
(battery charger) as grid interface (see Figure 1.9) [34]. PHEVs use no fossil fuel
during their all-electric range, resulting in zero emission operation. In case the
batteries are charged from renewable electricity (e.g. wind, solar, ...), a substantial
reduction of GHG emissions is achieved compared to regular gas station refueling
HEVs and the fuel economy can be improved by 100 % when the ICE is not used
to charge the battery, for example in urban drive cycles [34]. Moreover, the power
flow of the grid interface can be bidirectional, so vehicles can not only charge but
also discharge and thus inject energy into the grid. This vehicle-to-grid (V2G)
option enables provision of different grid support services [15, 24]. The total fleet of
PHEVs represents a substantial energy storage capability. At any given time, a high
number of these vehicles are available for V2G [24]. As a result, the introduction
of plug-in vehicles presents numerous small distributed energy storage elements,
enabling the implementation of for example peak shaving, voltage control, and the
integration of renewable energy sources into the grid [23, 24]. This leads to an
improved grid efficiency and reliability. Due to limited oil reserves and increasing
oil prices, PHEVs will attract more and more attention in the coming years.

Plug-in Battery Chargers— Chargers for PHEVs can be subdivided into two
main classes: conductive chargers and inductive chargers [29]:
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� Conductive chargers: the power flow takes place through metal-to-metal
contact between on the one hand the connector on the charge port of the
vehicle and on the other hand the AC mains power lines or a dedicated
electric vehicle supply equipment (EVSE, i.e. a charging station) that is
connected to the AC supply network (utility grid). When the AC–DC
conversion takes place within the EV, an on-board charger (i.e. an on-board
AC–DC converter) is required. Alternatively the AC–DC conversion can
take place within the EVSE, involving an off-board charger. In this case, a
DC voltage is provided to the vehicle and this method is further referred
to as DC charging. The International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC)
created an international standard, IEC 61851-1 [43], which applies to on-
board and off-board conductive charging equipment for EVs. Thereby, the
cable connection between the EV and the point of charging (i.e. a direct
connection to the utility grid or to dedicated EVSE), the types of plugs,
sockets, vehicle inlets,... used for this connection, as well as the different
modes of charging along with the corresponding safety and communication
features are defined [44, 45]. In particular of importance for this thesis are the
different charging modes, which relate to the current and power levels of the
chargers. Figures 1.10(a)-1.10(c) show the respective charging infrastructure
that corresponds with each charging mode discussed below:

– Mode 1 (on-board) charging; see Figure 1.10(a); slow charging from
a household-type socket ; stands for the connection of the EV to the AC
supply network utilizing standardized sockets (single-phase or three-
phase), not exceeding 16 A charging current and 250 VAC (single-phase)
or 480 VAC (three-phase) at the supply side. For a 230/400 VAC

7 utility
grid, a 16 A rated socket permits a maximum charging power of 3.7 kW
(single-phase) or 11 kW (three-phase) [45]. A resistor between the power
indicator and the ground provides the resistive coding which is required
to inform the EV on the available power rating of the grid connection
[44].

– Mode 2 (on-board) charging; see Figure 1.10(a); slow charging
from a household-type socket outlet with an in-cable protection device;
stands for the connection of the EV to the AC supply network utilizing
standardized socket outlets (single-phase or three-phase), not exceeding
32 A charging current and 250 VAC (single-phase) or 480 VAC (three-
phase) at the supply side. For a 230/400 VAC utility grid, a 32 A rated
socket permits a maximum charging power of 7.4 kW (single-phase)
or 22 kW (three-phase) [45]. A socket with in-cable protection device
is required, also providing the control pilot function which is used to
inform the EV on the available power rating of the grid connection [44].

7230/400 VAC is the IEC recommended standard voltage.
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– Mode 3 (on-board) charging; see Figure 1.10(b); slow or fast
charging using a specific EV socket outlet with control and protection
function installed ; stands for the connection of the EV to the AC supply
network utilizing dedicated EVSE. Connection Case C (see [44]) allows
charging currents up to 63 A while with connection Case B the charging
current is limited to 32 A. For a 230/400 VAC utility grid, the maximum
power levels are: Case B, single-phase: 7.4 kW; Case B, three-phase:
22 kW; Case C, single-phase: 14.5 kW; Case C, three-phase: 43.5 kW.
The control pilot signal and additional safety features are provided by
the EVSE. The standard [43] also describes very high power AC charging
with currents up to 250 A.

– Mode 4 (off-board) charging; see Figure 1.10(c); fast DC charging
using an off-board charger ; stands for the connection of the EV to the
EVSE utilizing an off-board charger which is located within the EVSE.
High charging currents of up to 400 A are possible.

� Inductive chargers: the power is transferred magnetically (wireless)
through inductive coupling [29, 46] rather than by direct electrical contact.
This technology offers advantages of safety (galvanic isolation is inherently
present), connector robustness, durability, and power compatibility, but, on
the expense of a lower efficiency and the need of new infrastructure [29]. A
separate international standard, SAE-J2954, for the wireless charging and
positioning of EVs is currently being prepared by the Society of Automotive
Engineers (SAE). The charging infrastructure required for inductive charging
is depicted in Figure 1.10(d). Inductive charging is not further discussed.

Most of the EVs on the market are delivered with domestic-socket-compatible
connection cables where the cable and its functionalities determine whether it
supports mode 1 or mode 2 (see Figure 1.10(a)) charging [44]. Every domestic
socket can be used as charging infrastructure, resulting in an extensive availability
of charging opportunities for the user and a reduced range anxiety. However, due
to the limited charging current (16 A socket outlets are the most widespread in
Europe), charging time is relatively long with these charging modes. Due to the
higher possible current, a shorter charging time can be achieved with mode 3
charging but, however, dedicated EVSE is required (see Figure 1.10(b)). This
comes with increased infrastructure costs and reduced charging opportunities for
the users, which negatively impacts the range anxiety. For charging at home, the
investments in mode 3 EVSE might be unnecessary if the vehicle is parked at
home for sufficiently long times to charge the battery with mode 1 or mode 2
[44]. Moreover, high charging currents can cause overheating and aging of the
batteries. For mode 4 charging (i.e. DC charging, see Figure 1.10(c)) the advantages
and disadvantages that come with mode 3 charging are even more pronounced.
Additionally, EV purchase costs can be reduced as an on-board charger is not
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(a) Mode 1 and mode 2 charging (b) Mode 3 charging

(c) Mode 4 (DC) charging (d) Inductive charging

Figure 1.10: Charging infrastructure for conductive charging using (a) charging
modes 1 and 2, (b) charging mode 3, (c) charging mode 4. (d) Charging
infrastructure for inductive charging. The specifications of the AC–DC converter
investigated in this work are based on single-phase mode 1 charging cf. inset (a).

anymore needed, which also leads to reduced weight and more space in the car.
Nevertheless, the EVSE needs to be compatible with every car model that supports
mode 4 charging.

Common issues of conductive chargers concern safety and the design of
internationally standardized connection interfaces [43]. Galvanic isolation between
the electric traction system and the mains power supply is a favorable option in
conductive charger circuits [29]. Besides increased safety in the system it provides
more convenience and freedom to fulfill the requirements given in the standard
[43]. For example, in non-isolated chargers, a considerable effort is needed to
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prevent unwanted earth fault protection trip due to the presence of common-mode
currents, noise, and so on. By using a galvanic isolated charger, the impact of the
(high-power) charging circuit on the earth path will be drastically reduced [29].
Furthermore, if the traction battery is bonded to the vehicle chassis, it is obligated
that the charger provides a galvanic isolation between the mains (utility grid) and
the battery [29, 43].

The specifications (see Section 1.3) of the single-phase, utility interfaced,
bidirectional AC–DC converter investigated in this work are based on the
requirements for single-phase, mode 1, on-board EV battery chargers8 (cf.
Figure 1.10(a)). They allow domestic charging at a maximum charging current of
16 A and a maximum charging power of 3.7 kW, assuming an IEC recommended
standard grid voltage of 230/400 VAC. Galvanic isolation is provided for the
reasons mentioned above, while bidirectional power flow capability enables V2G
operation. The DC output voltage range of the AC–DC converter strongly depends
on whether the converter’s DC output terminals are directly connected to the HV
battery (HV battery connection) or to the HV DC bus (HV DC bus connection)
(see Figure 1.10):

� HV battery connection: when the DC output terminals of the on-board
AC–DC battery charger are connected to the HV battery terminals [20], the
charging energy is directly transferred from the charger to the battery during
charging and vica versa during V2G operation. This requires a relatively
large output voltage range of the AC–DC converter, which has to cover the
whole battery voltage range.

� HV DC bus connection: when the DC output terminals of the on-board
AC–DC battery charger are connected to the HV DC bus terminals [19], the
charging energy is indirectly (i.e. via the HV-battery-interfacing DC–DC
converter) transferred from the charger to the battery during charging and
vica versa during V2G operation. Now the output voltage range of the AC–
DC converter can be kept relatively small since during charging the voltage
of the HV DC bus can be stabilized to an optimal value by the HV-battery-
interfacing DC–DC converter. Moreover, the other power electronic circuits
which are interfaced with the HV DC bus can now directly draw energy
from the grid in order to for example charge the LV battery and to feed
energy to the low power and the high power loads during charging. However,
compared to the previous case, charging of the HV battery now encompasses
an additional energy conversion stage: the HV-battery-interfacing DC–DC
converter.

8In order to reduce weight, volume, and costs, charging systems are described (e.g. in [19, 29])
which use the available traction hardware, inverter, and motor to have an integrated battery-
charger-and-drive-system. However, disadvantageous are efficiency and maintainability [47].
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Figure 1.11: Typical BEV electric power system architecture. This example
shows an on-board, single-phase, bidirectional, isolated battery charger which can
either be connected to the HV battery or to the HV DC bus.

Battery Electric Vehicles (BEVs)

The drive train of a battery electric vehicle (BEV) is exclusively powered from
an electric machine which draws energy from a high energy density HV battery
[48, 49] during propulsion and recharges the battery during regenerative braking
[50]. With BEVs zero (local9) CO2 emissions can be achieved [34], making them
very attractive for urban areas where traffic emissions considerably pollute the
local environment. However, market penetration of BEVs is limited due to their
high initial cost, the relatively short driving range, and long charging (refueling)
time [30]. Concepts with several energy sources (e.g. HV batteries, ultracapacitors,
and even reduced power fuel cells) have been proposed to expand the driving range
of BEVs [34, 50].

The power system architecture of a BEV’s drive train (see Figure 1.11) is similar

9The ultimate target of zero global CO2 emissions by personal vehicles can be achieved in
case the batteries are charged from renewable electricity (e.g. wind, solar, ...).
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to that of a series PHEV (cf. Figure 1.9) without ICE and electric generator.
Although several variants exist [50], common for each architecture is the need for a
plug-in battery charger which again (similar to PHEVs) can be directly connected
to the HV battery pack or to the HV DC bus. Contrary to the architecture shown
in Figure 1.11, in some BEV concepts – the so called passive topologies – the
energy storage devices (HV battery, ultracapacitors,...) are directly connected to
the HV DC bus without DC–DC converter. In this case the plug-in battery charger
directly interfaces the storage devices with the utility grid [50].

Plug-in Battery Chargers— Since the electric system architectures of BEVs
and (P)HEVs are rather similar (they both include a HV battery pack and a HV
DC bus), the considerations, remarks, and requirements for plug-in battery chargers
used in PHEVs (especially full hybrids) still apply for the plug-in battery chargers
used in BEVs. Furthermore, BEVs and (P)HEVs have very similar optimal system
voltages (HV battery and HV DC bus) as a function of power rating [41].

Fuel Cell Vehicles (FCVs)

In FCVs, the on-board fuel cells – typically proton exchange membrane fuel cells
(PEMFCs) or solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) [35] – produce the electricity which is
used to provide propulsion power to the EM(s) [30, 51]. Similar to BEVs, FCVs
enable zero emission since fuel cells do not burn fossil fuels and therefore do not
produce pollutants (the byproduct of a hydrogen fuel cell is water). The achievable
cruising range is comparable to that of ICEVs. Issues related to FCVs include the
high fuel cell cost, the storage of hydrogen, the transportation and production of
hydrogen, and the fuel cell life cycle.

Generally, other high power density devices such as lithium-ion HV batteries and/or
ultracapacitors are used in conjunction with the fuel cell [35, 51, 52] in order to
stabilize the HV DC bus using a bidirectional DC–DC converter. This is done
due to the fact that fuel cell stacks cannot respond to sudden load changes and
system transients. Also, the fuel cell cannot absorb regenerative energy. As a
result, from the electric system architecture viewpoint, FCVs can be considered
as a type of series hybrid vehicles (similar to Figure 1.9), in which the fuel cell
acts a an electrical generator that uses hydrogen (see Figure 1.12) [34]. Besides
providing propulsion power, the fuel cell stack also powers all the auxiliary fuel cell
components (compressors, pumps,...) as well as the conventional 14 V bus (low
power loads) and the high power loads (see Figure 1.12). The fuel cell, the HV
battery (and/or ultracapacitors), and the 14 V bus are all connected to the HV
DC bus using separate DC–DC converters.

Plug-in Battery Chargers— Usually FCVs do not include a plug-in battery
charger (the HV battery only has a buffer function), but in case a charger would
be required, the considerations, remarks, and requirements for plug-in battery
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Figure 1.12: Typical FCV electric power system architecture, including a HV
battery which stabilizes the HV DC bus voltage during transient load conditions
and which buffers the regenerative braking energy. The FCV turns into a plug-in
FCV in case a utility interfaced battery charger is present. This example shows an
on-board, single-phase, bidirectional, isolated battery charger which can either be
connected to the HV battery or to the HV DC bus.

chargers used in PHEVs still apply for the plug-in battery chargers used in FCVs
since the electric system architectures of FCVs and HEVs are rather similar (they
both include a HV battery pack and a HV DC bus).

1.2.2 Interfaces for Renewable Energy Sources (RESs) and
Energy Storage Systems (ESSs)

Grid Interfaces for Individual RESs

The integration of renewable energy sources (RESs) and microsources, such as for
example PV modules, fuel cells (FCs), small wind turbines, and microturbines (e.g.
hydro power and combined heat and power (CHP)), into the grid – in the form of
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distributed generation (DG) – requires power electronic systems as grid interfaces
[12]. Thus, power converters enable the effective utilization of the electric energy
generated by the RESs. The vast majority of DG systems are connected to the
low voltage distribution networks [12, 15] where the single-phase, utility interfaced,
isolated AC–DC converter investigated in this work (power level 3.7 kW; connected
to the 230 VAC, 50 Hz utility grid; see also Section 1.3) finds its application in
for example small (1 - 5 kW) commercial DG systems such as residential PV
modules [22] and FC units [53] (see Figure 1.13(a)). The 3 kW, isolated DC–AC
PV converter presented in [22] interconnects a 150 V - 400 V PV array with
the 230 VAC, 50 Hz utility grid, while the 1 kW, isolated DC–AC FC converter
presented in [53] interfaces a 300 Vnom FC stack with the 200 VAC, 50 Hz utility
grid. The direct connection of the DC–AC converter’s DC terminals to either a PV
array or a fuel cell stack implies a wide DC voltage range for the DC–AC converter
(e.g. 150 V - 400 V [22]). However, PV and FC DC–AC converters do not require
the bidirectional power flow capability of the converter investigated in this work
since they only have to deliver power to the grid (grid-feeding).

Grid Interfaces for ESSs, Enabling Smart Home Concepts, AC Microgrids, and
DC Nanogrids

The increasing amount of RESs and DGs requires new strategies for the operation
and management of the electricity grid in order to maintain and even improve
the power supply reliability and quality [13]. Additionally, liberalization of the
electricity markets leads to new management structures in which trading of energy
and power will become increasingly important. This has led to several new
concepts which allow an efficient exploitation of the DG capacity, as well as
a more effective and flexible operation of the grid. Prominent examples of these
novel grid structures are ‘smart home’ concepts [25], AC microgrids [12, 15] and
residential DC distribution systems (DC nanogrids) [26, 28]. Common to these
concepts is the indispensable requirement of energy storage systems, enabling
the decoupling of electricity generation from the electricity demand. Appropriate
integration of intermittent RESs with storage systems allows for a greater market
penetration of RESs and a reduction of primary energy use and emissions [13].

� Smart home concepts; see Figure 1.13(b); the ‘smart home’ solution from
SMA [25] is an example where electrical energy storage (i.e. battery storage)
together with ‘smart’ energy management are used on a household level
in order to help PV system owners to use the produced solar power in a
more optimal and profitable way by increasing the rate of self-consumption.
Thereby, the energy produced by the PV modules is primarily used by the
household loads, while excess power is stored in the batteries for later use
or fed into the utility grid. A top level energy manager harmonizes power
generation and consumption schedules by for example applying demand side
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.13: Applications of single-phase, utility interfaced, isolated AC–DC
converters: (a) unidirectional grid interfaces for individual (residential) RESs such
as PV modules and FC stacks [22, 53]; (b) grid interfaces for (residential) battery
storage systems, enabling ‘smart home’ concepts such as for example proposed by
SMA [25]. In this case, bidirectional AC–DC converters are required.

management to the controllable loads. As a result, the load on the utility
grid is reduced through increased self-consumption, implying less power
consumption from the grid and less PV power that is fed into the grid. The
single-phase, bidirectional, AC–DC converter that is used to interface the
batteries with the utility grid (230 VAC, 50 Hz) is the SMA Sunny Island
6.0H [54], having a maximum rated (apparent) power of 4.6 kVA (20 A AC
current) and a DC voltage range of 41 V to 63 V [55]. The bidirectional
AC–DC converter topology investigated in this work (see further) is suited
for this sort of applications.

� AC microgrids; see Figure 1.14; a systematic organization of distributed
generation (DG) units, each consisting of an energy source (e.g. a RES), an
ESS, and a grid-interfacing, bidirectional AC–DC converter (see Figure 1.14,
left inset), forms a microgrid (see Figure 1.14, right inset) [12]. The microgrid
is connected to the utility system through a static transfer switch (STS) at
the point of common coupling (PCC) and presents itself to the utility as a
dispatchable load which can operate in grid-connected mode or autonomous
islanding mode. Compared to a single DG unit, the microgrid has more
capacity and control flexibilities to fulfill system reliability and power quality
requirements, and to avoid problems caused by single DG units. These
features benefit both the utility and the customers [12]. Further features of
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Figure 1.14: Example of an AC microgrid with DG units which are interfaced
with the grid through bidirectional AC–DC converters [12].

microgrids, which can increase the performance and reliability of the electrical
system, are [12, 15]:

– Grid support services such as generation scheduling optimization,
enhanced system control and dispatch services, reactive power supply and
voltage and frequency control, black-start restoration, energy imbalance
compensation, spinning reserve operation, extension of operational
reserve capability, peak shaving, optimized power flow and energy
management,...;

– Island operation which ensures continued operation in the event of a
utility interruption;

– Plug-and-play capability which enables the installation of additional DG
units without changing the control strategies of already installed DG
units;

– Power quality improvement such as harmonics and unbalance compen-
sation, flicker reduction, transient voltage support during grid-faults, or
reactive power compensation;

– Line loss reduction;

– ...

Since most of the RESs are of relatively low power capacities at up to
several hundred kilowatts (domestic kilowatt-level DG units are also feasible),
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microgrids are typically situated at the residential level (i.e. the LV
distribution grid) [12, 15]. The DG units are individually interfaced with
the utility grid through single-phase or three-phase (depending on the power
level), bidirectional AC–DC converters (see Figure 1.14, left inset) which
favorably include a galvanic isolation due to safety reasons. Therefore the
single-phase, bidirectional AC–DC converter topology investigated in this
work (see further) is suited for this application. The DC voltage range for the
AC–DC converter depends on whether the RES and the ESS use individual
power converters to connect to a (stabilized) DC-bus or not. Furthermore,
the non-radial system configuration of a microgrid substantially increases
the control complexity of the utility interfaced AC–DC converters, and the
capability for providing ancillary services by a microgrid depends mainly
on the capability of these converters to accurately control the active and
reactive power flow in the system in a coordinated manner [15]. For example,
once transferred to islanding operation the DG systems must immediately
form a grid, share the power demand, and continue supplying power to at
least all critical loads [12]. Depending on their operation in an AC microgrid,
power converters can be classified into grid-feeding, grid-supporting, and
grid-forming power converters [15]. Note that the reactive power transfer
capability of the AC–DC converter investigated in this work (i.e. in particular
the single-stage DAB AC–DC converter topology) is very limited. Moreover,
it can only be used for grid-feeding purposes since it is controlled as a current
source and therefore needs a generator or a power converter to form the grid
voltage in order to be able to operate.

� Residential DC distribution systems (DC nanogrids); see Figure 1.15;
in (residential) DC distribution systems, multiple energy sources (preferably
RESs), ESSs and loads are connected to a HV DC bus through different
power converters, forming a DC nanogrid [26–28]. This DC system can
for example be implemented in residential buildings or home environments,
enabling self-sustainability with zero net energy consumption, optimized
power management, and operation which is fully dynamically decoupled from
the AC grid. A top level energy manager can be used to harmonize power
generation and consumption schedules by for example applying demand
side management to the controllable loads. The DC voltage used in DC
nanogrids is a straightforward and simple solution to integrate multiple
energy sources, ESSs, and loads as there are no AC losses, no reactive power
issues, and no frequency synchronization issues [26]. Moreover, the power
factor correction (PFC) stages in appliances are eliminated since most of
the household appliances are electronic loads. A single-phase or three-phase
(depending on the power level) bidirectional AC–DC converter is used to
interconnect the DC bus of the DC nanogrid with the AC utility grid. This
utility interfaced AC–DC converter is sometimes called the energy control
center (ECC) [26]. In fact, a DC nanogrid can be seen as an extension of
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Figure 1.15: Example of a DC nanogrid implemented at home and consisting of
a HV DC bus that is interfaced with the 230 VAC, 50 Hz utility grid through a
single-phase, bidirectional, and isolated AC–DC converter.

the previously mentioned microgrid-coupled DG units where the ECC can
perform similar tasks than the utility interfaced AC–DC converter of the DG
unit. Besides the HV DC bus, typically an additional LV 24 V or 48 V DC bus
is used for supplying energy to the consumer electronic devices and portable
equipment (see Figure 1.15) [26]. Due to the connection to a HV DC bus, a
relatively narrow DC voltage range for the utility interfaced AC–DC converter
(i.e. the ECC) is feasible (e.g. 360 V - 400 V [26]). The single-phase, utility
interfaced, bidirectional, and isolated AC–DC converter investigated in this
work (power level 3.7 kW; connected to the 230 VAC, 50 Hz utility grid) finds
its application in the realization of the ECC. However, as explained above
for microgrids, this converter (i.e. the single-stage DAB topology) allows
only a limited reactive power transfer and can only be used for grid-feeding
purposes. In [26] a 10 kW, bidirectional, non-isolated AC–DC converter is
presented for being used as an ECC, interfacing the 360 V - 400 V (380 Vnom)
DC bus of a DC nanogrid with a 240 VAC, 60 Hz utility grid. A 500 Wnom,
1 kWpeak, unidirectional, isolated DC–AC converter which interfaces a 200 V
DC bus with a 208 VAC, 60 Hz utility grid is presented in [27] for similar
purposes. However, there power can only be fed into the grid.
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1.3 Specifications of the Investigated AC–DC Con-
verter

The specifications (see Table 1.1) of the single-phase, utility interfaced, bidirectional,
and isolated AC–DC converter investigated in this work are based on the
requirements for future, mode 1 compatible, on-board electric vehicle (EV) battery
chargers. They allow domestic charging at a maximum/nominal (active) charging
current of IAC,P,nom = 16 Arms. Assuming an IEC recommended standard/nominal
grid voltage of VAC,nom = 230 Vrms and a line frequency of fL = 50 Hz, the
maximum/nominal charging power is Pnom = 3.7 kW. The AC–DC converter
comprises an AC port with a terminal voltage VAC of 230 Vrms ± 10%, nominal
voltage VAC,nom= 230 Vrms, and a high voltage (HV) DC port. The voltage level
VDC2 at the DC port is chosen based on the forecasts that, with the increasing
power demand of electric vehicles, the vehicular power system voltages tend
to rise [37, 41]. Concerning this voltage level it is assumed that the HV DC
terminals of the AC–DC converter are connected to the HV DC bus of the EV (see
Figure 1.16). Since during charging the voltage of this DC bus can be stabilized
to an optimal value by the HV-battery-interfacing DC–DC converter, a relatively
narrow range for the DC terminal voltage VDC2 is feasible. Therefore, this range is
(arbitrarily) selected as 370 V 6 VDC2 6 470 V, nominal voltage VDC2,nom = 400 V,
100 · (VDC2,max − VDC2,min)/VDC2,nom = 25 %.

The selected DC port voltage levels allow the use of high performance, high
voltage, metal oxide semiconductor field-effect transistors (MOSFETs) which are
the primary considered semiconductor switching devices. Furthermore, galvanic
isolation is required between the AC port and the HV DC port for reasons of safety,

Figure 1.16: Schematic of the scenario considered for the connection of the HV
DC port of the investigated AC–DC converter: the HV DC terminals of the AC–DC
converter are connected to the HV DC bus of the EV, having a voltage range of
370 V 6 VDC2 6 470 V.
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Property Value Description

AC-side

VAC
207 6 VAC (Vrms)6 253 min. and max. AC input voltages

VAC,nom = 230 Vrms nominal AC input voltage

IAC,P
−16 6 IAC,P (Arms)6 16

min. and max. (active) AC input
currents

IAC,P,nom = 16 Arms nominal (active) AC input current

fL 50 Hz line frequency

DC-side VDC2

370 V6 VDC2 6 470 V
min. and max. voltages at the HV
DC port

VDC2,nom = 400 V nominal voltage at the HV DC port

EMC compliance CISPR 22 Class B
requirements related to the EMC
input filter design

PF
> 0.9 (at

IAC,P > 0.1 · IAC,P,nom)
power factor requirement

THD compliance
IEC 61000-3-2 standard,

and THD 6 5 % (at
IAC,P > 0.3 · IAC,P,nom)

requirements related to the input
current harmonics

Additional requirements

� galvanic isolation

� bidirectional power flow capability

� high conversion efficiency (η > 95 % at the nominal operating point and

η > 93 % within reasonable voltage and current ranges)

� high power density (ρ > 2 kW/liter)

� autonomous air cooling

� semiconductor switching devices: MOSFETs

Table 1.1: Specifications and requirements of the investigated single-phase, utility
interfaced, bidirectional, and isolated AC–DC converter.

while bidirectional power flow10 capability must enable V2G operation. The power
range is defined by the converter’s (active) AC input current which must be in
the range −16 Arms6 IAC,P 6 16 Arms for all input and output voltage conditions.
Moreover, the converter should be designed using autonomous air cooling, avoiding
extension of the existing (typically) water cooling system in the vehicle. Further
objectives regarding the selection and the design of the bidirectional AC–DC
converter are:

� A high converter efficiency of η > 95 % at the nominal operating point
(VAC,nom = 230 Vrms, IAC,P,nom = 16 Arms, VDC2,nom = 400 V);

10Positive power flow values denote a power transfer from the AC port to the HV DC port
and negative power flow values denote power transfer from the HV DC port to the AC port,
(cf. (3.10), see Section 3.1 of Chapter 3).
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� A converter efficiency of η > 93 % within reasonable input and output voltage
ranges and reasonable input current ranges;

� A high power density (i.e. low converter volume) of ρ > 2 kW/liter;

� Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) compliance with the CISPR 22 Class
B standard [56];

� A power factor (PF) close to one (unity power factor; UPF) with an absolute
minimum of PF > 0.9 (at IAC,P > 0.1 · IAC,P,nom);

� Compliance with the IEC 61000-3-2 standard [57] for input current harmonics,
which must result in a low total harmonic distortion (THD) of the AC input
current, goaling for THD 6 5 % (at IAC,P > 0.3 · IAC,P,nom).

Apart from the EMC and THD requirements, which are mandatory, the design
objectives (e.g. efficiency and power density) listed above are compiled based on the
performance of the single-phase, utility interfaced, and isolated AC–DC EV battery
charger (dual-stage topology, see Section 1.4.2) recently presented in [20], which is
taken as a benchmark. Although not bidirectional, the system specifications of this
converter (3.3 kW, 16 A maximum input current, 200 V - 450 V DC output voltage
range) are similar to the specifications for the converter investigated in this work.
For the reference converter in [20] a peak efficiency of 93.6 % (at VAC = 240 Vrms;
VDC2 = 400 V; P = 3.3 kW), a power density of 0.66 kW/liter, an input current
THD of less than 5 % from half load to full load, a PF greater than 0.99 from
half load to full load, and compliance with the IEC 61000-3-2 standard is reported.
Note that the input voltage range of the AC–DC converter in [20] is defined as
85 Vrms6 VAC 6 265 Vrms where, however, the AC–DC converter in this work is
designed for 207 Vrms6 VAC 6 253 Vrms.

Besides increased efficiency and power density (i.e. reduced volume), reduction
of the cost and weight of the power electronics and electric machinery are one of
the main design goals for future EVs [19, 21, 58, 59]. A low converter weight and
volume allow simple installation, handling and maintenance of the system, while
cost is the fundamental factor for marketability. Additionally, expansion of the
EV’s driving range can be achieved through reduction of the weight. Although the
primary emphasis of this work is on achieving a high conversion efficiency and high
power density, implicitly these objectives also contribute to a lower weight and cost.
Higher conversion efficiencies, for example, lead to reduced cooling requirements
and thus lower weight, volume, and cost [16, 17, 60]. Moreover, provided that no
thermal limitations apply, a high power density can be achieved through increasing
the switching frequency, which consequently results in smaller passive elements
such as inductors, transformers, and capacitors [61], and thus again in lower weight
and cost [16, 17, 60]. However, this is on the expense of switching frequency related
losses such as conduction losses due to high-frequency effects, core losses and
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semiconductor switching losses [61]. Moreover, thermal limitations apply at high
switching frequencies, resulting in an increased total converter volume [16]. Details
about the selection of the switching frequencies in order to accommodate a compact
converter design without causing excessive switching frequency related losses and
without bouncing into the thermal limits are given in Section 4.1.1 of Chapter 4.
High switching frequencies (e.g. > 100 kHz) are enabled by on the one hand the
soft-switching nature of the investigated AC–DC topology (see Section 1.4.4), and
on the other hand the fast switching behavior of the latest MOSFET generations,
which are considered for the semiconductor switching devices. The selection of the
employed MOSFETs is detailed in Section 5.1.1 of Chapter 5. Another important
objective in the design of future power electronic converters is the maximization of
the system reliability which, however, is considered out of the scope of this work
due to the complexity of the design task.
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1.4 Single-Phase, Bidirectional, and Isolated AC–DC
Converters: Topology Selection

1.4.1 Introduction

A proper topology selection is crucial for the successful fulfillment of the converter
requirements specified in Section 1.3. However, the great variety of different
topologies and circuit implementations available for the realization of the considered
single-phase, bidirectional, and isolated AC–DC energy conversions makes it quasi
impossible to perform a comprehensive evaluation of all options. Therefore, a good
strategy is to pick a number of candidates and subject them to the multi-objective
optimization (MOO) procedure outlined in Section 1.1.4. A pre-selection of suitable
topologies can for example be made based on designs that are already carried
out successfully in the past (experience based), based on comparative evaluations
that are already performed in literature, or based on simplified pre-analyses. By
evaluating the results obtained from the individual MOOs, the topology which is
capable of meeting the specifications/requirements in the best possible way, i.e.
with regard to one or more (weighted) Performance Indices, can then be taken
for the final converter realization. This rather top-down approach strongly relies
on the availability of well established and proven converter concepts/topologies
and corresponding modulation schemes, making steps 2 to 4 (i.e. “Converter
Topology, Electric Power Circuit Model, and Modulation Scheme”) in the MOO
procedure (see Section 1.1.4, Figure 1.7) relatively straightforward. Nevertheless,
in this work a different, rather bottom-up approach is used for the selection of the
converter topology to be investigated. If fact, only a (single-stage, 1-S) AC–DC
topology based on the well known dual active bridge (DAB) DC–DC converter
is considered. This choice is the direct result of a collaboration with an industry
partner, in particular with the company Triphase NV [62]. Within the course of
this collaboration, several major shortcomings in the existing analyses and circuit
implementations of DAB converters have come into light, especially regarding the
available (soft-switching) modulation schemes and regarding the way the high-
frequency (HF) AC-link of the DAB is implemented. It is the principle goal of this
doctorate to address these shortcomings. This means that instead of subjecting a
set of preselected topologies with given modulation schemes to the MOO procedure
and evaluating the outcome, here the focus is mainly on the (re)development
of the DAB modulation schemes as well as on the provision of solutions for the
fundamental limitations of the existing DAB HF AC-link implementation(s). In
Section 1.4.4 the topology selection is further motivated and the considered DAB
AC–DC converter variant is detailed. Based on this discussion, the objectives
and the main contributions of the work are compiled, which are summarized in
Section 1.5. As detailed in the chapter overview (see Section 1.6), there is a strong
relation between the MOO procedure outlined in Section 1.1.4 and the structure of
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this thesis. A complete overview of the state-of-the-art, i.e. regarding the existing
analyses and circuit implementations of DAB converters, is given in Section 2.2
of Chapter 2, highlighting the above mentioned shortcomings. For the sake of
completeness and for further reference, first a short overview of the most common
single-stage and dual-stage converter topologies that can alternatively be used to
realize single-phase, bidirectional, and isolated AC–DC converters is given below.

1.4.2 Dual-Stage (2-S) AC–DC Converter Topologies

Single-phase, bidirectional, and isolated AC–DC converters are most commonly
realized using two conversion stages (dual-stage, 2-S, see Figure 1.17), involving
a utility interfaced, single-phase power factor correction (PFC) rectifier (first
conversion stage) followed by an isolated DC–DC converter (second conversion
stage) [63]. The PFC front-end rectifies the AC line voltage vAC(t) into a DC
voltage which is typically ‘boosted’ to a higher level and transferred into a regulated
intermediate HV DC-link voltage VDC1 (usually 380 V . . . 450 V in the European
grid). Moreover, the PFC rectifier must assure a high power quality in terms of
PFC and total harmonic distortion (THD). Regarding these goals, a PFC rectifier
is preferred over a passive rectifier circuit, such as a line commutated diode rectifier,
since it is able to both reduce the line current harmonics in order to meet the
worldwide THD standards (cf. [57]), and to achieve a high power factor (PF)
by actively shaping the line current iAC(t) in phase with the line voltage vAC(t).
Furthermore, 2-S AC–DC power conversion is typically identified by the presence

Figure 1.17: General block diagram and principle waveforms of the single-phase,
dual-stage (2-S), bidirectional, and isolated AC–DC converter topologies (i.e. the
ones where LF filter capacitors are present in the DC-link).
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of a DC-link storage element11, smoothing the inherent power variation (i.e. the
double line frequency component of the input power) of single-phase AC–DC
converters. Therefore, the DC-link mostly consists of large, low frequency (LF)
filter capacitors (e.g. electrolytic capacitors (ELCOs)). The smoothed DC-link
voltage VDC1 is further input to the DC–DC converter, providing galvanic isolation
and performing the regulation of the DC output voltage VDC2. Consequently, a
2-S topology with DC-link storage allows for a dynamic and tight output voltage
control without having direct impact on the input current quality [64]. It is evident
that, regarding bidirectional AC–DC converters, both the PFC rectifier and the
isolated DC–DC converter must allow bidirectional power flow, a feature that is
also not possible when using a diode rectifier as AC–DC front-end.

In literature, numerous topologies are proposed for realizing the PFC rectifier stage
and the isolated DC–DC conversion stage, making it quasi impossible to provide a
comprehensive overview/evaluation of all possible implementations/combinations.
A comprehensive topology survey and comparative evaluation of unidirectional
PFC rectifier topologies for use in PEV battery chargers is given in [63]. There the
focus is on several single-phase and three-phase boost PFC rectifiers which operate
in continuous conduction mode (CCM) and boundary conduction mode (BCM),
and which offer high efficiency, high power factor, high power density, and low
cost. CCM operation has become particularly popular as reduced electromagnetic
interference (EMI) levels result from its utilization. An extensive review of
unidirectional and bidirectional single-phase PFC rectifier topologies with improved
power quality is presented in [65], including a selection of some variants with galvanic
isolation. In [66], single-phase, non-isolated PFC topologies based on the boost
converter approach are summarized. Furthermore, a bidirectional, non-isolated,
multi-cell totem-pole PFC rectifier, employing a triangular current mode (TCM)
soft-switching modulation scheme over the complete mains period, is described in
[67, 68]. Extensive overviews, topology surveys, and comparative evaluations of
common topologies used for the isolated DC–DC converter stage are presented in
[69–73], inter alia including numerous (soft-switching) dual active bridge (DAB)
topologies and resonant topologies, whether or not combined with active auxiliary
snubber circuits and/or a second, typically hard-switched and non-isolated, DC–DC
conversion stage. Also the isolated, bidirectional cuk topology, as well as several
hard-switching and/or unidirectional DC–DC architectures are discussed in the
above mentioned references. The AC–DC converter presented in [20], and which
is taken as a benchmark for the AC–DC converter investigated in this work (see
Section 1.3), is an example of a dual-stage AC–DC topology. It is implemented
using a combination of an interleaved boost PFC rectifier and an isolated full-bridge
DC–DC converter. However, this topology only allows unidirectional power flow
from the utility grid to the DC facility at its output.

11Note that although 2-S AC–DC power conversion is typically identified by the presence of a
DC-link storage element, this does not apply as a general definition.
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1.4.3 Single-Stage (1-S) AC–DC Converter Topologies

Besides the traditional dual-stage approach, several single-stage (1-S, see
Figure 1.18) converter topologies have been proposed for the realization of
single-phase, bidirectional, and isolated AC–DC converters. These 1-S AC–DC
architectures are typically identified by the absence of an intermediate HV DC-link
storage element, inter alia enabling the omission of large, bulky, failure prone
electrolytic DC-link capacitors. As a result, the AC–DC energy conversion takes
place in a single conversion stage, which is now responsible for all the required
functionalities such as the PFC, the galvanic isolation, the reduction of the line
current harmonics, and the regulation of the DC output voltage VDC2. Consequently,
compared to the 2-S topologies, 1-S AC–DC converters have the potential to benefit
the system performance with regard to efficiency, volume (power density), number
of components (reliability), weight, and costs due to the effective omission of
a complete energy conversion stage [74]. However, this is at the expense of an
increased filtering effort on the DC output side where large LF filter capacitors
(e.g. ELCOs) are required in case a low output voltage ripple is desired12. This
deficiency vanishes completely when the single-phase, 1-S AC–DC converters are
used in a three-phase architecture where, in case of symmetrical sinusoidal current
consumption, a constant instantaneous power is delivered and only storage at the
switching frequency is required. However, although 1-S systems do not require a
PFC front-end and consequently contain less components, 2-S topologies have the
benefit that the PFC stage and the DC–DC stage are decoupled via the DC-link
and thus both systems can be optimized with narrow specifications which might
even result in a better global performance [75, 76].

Figure 1.18: General block diagram and principle waveforms of the single-phase,
single-stage (1-S), bidirectional, and isolated AC–DC converter topologies.

12Note that a 1-S AC–DC converter handles the double line frequency component of the input
power.
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In literature, numerous 1-S AC–DC converter topologies are presented. In [77], a
new isolated single-phase, single-stage PFC AC–DC converter based on the Cuk
concept (“true bridgeless PFC”) is proposed, which in [78] is compared against
a conventional two-stage approach based on a bridgeless PFC rectifier and a
subsequent LLC-resonant DC–DC converter. However, the converter system only
allows for unidirectional power flow. An isolated single-stage AC–DC converter
with bidirectional power flow is introduced in [79, 80], using a cycloconverter on
the primary side and a voltage source converter on the secondary side of a medium
frequency transformer. The subject of this thesis is the single-stage DAB AC–DC
converter topology [81–88], which is extensively discussed in the following.

1.4.4 Topology Selection and Motivation

As mentioned above (see Section 1.4.1), the converter topology investigated in
this work for the realization of the energy conversion specified in Section 1.3 is a
single-stage (1-S) AC–DC topology that is based on the well known dual active
bridge (DAB) DC–DC converter. This choice origins from a collaboration with
industry partner Triphase NV [62]. During the initial period of the doctoral studies
at the KU Leuven, Triphase was developing a (potentially) high performance three-
phase AC–DC converter for hydrogen generation and fuel cell applications. The
converter architecture was composed of multiple 2.2 kW single-phase, bidirectional,
and isolated AC–DC modules for interfacing the individual phases (230 VAC) of
the 400 VAC, 50 Hz three-phase utility grid with a HV DC-bus (DC-bus voltage
range: 135 V - 190 V), i.e. an energy conversion that regarding the converter
functionalities (single-phase, bidirectional, isolated, AC–DC) is identical to the
one considered in this work (see Section 1.3). The topology chosen by Triphase
for the implementation of the single-phase AC–DC modules was a 1-S DAB AC–
DC architecture, consisting of a half bridge - full bridge (HBFB) DAB DC–DC
converter as the main building block. This converter topology was selected based
on the conclusions drawn from extensive literature studies, thorough evaluation
of numerous alternative candidate topologies, and the insights gained from the
design and testing of a number of 2-S prototype systems. It was identified to have
a high potential to enable high performance AC–DC energy conversions. However,
a plurality of fundamental research questions arose after the unsuccessful testing
of a first 1-S HBFB DAB AC–DC prototype module. This caused the development
by Triphase to be stopped temporarily but directly led to the core research topic
and converter topology investigated in this Ph.D., and resulted in the definition of
the main research objectives outlined in Section 1.5.

In contrast to Triphase, who used a 1-S DAB AC–DC converter that consists of
a half bridge - full bridge (HBFB) DAB, in this work the focus is on a 1-S DAB
AC–DC converter implemented using a full bridge - full bridge (FBFB) DAB. The
reason is that the FBFB DAB has the highest possible flexibility with regard to the
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modulation of the DAB’s HF AC-link voltages (see Section 2.2.3). Consequently,
regarding the realization of the single-phase, utility interfaced, bidirectional, and
isolated AC–DC converter specified in Section 1.3, which is to be applied as an
on-board electric vehicle (EV) battery charger, the investigated 1-S FBFB DAB
AC–DC converter provides a significant advantage compared to the 1-S HBFB
DAB AC–DC variant developed by Triphase. Below, the structure of the 1-S DAB
AC–DC converter topology is briefly described.

Investigated Single-Stage (1-S) DAB AC–DC Converter

Figure 1.19 shows the general block diagram of the 1-S DAB AC–DC converter
investigated in this work, being originally presented in [81, 82]. Thereby, a line
voltage rectifier is followed by a bidirectional DAB DC–DC converter (single power
conversion stage), putting a small high-frequency (HF) filter capacitor13 in between.
The line voltage rectifier performs a quasi lossless rectification, folding the AC line
voltage vAC(t) into a DC voltage vDC1(t) that is pulsating at twice the AC line
frequency fL and that varies according to the absolute value of vAC(t). Voltage
vDC1(t) is further fed into the DAB DC–DC converter which, consequently, is
operated within a wide input voltage range. Furthermore, the DAB performs the
regulation of the DC output voltage VDC2 and provides galvanic isolation by means
of a HF transformer. For the line voltage rectifier an efficient synchronous rectifier
(SR) is preferred over a passive diode bridge in order to reduce the conduction
losses and to enable bidirectional power flow. As no energy storage is present in
the DC-link (a HF filter capacitor is placed between the SR and the DAB), the
power factor correction (PFC) is also performed by the DAB, which has to actively
shape its input current14 iR,o(t) in phase with its input voltage vDC1(t). As iR,o(t)
is unfolded towards the AC input side by the SR, a sinusoidal AC input current
iAC(t) that is in phase (unity power factor) with the AC input voltage vAC(t) is
obtained. Only a small HF capacitance is allowed to be put between the SR and
the DAB in order to not impair the sinusoidal input current shaping. The DAB
handles the double line frequency component of the input power, requiring a LF
filter capacitor to be placed at the DC output side in order to limit the output
voltage ripple if a constant voltage output is desired.

Besides the fact that the AC–DC energy conversions take place in a single conversion
stage, an important advantage of the 1-S DAB AC–DC architecture is that it
produces high quality waveforms and is capable of complying to regulations on low
and high frequency distortions of the mains AC power lines without the need for
increasing the size and reactance value of the passive filter elements [82, 84, 85].
This is due to the fact that the small HF filter capacitors in the DC-link quasi fully

13The HF filter capacitor is not shown in Figure 1.19.
14The nomenclature ‘iR,o’ is used to indicate that this is the output current of the synchronous

rectifier.
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Figure 1.19: General block diagram and principle waveforms of the single-phase,
single-stage (1-S), bidirectional, and isolated DAB AC–DC converter investigated
in this work.

absorb the HF switched DAB currents and thus act as an inherently integrated
input filter. Nevertheless, still an additional EMC filter is required in order to
attenuate the remaining HF harmonic distortion on the AC line current. The DAB
DC–DC converter (see Chapter 2), as the main building block of this AC–DC
topology, is known for its ability to achieve high-efficiency, high-power-density,
isolated DC–DC conversion with ultra fast dynamic response and the capability of
buck-boost operation as well as bidirectional power flow. Thereby, DABs have the
inherent capability to be operated within conditions where quasi zero switching
losses occur (i.e. by virtue of zero voltage switching, ZVS), allowing higher switching
frequencies to be applied without causing excessive switching losses, which leads
to an increased converter power density. The difference between the 1-S DAB
AC–DC architecture developed by Triphase (see above) and the one investigated
in this work can be found in the particular implementation of the DAB. The 1-S
DAB AC–DC developed by Thripase consists of a half bridge - full bridge (HBFB)
DAB DC–DC converter while the the 1-S DAB AC–DC investigated in this work
consists of a full bridge - full bridge (FBFB) DAB DC–DC converter. The latter
has the highest possible degree of freedom to optimally modulate the voltages
applied to the terminals of the DAB’s HF AC-link. The main differences between
the HBFB DAB and the FBFB DAB are summarized in Section 2.2.3 of Chapter 2,
also presenting the detailed schematics. The overall schematic of the complete 1-S
FBFB DAB AC–DC converter is presented in Chapter 3.
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1.5 Objectives and New Contributions

The main objective of this work is to investigate the feasibility and suitability of
a single-stage (1-S) dual active bridge (DAB) AC–DC converter for the realization
of the single-phase, utility interfaced, bidirectional, and isolated energy conversion
specified in Table 1.1 of Section 1.3, which relates to an on-board, 3.7 kW, EV
battery charger. The main building block of the considered 1-S AC–DC topology
is the full bridge - full bridge (FBFB) DAB DC–DC converter which, compared
to other DAB variants, provides the highest possible flexibility regarding optimal
modulation of the voltages applied to its high-frequency (HF) AC-link terminals.

The main challenge to achieve the above objective lies in addressing the major
shortcomings of the existing, state-of-the-art analyses and circuit implementations
of DAB converters. These shortcomings relate in particular to the (soft-switching)
modulation schemes that are available in literature, as well as to the way the HF
AC-link of existing DAB converters is implemented, being especially problematic for
DAB converters with large input and/or output voltage variations and large power
variations such as is the case for the investigated 1-S DAB AC–DC architecture.
As a result, the main focus of this work is put on the (re)development of the
DAB (soft-switching) modulation schemes and on the provision of essential DAB
circuit modifications, rather than on subjecting a set of preselected topologies with
given modulation schemes to the multi-objective optimization (MOO) procedure
outlined in Section 1.1.4. In order to validate the presented analyses and proposed
solutions, a second objective is to design, build and test a high-efficiency and
high-power-density converter prototype system that is designed in order to meet
the requirements specified in Section 1.3, and that is developed using state-of-the
art design methods/procedures. To some extent, i.e. using local rather than global
optimization algorithms, the hardware prototype should be optimized with respect
to efficiency and power density.

The new contributions* of this work are:

� A new method for the description of the soft-switching (i.e. by virtue of zero
voltage switching, ZVS) behavior of DAB converters and a corresponding
method which allows to verify whether, for a given set of modulation
parameters and circuit variables, ZVS is obtained in all semiconductor power
devices of the DAB. This method is named the ‘current-dependent charge-
based (CDCB) ZVS verification method’ since it takes into account the amount
of charge that is required to charge the nonlinear parasitic output capacitances
of the switches during commutation, as well as the time dependency of the
currents available for commutation;

� A complete analysis of all (twelve) switching modes that are possible with
the (FBFB) DAB converter;
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� The introduction of ‘commutation inductances’, which are shown to be an
essential HF AC-link modification in order to achieve full-operating-range
(CDCB) ZVS of a DAB converter;

� A generally applicable, numerical calculation procedure for the derivation
of optimal, full-operating-range CDCB ZVS modulation schemes for DAB
converters. Contrary to the DAB analyses reported in literature, the proposed
numerical optimization algorithm examines all twelve switching modes that
are possible with the (FBFB) DAB converter;

� A generally applicable, directly employable analytical solution for the
calculation of a full-operating-range CDCB ZVS modulation scheme for
DAB converters;

� A generally applicable, semi-analytical calculation procedure for the derivation
of a full-operating-range CDCB ZVS modulation scheme for DAB converters;

� Guidelines for the effective selection of the circuit level variables (transformer’s
turns ratio, the inductances values,. . . ) and of the switching frequency pattern
to be applied;

� A guideline for the design, the optimization, and the realization of single-
phase, single-stage, bidirectional, and isolated DAB AC–DC converters;

� A framework that includes detailed loss and volume models for the investigated
DAB AC–DC converter, enabling local and global system optimizations
regarding efficiency and power density, as well as comprehensive comparisons
with alternative topology candidates;

� A multi-objective (i.e. with respect to the losses and/or the volume)
optimization procedure for the design of magnetic components (i.e. inductors
and transformers);

� A fully operational, successfully tested, high-efficiency and high-power-density
converter prototype that is in compliance with the requirements specified in
Section 1.3, being the first ever reported single-stage DAB AC–DC converter
that is operated under full-operating-range ZVS.

*Although the proposed methods for the analysis of DAB converters are
demonstrated for the design of a 1-S full bridge - full bridge (FBFB) DAB AC–DC
converter topology, they are generally applicable for any conversion type which
involves a FBFB DAB (e.g. DC–DC, 1-S AC–DC, 2-S AC–DC, 1-S AC–AC, etc.).
With minor adjustments, the methods are also employable for other (less flexible)
DAB variants, for example the half bridge - full bridge (HBFB) DAB or the half
bridge - half bridge (HBHB) DAB.
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1.6 Chapter Overview

In Chapter 2, an introduction to the working principle of the soft-switching dual
active bridge (DAB) DC–DC converter, which is the main building block of the
investigated single-stage (1-S) DAB AC–DC converter, is given. By means of a
brief introductory discussion, the shortcomings of the original modulation strategy
(i.e. phase-shift modulation, PSM) and soft-switching conditions, and the need
for improvements are summarized. Furthermore, a comprehensive overview of the
most relevant publications on improved (soft-switching) modulation schemes for
DAB converters that have the goal to deal with the deficiencies of the conventional
PSM is presented. Lastly, after a brief discussion of the different DAB variants,
the full bridge - full bridge (FBFB) DAB implementation is selected as the most
suitable candidate for the realization of the 1-S DAB AC–DC converter. Therewith,
the main context of the presented work is provided and the focus of the performed
research is motivated.

Chapter 3 consists of three major parts. In the first part, the general operating
principle of the DAB AC–DC converter is discussed, the exact operating range
of the FBFB DAB DC–DC converter, which is the main building block of the
AC–DC converter, is derived, and a control equation for the averaged DAB input
current is obtained. In the second part, the steady-state analysis of the DAB is
presented, considering dual-sided duty-cycle modulation (DSPWM) and including
all twelve possible switching modes. Furthermore, ‘commutation inductance(s)’ are
introduced which, using a simple calculation example, are shown to be an essential
HF AC-link modification in order to achieve full-operating-range ZVS. In the third
part, a novel current-dependent charge-based (CDCB) ZVS verification method is
proposed in order to deal with the deficiencies of the existing current-based (CB)
and energy-based (EB) ZVS analyses.

Chapter 4 is devoted to the derivation of full-operating-range ZVS modulation
schemes for the DAB, which is employed in the investigated 1-S DAB AC–DC
converter. Three different approaches are presented, being a numerical approach,
an analytical approach, and a semi-analytical approach. All three approaches
rely on the CDCB ZVS verification method proposed in Chapter 3, assuring that
soft-switching operation with quasi zero switching losses is obtained within the
calculated ZVS regions.

In Chapter 5, the main functional elements of the DAB AC–DC converter are
designed, employing the values for the circuit level variables and the CDCB ZVS
modulation schemes derived in Chapter 4. Thereby, the partial converter functions
are separated and outer (global) optimization loops (i.e. with regard to the circuit
level variables and the switching frequency) are omitted. Nevertheless, state-of-the
art design methods/procedures, models for the component losses, and volume
models are combined with custom developed (local) optimization algorithms in
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order to obtain a high-efficiency and high-power-density converter design that is in
compliance with the system requirements specified in Table 1.1 of Section 1.3.

In Chapter 6, first a DC–DC system characterization is performed, which allows
to investigate if the measured HF AC-link voltages and currents are in agreement
with the calculated waveforms and, consequently, if ZVS operation is achieved as
predicted. This validates the theoretical analysis, i.e. the steady-state converter
model and the ZVS analysis presented in Chapter 3, as well as the CDCB ZVS
modulation schemes proposed in Chapter 4. In a next step, an AC–DC system
characterization is performed, allowing to evaluate the performance of the prototype
converter with regard to the reached efficiency and with regard to the quality of
the AC input power. Lastly, the system is briefly compared with several (similar)
state-of-the-art dual-stage prototype systems reported in literature. The chapter
starts with detailing the implementation of the measurement setup that is used to
perform above characterizations.

In Chapter 7 the results obtained are summarized and the conclusions of the
work are given. Furthermore, an outlook regarding future research in the field of
DAB converters is presented.

The Appendices are supplementing the different chapters:

� Appendix A is a supplement to Chapter 3: ‘Steady-State Operation of the
DAB AC–DC Converter’, bundling the mode equations for the FBFB DAB
and providing additional examples of the mode-related voltage and current
waveforms;

� Appendix B is a supplement to Chapter 4: ‘ZVS Modulation Schemes’,
providing additional simulation results regarding the ZVS modulation schemes
derived in Chapter 4;

� Appendix C is a supplement to Chapter 5: ‘ Modeling of the Main Converter
Components’, outlining the procedure used for the optimization of the forced-
convection-cooled heat sinks of the DAB converter prototype system.

The structure of the thesis is summarized in Figure 1.20, which is a reflection of
the different chapters (i.e. ‘Ch. 1’ . . . ‘Ch. 6’) and which is in strong relation
with the flowchart depicted in Figure 1.7 of Section 1.1.4, regarding the design
and the local (component level) and global (system level) optimization of power
electronic converters. The main difference with Figure 1.7 is that here outer (global)
optimization loops are omitted. This means that no top-level iteration of the values
for the circuit level variables and of the switching frequency is applied in order to
find the global optimum and, consequently, that only local component optimizations
are performed with the goal to obtain a high-efficiency and high-power-density
converter design.
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Figure 1.20: Schematic representation of the structure of the thesis, being a
reflection of the different chapters (i.e. ‘Ch. 1’ . . . ‘Ch. 6’).





2
The Dual Active Bridge

(DAB) DC–DC Converter

This chapter starts with an introduction to the working principle of the soft-
switching dual active bridge (DAB) DC–DC converter, which is the main building
block of the investigated single-stage (1-S) DAB AC–DC topology, referring to the
original circuit implementation, modulation strategy, and zero voltage switching
(ZVS) considerations. In a brief introductory discussion, the shortcomings of the
traditional modulation strategy and soft-switching conditions, and the need for
improvements are summarized. Thereafter, a comprehensive overview of the most
relevant publications on improved (soft-switching) modulation schemes for DAB
converters is given, highlighting the parts in the existing DAB analyses that need
further investigation. Furthermore, after a brief discussion of the different DAB
variants, the full bridge - full bridge (FBFB) DAB implementation is selected as
the most suitable candidate for the realization of the investigated 1-S DAB AC–DC
converter. Therewith, the main context of the presented work is provided and the
focus of the performed research is motivated.

49
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2.1 Introduction: The Original DAB Converter

The dual active bridge (DAB) converter, consisting of two voltage sourced
active bridges interfaced by a high-frequency (HF) transformer and optionally
an additional (external) series inductor, was originally introduced in [89] (1988)
for realizing high-efficiency, high-power-density, isolated DC–DC conversions with
ultra fast dynamic response and the capability of buck-boost operation as well as
bidirectional power flow. Figure 2.1 shows the circuit schematic of the DAB DC–DC
converter in the form that it was proposed in [89] and patented in [90] (publication
date: June 25th 1991; priority date: September 29th 1989). In the following, the
steady-state working principle of the soft-switching DAB converter is explained
based on this original circuit implementation, the accompanying modulation scheme,
and the applied zero voltage switching (ZVS) considerations. This allows for an
introductory discussion (see Section 2.1.4) of the main features of the DAB, the
shortcomings of the original modulation strategy and soft-switching (i.e. by virtue of
zero voltage switching, ZVS) conditions, and the need for improvements, positioning
the context of the presented work. Furthermore, the general considerations given in
the following sections serve as a reference base for the derivation of the steady-state
equations for the DAB considered for the realization of the 1-S DAB AC–DC
converter in Section 3.2. There, contrary to the traditional modulation strategy
discussed below (i.e. the phase-shift modulation, PSM), all possible degrees of
freedom available for controlling the DAB’s active bridges are exploited, providing
the highest degree of freedom regarding the search toward optimal ZVS modulation
schemes in Chapter 4.

Figure 2.1: Circuit schematic of the bidirectional, isolated dual active bridge
(DAB) DC–DC converter topology as originally proposed in [89], consisting of two
full bridge circuits (active bridges) interfaced by a HF isolation transformer.
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2.1.1 Lossless DAB Model

In [89] and conform Figure 2.1, the two active bridges of the DAB are implemented
as full bridge circuits which are composed of active gate controlled switching
devices accompanied with anti-parallel freewheeling diodes1. Both active bridges
produce edge-resonant square wave voltages, further referred to as quasi square
wave voltages, vHF1(t) and vHF2(t) at the terminals of a HF AC-link transformer.
Voltage vHF1(t) is generated by the input bridge and appears between nodes A
and B. It has an amplitude v̂HF1 equal to the DC bus voltage of the input bridge,
v̂HF1 = VDC1. Voltage vHF2(t) is generated by the output bridge and appears
between nodes P and Q. It has an amplitude v̂HF2 equal to the DC bus voltage
of the output bridge, v̂HF2 = VDC2. Generally, in order to simplify the analysis,
it is assumed that the resonant transition duration is substantially less than the
period of the quasi square waves, allowing to replace the voltage sourced input
and output side full bridge circuits by ideal voltage sources vHF1 and vHF2. In the
ideal case, assuming an infinite transformer magnetizing inductance (LM = ∞),
zero transformer winding resistances (Rtr1 = Rtr2 = 0 Ω), and zero core losses
(RM = ∞), the HF AC-link transformer in Figure 2.1 can be represented as an
equivalent series inductance L which is referred to the one or to the other side of
the transformer. Using the equivalent circuit model of a transformer according to
Figure 2.2 (left inset), and referring the model to the transformer’s primary side,
the equivalent inductance value L becomes:

L = Ltr1 +

(
n1

n2

)2

· Ltr2, (2.1)

1The anti-parallel freewheeling diodes can be the body diodes of the active switching devices
as well as external diodes placed in anti-parallel with the switches, whereas the active switching
devices of the bridges can be implemented by a variety of conventionally utilized switching
elements with gate controlled turn-off capability such as for example MOSFETs (metal oxide
semiconductor field-effect transistors) and IGBTs (insulated gate bipolar transistors).

Figure 2.2: Derivation of the lossless FBFB DAB model regarding phase-shift
modulation (PSM).
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where Ltr1 and Ltr2 are respectively the primary and secondary side leakage
inductances of the transformer. Thus in its simplest form, neglecting all losses and
parasitic elements such as the transformer’s coupling capacitances, and assuming
instantaneous switching transitions, the DAB converter can be represented by two
ideal voltages sources vHF1 and v′HF2 interfaced by the equivalent series inductance
L, where v′HF2 is the secondary side AC-link terminal voltage referred to the
transformer’s primary side:

v′HF2(t) =
n1

n2
· vHF2(t). (2.2)

The resulting lossless DAB model is depicted in Figure 2.2 (right inset). Figure 2.3
shows two examples of the voltages vHF1(t) and v′HF2(t) that are applied to L.
According to the original DAB modulation scheme, vHF1(t) and v′HF2(t) are
modulated with 50 % duty-cycle and constant frequency (i.e. the switching
frequency fs). As a result, the pulse-width modulation (PWM) angles τ1 and
τ2 of respectively vHF1(t) and v′HF2(t), as defined in Figure 2.3, are fixed to
τ1 = τ2 = Ts/2 · ωs = π radians (rad.), with Ts = 1/fs the switching period and
with ωs = 2πfs. The (averaged) DAB DC input current IDAB1 or the (averaged)
DC output current IDAB2, and thus the power transfer, are controlled by solely
varying the phase-shift delay (= φ/ωs) between vHF1(t) and v′HF2(t), as is explained
in the following section. This modulation principle is most commonly used to
operate the DAB converter and is further referred to as the phase-shift modulation
(PSM). The phase-shift angle φ is defined as the angle between the falling edge of
vHF1(t) and the falling edge of v′HF2(t) (see Figure 2.3). Note that τ1, τ2, and φ are
expressed in angular quantities (unit radians; angular axes ‘ωst’) for the reason of
normalization (i.e. normalized with respect to the switching period Ts). It should
also be noted that the average values of vHF1(t) and vHF2(t), evaluated over one
switching period during steady-state converter operation (i.e. the DC components
of vHF1(t) and vHF2(t)), should be zero in order to avoid saturation of the HF
transformer.

Calculation Examples: Used Circuit Level Variables

In the following introductory description of the original DAB converter, the
accompanying modulation scheme, and the applied soft-switching considerations,
all calculation examples and waveforms are obtained using the circuit level variables
of the final prototype converter design:

� L = 13 µH;

�
n1

n2
= 1.
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Furthermore, for the given examples a switching frequency of fs = 120 kHz is
applied. The derivation of the above circuit variables is detailed in Chapter 4.

2.1.2 Phase-Shift Modulation (PSM): Inductor Current, Input
and Output Current, and Power Transfer

With the conventional PSM, vHF1(t) and v′HF2(t) are modulated with 50 % duty-
cycle (i.e. τ1 = τ2 = π rad.; Figure 2.3). As a result, voltage vHF1(t) alters
between the two voltage levels v̂HF1 (= VDC1) and −v̂HF1 (= −VDC1) which, within
a switching period Ts, are each applied during one uninterrupted half period Ts/2.
When defining the states (stleg1x

) of the input bridge legs (the different bridge legs
are named in Figure 2.1) as

stleg11
=

{
1 : S11 on, S12 off,

0 : S11 off, S12 on,

(2.3)

stleg12
=

{
1 : S13 on, S14 off,

0 : S13 off, S14 on,

(2.4)

the two levels of voltage vHF1(t) correspond with:

vHF1(t) =

{
+VDC1 for stleg11=1, stleg12=0,

−VDC1 for stleg11
=0, stleg12

=1.
(2.5)

Note that when a switch Sxx is in the on-state, either its transistor Txx or its diode

Figure 2.3: Primary side referred AC-link terminal voltages and inductor currents
for phase-shift modulation (PSM). (a) Mode 1+, φ > 0, positive power flow.
(b) Mode 1−, φ 6 0, negative power flow. The waveforms are derived using
VDC1 = 250 V, VDC2 = 370 V, n1/n2 = 1, L = 13 µH, and fs = 120 kHz.
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Dxx is conducting (conduction state) and when a switch Sxx is in the off-state,
neither its transistor Txx, neither its diode Dxx is conducting (blocking state).

Similarly, voltage vHF2(t) alters between the two voltage levels v̂HF2 (= VDC2) and
−v̂HF2 (= −VDC2) within a switching period Ts, where

vHF2(t) =

{
+VDC2 for stleg21=1, stleg22=0,

−VDC2 for stleg21
=0, stleg22

=1,
(2.6)

with

stleg21 =

{
1 : S21 on, S22 off,

0 : S21 off, S22 on,

(2.7)

stleg22
=

{
1 : S23 on, S24 off,

0 : S23 off, S24 on.

(2.8)

Consequently, the resulting two-level, 50 % duty-cycle voltage patterns vHF1(t),
vHF2(t), and v′HF2(t) are determined by:

vHF1(t) = VDC1 · (stleg11
− stleg12

), (2.9)

vHF2(t) = VDC2 · (stleg21
− stleg22

), (2.10)

v′HF2(t) =
n1

n2
· vHF2(t). (2.11)

The sign of the applied phase-shift angle φ determines the sequence in time of
the rising and falling edges of vHF1(t) and v′HF2(t), and therewith the so called
switching mode of the DAB converter. The examples in Figure 2.3 correspond with
the two different switching modes that are possible with the conventional PSM,
being a mode for positive power flow (further referred to as mode 1+; Figure 2.3(a))
and a mode for negative power flow (further referred to as mode 1−; Figure 2.3(b)).
Using Figure 2.3, the mode boundary conditions are:

mode 1+ (positive power flow, dir = 1) : 0 6 φ 6 π,

mode 1− (negative power flow, dir = −1) : −π 6 φ 6 0,
(2.12)

where the power flow direction dir is defined in Figure 2.1 as:

dir =

{
1 if p > 0 : prim.→ sec. side (positive power flow),

−1 if p < 0 : sec.→ prim. side (negative power flow).
(2.13)

In accordance with Figure 2.2, for each of the two switching modes the dynamics
of the inductor current iL(t) are expressed as:
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ti for mode 1+ ti for mode 1−

t0 0 0

t1
φ

ωs

π + φ

ωs

t2
π

ωs
=
Ts

2

π

ωs
=
Ts

2

t3 t1 +
Ts

2
t1 +

Ts

2

t4 t2 +
Ts

2
=Ts t2 +

Ts

2
=Ts

Table 2.1: Switching instances t0. . . t4 for mode 1+ and mode 1−, choosing the
rising edge of vHF1(t) as the time reference t0 (= 0 s).

diL(t)

dt
=
vL(t)

L
, (2.14)

were the time dependent inductor voltage vL(t) is determined by applying
Kirchhoff’s voltage low:

vL(t) = vHF1(t)− v′HF2(t) = vHF1(t)− n1

n2
· vHF2(t). (2.15)

From Figure 2.3 it can be seen that within one switching period Ts there are four
time intervals (numbered with index counter i; m = 4) with constant voltages
vHF1(t) and v′HF2(t), and thus with constant inductor voltage vL(t):

time interval I (i = 1) : t0 < t 6 t1,

time interval II (i = 2) : t1 < t 6 t2,

...

final time interval (i = m) : tm−1 < t 6 tm = t0 + Ts.

(2.16)

Each switching mode (i.e. mode 1+ and mode 1− for PSM) is identified by a
unique sequence of these time-voltage intervals. The boundaries ti−1 and ti of
a time interval i correspond with a change of voltage vHF1(t) or voltage vHF2(t)
which is equal to two times the associated DC bus voltage and which, according
to (2.5) and (2.6), is initiated by a simultaneous state change of both legs of the
particular active bridge. Consequently these boundaries are further referred to as
the switching instances2 of the DAB’s active bridges.

2Note that within one switching cycle Ts four switching instances take place, e.g. t0 . . . t3.
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For the calculation of iL(t) in steady-state operation, it can be assumed that the
phase shift angle φ between voltage vHF1(t) and v′HF2(t) remains the same during
the whole switching period Ts. Choosing the rising edge of vHF1(t) as the time
reference t0 (= 0 s; see Figure 2.3), the switching instances t0 . . . t4 for the two
switching modes are as listed in Table 2.1. The inductor current at a certain
switching instant ti is now calculated by rewriting equation (2.14):

iL(ti) = iL(ti−1) +
1

L

∫ ti

ti−1

vLdt ∀ ti−1 < ti. (2.17)

In steady-state operation, the voltages vHF1(t) and v′HF2(t), and thus also the
inductor voltage vL(t) and the inductor current iL(t), repeat every half-cycle with
reversed signs,

vHF1(t+ Ts/2) = −vHF1(t),

v′HF2(t+ Ts/2) = −v′HF2(t),

vL(t+ Ts/2) = −vL(t),

iL(t+ Ts/2) = −iL(t),

(2.18)

since it can be assumed that besides φ, also the supply voltages VDC1 and VDC2

remain constant during a switching cycle Ts. Therefore, in order to derive the
expressions for the inductor current at the different switching instances it is sufficient
to establish equation (2.17) in the two first time intervals I and II which occur
within 0 < t 6 Ts/2 (see Figure 2.3) while applying (2.18). The resulting systems
of equations for mode 1+ and mode 1− are respectively:

mode 1+:

iL(t1) = iL(t0) +
(VDC1 + n1

n2
· VDC2)

L
· φ
ωs

: interval I,

iL(t2) = iL(t1) +
(VDC1 − n1

n2
· VDC2)

L
· (π − φ)

ωs
: interval II,

iL(t2) = −iL(t0).

(2.19)

mode 1−:

iL(t1) = iL(t0) +
(VDC1 − n1

n2
· VDC2)

L
· (π + φ)

ωs
: interval I,

iL(t2) = iL(t1) +
(VDC1 + n1

n2
· VDC2)

L
· −φ
ωs

: interval II,

iL(t2) = −iL(t0).

(2.20)
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iL(ti) for mode 1+ iL(ti) for mode 1−

iL(t0)
VDC1 ·

(
d
2
· (π − 2φ) − π

2

)
ωsL

VDC1 ·
(
d
2
· (π + 2φ) − π

2

)
ωsL

iL(t1)
VDC1 ·

(
d
2
π + φ− π

2

)
ωsL

−
VDC1 ·

(
d
2
π − φ− π

2

)
ωsL

iL(t2) = −iL(t0) −
VDC1 ·

(
d
2
· (π − 2φ) − π

2

)
ωsL

−
VDC1 ·

(
d
2
· (π + 2φ) − π

2

)
ωsL

Table 2.2: Expressions for the inductor current iL(t) at the different switching
instances t0. . . t2 within 0 < t 6 Ts/2 for mode 1+ and mode 1− operation.

Solving these systems of equations yields the expressions in Table 2.2 for the
inductor current iL(t) at the switching instances t0. . . t2 within 0 < t 6 Ts/2 for
both mode 1+ and mode 1−. Note that d is the primary side referred voltage
conversion ratio:

d =
v̂′HF2

v̂HF1
=
V ′DC2

VDC1
=

n1

n2
· VDC2

VDC1
. (2.21)

The respective HF AC-link currents iHF1(t) and iHF2(t) (bridge currents; see
Figures 2.2 and 2.1) are calculated with:

iHF1(t) = iL(t), (2.22)

iHF2(t) =
n1

n2
· i′HF2(t) =

n1

n2
· iL(t). (2.23)

iHF1(t) and iHF2(t) for the example in Figure 2.3(a) (i.e. for mode 1+) are
respectively shown in Figure 2.4(a), depicting the primary side bridge quantities,
and in Figure 2.4(b), depicting the secondary side bridge quantities. The states of
the different bridge legs that need to be applied during the switching cycle in order
to obtain the depicted voltages patterns (vHF1(t) and vHF2(t)) are also indicated
in the figures. Both input and output active bridges act as AC–DC converters to
their DC side, transforming the AC-link currents iHF1(t) and iHF2(t) into net DC
currents i1(t) and i2(t) at the respective sides. i1(t) and i2(t) are also depicted in
Figures 2.4(a) and 2.4(b) and are further referred to as the instantaneous DAB
input and output currents. They can be derived from respectively iHF1(t) and
iHF2(t) by analyzing the (conduction) states of the bridge legs and the associated
switching devices that are conducting, yielding:

i1(t) = iHF1(t) · (stleg11
− stleg12

), (2.24)

i2(t) = iHF2(t) · (stleg21 − stleg22). (2.25)
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.4: (a) Primary side and (b) secondary side bridge quantities (voltages
and currents) that correspond with the example in Figure 2.3(a).

Filter capacitors C1 and C2 bypass the HF components of i1(t) and i2(t) while
the DC components IDAB1 and IDAB2 propagate to the DAB’s input and output
terminals. IDAB1 and IDAB2 are further referred to as the averaged DAB input
and output currents and are obtained by averaging i1(t) respectively i2(t) over one
switching period Ts, e.g. at a random instant k:

IDAB1,k = i1,avg,k =
1

Ts

∫ (k+1)Ts

kTs

i1(t)dt, (2.26)

IDAB2,k = i2,avg,k =
1

Ts

∫ (k+1)Ts

kTs

i2(t)dt. (2.27)

Applying (2.26), the expressions for IDAB1 in mode 1+ and mode 1− operation are:

mode 1+ : IDAB1,1+ =
n1

n2
· VDC2 · φ · (π − φ)

ωsLπ
∀ 0 6 φ 6 π, (2.28)

mode 1− : IDAB1,1− =
n1

n2
· VDC2 · φ · (π + φ)

ωsLπ
∀ − π 6 φ 6 0. (2.29)

The averaged DAB input power, P1, is finally calculated with:

P1 = IDAB1 · VDC1. (2.30)
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The expressions for the averaged DAB output current IDAB2 and output power P2

can be derived in a similar way, or can be obtained by evaluating the DAB’s power
balance which is:

P1 = P2, (2.31)

since the considered DAB model is lossless. The maximum and minimum achievable
averaged DAB input currents IDAB1,max and IDAB1,min, respectively regarding
positive power flow (mode 1+) and negative power flow (mode 1−), occur for
∂IDAB1/∂φ = 0 with the solutions:

IDAB1,max =
n1

n2
· VDC2

8fsL
for φ = π/2; mode 1+, (2.32)

IDAB1,min = −
n1

n2
· VDC2

8fsL
for φ = −π/2; mode 1−, (2.33)

presenting an upper limit to the employed equivalent inductance value L with
respect to the desirable averaged DAB input current. The expressions for the
phase-shift angle φ, required to achieve a given IDAB1, are derived by rearranging
(2.28) and (2.29):

mode 1+ : φ1+ =
π

2
±
√
π2

4
− IDAB1 · ωsLπ

n1

n2
· VDC2

, (2.34)

mode 1− : φ1− = −π
2
±
√
π2

4
+
IDAB1 · ωsLπ
n1

n2
· VDC2

. (2.35)

Figure 2.5(a) shows the averaged DAB input current IDAB1 (black lines) for the
complete range of the phase-shift angle (i.e. −π 6 φ 6 π) at different DC output
voltages VDC2 which lie in the range defined in Table 1.1 of Section 1.3. The
phase-shift angle φA = π/4 rad. in Figure 2.5(a) corresponds with the example
in Figure 2.3(a) (i.e. mode 1+ operation; positive power flow; dir = 1), which is
repeated in Figure 2.5(b), yielding IDAB1 = 22.2 A. This angle-current combination
(φA, IDAB1) relates to the ‘−√ ’ solution of (2.34). The same averaged DAB
input current, IDAB1 = 22.1 A, is obtained when calculating φ with the ‘+

√
’

solution of (2.34), yielding φB = 3π/4 rad. However, as can be seen from the
gray lines in Figure 2.5(a), the RMS value IL of the inductor current is much
higher when using φB instead of φA (IL = 24.9 Arms for φ = φA = π/4 rad.
compared to IL = 52.9 Arms for φ = φA = π/4 rad.), leading to unacceptably high
conduction losses in the passive elements (inductor, transformer, capacitors) and
in the semiconductor power devices. The primary side referred AC-link terminal
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Figure 2.5: (a) Averaged DAB input current IDAB1 (black lines) and RMS value
of the inductor current IL (gray lines) for the complete range of the phase-shift
angle (i.e. −π 6 φ 6 π) at different DC output voltages VDC2. (b)-(c) Primary
side referred AC-link terminal voltages and inductor currents for (b) φA = π/4 rad.,
mode 1+, cf. Figure 2.3(a) and for (c) φB = 3π/4 rad., mode 1+. The waveforms
are derived using VDC1 = 250 V, n1/n2 = 1, L = 13 µH, and fs = 120 kHz.

voltages and inductor current that correspond with phase-shift angle φB are depicted
in Figure 2.5(c), showing much higher values for iL(t) and thus increased HF AC-
link circulating currents compared to the case for φA in Figure 2.5(b). Consequently,
efficient DAB operation in mode 1+ (positive power flow; dir = 1) is only possible
in the region 0 6 φ 6 π/2, where φ is calculated with the ‘−√ ’ solution of (2.34).

Similarly, for mode 1− the efficient DAB operating region lies in the interval
−π/2 6 φ 6 0, where φ needs to be calculated with the ‘+

√
’ solution of (2.35).

By combining these solutions, a single expressions for the phase-shift angle φ is
obtained that is valid for both operating modes and that should be used in order
to assure low-loss DAB operation in the region −π/2 6 φ 6 π/2:

mode 1+ & mode 1− : φ = dir ·

(
π

2
−
√
π2

4
− dir · IDAB1 · ωsLπ

n1

n2
· VDC2

)

→ assuring: − π/2 6 φ 6 π/2.

(2.36)

Note that the RMS value of the inductor current at a random instant k is calculated
with:
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IL,k =

√
1

Ts

∫ (k+1)Ts

kTs

(iL(t))
2

dt, (2.37)

As can be seen from Figure 2.5(a), and as predicted by (2.32)-(2.33), the values
φ = π/2 and φ = −π/2 result in the maximum respectively the minimum averaged
DAB input currents (IDAB1,max resp. IDAB1,min).

2.1.3 Current-Based Zero Voltage Switching (CB ZVS) Condi-
tions

DAB converters can be operated in a soft-switched manner in which automatic
and lossless resetting of the intrinsic parasitic output capacitances of the switching
devices occurs trough an appropriate recirculation of the trapped energy [89, 90].
This capability to eliminate losses associated with the switch capacitances results
in dramatically reduced semiconductor switching losses, enabling an increased
switching frequency to be applied in order to reduce the volume of the system
compared to hard-switching converters.

The soft-switching behavior of the DAB relies on the zero voltage switching (ZVS)
principle. Thereby it must be ensured that turn-on of a switch only takes place
when its anti-parallel diode is conducting. If this condition is fulfilled, the drain to
source3 voltage of the switch is quasi zero at turn-on, almost completely eliminating
the turn-on losses. A detailed description of the ZVS principle is given in Section 3.3
of Chapter 3. There is can be seen that ZVS commutation of a bridge leg involves
three steps:

1. Initiation of the leg commutation by turn-off of the switch which is initially
in the conduction state, i.e. the switch which conducts the current before
the moment of commutation;

2. Automatic resetting of the parasitic switch capacitances by a resonance that
takes place between the switch output capacitances and the HF AC-link
inductances;

3. Turn-on of the switch which is initially in the blocking state after its anti-
parallel diode in put into conduction by the above resonance.

It is shown in Section 3.3 that not only ZVS turn-on but also ZVS turn-off can
be achieved by the effective exploitation of the highly nonlinear characteristic of

3Remind that in this work MOSFETs are the primary considered semiconductor switching
devices.
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the MOSFET’s output capacitances. The resetting of the switch capacitances
and the associated state change of the corresponding bridge leg thus involves a
resonance between the switch output capacitances on the one hand and the HF
AC-link inductances on the other, causing the HF AC-link terminal voltages to be
edge-resonant square waves (also called quasi square waves). The description of the
DAB’s ZVS conditions given in [89, 90], however, does not take into account this
resonant transition and neglects the energy resetting mechanism. The parasitic
switch capacitances are thus not included in the analysis and it is assumed that
ZVS of a bridge leg is achieved when the drain to source current iDS,Sxx

of the
switch Sxx which initiates the commutation, i.e. the switch which is turned off, is
positive at the switching instant. Expressions which describe this ‘current-based
(CB)’ ZVS condition can be obtained by analyzing the drain to source currents of
the individual switches:

Primary side active bridge: Secondary side active bridge:

iDS,S11
= stleg11

· iHF1, (2.38)

iDS,S12 = (stleg11 − 1) · iHF1, (2.39)

iDS,S13 = −stleg12 · iHF1, (2.40)

iDS,S14
= (1− stleg12

) · iHF1, (2.41)

iDS,S21
= −stleg21

· iHF2, (2.42)

iDS,S22 = (1− stleg21) · iHF2, (2.43)

iDS,S23 = stleg22 · iHF2, (2.44)

iDS,S24
= (stleg22

− 1) · iHF2. (2.45)

The drain to source currents iDS,Sxx
and corresponding drain to source voltages

vDS,Sxx
of all the switches Sxx of the DAB, regarding mode 1+ operation according

to the example in Figure 2.3(a), and calculated based on the primary side and
secondary side bridge currents iHF1(t) and iHF2(t) in Figure 2.4, are shown
in Figures 2.6(a)-2.6(b) (switches S1x of the primary side active bridge) and
Figures 2.6(c)-2.6(d) (switches S2x of the secondary side active bridge). The turn-
off currents of the individual switches are indicated by a ‘H’ and are clearly positive,
confirming that CB ZVS is achieved.

By analyzing the current and voltage patterns for the two different switching modes,
the CB ZVS criterion in [89, 90], in which the condition iDS,Sxx

(t = tturn−off) > 0
needs to be fulfilled, can be translated into a general set of CB ZVS constraints.
By defining

� tα: switching instant that corresponds with the rising edge of vHF1(t), i.e.

– Mode 1+: tα = t0, iHF1(tα) = iHF1(t0);

– Mode 1−: tα = t0, iHF1(tα) = iHF1(t0);

– Multiplier4 s± = −1.

4Multiplier s± is introduced and used throughout the text in order to bring generality to the
DAB’s ZVS conditions/equations (see inter alia (2.46)).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2.6: Drain to source currents iDS,Sxx
and corresponding drain to source

voltages vDS,Sxx
of all the switches Sxx of the DAB regarding mode 1+ operation

according to the example in Figure 2.3(a), and calculated based on the primary
side and secondary side bridge currents iHF1(t) and iHF2(t) in Figure 2.4. (a)-(b)
Switches S1x of the primary side active bridge: (a) bridge leg11, (b) bridge leg12.
(c)-(d) Switches S2x of the secondary side active bridge: (c) bridge leg21, (d) bridge
leg22.

� tβ : switching instant that corresponds with the rising edge of vHF2(t), i.e.

– Mode 1+: tβ = t1, iHF2(tβ) = iHF2(t1);

– Mode 1−: tβ = t3, iHF2(tβ) = iHF2(t3) = −iHF2(t3−Ts/2) = −iHF2(t1);

– Multiplier s± = 1.

� tγ : switching instant that corresponds with the falling edge of vHF1(t), i.e.

– Mode 1+: tγ = t2, iHF1(tγ) = iHF1(t2);
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– Mode 1−: tγ = t2, iHF1(tγ) = iHF1(t2);

– Multiplier s± = 1.

� tδ: switching instant that corresponds with the falling edge of vHF2(t), i.e.

– Mode 1+: tδ = t3, iHF2(tδ) = iHF2(t3) = −iHF2(t3 − Ts/2) = −iHF2(t1);

– Mode 1−: tδ = t1, iHF2(tδ) = iHF2(t1);

– Multiplier s± = −1.

the generalized set of CB ZVS constraints becomes:

s± · iHF1(tα) > 0, s± · iHF2(tβ) > 0,

s± · iHF1(tγ) > 0, s± · iHF2(tδ) > 0.
(2.46)

By using equations (2.22)-(2.23) and by applying the expressions for the inductor
current at the different switching instances in Table 2.2, and subsequently solving
for d, these CB ZVS constraints are translated into:

(
dl = 1− dir · 2φ

π

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Sec. side bridge ZVS limit

6 d 6

(
1

1− dir · 2φ
π

= du

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Prim. side bridge ZVS limit

. (2.47)

Consequently, for a certain phase-shift angle φ (cf. (2.36)) and a certain power
flow direction dir (cf. (2.13)), the efficient CB ZVS operating region of the DAB
is limited by the primary side referred voltage conversion ratio d which is defined
by (2.21). du corresponds with the CB ZVS boundary for the primary side active
bridge while dl corresponds with the CB ZVS boundary for the secondary side
active bridge. Figure 2.7 depicts the CB ZVS region within the ‘low-RMS’ region
(i.e. −π/2 6 φ 6 π/2) defined in Figure 2.5(a). For the voltage conversion ratio
used for the calculation examples shown in Figure 2.3, i.e. d = 1 · 370/250 = 1.48,
the CB ZVS region is thus defined by du (i.e. the ZVS boundary for the secondary
side active bridge, see top inset of Figure 2.7), yielding that CB ZVS within the
‘low-RMS’ region of the DAB is achieved when 0.51 6 φ 6 π/2 rad. and when
−π/2 6 φ 6 −0.51 rad. (see Figure 2.7, bottom inset). The means that hard-
switching operation occurs in the region −0.51 < φ < 0.51 rad., i.e. at low averaged
DAB input currents IDAB1 (cf. (2.28)-(2.29), see also Figure 2.7 (bottom inset))
and thus at low power levels.

Note that similar to τ1, τ2, and φ, for the reason of normalization, switching
instances tθi = {tα, tβ , tγ , tδ} (time axes) can be translated into angular quantities
θi = {α, β, γ, δ} (unit radians; angular axis) defined by θ = ωst, e.g. α = ωs · tα, as
shown in Figures 2.4 and 2.6 (mode 1+).
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Figure 2.7: CB ZVS regions for the full bridge - full bridge DAB operated with
phase-shift modulation (PSM). The figure is obtained using n1/n2 = 1, L = 13 µH,
and fs = 120 kHz.

2.1.4 Discussion

The main idea behind the invention of the DAB DC–DC converter is to combine
the best of two worlds. On the one hand hard-switching pulse-width modulation
(PWM) topologies operate with quasi no (reactive) circulating power and have
a large dynamic range while, on the other hand, resonant topologies are able to
operate in a soft-switching manner (i.e. with quasi zero switching losses) with a
reduced electromagnetic interference (EMI) and an effective utilization of component
parasitics but, however, with strongly increased circulating power and a limited
dynamic range. The DAB converter is a resonant transition topology in which
edge-resonant square wave voltages (also called quasi square wave voltages) are
applied across an equivalent inductance L that serves as the main energy transfer
element. Thereby, the DAB is controlled as a voltage dependent current source
and can be operated under soft-switching conditions (i.e. by virtue of zero voltage
switching, ZVS) with utilization of component parasitics (e.g. the transformer’s
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leakage inductances) and with only a moderate increase of the circulating power
compared to the hard-switching PWM topologies. Therewith, high-efficiency, high-
power-density, isolated DC–DC conversions with ultra fast dynamic response and
the capability of buck-boost operation as well as bidirectional power flow can be
realized. However, the original modulation scheme presented in [89] and detailed
in Section 2.1.2, operates the full bridges of the DAB with maximum (i.e. 50 %)
duty-cycles and solely adjusts the phase-shift angle φ between the HF AC-link
terminal voltages vHF1 and vHF2 in order to achieve a certain averaged input current
IDAB1 and input power P1. The only modulation parameter is thus the phase-shift
angle φ between vHF1(t) and vHF2(t):

x = (φ). (2.48)

This modulation scheme, termed phase-shift modulation (PSM), facilitates simple
control of the DAB but, however, suffers from a limited soft-switching range (see
Section 2.1.3). Moreover, due to the limit degrees of freedom available5 to modulate
the HF AC-link voltages and to tailor the HF AC-link currents, a significantly
increased reactive circulating power is obtained for voltage conversion ratios d� 1
or d� 1 (d is defined by equation (2.14)), leading to increased losses and a reduced
conversion efficiency. High converter efficiencies are thus only achievable at rated
power and for d ≈ 1 [91]. Consequently, the traditional PSM is problematic for
DAB converters that are operated within wide input and/or output voltage ranges,
such as is the case for the single-stage (1-S) DAB AC–DC converter investigated
in this work, where the input voltage of the DAB is a rectified (folded) sine-wave,
implying a highly variable voltage conversion ratio.

5Note that besides the phase-shift angle φ, also the switching frequency fs can be adjusted.
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2.2 The DAB Converter: Literature Overview

Ever since its introduction in 1989, research on the DAB converter has been
focusing on several topics such as for example modulation schemes, steady-state
and dynamic characteristics, converter control,... However, due to the general
demand for high conversion efficiency and/or power density, research on improved
DAB modulation schemes has been particularly prominent. In order to enable
an improved converter performance, the majority of these modulation schemes
tries to deal with the above mentioned deficiencies of the conventional phase-shift
modulation (PSM), being a limited ZVS operating range and large RMS currents in
the HF AC-link for most operating points when the DAB is operated within wide
voltage ranges [92]. Whether the DAB is used in a DC–DC, a 1-S AC–DC (this
work), or any other configuration, one of the main goals has been to optimally (i.e.
minimizing a certain, mostly loss related, cost function) operate the DAB within
conditions where quasi zero switching losses occur (i.e by virtue of zero voltage
switching, ZVS). Therefore, below, publications on DAB modulation schemes are
classified according their ZVS considerations.

2.2.1 Current-Based (CB) ZVS Modulation Schemes

The largest group of publications does not take into account the parasitic output
capacitances of the DAB’s semiconductor power devices and assumes that ZVS of a
bridge leg is achieved when the drain to source current of the switch which initiates
the commutation (turn-off) is positive at the switching instant. These conditions
are in accordance with the first publication on the DAB [89] (1988), and are
discussed in Section 2.1.3. Besides the traditional phase-shift-modulation (PSM6)
outlined above, where full-power-range ZVS is only possible at a voltage conversion
ratio d equal to one [82, 89], modulation schemes with increased degree of freedom
regarding the search toward an optimal CB ZVS scheme are introduced. These
schemes combine PSM with either single-sided duty-cycle modulation (further
referred to as SSPWM) or dual-sided duty-cycle modulation (further referred to
as DSPWM, highest degree of freedom) and use a low power and a high power
switching mode in order to reduce the reactive circulating power in the HF AC-link,
to lower the transformer’s core flux, and to obtain full-operating-range CB ZVS [93].
Especially DSPWM enables significant improvements for low-load operation and
for widely varying input and/or output voltage ranges such as is the case for the
investigated 1-S AC–DC converter, where the DAB input voltage is a rectified sine-
wave (see Figure 1.19) and d is highly variable [74]. Simple suboptimal solutions
for the calculation of the modulation parameters in order to achieve full-operating-

6PSM: the two active bridges are operated to generate 50 % duty-cycle high-frequency AC-link
voltages which are phase-shifted relative to each other in order to achieve the required power
transfer (one degree of freedom).
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range CB ZVS are given in [83, 94] using SSPWM, and in [84] using DSPWM.
A SSPWM scheme for minimizing the reactive circulating power is presented in
[95]. In [92] an optimal DSPWM scheme with respect to minimum inductor RMS
current values is proposed.

2.2.2 Energy-Based (EB) ZVS Modulation Schemes

It was already shown in [96] that when considering CB ZVS, substantial parts of the
calculated ZVS regions involve incomplete bridge commutations due to the presence
of (parasitic) switch output capacitances. Consequently, the above mentioned CB
ZVS modulation schemes result in (partly) hard-switching operation for certain
intervals of the operating range7, leading to reduced efficiency and in the worst case
destruction of the semiconductor switching devices. The influence of the parasitic
output capacitances of the semiconductor switching devices on the (resonant) bridge
commutations is described in [85, 96–99] by evaluating the energy balance between
the switch capacitances and the HF AC-link inductances (energy-based (EB) ZVS).
However, in [85, 97] the state of the one active bridge is not taken into account in
the ZVS verification of the other, leading to easy implementable but incomplete
EB ZVS constraints. A simple suboptimal modulation scheme based on these
simplified constraints is presented in [85] using SSPWM and variable switching
frequency (fs) control8. However, EB ZVS could not be fully achieved for the low
power mode and the transition between the low and high power modes encompasses
highly undesirable discontinuous steps in the modulation variables. The harder to
implement EB ZVS constraints given in [96, 98, 99] are still incomplete as the state
of the one active bridge is taken into account in the ZVS verification of the other,
but, however, a (quasi) simultaneous state change within the one and/or together
with the other active bridge is not allowed. Therefore in [98] simplifications had to
made, yielding a suboptimal modulation scheme which uses DSPWM and variable
fs. Full-operating-range EB ZVS was reported but, again, the mode transition
involves discontinuous steps. Additionally, EB ZVS analyses are typically based on
constant energy equivalent switch capacitances [85] which can result in significant
errors [101].

2.2.3 DAB Variants

It should be noted that some of the DAB modulation schemes reported in literature
relate to an implementation of the DAB converter which differs from the original
circuit schematic shown in Figure 2.1. This difference relates to the implementation

7This effect is most pronounced in the regions where d >> 1 and along the boundary between
the low power and the high power switching mode [96].

8In [100] it is shown that the use of a variable switching frequency fs enables improved DAB
efficiency.
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possibilities of the two active bridges. For each active bridge (input and output
side) the switching devices can be connected in a half bridge configuration or a full
bridge configuration. This results in the following four possibilities (see Figure 2.8):

� Half bridge - half bridge (HBHB) DAB; Figure 2.8(a); DAB consisting of a
half bridge circuit at both the input and the output side of the converter;

� Half bridge - full bridge (HBFB) DAB; Figure 2.8(b); DAB consisting of a
half bridge circuit at the input side of the converter and a full bridge circuit
at the output side of the converter;

� Full bridge - half bridge (FBHB) DAB; Figure 2.8(c); DAB consisting of a
full bridge circuit at the input side of the converter and a half bridge circuit
at the output side of the converter;

� Full bridge - full bridge (FBFB) DAB; this work; Figure 2.8(d); DAB
consisting of a full bridge circuit at both the input and the output side of
the converter.

The main difference in the above DAB implementations9 lies in the difference
in amplitude and shape of the quasi square wave voltages vHF1(t) and vHF2(t)
generated by each active bridge and applied to the terminals of the HF AC-link.
Using a half bridge configuration, an active bridge can produce a two-level, 50 %
duty-cycle terminal voltage with an amplitude equal to half the DC voltage of
the respective bridge. Using a full bridge configuration, an active bridge can
produce a three-level 6 50 % duty-cycle terminal voltage with an amplitude equal
to the DC voltage of the respective bridge. As a result, the degrees of freedom
available for modulating the voltage vL(t) which appears across the equivalent
series inductance L, and thus for wave-shaping the resulting iL(t), increase with
the number of full bridges used in the DAB. Moreover, as the amplitude of the
terminal voltage generated by a full bridge is twice the value of the amplitude
that is generated by a half bridge, generally the HF AC-link currents decrease
with the number of full bridges. However, this does not necessarily lead to lower
conduction losses as the number of switching devices in the current path is higher
for a full bridge (i.e. two switching devices in the current path) compared to a
half bridge (i.e. one switching device in the current path). For the four previously
mentioned implementations of the DAB converter, Figure 2.9 show examples of
typical HF AC-link voltage and current waveforms. In this work, the FBFB DAB
implementation (see Figure 2.8(d)) is selected as the most suitable candidate for
the realization of the investigated 1-S DAB AC–DC converter since it provides the
highest possible flexibility regarding the modulation of the HF AC-link terminal
voltage vHF1(t) and vHF2(t), implying a better capability to achieve soft-switching
operation within the whole operating range compared to the other DAB variants.

9Note that for all DAB implementations shown in Figure 2.8, bidirectional power flow is
possible.
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(a) Half bridge - half bridge (HBHB) DAB

(b) Half bridge - full bridge (HBFB) DAB

(c) Full bridge - half bridge (FBHB) DAB

(d) Full bridge - full bridge (FBFB) DAB

Figure 2.8: Four different DAB implementations.
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(a) Typical waveforms for the HBHB DAB.

(b) Typical waveforms for the HBFB DAB.

(c) Typical waveforms for the FBHB DAB.

(d) Typical waveforms for the FBFB DAB.

Figure 2.9: Examples of typical HF AC-link voltage and current waveforms for
the four DAB converter implementations shown in Figure 2.8.
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2.2.4 General Lossless DAB Model

Contrary to the schematic of the original DAB (Figure 2.1), for generality in
Figures 2.8(a)-2.8(d) an additional (external) inductor Lext is used in series with
the transformer. Nevertheless, under the same assumptions as in Section 2.1, the
equivalent AC-link circuit model can still be reduced to a single series inductance
L, which is referred to the one or to the other side of the HF transformer (see
Figure 2.10). Now the equivalent inductance value L has to be calculated with:

L = Lext + Ltr1 +

(
n1

n2

)2

· Ltr2. (2.49)

For a HF AC-link which consists of a transformer and external series inductance
Lext (i.e. two discrete components), typically the combined VA (power) rating is
higher than is the case for a ‘composite’ transformer where the external inductance
Lext is integrated in the transformer’s leakage inductances [89]. As for a given
operating frequency, lower VA ratings lead to a decreased size, and as fewer
magnetic components are needed, composite transformers enable an increased
power density of the system. Moreover, composite transformers have lower core
losses (efficiency) and involve simple connections [102–104]. However, the natural
leakage inductance of the transformer might not be large enough for this purpose,
especially when a considerably high equivalent inductance value L is required
and when the applied switching frequencies are rather modest. This problem
can be addressed by for example inserting a magnetic shunt into the transformer
core [102–104]. Nevertheless, the use of an external inductor Lext is a more
straightforward and easy solution, especially concerning design complexity, cooling
requirements, and reproducibility. For this reason it is decided to use a combination
of a transformer with external inductor Lext for the realization of the 1-S DAB
AC–DC converter investigated in this work.

Figure 2.10: General lossless DAB model, involving an external series inductor
Lext placed at the transformer’s primary side.
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2.3 Conclusion

In order to provide the main context of the presented work and in order to
motivate the focus of the performed research, in this chapter an introduction
(see Section 2.1) to the working principle of the soft-switching dual active bridge
(DAB) DC–DC converter, which is the main building block of the investigated
single-stage (1-S) DAB AC–DC architecture, is given, referring to the original
circuit implementation, modulation strategy, and zero voltage switching (ZVS)
considerations. The disadvantages of the original DAB modulation scheme, which
is termed phase-shift modulation (PSM), are:

� Using PSM, the soft-switching (i.e. by virtue of zero voltage switching, ZVS)
range of the DAB is very limited;

� Besides the switching frequency, there is only one single modulation parameter
(i.e. the phase-shift angle φ) available for modulating the voltages applied to
the terminals of the DAB’s HF AC-link. This results in large HF AC-link
RMS currents for most operating points when the DAB is operated with wide
voltage ranges.

In the second section (i.e. Section 2.2) of this chapter, a comprehensive overview
of the most relevant publications on improved (soft-switching) modulation schemes
for DAB converters that have the goal to deal with the above listed disadvantages
of the conventional PSM is presented. These publications are classified according
their ZVS considerations. It is concluded that regardless their objective, all DAB
modulation schemes so far presented are based on ‘theoretical’ current-based (CB)
or energy-based (EB) ZVS analyses. The crucial disadvantage of the CB ZVS
modulation schemes is that substantial parts of the calculated ZVS regions involve
incomplete bridge commutations due to the presence of parasitic switch capacitances
(i.e. the nonlinear output capacitances of the semiconductor power devices), which
are not taken into account in the CB ZVS analysis. This inevitably leads to
hard-switching operation, reduced conversion efficiency, and, in all probability,
destruction of the semiconductor switching devices. The EB ZVS modulation
schemes try to deal with this deficiency but, however, thereby:

� The state of the one active bridge is not taken into account in the ZVS
verification of the other, or;

� The state of the one active bridge is taken into account in the ZVS verification
of the other, but, however, a (quasi) simultaneous state change within the
one and/or together with the other active bridge is not allowed, and;

� The EB ZVS analyses are based on constant, energy equivalent switch
capacitances, resulting in significant errors.
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Furthermore, EB ZVS modulation schemes encompass discontinuous steps in the
modulation parameter trajectories, being highly undesirable. This problem relates
to the way the HF AC-link of the traditional DAB converter is implemented
(i.e. without commutation inductances, see further). Especially when the DAB is
operated within wide input and/or output voltage ranges, such as is the case for
the investigated single-stage DAB AC–DC converter where the input voltage of the
DAB is a rectified (folded) sine-wave voltage, the above deficiencies are problematic
and lead to significantly increased losses for most operating points. Furthermore, in
this chapter, after a brief discussion of the different DAB variants, the full bridge -
full bridge (FBFB) DAB implementation is selected as the most suitable candidate
for the realization of the investigated 1-S DAB AC–DC converter.

It is concluded that on the one hand, the DAB has a great potential for realizing
the single-phase, utility interfaced, bidirectional, and isolated on-board EV battery
charger according to the specifications/requirements listed in Table 1.1 of Section 1.3
but, on the other hand, that there are still important parts in the existing DAB
analyses that need further investigation.



3
Steady-State Operation of

the DAB AC–DC Converter

In this chapter, the steady-state operation of the single-stage (1-S) DAB AC–DC
converter is discussed. After outlining the general operating principle, the operating
range of the full bridge - full bridge (FBFB) DAB DC–DC converter, which is the
main building block of the 1-S AC–DC converter, is derived, as well as a control
equation for the (averaged) DAB input current that is required in order to achieve a
certain requested AC line current. Thereafter, the steady-state analysis of the FBFB
DAB is presented, considering all possible degrees of freedom available to modulate
the voltages applied to the terminals of the DAB’s HF AC-link and including all
possible switching modes while referring to the general considerations regarding
the traditional phase-shift modulation (PSM, lowest possible degrees of freedom)
presented in Chapter 2. Furthermore, ‘commutation inductance(s)’ are introduced
as an essential HF AC-link modification in order to achieve full-operating-range
zero voltage switching (ZVS) of the DAB, and the implication on the DAB model
is discussed. Lastly, the ZVS behavior of the DAB is studied in detail, and a novel
current-dependent charge-based (CDCB) ZVS verification method is proposed in
order to tackle the deficiencies of the commonly used (theoretical) current-based
(CB) and the energy-based (EB) ZVS analyses, assuring that the DAB is safely
operated with quasi zero switching losses within the calculated ZVS regions.

75
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3.1 Operating Range

Figure 3.1 shows the overall schematic of the investigated single-phase, single-stage
(1-S), bidirectional, and isolated dual active bridge (DAB) AC–DC converter,
consisting of a synchronous rectifier (SR) followed by a DAB DC–DC converter
which is represented by a simplified ‘block’. In Section 2.2.3, the full bridge -
full bridge (FBFB) DAB implementation (see Figure 2.8(d)) is selected since it
provides the highest possible flexibility regarding the modulation of the HF AC-
link voltages and currents, implying a better capability to achieve soft-switching
operation within the whole operating range compared to the other three DAB
variants. Before the steady-state equations for the FBFB DAB are derived (see
next section, i.e. Section 3.2), in this section the operating range (i.e. with regard
to the operating conditions specified in Section 1.3) of the DAB is outlined first.
The detailed schematic of the FBFB DAB is given in Figure 3.7 of Section 3.2,
where the connection points X1, X2, Y1, and Y2 indicate how the DAB is connected
in the overall schematic shown in Figure 3.1. The small HF filter capacitance
at the input of the DAB, i.e. C1 (see Figure 3.7), is the only capacitance that
is present in the DC-link (i.e. between connection points X1 and Y1). This
capacitance quasi completely absorbs the HF components of the instantaneous,
HF switched, DAB input current i1 and thus acts as an inherently integrated

Figure 3.1: Overall schematic and principle waveforms of the single-phase, single-
stage (1-S), bidirectional, and isolated DAB AC–DC converter investigated in this
work.
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input filter. Nevertheless, still an additional differential mode (DM) EMC filter
is required in order to attenuate the HF components of i1 that are not bypassed
by C1 and which thus propagate to the DAB’s input port, i.e. the remaining HF
harmonic distortion on the AC line current, and a common mode (CM) EMC filter
to suppress the CM noise on the earth wire.

During operation the state stSR of the SR changes two times each period of the
AC line voltage vAC(t), according to:

stSR =

{
1 if vAC(t) > 0 : SSR,1, SSR,4 on; SSR,2, SSR,3 off,

−1 if vAC(t) < 0 : SSR,1, SSR,4 off; SSR,2, SSR,3 on.
(3.1)

Due to this continuous state change the AC line voltage vAC(t) is folded into a DC
voltage vDC1(t) that is pulsating a twice the 50 Hz AC line frequency fL and that
varies according to the absolute value of vAC(t):

vDC1(t) = |vAC(t)| = |V̂AC sin(ωLt)| = stSR · V̂AC sin(ωLt), (3.2)

where V̂AC is the amplitude of the AC line voltage and ωL = 2πfL. This goes with
the assumption that the voltage drop across the DM input filter inductors can be
neglected in steady-state operation, being verified in Section 5.4. Voltage vDC1(t)
is directly fed to the input of the DAB DC–DC converter, which is thus operated
with a constantly varying input voltage. Consequently, the input voltage range of
the DAB is very wide:

0 V 6 vDC1 6 V̂AC,max with V̂AC,max =
√

2 · VAC,max =
√

2 · 253 V,

→ 0 6 vDC1 6 358 V.
(3.3)

It is explained in Section 3.2 that the DAB draws a HF switched current i1 at its
input, having a net DC value over one switching period Ts. The HF components of
i1 are bypassed by the small HF DC-link capacitance C1 while the DC component
iDAB1 of i1, referred to as the averaged DAB input current, propagates to the
DAB’s input terminal and further to the SR. It is detailed in Section 3.2 how iDAB1

can be controlled by proper modulation of the DAB’s active bridges.

For the exact calculation of iDAB1(t) that is required in order to realize a given
amplitude of the (active) AC line current ÎAC,P, at a given power factor PF = cos(ϕ),
the general schematic in Figure 3.1 is replaced by the schematic in Figure 3.2.
There the DAB is represented by a variable current source iDAB1 connected in
parallel with the SR and the DM EMC input filter. Note that a two-stage DM
filter architecture with passive damping is considered (see Section 5.4). Conform
Figure 3.7 (see Section 3.2), the capacitive part CDM1 of the first DM filter stage1

1In Figure 3.2 the components of the first DM filter stage are indexed ‘DM1’ while those of
the second DM filter stage are indexed ‘DM2’.
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Figure 3.2: Equivalent circuit of the 1-S AC–DC converter’s AC input side, with
a controllable current source iDAB1 representing the averaged DAB input current,
the SR, and the 2-stage DM EMC input filter.

is effectively realized by the HF DC-link capacitance C1:

CDM1 = C1. (3.4)

According to Figure 3.2, in steady-state operation the output current iR,o(t) of the
SR is calculated with:

iR,o(t) = iDAB1(t) + iCDM1(t), (3.5)

where

iCDM1(t) = CDM1 ·
dvDC1(t)

dt
= CDM1 ·

d(stSR · V̂AC sin(ωLt))

dt

= stSR · ωLCDM1 · V̂AC cos(ωLt).

(3.6)

The continuous state change of the SR, i.e. according to (3.1), causes iR,o(t) to be
unfolded towards the SR’s input:

iR,i(t) = stSR · iR,o(t). (3.7)

Knowing that st2SR = 1, and combining (3.7), (3.5), and (3.6), this yields:

iR,i(t) = stSR · iDAB1(t) + st2SR · ωLCDM1 · V̂AC cos(ωLt)

= stSR · iDAB1(t) + ωLCDM1 · V̂AC cos(ωLt).
(3.8)
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The resulting AC line current iAC(t) is then calculated with:

iAC(t) = iR,i(t) + iCDM2
(t) = iR,i(t) + CDM2 ·

dvAC(t)

dt

= stSR · iDAB1(t) + ωLCDM1 · V̂AC cos(ωLt) + ωLCDM2 · V̂AC cos(ωLt)

= stSR · iDAB1(t) + ωL(CDM1 + CDM2) · V̂AC cos(ωLt)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Capacitive DM EMC filter current

.

(3.9)

The second term in equation (3.9) is the capacitive differential mode (DM) EMC
filter current, indicating a certain reactive power consumption by the DM EMC
input filter capacitors CDM1 and CDM2. As will be shown below, this capacitive
power needs to be (partly) compensated in order to meet the PFC requirement
given in Table 1.1 of Section 1.3. This can be achieved by controlling iDAB1(t)
slightly lagging to vDC1(t), requiring a certain reactive (i.e. inductive) power
transfer capability of the DAB.

When defining the power flow direction ‘dir’ positive in the direction indicated by
the arrow in Figure 3.1, i.e.:

dir =

{
1 if p(t) > 0 : AC-side→ DC-side,

−1 if p(t) < 0 : DC-side→ AC-side,
(3.10)

then for a given amplitude of the (active) AC input current ÎAC,P, a given power
factor PF(= cos(ϕ)), and a given power flow direction dir, the instantaneous AC
line current iAC(t) is given by:

iAC(t) = dir · ÎAC,P

PF
sin(ωLt+ dir · arccos(PF)). (3.11)

Consequently, the averaged DAB input current iDAB1(t) that is required in order
to achieve this AC line current is obtained by substituting iAC(t) in equation (3.9)
by expression (3.11) and solving for iDAB1(t), yielding:

iDAB1(t) =stSR ·
[
dir · (ÎAC,P/PF) sin(ωLt+ dir · arccos(PF))−

ωL(CDM1 + CDM2) · V̂AC cos(ωLt)
]
.

(3.12)

Note that 1/stSR = stSR. In order to limit the required reactive power flow
capability of the DAB converter2, the total DM EMC filter capacitance value has

2Note that, when operated under soft-switching (i.e. by means of zero voltage switching, ZVS,
see Section 3.3), the reactive power flow capability of DAB converters is limited.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.3: Ideal input-side quantities for the worst case PF condition: ÎAC,P =√
2 · 0.1 · IAC,P,nom = 2.26 A; V̂AC = V̂AC,max = 358 V; PF = 0.9. (a) Positive

power flow; dir = 1, (b) negative power flow; dir = −1.

been restricted to:

(CDM1 + CDM2)max 6 14.2 µF. (3.13)

This value is a good compromise between the reactive power flow requirement of
the DAB on the one hand and the size of the DM filter inductors on the other. It
is the result of several DM EMC filter design iterations which were performed in
the course of the development of the 1-S DAB AC–DC converter prototype system
(see Section 5.4), yielding CDM1=13.2 µF and CDM2=1 µF.

Figure 3.3 depicts the averaged DAB input current iDAB1(t) together with the most
relevant (idealized) input side converter quantities for the worst case PF condition,
i.e. ÎAC,P =

√
2 · 0.1 · IAC,P,nom = 2.26 A; V̂AC = V̂AC,max = 358 V; PF = 0.9 (see

Table 1.1). These quantities are calculated for CDM1=13.2 µF and CDM2=1 µF,
using the aforementioned equations. In Figure 3.3(a) the power flow is positive
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.4: Ideal input-side quantities for nominal (active) input current ÎAC,P =√
2 · IAC,P,nom = 22.6 A; V̂AC = V̂AC,max = 358 V; PF = 0.999. (a) Positive power

flow; dir = 1, (b) negative power flow; dir = −1.

(dir = 1) while in Figure 3.3(b) the power flow is negative (dir = −1). The same
quantities are shown in Figure 3.4 regarding the nominal (active) input current
ÎAC,P =

√
2 · IAC,P,nom = 22.6 A, an AC line voltage V̂AC = V̂AC,max = 358 V, and

a power factor of PF = 0.999. Figure 3.4(a) is obtained for positive power flow
(dir = 1) while Figure 3.4(b)is obtained for negative power flow (dir = −1).

The range of the averaged DAB input current iDAB1 now has be defined in a way
that all possible input conditions that can occur, i.e. with regard to the AC line
voltage vAC(t), the AC-line current iAC(t), and the PF, are compassed. Thereby
enough margin for component variances and dynamic controllability should be
taken into account. Consequently, given the operating conditions specified in
Table 1.1, an upper limit iDAB1,u and a lower limit iDAB1,l for iDAB1 are defined.
Assuming PF = 1, dir = 1, and CDM1 = CDM2 = 0, the expression for iDAB1(t)
according to (3.12) becomes:
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iDAB1 = stSR · ÎAC,P sin(ωLt). (3.14)

This means that for a certain DAB input voltage vDC1, and an AC input current
ÎAC,P, the averaged DAB input current is highest (iDAB1 = iDAB1,max) for

V̂AC = V̂AC,min and can be calculated as:

iDAB1

vDC1
=
stSR · ÎAC,P sin(ωLt) [eq. (3.14)]

stSR · V̂AC sin(ωLt) [eq. (3.2)]
=
ÎAC,P

V̂AC

(3.15)

→ iDAB1 =
vDC1 · ÎAC,P

V̂AC

(3.16)

→ iDAB1,max =
vDC1 · ÎAC,P

V̂AC,min

. (3.17)

Using ÎAC,P = 24 A (=
√

2 · IAC,P,nom + margin) in (3.17), adding an additional
margin of 0.5 A, and clamping the result to 24 A, the upper limit iDAB1,u is
determined as:

iDAB1,u(vDC1) = min

(
vDC1 · 24

V̂AC,min

+ 0.5, 24

)

= min (0.082 · vDC1 + 0.5, 24) ,

(3.18)

where V̂AC,min =
√

2 · (230 − 23) = 292.74 V. By taking the lower limit
iDAB1,l(vDC1) = −iDAB1,u(vDC1), the input-voltage-dependent range of the
averaged DAB input current is completely defined with:

iDAB1,l(vDC1) 6 iDAB1(vDC1) 6 iDAB1,u(vDC1). (3.19)

By combining (3.19) with (3.18) and (3.3), the two-quadrant (2-Q) voltage-current
plane shown in Figure 3.5 is obtained, representing the complete DAB’s input
voltage and input current range. Note that around the zero crossing (−30 V6
vAC 6 30 V) the bridges of the DAB are inactive (‘dead zone’) as power conversion
under ZVS conditions is quasi impossible within this voltage interval.

In Figure 3.5, the lines in the voltage-current plane show the relation iDAB1(vDC1)
for different operating conditions, i.e. they represent the trajectories that are
followed by iDAB1 during one period of the AC line voltage. In Figure 3.5(a),
the lines ‘10% pos.’, ‘10% neg.’, ‘100% pos.’, and ‘100% neg.’ correspond with
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.5: Two-quadrant (2-Q) voltage-current plane of the DAB, representing
the complete DAB’s input voltage and input current operating range.

the operating conditions used to respectively obtain Figures 3.3(a), 3.3(b), 3.4(a),
and Figure 3.4(b), where V̂AC = V̂AC,max = 358 V. In Figure 3.5(b), the lines
‘10% pos.’, ‘10% neg.’, ‘100% pos.’, and ‘100% neg.’ correspond with the same
operating conditions as the ones in Figure 3.5(a) with the difference that now
V̂AC = V̂AC,min = 292 V. Due to the rectification performed by the SR, each
trajectory is traversed two times during one period of the AC line voltage. It
is clear that the DAB’s input range is defined in a way that all possible input
conditions that can occur, i.e. with regard to the AC line voltage vAC(t), the AC
line current iAC(t), and the PF, are compassed since the trajectories of iDAB1 lie
within the voltage-current plane boundaries. Furthermore, the 2-Q voltage-current
plane is independent of the DAB’s output voltage VDC2 whose range is specified in
Table 1.1 as:

370 V 6 VDC2 6 470 V. (3.20)

As a result, the complete DAB’s operating range (see Figure 3.6), according to
the operating conditions specified in Section 1.3 (see Table 1.1), is completely
defined. As explained in Section 4.2.1 of Chapter 4, the worst case operating point
regarding ZVS operation of the DAB is the one indicated by a ‘H’. Note that the
DAB handles the double line frequency power component, which in the dual-stage
AC–DC topologies is typically buffered by large (electrolytic) DC-link capacitors.
Due to the absence of these DC-link capacitors in the investigated single-stage
converter, electrolytic capacitors (capacitance value C2,st) are placed at the DC
output side in order to (partly) filter this 100 Hz power component. The selected
value for C2,st is further detailed in Section 5.3 of Chapter 5.
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Figure 3.6: Complete operating range of the FBFB DAB DC–DC converter,
which is the main building block of the investigated 1-S DAB AC–DC architecture,
according to the operating conditions specified in Table 1.1 of Section 1.3.
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3.2 Steady-State Operation of the DAB DC–DC
Converter

In the previous section (i.e. Section 3.1) the operating range of the FBFB DAB
DC–DC converter used in the investigated 1-S DAB AC–DC topology is detailed
and a control equation (see equation (3.12)) for the averaged DAB input current
iDAB1(t), required in order to achieve a certain AC line current with given amplitude
(ÎAC,P, active component of the current), given power factor PF(= cos(ϕ)), and
given power flow direction dir, is proposed. In this section the steady-state analysis
of the FBFB DAB is presented, i.e. the fundamental mode equations are derived
based on the lossless DAB model while referring to the general considerations
regarding the traditional phase-shift modulation (PSM) given in Section 2.1. In
order to tackle the disadvantages of the PSM, being a limited ZVS operating range
and large RMS currents in the HF AC-link for most operating points when the
DAB is operated with wide voltage ranges, here all possible degrees of freedom
available for controlling the DAB’s active bridges are exploited by considering
dual-sided duty-cycle modulation (DSPWM) instead of PSM. This provides the
highest degree of freedom regarding the search toward optimal, full-operating-range
ZVS modulation schemes in Chapter 4. Furthermore, after reevaluation of the
theoretical current-based (CB) ZVS conditions, commutation inductance(s) are
introduced which, using a simple calculated example, are shown to be an essential
HF AC-link modification in order to achieve full-operating-range ZVS operation of
the DAB. The effect of commutation inductance(s) in the HF AC-link on the ZVS
operating range is further investigated in Chapter 4.

Figure 3.7 shows the detailed schematic of the FBFB DAB, where connection points
X1, X2, Y1, and Y2 indicate how the DAB is connected in the overall schematic of
the 1-S AC–DC architecture depicted in Figure 3.1. Note that for the considered 1-S
AC–DC converter the DC input port voltage of the DAB is highly variable (i.e. a
folded (rectified) sine-wave voltage is applied between connection points X1 and Y1;
see Section 3.1). The DC output port voltage, applied between connection points
X2 and Y2, on the other hand is quasi constant (apart from some 100 Hz voltage
ripple). Therefore, in the following, notations vDC1 and VDC2 are used for the
respective DAB port voltages (see Figure 3.7). Furthermore, the voltage variations
at both ports of the DAB induce a current in the HF filter capacitors3, i.e. currents
iC1 and iC2 . When disregarding the HF components of the instantaneous DAB
input and output currents i1 and i2 that are not bypassed by the corresponding HF
filter capacitance and which thus propagate to the DAB’s input and output ports,
the averaged (i.e. evaluated over one switching cycle Ts) DAB input and output
port currents iR,o and iDC2 (see also Figure 3.1) are composed of the averaged DAB

3The FBFB DAB contains a HF filter capacitance at its input and at its output port (i.e. C1

resp. C2, see Figure 3.7).
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Figure 3.7: General schematic of the full bridge - full bridge (FBFB) DAB DC–
DC converter used in the investigated 1-S DAB AC–DC architecture. The circuit
variables Lc1 and Lc2 are named ‘commutation inductances’ and are introduced
further in this section/work as an essential HF AC-link modification in order to
achieve full-operating-range ZVS operation of the DAB converter.

input and output currents4 iDAB1 and iDAB2 (see further) and the voltage-induced
currents, iC1

and iC2
, in the HF filter capacitors:

iR,o = iDAB1 + iC1 , (3.21)

iDC2 = iDAB2 − iC2 . (3.22)

The exact input/output port voltages/currents and the currents induced in the
HF filter capacitors are derived in Section 3.1 regarding the operating conditions
specified in Section 1.3.

Calculation Examples: Used Circuit Level Variables

In the following, all calculation examples and waveforms regarding the steady-state
operation of the FBFB DAB converter are obtained using the circuit level variables
of the final prototype converter design:

� L = 13 µH;

� Lc1 = 62.1 µH;

4Remind that the averaged DAB input and output currents iDAB1 and iDAB2 are obtained by
averaging i1(t) respectively i2(t) over one switching period Ts. The notations ‘iDAB1, iDAB2’ are
preferred over the notations ‘IDAB1, IDAB2’ since, in the 1-S AC–DC architecture, their value is
highly variable in time (see Section 3.1).
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� Lc2 = 62.1 µH;

�
n1

n2
= 1.

The circuit variables Lc1 and Lc2 are named ‘commutation inductances’ and are
introduced in this work as an essential HF AC-link modification in order to achieve
full-operating-range ZVS operation of the DAB converter. Below, Lc1 and Lc2

are in the first place disregarded in the analysis, i.e. Lc1 = Lc2 =∞, and will be
introduced later in this section. Nevertheless, in order to avoid repetition they
are already shown in Figure 3.7. Furthermore, for the given examples a switching
frequency of fs = 120 kHz is applied. The derivation of the above circuit variables
is detailed in Chapter 4. For the reasons given in Section 2.2.4, in this work
the HF AC-link of the designed DAB converter is implemented using an external
inductance Lext which is placed in series with the HF transformer (see Figure 3.7).
Consequently, the equivalent inductance value L is calculated with (2.49).

3.2.1 Lossless DAB Model

For the FBFB DAB that is controlled with PSM (see Section 2.1.2), voltages
vHF1(t) and vHF2(t) generated by the full bridge circuits are modulated with 50 %
duty-cycle and thus alter between two voltage levels (i.e. plus and minus the
corresponding DC bus voltage level; acc. to (2.5) and (2.6)). However, with PSM
the bridge states where either the two top switches or the two bottom switches
of an active bridge are simultaneously in the conduction state are not considered.
As a result, the conditions where the voltage generated by an active bridge equals
zero is overlooked, greatly limiting the degrees of freedom to modulate the AC-link
voltages vHF1(t) and vHF2(t). Therefore the ‘zero-voltage’ states are included in
the analysis given below, enabling pulse-width modulation of vHF1(t) and vHF2(t),
which can now alter between three instead of two voltage levels within a switching
period Ts:

vHF1(t) =


+vDC1 for stleg11

=1, stleg12
=0,

0 for stleg11=1, stleg12=1 or stleg11=0, stleg12=0,

−vDC1 for stleg11
=0, stleg12

=1,

(3.23)

vHF2(t) =


+VDC2 for stleg21=1, stleg22=0,

0 for stleg21
=1, stleg22

=1 or stleg21
=0, stleg22

=0,

−VDC2 for stleg21
=0, stleg22

=1,

(3.24)

where stleg11
, stleg12

, stleg21
, and stleg22

are respectively described by (2.3), (2.4),
(2.7), and (2.8). The expressions given in Section 2.1.2 for the determination of
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vHF1(t), vHF2(t), and v′HF2(t) still hold, now using vDC1 instead of VDC1:

vHF1(t) = vDC1 · (stleg11 − stleg12), (3.25)

vHF2(t) = VDC2 · (stleg21 − stleg22), (3.26)

v′HF2(t) =
n1

n2
· vHF2(t). (3.27)

The resulting lossless DAB model for the FBFB DAB converter is depicted in
Figure 3.8 while Figure 3.9 shows two examples of the three-level, pulse-width
modulated patterns of voltages5 vHF1(t) and v′HF2(t). It can be seen from Figure 3.9
that within one switching period Ts there are now eight time intervals (numbered
with index counter i; m = 8) with constant voltages vHF1(t) and v′HF2(t), and thus
with constant inductor voltage6 vL(t):

time interval I (i = 1) : t0 < t 6 t1,

time interval II (i = 2) : t1 < t 6 t2,

...

final time interval (i = m) : tm−1 < t 6 tm = t0 + Ts.

(3.28)

This implies that eight switching instances7 (e.g. t0 . . . t7) take place within one
switching cycle Ts. As, besides the phase-shift angle φ between both HF AC-link
voltages vHF1(t) and v′HF2(t), also the duty-cycles τ1 and τ2 of vHF1(t) and v′HF2(t)
can be adjusted, this modulation technique is referred to as dual-sided duty-cycle
modulation (DSPWM). Consequently, the number of modulation parameters has
increased from one for the PSM described in Section 2.1.2 to three for the DSPWM
described in this section:

� the phase-shift angle φ (rad.) between vHF1(t) and vHF2(t);

� the pulse-width modulation angle τ1 (rad.) of vHF1(t);

� the pulse-width modulation angle τ2 (rad.) of vHF2(t).

5It should be reminded that, in any case, the average values of vHF1(t) and vHF2(t) (and thus
of v′HF2(t)), evaluated over one switching period during steady-state converter operation (i.e. the
DC components of vHF1(t), vHF2(t), and v′HF2(t)), should be zero in order to avoid saturation of
the HF transformer.

6Remind that vL(t) is calculated with (2.15).
7Note that the boundaries ti−1 and ti of a time interval i correspond with a change of voltage

vHF1(t) or voltage vHF2(t) which is equal to the associated DC bus voltage and which, according
to (3.23) and (3.24), is initiated by a state change of one of the two legs of the particular active
bridge. Remind that for PSM the voltage change is equal to two times the associated DC bus
voltage since the voltage change is initiated by a simultaneous state change of both legs of the
particular active bridge.
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Figure 3.8: Lossless model of the full bridge - full bridge (FBFB) DAB DC–DC
converter regarding dual-sided duty-cycle modulation (DSPWM).

φ, τ1, τ2 are depicted in Figure 3.9 and are defined as angles (∆t · ωs) in the unit
radians (angular axes; i.e. normalized with respect to the switching period Ts),
with ωs = 2πfs and fs the switching frequency (fs = 1/Ts). φ is the angle between
the positive falling edge of vHF1(t) and the positive falling edge of v′HF2(t). A last
parameter that can be freely controlled (within a reasonable range) is the switching
frequency fs, resulting in a total of four modulation parameters:

→ x = (φ, τ1, τ2, fs). (3.29)

The DSPWM provides the highest possible flexibility for controlling the DAB’s
active bridges and thus the highest degree of freedom regarding the search toward
optimal ZVS modulation schemes. However, the complexity of the analysis greatly
increases since now not two (i.e. for PSM) but twelve unique sequences of the eight
time intervals i, within a switching cycle Ts, with constant AC-link voltages, can be
identified, resulting in twelve possible switching modes. Figure A.1 of Appendix A
depicts examples for all of these twelve modes. The modulation parameter relations
describing the boundary conditions of the respective switching modes are given in
Table A.1 of Appendix A.

As indicated by Table A.1 and conform Figure A.1, the total of twelve switching
modes contains four unique modes for each power flow direction and four modes
that are usable for both power flow directions (the power flow direction dir is
defined by (2.13) in accordance with Figure 3.7). It is shown in Chapter 4 that for
each power flow direction only two out of the twelve possible modes are feasible
for efficient ZVS operation. For positive power flow (dir = 1) these are mode 1+

(high power mode; see Figure 3.9(a) and Figure A.1(a)) and mode 5 (low power
mode; see Figure 3.9(b) and Figure A.1(i)). For negative power flow (dir = −1)
these are, very similarly, mode 1− (high power mode; see Figure A.1(b)) and once
more mode 5 (low power mode). Mode 1+ (high power mode for positive power
flow) and mode 1− (high power mode for negative power flow) show highly similar
HF AC-link voltage patterns and are generally referred to as mode 1. In fact,
the modulation parameters for mode 1− can be directly calculated from those of
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(a) Example: φ = π/4 rad., τ1 = 7π/8 rad., τ2 = 5π/8 rad.

(b) Example: φ = −π/8 rad., τ1 = 5π/8 rad., τ2 = 3π/8 rad.

Figure 3.9: Examples of the primary side referred AC-link terminal voltages and
inductor currents for dual-sided duty-cycle modulation (DSPWM) of the FBFB
DAB. (a) Mode 1+: high power mode, usable for positive power flow (dir = 1).
(b) Mode 5: low power mode, usable for positive and negative power flow (dir = 1
and dir = −1). The waveforms are derived using vDC1 = 250 V, VDC2 = 370 V,
n1/n2 = 1, L = 13 µH, Lc1 = Lc2 =∞, and fs = 120 kHz.

mode 1+ as is shown further in this section. Mode 1 (high power mode) and mode 5
(low power mode) form the basis of the final DAB modulation schemes presented
in Chapter 4. For the reason of clarity, below the derivation of the steady-state
mode equations is detailed for mode 1+ and mode 5 only8, which correspond with
the voltage patterns depicted in respectively Figure 3.9(a) and Figure 3.9(b) and
which are obtained under the conditions:

8The equations for mode 1− (negative power flow; dir = −1) are similar to those of mode 1+

(positive power flow; dir = 1).
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mode 1+ : −τ1 + π 6 φ 6 τ2, (3.30)

mode 5 : τ2 − τ1 6 φ 6 0, (3.31)

i.e. the mode boundary conditions, see also Table A.1 of Appendix A. Nevertheless,
in the scope of the search toward optimal modulation schemes in Chapter 4,
the steady-state expressions for all twelve modes were derived and evaluated in
Section 4.1. For the sake of brevity they are given in Appendix A and referred to
in the following explanations.

3.2.2 Dual-Sided Duty-Cycle Modulation (DSPWM): Mode
Equations

Under the assumption that the modulation parameters x (see (3.29)) and the
supply voltages vDC1 and VDC2 remain constant during a switching cycle Ts, the
expressions for the inductor current at the different switching instances, iL(ti), are
obtained by establishing equation (2.17) in the first half cycle of the switching
period Ts (voltage intervals I. . . IV, within 0 < t 6 Ts/2) while applying (2.18).
Choosing the negative rising edge of vHF1(t) as the time reference t0 (= 0 s; see
Figure 3.9), the expressions for the switching instances t0. . . t4 required to establish
the systems of equations for mode 1+ and mode 5 are as listed in the left inset of
Table 3.19, resulting in:

mode 1+:

iL(t1) = iL(t0) +
(n1

n2
· VDC2)

L
· (π − τ1)

ωs
: interval I,

iL(t2) = iL(t1) +
(vDC1 + n1

n2
· VDC2)

L
· (−π + φ+ τ1)

ωs
: interval II,

iL(t3) = iL(t2) +
vDC1

L
· (π − τ2)

ωs
: interval III,

iL(t4) = iL(t3) +
(vDC1 − n1

n2
· VDC2)

L
· (−φ+ τ2)

ωs
: interval IV,

iL(t4) = −iL(t0).

(3.32)

9t0. . . t4 for all possible switching modes are listed in Table A.2 of Appendix A. Note also
that for all modes, t5. . . t8 can be directly calculated from t1. . . t4 according to the right inset of
Table 3.1.
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mode 1+ mode 5 all modes

t0 0 0
...

...
...

t1
π − τ1
ωs

π − τ1
ωs

t5 t1 +
Ts

2
t1 +

Ts

2

t2
φ

ωs

π + φ− τ2
ωs

t6 t2 +
Ts

2
t2 +

Ts

2

t3
π + φ− τ2

ωs

π + φ

ωs

t7 t3 +
Ts

2
t3 +

Ts

2

t4
π

ωs
=
Ts

2

π

ωs
=
Ts

2
t8 t4 +

Ts

2
= Ts t4 +

Ts

2
= Ts

...
...

...

Table 3.1: Left table inset: switching instances t0. . . t4 for mode 1+ and mode 5,
choosing the negative rising edge of vHF1(t) as the time reference t0 (= 0 s). Right
table inset: for all modes t5. . . t8 can be directly calculated from t1. . . t4.

mode 5:

iL(t1) = iL(t0) : interval I,

iL(t2) = iL(t1) +
vDC1

L
· (φ+ τ1 − τ2)

ωs
: interval II,

iL(t3) = iL(t2) +
(vDC1 − n1

n2
· VDC2)

L
· τ2
ωs

: interval III,

iL(t4) = iL(t3) +
vDC1

L
· −φ
ωs

: interval IV,

iL(t4) = −iL(t0).

(3.33)

Solving these systems of equations10 gives the expressions in Table 3.2 for the
inductor current iL(t) at the switching instances t0. . . t4 within 0 < t 6 Ts/2 for
both mode 1+ and mode 5. d is the primary side referred voltage conversion
ratio according to (2.21). The solutions for iL(ti) regarding all possible switching
modes are given in Table A.3 of Appendix A. Conform Figures 3.7 and 3.8, and
disregarding commutation inductances Lc1 and Lc2 (i.e. Lc1 = Lc2 = ∞), the
respective HF AC-link currents (bridge currents) iHF1(t) and iHF2(t) are calculated
with (2.22) and (2.23). iHF1(t) and iHF2(t) for the example in Figure 3.9(a) (i.e.
for mode 1+) are respectively shown in Figure 3.10(a), depicting the primary
side bridge quantities, and in Figure 3.10(b), depicting the secondary side bridge
quantities. iHF1(t) and iHF2(t) for the example in Figure 3.9(b) (i.e. for mode 5)
are shown in Figure A.2 of Appendix A. The states of the different bridge legs

10The systems of equations for the calculation of iL(ti) regarding all possible switching modes
are listed in Appendix A, equation systems (A.1)-(A.12).
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iL(ti) for mode 1+ iL(ti) for mode 5

iL(t0)
−vDC1 ·

(
d · (−τ2

2
+ φ) + τ1

2

)
ωsL

−vDC1

(
− d τ2

2
+ τ1

2

)
ωsL

iL(t1)
vDC1 ·

(
d · (−τ1 + τ2

2
− φ+ π) − τ1

2

)
ωsL

vDC1 ·
(
d τ2

2
− τ1

2

)
ωsL

iL(t2)
−vDC1 ·

(
− d τ2

2
− τ1

2
− φ+ π

)
ωsL

vDC1 ·
(
d τ2

2
+ τ1

2
− τ2 + φ

)
ωsL

iL(t3)
vDC1 ·

(
d τ2

2
+ τ1

2
− τ2 + φ

)
ωsL

vDC1 ·
(
− d τ2

2
+ τ1 + φ

)
ωsL

iL(t4) = −iL(t0)
vDC1 ·

(
d · (−τ2

2
+ φ) + τ1

2

)
ωsL

vDC1 ·
(
− d τ2

2
+ τ1

2

)
ωsL

Table 3.2: Expressions for the inductor current iL(t) at the different switching
instances t0. . . t4 within 0 < t 6 Ts/2 for mode 1+ and mode 5 operation.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.10: (a) Primary side and (b) secondary side bridge quantities (voltages
and currents) that correspond with the example in Figure 3.9(a) (i.e. mode 1+).

that need to be applied during the switching cycle in order to obtain the depicted
voltages patterns (vHF1(t) and vHF2(t)) are also indicated in the figures.

By analyzing the bridge leg states stlegxx
and the associated switching devices

that are conducting, it can be seen that the instantaneous DAB input and output
currents i1(t) and i2(t) (also shown in Figures 3.10 and A.2) can once more be
calculated from respectively iHF1(t) and iHF2(t) using (2.24) and (2.25). Lastly,
the averaged DAB input current iDAB1 is obtained by evaluating (2.26), yielding11:

11Expressions for iDAB1 regarding all possible switching modes: see Table A.4 of Appendix A.
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mode 1+:

iDAB1,1+ =
−n1

n2
· VDC2

2ωsLπ
·
(
(φ− τ2)2 + (φ+ τ1)2 − τ1τ2

+π(π − 2(τ1 + φ))) ∀ − τ1 + π 6 φ 6 τ2, (3.34)

mode 5:

iDAB1,5 =
−n1

n2
· VDC2

2ωsLπ
·
(
τ2
2 − τ1τ2 − 2τ2φ

)
∀ τ2 − τ1 6 φ 6 0. (3.35)

The averaged DAB input power p1, evaluated one switching cycle Ts, can now be
calculated with:

p1 = iDAB1 · vDC1. (3.36)

The expressions for the averaged DAB output current iDAB2 and output power p2

can be derived in a similar way, or can be obtained by evaluating the DAB’s power
balance according to (2.31). It can be shown that the maximum and minimum
achievable averaged DAB input currents iDAB1,max and iDAB1,min for DSPWM of
the FBFB DAB occur for mode 1 operation and for τ1 = τ2 = π rad., and are thus
identical to (2.32) and (2.33) for PSM:

iDAB1,max =
n1

n2
· VDC2

8fsL
for φ = π/2; τ1 = τ2 = π; mode 1+, (3.37)

iDAB1,min = −
n1

n2
· VDC2

8fsL
for φ = −π/2; τ1 = τ2 = π; mode 1−, (3.38)

presenting an upper limit to the employed equivalent inductance value L with
respect to the desirable averaged DAB input current iDAB1. The expressions for
the phase-shift angle φ, required to achieve a given iDAB1, with given pulse-width
modulation angles τ1 and τ2, are obtained by rearranging (3.34) and (3.35):

mode 1+ : φ1+ =
−τ1 + τ2 + π

2

±
√
−(τ2 − π)2 + τ1(2π − τ1)

4
− iDAB1 · ωsLπ

n1

n2
· VDC2

, (3.39)

mode 5 : φ5 =
τ2 − τ1

2
+
iDAB1 · ωsLπ

τ2 · n1

n2
· VDC2

. (3.40)
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As mentioned above, a strong similarity exists between the voltage and current
waveforms for operation of the DAB in mode 1+ (positive power flow; dir = 1;
Figure A.1(a)) and in mode 1− (negative power flow; dir = −1; Figure A.1(b)). It
can easily be seen from the mode 1+ and mode 1− voltage patterns that in mode 1−

operation the phase-shift angle φ1− , required to achieve a given negative averaged
DAB input current iDAB1,1− 6 0, with given pulse-width modulation angles τ1 and
τ2, can be directly calculated from the expression for φ1+ (i.e. equation (3.39),
mode 1+ operation) by inputting iDAB1 = |iDAB1,1− | into (3.39) and calculating
φ1− with:

mode 1− : φ1− = −(τ1 + φ1+ − τ2), (3.41)

where φ1+ is calculated with (3.39) using iDAB1 = |iDAB1,1− |.

Similar as for PSM (see Section 2.1.2), the expression for the phase-shift angle
φ1+ (i.e. equation (3.39)) provides two solutions, dividing the mode 1+ operating
region, which is defined by (3.30), into a ‘high RMS’ and a ‘low RMS’ region12.
The same goes for the mode 1− operating region since φ1− is directly related to
φ1+ via (3.41). The value for φ1+ at the boundary between the ‘high RMS’ and
the ‘low RMS’ region, regarding mode 1+ operation, is defined by the first term
of (3.39). It can be shown in a similar way as was done for PSM that, in order to
achieve efficient DAB operation in mode 1+, φ1+ should be calculated with the
‘−√ ’ solution of (3.39). Taking into account the mode boundary condition (3.30),

efficient DAB operation (i.e. regarding the RMS value of the HF AC-link currents)
for mode 1+ is thus obtained when:

− τ1 + π 6 φ1+ 6
−τ1 + τ2 + π

2
(3.42)

→ assuring mode 1+ operation with low AC-link circulating currents.

Referring to (3.41) for the indirect calculation of φ1− and to the mode 1− boundary
condition given in Table A.1, efficient mode 1− DAB operation is consequently
obtained when:

−τ1 + τ2 − π
2

6 φ1− 6 τ2 − π (3.43)

→ assuring mode 1− operation with low AC-link circulating currents.

12It is shown in Figure 2.5(a) of Section 2.1.2 that the RMS value IL of the inductor current iL(t)
is significantly lower in the ‘low-RMS’ operating region compared to the ‘high-RMS’ operating
region.
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3.2.3 Current-Based Zero Voltage Switching (CB ZVS) Condi-
tions

According to Section 2.1.3, theoretical ‘current-based’ zero voltage switching (CB
ZVS) of a bridge leg is achieved when the drain to source current iDS,Sxx

of
the switch Sxx which initiates the commutation, i.e. the switch which is turned
off and causes a state change of the leg, is positive at the switching instant,
iDS,Sxx

(t = tturn−off) > 0. For the FBFB DAB, iDS,Sxx
of the individual switches

can be calculated based on the primary side and secondary side bridge currents
iHF1(t) and iHF2(t), using expressions (2.38)-(2.41) for the switches S1x of the
primary side active bridge and using expressions (2.42)-(2.45) for the switches
S2x of the secondary side active bridge. The drain to source currents iDS,Sxx

and
corresponding drain to source voltages vDS,Sxx

of all the switches Sxx of the FBFB
DAB, regarding mode 1+ operation according to the example in Figure 3.9(a), and
calculated based on the primary side and secondary side bridge currents iHF1(t)
and iHF2(t) in Figure 3.10, are shown in Figures 3.11(a)-3.11(b) (switches S1x of
the primary side active bridge) and Figures 3.11(c)-3.11(d) (switches S2x of the
secondary side active bridge). iDS,Sxx

and vDS,Sxx
of all the switches Sxx regarding

mode 5 operation according to the example in Figure 3.9(b), and calculated based
on the primary side and secondary side bridge currents iHF1(t) and iHF2(t) in
Figure A.2, are shown in Figures A.3(a)-A.3(b) (Appendix A, switches S1x of the
primary side active bridge) and Figures A.3(c)-A.3(d) (Appendix A, switches S2x

of the secondary side active bridge). For both the current patterns in Figure 3.11
(mode 1+) and Figure A.3 (mode 5) the turn-off currents of the individual switches
are indicated by a ‘H’ and are clearly positive, confirming that for these examples
CB ZVS is achieved.

By analyzing the current and voltage patterns for the different switching modes
and when defining:

� tα: switching instant that corresponds with the positive rising edge of vHF1(t),

� tβ : switching instant that corresponds with the positive rising edge of vHF2(t),

� tγ : switching instant that corresponds with the positive falling edge of vHF1(t),

� tδ: switching instant that corresponds with the positive falling edge of vHF2(t),

the generalized set of CB ZVS constraints defined by (2.46) still holds, i.e.

s± · iHF1(tα) > 0, s± · iHF2(tβ) > 0,

s± · iHF1(tγ) > 0, s± · iHF2(tδ) > 0.
(3.44)
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.11: Drain to source currents iDS,Sxx
and corresponding drain to source

voltages vDS,Sxx
of all the switches Sxx of the FBFB DAB regarding mode 1+

operation according to the example in Figure 3.9(a), and calculated based on the
primary side and secondary side bridge currents iHF1(t) and iHF2(t) in Figure 3.10.
(a)-(b) Switches S1x of the primary side active bridge: (a) bridge leg11, (b) bridge
leg12. (c)-(d) Switches S2x of the secondary side active bridge: (c) bridge leg21, (d)
bridge leg22.

Consequently, CB ZVS is achieved in the primary side active bridge when conditions
s± · iHF1(tα) > 0 and s± · iHF1(tγ) > 0 are satisfied while CB ZVS is achieved in the
secondary side active bridge when conditions s± · iHF2(tβ) > 0 and s± · iHF2(tδ) > 0
are satisfied. Switching instances tθi = {tα, tβ , tγ , tδ} and bridge currents iHF1(tθi)
and iHF2(tθi), required to evaluate (3.44), are listed in Table 3.3 for mode 1+ and
mode 5 operation, and in Table A.5 of Appendix A for all possible switching modes
of the FBFB DAB. Remind that multiplier s± is introduced in Section 2.1.3 of
Chapter 2 in order to bring generality to the DAB’s ZVS conditions/equations:
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mode 1+ mode 5

θi tθi iHF(tθi) tθi iHF(tθi)

α tα = t1 iHF1(t1) tα = t1 iHF1(t1)

β tβ = t3 iHF2(t3) tβ = t2 iHF2(t2)

γ tγ = t4 iHF1(t4) tγ = t4 iHF1(t4)

δ tδ = t6 iHF2(t6) = −iHF2(t2) tδ = t3 iHF2(t3)

Table 3.3: Switching instances tθi = {tα, tβ , tγ , tδ} and bridge currents iHF1(tθi)
and iHF2(tθi) required to evaluate (3.44) for mode 1+ and mode 5 operation.

s± =

{
1 for switching instances tθi = {tβ , tγ},
−1 for switching instances tθi = {tα, tδ}.

(3.45)

Angles θi = {α, β, γ, δ} defined by θ = ωst, e.g. α = ωs ·tα, are shown in Figures 3.10
and 3.11 (mode 1+) and in Figures A.2 and A.3 (mode 5) of Appendix A.

3.2.4 Commutation Inductances

It is mentioned in Section 2.2.2 that when considering CB ZVS, substantial
parts of the calculated (i.e. using (3.44)) ZVS regions involve incomplete bridge
commutations due to the presence of (parasitic) switch capacitances [96]. It is
shown in Section 4.1 that this effect is most pronounced in the regions where
the primary side referred voltage conversion ratio defined by (2.21) substantially
differs from one, i.e. d >> 1 and d << 1, as well as along the boundary between
the low power switching mode (i.e. mode 5) and the high power switching mode
(i.e. mode 1). Consequently, the prediction of ZVS using the CB ZVS conditions
defined by (3.44) and the derivation of corresponding modulation schemes will, in
reality, inevitably lead to hard-switching operation, reduced conversion efficiency,
and, in all probability, destruction of the semiconductor switching devices. In
order to deal with this deficiency, in Section 3.3 a novel current-dependent charge-
based (CDCB) ZVS analysis and corresponding CDCB ZVS verification method is
proposed in which the parasitic output capacitances of the switches are taken into
account. This enables to accurately describe the DAB’s ZVS conditions, assuring
that soft-switching operation with quasi zero switching losses is obtained within the
calculated ZVS regions. However, as the CB ZVS conditions according to (3.44)
serve as absolute minimum constraints in the CDCB ZVS verification method, the
calculated CDCB ZVS operating regions (reality) are even more restricted than
the calculated CB ZVS regions (theoretical). It is shown in Section 4.1 that when
applying the proposed CDCB ZVS verification method and when thus including the
switch output capacitances in the analysis, full-operating-range ZVS modulation
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which involves smooth transitions13 between the low power switching mode (i.e.
mode 5) and the high power switching mode (i.e. mode 1) cannot be achieved
with the traditional implementation of the DAB’s HF AC-link, i.e. a transformer
and optionally an external series inductor Lext (cf. Figure 3.7). As steps in the
modulation parameter trajectories are highly undesirable, a solution to overcome
this problem is absolutely required. This solution is proposed below by means of
‘commutation inductances’ which in Section 4.1 are identified as an essential HF
AC-link modification14 for achieving full-operating-range ZVS modulation that
involves smooth trajectories of the modulation parameters x.

Commutation inductances are defined as inductances that are placed in parallel
with active bridge 1 (Lc1, between nodes A and B) and/or with active bridge 2
(Lc2, between nodes P and Q), as shown in Figure 3.7. The new lossless DAB
model for the FBFB DAB converter with commutation inductances is shown in
Figure 3.12, where

L′c2 =

(
n1

n2

)2

· Lc2. (3.46)

It is shown below that the bridge-paralleled commutations inductances always have
a beneficial contribution to the ZVS conditions due to the injection of a small
reactive current in the respective active bridge. Commutation current iLc1(t) is
induced in Lc1 by voltage vHF1(t) while commutation current i′Lc2

(t) is induced in
L′c2 by voltage v′HF2(t) (see Figure 3.12), affecting the primary and secondary side
bridge currents iHF1(t) and iHF2(t) according to:

iHF1(t) = iL(t) + iLc1(t), (3.47)

iHF2(t) = i′HF2(t) · n1

n2
=
(
iL(t)− i′Lc2

(t)
)
· n1

n2
, (3.48)

where the dynamics of iLc1(t) and i′Lc2
(t) are described by:

diLc1(t)

dt
=
vHF1(t)

Lc1
, (3.49)

di′Lc2
(t)

dt
=
v′HF2(t)

L′c2

. (3.50)

The expressions for the commutation currents at the different switching instances,
iLc1

(ti) and i′Lc2
(ti), are obtained by rewriting (3.49) and (3.50) as:

13A smooth mode transition is a transition from the one switching mode to the other without
steps in the modulation parameters x.

14Is has been mentioned in inter alia [83, 84, 96] that the magnetizing inductance of the
transformer can be used to provide additional commutation charge in the switches. However
no detailed investigation (and subsequent modulation scheme) concerning EB or CDCB ZVS is
given.
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Figure 3.12: Lossless model of the full bridge - full bridge (FBFB) DAB DC–DC
converter regarding dual-sided duty-cycle modulation (DSPWM), with the inclusion
of HF AC-link commutation inductances.

iLc1
(ti) = iLc1

(ti−1) +
1

Lc1

∫ ti

ti−1

vHF1dt ∀ ti−1 < ti, (3.51)

i′Lc2
(ti) = i′Lc2

(ti−1) +
1

L′c2

∫ ti

ti−1

v′HF2dt ∀ ti−1 < ti, (3.52)

and establishing these expressions in the first half cycle of the switching period Ts

(voltage intervals I. . . IV, within 0 < t 6 Ts/2). The resulting systems of equations
regarding mode 1+ and mode 5 are given in Appendix A, equation systems (A.13)-
(A.16). The equation systems for the other switching modes are not given for the
sake of brevity. By applying15:

iLc1
(t+ Ts/2) = −iLc1

(t), (3.53)

i′Lc2
(t+ Ts/2) = −i′Lc2

(t), (3.54)

solutions for iLc1
(ti) and i′Lc2

(ti) are obtained which are given in Table 3.416

regarding mode 1+ and mode 5, and in Table A.6 of Appendix A regarding all
possible switching modes.

Figure 3.13 (mode 1+), showing the primary side and secondary side bridge
quantities (voltages and currents), is a repetition of Figure 3.10 with the difference
that now commutation inductances Lc1 and Lc2 are added in the HF AC-link. I.e.
the same conditions regarding voltages vDC1 and VDC2, transformer ratio n1/n2,
equivalent inductance value L, and modulation parameters x as in Figure 3.10 are

15In steady-state operation, the voltages vHF1(t) and v′HF2(t), and thus also the currents iLc1
(t)

and i′Lc2
(t) repeat every half-cycle with reversed signs.

16Note that V ′DC2 = n1
n2
· VDC2.
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mode 1+ mode 5

ti iLc1 (ti) i′Lc2
(ti) iLc1 (ti) i′Lc2

(ti)

t0 −
vDC1

τ1
2

ωsLc1
−
V ′DC2

( τ2
2
− φ

)
ωsL′c2

−
vDC1

τ1
2

ωsLc1
−
V ′DC2

τ2
2

ωsL′c2

t1
−vDC1

τ1
2

ωsLc1

V ′DC2

(
τ1 − τ2

2
+ φ− π

)
ωsL′c2

−vDC1
τ1
2

ωsLc1

−V ′DC2
τ2
2

ωsL′c2

t2
vDC1

( τ1
2

+ φ− π
)

ωsLc1
−
V ′DC2

τ2
2

ωsL′c2

vDC1

( τ1
2
− τ2 + φ

)
ωsLc1

−V ′DC2
τ2
2

ωsL′c2

t3
vDC1

( τ1
2
− τ2 + φ

)
ωsLc1

−V ′DC2
τ2
2

ωsL′c2

vDC1

( τ1
2

+ φ
)

ωsLc1

V ′DC2
τ2
2

ωsL′c2

t4
vDC1

τ1
2

ωsLc1

V ′DC2

( τ2
2
− φ

)
ωsL′c2

vDC1
τ1
2

ωsLc1

V ′DC2
τ2
2

ωsL′c2

Table 3.4: Expressions for the commutation currents iLc1
(t) and i′Lc2

(t) at the
different switching instances t0. . . t4 within 0 < t 6 Ts/2 for mode 1+ and mode 5
operation.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.13: Repetition of Figure 3.10 (mode 1+) with the difference that now
commutation inductances Lc1 and Lc2 are added in the HF AC-link, i.e. Lc1 =
Lc2 = 62.1 µH in this figure compared to Lc1 = Lc2 = ∞ for Figure 3.10. (a)
Primary side and (b) secondary side bridge quantities (voltages and currents).

used but now Lc1 = Lc2 = 62.1 µH instead of Lc1 = Lc2 =∞. Due to the injection
of small reactive ‘commutation’ currents iLc1(t) and iLc2(t) into the respective active
bridges, the total bridge currents iHF1(t) and iHF2(t) are beneficially influenced
regarding the ZVS conditions given by (3.44). In Figure 3.13 the previous (i.e.
conform Figure 3.10) bridge currents are shown as dashed lines. It can be seen
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.14: Repetition of Figure 3.11 (mode 1+) with the difference that now
commutation inductances Lc1 and Lc2 are added in the HF AC-link, i.e. Lc1 =
Lc2 = 62.1 µH in this figure compared to Lc1 = Lc2 =∞ for Figure 3.11. (a)-(b)
Drain to source currents iDS,S1x

in switches S1x of the primary side active bridge:
(a) bridge leg11, (b) bridge leg12. (c)-(d) Drain to source currents iDS,S2x

in switches
S2x of the secondary side active bridge: (c) bridge leg21, (d) bridge leg22.

that for the primary side active bridge (see Figure 3.13(a)) both s± · iHF1(tα) and
s± · iHF1(γ) have increased, which is also the case for s± · iHF1(tβ) and s± · iHF1(δ)
regarding the secondary side active bridge (see Figure 3.13(b)). Figure A.4 of
Appendix A is a similar repetition of Figure A.2 for mode 5 operation, showing
the same benefit regarding the ZVS conditions.

Figure 3.14 (mode 1+), showing drain to source currents iDS,Sxx
and corresponding

drain to source voltages vDS,Sxx
of all the switches Sxx of the DAB, is a repetition

of Figure 3.11, again using the same conditions except for the commutation
inductances which are now Lc1 = Lc2 = 62.1 µH instead of Lc1 = Lc2 = ∞
for Figure 3.11. It can be seen that the turn-off current iDS,Sxx(t = tturn−off) of
all switches (primary and secondary side) has increased. The previous turn-off
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currents (i.e. conform Figure 3.11) are indicated by a ‘I’ while the new ones
(i.e. commutation inductance included) are indicated with a ‘H’. Figure A.5 of
Appendix A is a similar repetition of Figure A.3 for mode 5 operation, showing
the same benefit regarding the ZVS conditions (i.e. an increased turn-off current
iDS,Sxx

(t = tturn−off) for all the switches Sxx of the DAB.

It is clear from Figures 3.13 and A.4 that commutation currents iLc1(t) and iLc2(t)
have an impact on the bridge currents iHF1(t) and iHF2(t). This impact is always
beneficial regarding the ZVS conditions of the active bridges. Nevertheless, due
to their reactive nature, iLc1

(t) and iLc2
(t) do not contribute to the DAB’s power

transfer and are therefore not present in any of the expressions for iDAB1, iDAB2,
p1, or p2. Although here only shown for mode 1+ and mode 5, commutation
inductances Lc1 and Lc2 benefit the ZVS conditions for all twelve switching modes,
being an inherent result of the reactive power injection into the bridges. It should
be noted that the addition of commutation inductance(s) does not necessarily lead
to (substantially) higher overall conduction losses since the freedom to optimally
control the modulation parameters x under ZVS conditions becomes bigger. This
is exactly what was needed to meet the needs. The same remark can be made
for the requirements of the HF input and output filters (evidently, commutation
currents iLc1(t) and iLc2(t) also have an impact on the HF components of the
instantaneous DAB input and output currents i1(t) and i2(t)) which, for the
same reason, do not necessarily have to be made substantially larger. The effect
of commutation inductances in the HF AC-link on the ZVS operating range is
further investigated in Chapter 4 where different scenarios are extensively discussed.
Note also that in this work Lc2 is implemented by the magnetizing inductance
of the HF AC-link transformer (Lc2 = LM), avoiding increased volume and costs,
while for Lc1 and external inductor is used (see Section 5.2). The subject of
further investigation/optimization might be to consider a T-type instead of a
Pi-type equivalent circuit model for the HF AC-link which allows the use of the
transformer’s leakage inductances in order to obtain the same behavior.

In order to illustrate the absolute necessity of commutation inductance(s),
Figure 3.15 shows an example of the primary side and secondary side bridge
quantities (voltages and currents) at the boundary between mode 5 (low power
mode) and mode 1+ (high power mode) operation. When goaling for continuous
modulation parameter trajectories, this boundary always needs to be crossed
when going from low to high power operation or vice versa. It can be seen from
Figure 3.15 that at this boundary condition the falling edges of vHF1(t) and vHF2(t)
fall together (i.e. φ = 0, tγ = tδ). Without commutation inductances, the CB ZVS
conditions s± · iHF1(tγ) > 0 and s± · iHF2(tδ) > 0 can now only be simultaneously
satisfied when iHF1(tγ) = iHF2(tδ) = 0, as illustrated in the example (dashed
lines). This is, according to the CDCB ZVS constraints in Section 3.3, far from
sufficient to achieve ZVS in reality (i.e. due to the presence of parasitic switch
capacitances). As shown in the figure, the addition of commutation inductances
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.15: Example of the primary side and secondary side bridge quantities
(voltages and currents) at the boundary between mode 5 (low power mode) and
mode 1+ (high power mode) operation. The waveforms are derived using vDC1 =
250 V, VDC2 = 370 V, n1/n2 = 1, L = 13 µH, Lc1 = Lc2 = 62.1 µH, φ = 0 rad.,
τ1 = π rad., τ2 = 2.12 rad. and fs = 120 kHz.

has an advantageous impact on the bridge currents (see solid lines), making it
easier to satisfy (3.44) and thus providing a solution for the above problem.
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3.3 Zero Voltage Switching (ZVS)

Given a set of input parameters (vDC1, VDC2, L, Lc1, Lc2, and n1/n2) and
modulation parameters x, it can be verified if theoretical current-based (CB) ZVS
is achieved for all semiconductor switching devices Sxx of the DAB by evaluating
(3.44). The bridge currents iHF1(tθi) and iHF2(tθi) at the different switching
instances tθi = {tα, tβ , tγ , tδ} required to evaluate (3.44) are given in Table A.5 for
all possible switching modes. The bridge currents iHF1(ti) and iHF2(ti) required
in Table A.5 are calculated using (3.47) and (3.48), which include commutation
inductances Lc1 and Lc2, and using the expressions for respectively iL(ti), iLc1(ti),
and i′Lc2

(ti) listed in:

� iL(ti) → Table A.3;

� iLc1(ti) and i′Lc2
(ti) → Table A.6.

The time instances ti required in Table A.5 are calculated using the expressions
in Table A.2. In case a particular ti lies in the second half cycle of the switching
period (i.e. ti > Ts/2), these expressions should be combined with the expressions
given in the right inset of Table 3.1. Remind that for a given set of modulation
parameters x, the switching mode can be determined based on the mode boundary
conditions listed in Table A.1.

It has been mentioned in the previous sections that when the DAB is operated
using modulation schemes that rely on the theoretical CB ZVS conditions (i.e.
when ZVS is verified using the steps described above), in reality hard-switching
operation with reduced conversion efficiency and, in all probability, destruction of
the semiconductor switching devices occurs in the ‘critical parts’ of the calculated
(CB) ZVS regions. The reason is that the CB ZVS constraints defined by (3.44)
do not take into account the resetting of the parasitic output capacitances of the
switching devices. In order to deal with this deficiency, in this section a novel current-
dependent charge-based (CDCB) ZVS verification method is proposed [86, 87]
whereby the charge that is required to reset the parasitic output capacitances of the
switches during commutation of the bridge legs, as well as the time dependency of
the commutation currents, are taken into account. This results in a more accurate
description of the DAB’s ZVS conditions, assuring that soft-switching operation
with quasi zero switching losses is obtained within the calculated ZVS regions.
Below, for better understanding, firstly the ZVS principle is described in detail.
Thereafter, the CDCB ZVS verification method is outlined.
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3.3.1 Zero Voltage Switching (ZVS) Principle

As shown in Figure 3.16(a), each switch Sxx of the DAB can be represented by a
power transistor Txx, an anti-parallel (body) diode Dxx, and a parasitic capacitance
Cxx. Regarding commutation of a bridge leg it is the output capacitance Coss,
which is composed of the gate to drain capacitance CGD and the drain to source
capacitance CDS (Coss = CDS + CGD), of the switch that needs to be considered17:
Cxx = Coss. It can be seen from Figures 3.16(b) (logarithmic x and y axis) and
3.16(c) (logarithmic y axis only) that Coss shows a highly nonlinear dependency18

17The gate to source capacitance CGS is only relevant regarding the design of the gate drive
units.

18Remind that in this work only Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor Field-Effect Transistors
(MOSFETs) are considered. In Section 5.1.1 the FAIRCHILD FCH76N60NF SupreMOSr
high-voltage super-junction MOSFETs are selected for the active bridges of the DAB due to their
excellent soft-switching performance, inter alia the nonlinear output capacitance and low reverse
recovery charge, in combination with a low on-resistance. The capacitance characteristics shown
in Figures 3.16(b) and 3.16(c) are those of the FAIRCHILD FCH76N60NF.

→

(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 3.16: (a) Representation of the HF high-voltage switches Sxx (MOSFETs)
of the DAB. (b)-(c) Capacitance characteristics (measured at a gate to source
voltage of VGS = 0 V) of the selected FAIRCHILD FCH76N60NF SupreMOSr
high-voltage super-junction MOSFETs; (b) Coss(vDS), Ciss(vDS), and Crss(vDS)
shown on a logarithmic x and y axis, (c) Coss(vDS) shown on a arithmetic x axis
and logarithmic y axis.
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Figure 3.17: Bridge leg of the DAB converter.

on the drain to source voltage vDS. The zero voltage switching (ZVS) principle is
explained using Figure 3.17, considering the commutation of leg current ileg11 = iHF1

from the bottom switch S12 to the top switch S11 of bridge leg11, and using
Figure 3.18 which depicts an example of the currents and voltages related to such
a commutation. Note that the same ZVS principle applies for a commutation
from the top to the bottom switch of leg11. The top inset of Figure 3.18 depicts
measured gate voltages vGS,S11

and vGS,S12
of the two leg switches S11 and S12,

while the middle inset shows the measured leg current ileg11(= iHF1) as well as the
measured drain to source voltage vDS,S12 of the bottom switch S12. The bottom
inset of Figure 3.18 shows the waveforms obtained from a simulation which is
performed under the same conditions as for the measurements. The bottom inset
(simulation) is a zoomed image (finer time scale) of the middle figure inset, enabling
discussion of the currents (according to Figure 3.17) that flow in the individual
switch components (i.e. Txx, Dxx, and Cxx). Note that ileg11 is negative at the
switching instant tsw.

The total parasitic leg capacitance to be considered for the commutation, Cleg11
, is

highly nonlinear and is calculated with:

Cleg11
(vAM) = C12(vDS,S12

) + C11(vDS,S11
), (3.55)

since during the commutation DC-bus capacitor C1 acts as a short and C11 and C12

are thus effectively connected in parallel. Voltage vAM(t) is the voltage between
the (fictitious) DC-bus midpoint and connection point A (see Figure 3.17):

vAM(t) = vDS,S12
(t)− vDC1

2
, (3.56)

where

vDC1 = vDS,S11(t) + vDS,S12(t). (3.57)
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Figure 3.18: Example of a commutation of current ileg11
= iHF1 from the bottom

switch S12 to the top switch S11 of bridge leg11 (cf. Figure 3.17). The DC-bus
voltage of the bridge, vDC1, is 150 V for this example.

Cleg11 for the FAIRCHILD FCH76N60NF MOSFETs is depicted in Figure 3.19.
The capacitance trajectories (arrowed lines19) that are followed during a bridge
commutation depend on the DC-bus voltage vDC1, as three-dimensionally shown
in Figure 3.19(a) and two-dimensionally shown in Figure 3.19(b). Note that the
150 V line corresponds with the example in Figure 3.18.

Quasi lossless ZVS turn-off— At time instant t1 (see Figure 3.18) the gate
of switch S12, carrying a positive drain to source current, iDS,S12(t = t1) > 0, is
turned off. At the moment of turn-off the current is flowing through transistor T12

of switch S12: iT12
(t = t1) = iDS,S12

(t = t1) = −ileg11
(t = t1). After a small time

delay (= t2 − t1) the gate threshold voltage is reached and the channel resistance
RDS,S12

of T12 starts to increase rapidly. This causes the leg current ileg11
to start

flowing through the total parasitic leg capacitance Cleg11
(current divider network

consisting of RDS,S12 and Cleg11). It can be seen from Figure 3.19 that Cleg11 is big
at the moment when the conductive channel of T12 starts to open (i.e. at time

19For commutation from the top switch to the bottom switch of the bridge leg, the arrows are
pointing in the opposite direction.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.19: Total parasitic bridge leg capacitance Cleg11(vAM) for the
FAIRCHILD FCH76N60NF MOSFETs used in the active bridges of the DAB.
(a) 3-D representation, (b) 2-D representation. The arrowed lines indicate the
capacitance trajectory that is followed during commutation of a bridge leg. The
150 V line corresponds with the example in Figure 3.18.

instant t2). As vDS,S12 is low at this moment, the increase of RDS,S12 causes ileg11

to mainly start flowing through C12 (iC12
≈ −ileg11

; see Figure 3.18, bottom inset).
This is because C12 is big and C11 small at low vDS,S12

(i.e. conform Figure 3.16).
Quasi lossless turn-off of switch S12 is achieved if the drain-source channel of T12

is completely opened before ileg11
has provided enough charge to Cleg11

for causing
a significant rise of drain to source voltage vDS,S12 (quasi zero voltage turn-off of
switch S12). This can be seen in Figure 3.18 where at time instant t3 the gate
of S12 is completely off while vDS,S12

is still low (C12 is bypassing ileg11
, keeping

vDS,S12
low at turn-off).

Quasi lossless ZVS turn-on— After time instant t2 (see Figure 3.18), a resonance
occurs between Cleg11

and the HF AC-link inductances. During this resonance Cleg11

is charged by ileg11 (t2–t4). Due to the resulting increase of vDS,S12 , the value of C12

drops while that of C11 rises, causing the leg current ileg11 to transfer from C12 to
C11. This current transfer occurs around tsw as can be seen from the bottom inset
of Figure 3.18. At t4 the resonant transition completes (vDS,S12

has reached the DC-
bus voltage level vDC1), putting diode D11 into conduction. Now, transistor T11 can
be turned on under (quasi) zero voltage. At time instant t5a, when the anti-parallel
diode D11 of switch S11 is conducting, the gate of S11 is turned on. After a small
time delay (= t5b − t5a), vGS,S11 reaches the gate threshold voltage and transistor
T11 effectively takes over the leg current from D11 (iT11

(t > t5b) = ileg11
(t > t5b)).

ZVS turn-on of switch S11 is thus achieved when the resonant transition (t2–t4) of
drain to source voltage vDS,S12

from ≈ 0 V to vDC1 completes before transistor T11

is turned on. For the commutation from the bottom switch S12 to the top switch
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S11 of the bridge leg, the absolute minimum requirement to achieve this is that the
leg current is flowing into the leg, charging Cleg11 during time interval t2-t4 until
voltage vDS,S12

reaches vDC1. This requirement corresponds with the theoretical
CB ZVS verification according to (3.44).

3.3.2 Current-Dependent Charge-Based (CDCB) ZVS Verifica-
tion Method

Based on above considerations a general procedure is introduced in order, for a
given set of input parameters (vDC1, VDC2, L, Lc1, Lc2, and n1/n2) and modulation
parameters x, to ascertain whether quasi lossless ZVS commutation is achieved
in all semiconductor switching devices Sxx of the DAB. Figure 3.20 summarizes
the complete procedure which relies on a current-dependent charge-based (CDCB)
ZVS analysis.

Step 1: Starting from the given set of input parameters and keeping in mind
that for the commutation from the bottom switch to the top switch of a bridge
leg the current needs to flow into the leg (charging of Cleg) and out of the leg
(discharging of Cleg) when commutation from the top switch to the bottom switch
is considered, in a first step the CB ZVS constraints given by (3.44) need to be
verified20. Therefore the bridge currents iHF1(tθi) and iHF2(tθi) at the different
switching instances tθi = {tα, tβ , tγ , tδ} need to be calculated by following the
different steps outlined at the beginning of this section (i.e. Section 3.3).

Step 2: The total charge Qcomm,req(vDC) needed to complete the commutation of
a bridge leg (i.e. charging/discharging of Cleg), can be calculated as:

Qcomm,req(vDC) =

vDC∫
0

(C11(vC) + C12(vC))dvC =

vDC∫
0

2 · Coss(vC)dvC, (3.58)

with vDC the corresponding DC-bus voltage. Qcomm,req(vDC) can be subdivided
into charges QA,req(vDC) and QB,req(vDC), each required to achieve a voltage change
of half the DC-bus voltage (vDC/2):

QA,req(vDC) = QB,req(vDC) =
Qcomm,req(vDC)

2
. (3.59)

In the following, QA,req(vDC) and QB,req(vDC) (= QA,req(vDC)) are referred to as
QA/B,req(vDC). Qcomm,req(vDC) and QA/B,req(vDC) for the used MOSFETs (i.e.
the FAIRCHILD FCH76N60NF) are depicted in Figure 3.21 (left inset) which

20The theoretical CB ZVS conditions according to (3.44) serve as absolute minimum constraints
in the CDCB ZVS verification method.
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Figure 3.20: Procedure to verify if current-dependent charge-based (CDCB) ZVS
is achieved in all switching devices of the DAB, and if the switching delays are
below an upper limit.

is obtained using the circuit simulator GeckoCIRCUITSTM [105] in which the
capacitor model given by (3.58) is applied and in which a nonlinear capacitor
C(u) that is based on small-signal measurements (such as in Figures 3.16(b) and
3.16(c)) can be directly employed [101]. Note that Qcomm,req and QA/B,req do
not only depend on the DC-bus voltage vDC but also slightly on the leg current
as can be seen from Figure 3.21 (right inset). Therefore they are derived based
on an average leg current, ileg,AVG, applying a margin (0.05 µC and 0.1 µC) for
component variances and circuit imperfections:

Qcomm,req(vDC) = Qcomm(vDC, ileg,AVG) + 0.1 µC, (3.60)

QA/B,req(vDC) = QA/B(vDC, ileg,AVG) + 0.05 µC. (3.61)
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Figure 3.21: Charges required to achieve a voltage change of the full DC-bus
voltage (vDC) and of half the DC-bus voltage (vDC/2) during commutation of a
bridge leg (i.e. charging/discharging of the parasitic leg capacitance Cleg).

(Quasi) lossless ZVS commutation of a bridge leg occurs when the charges QA,av

and QB,av, which are available in the current iHF of the bridge leg before (i.e. QA,av)
and after (i.e. QB,av) the considered switching instant tθi = {tα, tβ , tγ , or tδ},
are higher than or equal to QA/B,req(vDC). QA,av and QB,av are calculated using
respectively a backward and a forward integration of leg current iHF, starting at
the considered switching instant θi (= ωs · tθi):

QA,av = s± ·


 nB∑
j=1

θi−j∫
θi−j+1

−iHF

ωs
dθ

+

θx∫
θi−nB

−iHF

ωs
dθ

 > QA/B,req(vDC),

(3.62)

QB,av = s± ·


mF∑
j=1

θi+j∫
θi+j−1

iHF

ωs
dθ

+

θy∫
θi+mF

iHF

ωs
dθ

 > QA/B,req(vDC),

(3.63)

with,

� θx: first instant prior to θi where iHF crosses zero;

� θy: first instant after θi where iHF crosses zero;

� θi−j and θi+j: switching instances of the three remaining bridges;

� nB: number of switching instances between θx and θi; 0 6 nB 6 3;
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� mF: number of switching instances between θi and θy; 0 6 mF 6 3;

� s±: multiplier, defined by (3.45);

� iHF = iHF1 for θi = {α, γ}, iHF = iHF2 for θi = {β, δ}.

These current-dependent charge-based (CDCB) constraints need to be verified at
each switching instant θi = {α, β, γ, and δ}. θx, θy, nB, and mF are calculated
using the given set of input parameters which determine the bridge currents iHF1

and iHF2. It can be shown that, independent from the applied switching mode,
0 6 nB +mF 6 3. Summarizing, for each switching instant θi = {α, β, γ, and δ},
QA,av, QB,av, and QA/B,req(vDC) are determined as:

� Switching instant θi = α:

– QA,av,α is calculated with (3.62), using iHF = iHF1;

– QB,av,α is calculated with (3.63), using iHF = iHF1;

– QA/B,req,α (=QA/B,req(vDC=vDC1)) is determined by using the primary
side DC-link voltage vDC1 in the left inset of Figure 3.21.

� Switching instant θi = β:

– QA,av,β is calculated with (3.62), using iHF = iHF2;

– QB,av,β is calculated with (3.63), using iHF = iHF2;

– QA/B,req,β (=QA/B,req(vDC=VDC2)) is determined by using the sec-
ondary side DC-link voltage VDC2 in the left inset of Figure 3.21.

� Switching instant θi = γ:

– QA,av,γ is calculated with (3.62), using iHF = iHF1;

– QB,av,γ is calculated with (3.63), using iHF = iHF1;

– QA/B,req,γ (=QA/B,req(vDC=vDC1)) is determined by using the primary
side DC-link voltage vDC1 in the left inset of Figure 3.21.

� Switching instant θi = δ:

– QA,av,δ is calculated with (3.62), using iHF = iHF2;

– QB,av,δ is calculated with (3.63), using iHF = iHF2;

– QA/B,req,δ (=QA/B,req(vDC=VDC2)) is determined by using the sec-
ondary side DC-link voltage VDC2 in the left inset of Figure 3.21.
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QA/B,req(vDC1) is the minimum required commutation charge for the primary
side active bridge of the DAB and is further referred to as QA/B,req,p, while
QA/B,req(VDC2) is the minimum required commutation charge for the secondary
side active bridge of the DAB and is further referred to as QA/B,req,s, where:

QA/B,req,p = QA/B,req,α = QA/B,req,γ , (3.64)

QA/B,req,s = QA/B,req,β = QA/B,req,δ. (3.65)

Step 3: In order to achieve switching at the predicted moment, the switching
delay tsw,del (= tsw − t2, see Figure 3.18) has to be dynamically compensated in
the controller. Moreover, a dynamic dead-time (tdead) adaptation is required for
each bridge leg, avoiding back commutation and hard turn on (i.e. a switch should
be turned on after its anti-parallel (body) diode is put into conduction). At each
switching instant θi, tsw,del and tdead are respectively calculated with:

tsw,del =
θi − θA

ωs
, (3.66) tdead =

θB − θA

ωs
, (3.67)

where θA and θB are the instances where respectively the backward and the forward
integration (equations (3.62) and (3.63); starting point θi) of the corresponding leg
current equal the charge QA/B,req(vDC) needed to achieve a voltage change of half
the DC-bus voltage. θA and θB are thus found by solving:

s± ·
θA∫
θi

−iHF

ωs
dθ = QA/B,req(vDC),

(3.68)

s± ·
θB∫
θi

iHF

ωs
dθ = QA/B,req(vDC).

(3.69)

Step 4: Lastly it is verified if tsw,del and (tdead − tsw,del) are smaller than an
upper limit, avoiding too long commutation delays. This yields a set of time-based
constraints:

tsw,del 6 tsw,del,max, (3.70)

tdead − tsw,del 6 (tdead − tsw,del)max. (3.71)

A reasonable value for these maximum limits is 500 ns (for the considered
FAIRCHILD FCH76N60NF MOSFETs).
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Examples

For convenience, all quantities involved in the CDCB ZVS verification method
outlined above are depicted in Figure 3.22, considering fictitious patterns of the
bridge currents iHF1 and iHF2. Each sub-figure represents one of the four switching
instances θi = {α, β, γ, and δ}, i.e. Figure 3.22(a) corresponds with switching
instance θi = α, Figure 3.22(b) with switching instance θi = β, Figure 3.22(c)
with switching instance θi = γ, and Figure 3.22(d) with switching instance θi = δ.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.22: Fictitious illustration of the different quantities involved in the CDCB
ZVS verification method, regarding (a) switching instant θi = α, (b) switching
instant θi = β, (c) switching instant θi = γ, and (d) switching instant θi = δ
(continued on the next page).
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For each switching instant, QA,av, QB,av, QA/B,req,p, and QA/B,req,s, which need
to satisfy (3.62) and (3.63) in order to achieve CDCB ZVS, are visualized. The
switching delays tsw,del and the dead times tdead (see equations (3.66)-(3.69)) are
also shown in the figures. Note that the different current patterns are meant
for illustration only and are therefore drawn in ‘a most general way’, i.e. they
are physically not possible to achieve in steady state operation of the DAB. In
particular the number of switching instances nB between θx and θi, and the number
of switching instances mF between θi and θy cannot be both equal to three as is

(c)

(d)

Cont. Figure 3.22: Fictitious illustration of the different quantities involved in
the CDCB ZVS verification method, regarding (a) switching instant θi = α, (b)
switching instant θi = β, (c) switching instant θi = γ, and (d) switching instant
θi = δ.
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the case in the figures (remind that independent from the applied switching mode,
0 6 nB +mF 6 3, see above).

A ‘real world’ example for demonstrating the CDCB ZVS verification method is
given below (see Figures 3.23 - 3.25), regarding a random mode 5 operating point of
the DAB. This example is used in Section 4.2 in order to derive a directly employable
analytical solution for the calculation of the modulation parameters x which lead
to full-operating-range CDCB ZVS operation. Figure 3.23 depicts the primary side
referred AC-link terminal voltages vHF1 and v′HF2, and inductor current iL for the
considered operating point, which is obtained using vDC1 = 250 V, VDC2 = 370 V,
n1/n2 = 1, L = 13 µH, Lc1 = Lc2 = 62.1 µH, fs = 120 kHz, φ = −0.12 rad.,
τ1 = 1.53 rad., and τ2 = 0.94 rad. The switching instances θi = {α, β, γ, and δ}
at which the CDCB ZVS constraints need to be evaluated are also indicated in
Figure 3.23. The primary side bridge quantities (i.e. vHF1 and iHF1) that correspond
to this operating point are shown in Figure 3.24 while Figure 3.25 depicts the
corresponding secondary side bridge quantities (i.e. vHF2 and iHF2). Remind
that iHF1 is required in order to evaluate the CDCB ZVS constraint functions
at switching instances θi = {α and γ} while iHF2 is required for performing the
evaluation at switching instances θi = {β and δ}. For both Figures 3.24 and 3.25,
sub-figures ‘(b)’ are a repetition of sub-figures ‘(a)’, each putting the focus on a
different switching instant. Sub-figure ‘(a)’ of Figure 3.24 highlights switching
instant θi = α while sub-figure ‘(b)’ highlights switching instant θi = γ. Sub-
figure ‘(a)’ of Figure 3.25 highlights switching instant θi = β while sub-figure ‘(b)’
highlights switching instant θi = δ. Sub-figures ‘(c)’ are a zoomed image of the
areas indicated in sub-figures ‘(a)’ while sub-figures ‘(d)’ are a zoomed image of the
areas indicated in sub-figures ‘(b)’. For each switching instant θi = {α, β, γ, and

Figure 3.23: ‘Real world’ example used to demonstrate the CDCB ZVS verification
method, regarding a random mode 5 operating point of the DAB. The considered
operating point is derived using vDC1 = 250 V, VDC2 = 370 V, n1/n2 = 1,
L = 13 µH, Lc1 = Lc2 = 62.1 µH, fs = 120 kHz, φ = −0.12 rad., τ1 = 1.53 rad.,
and τ2 = 0.94 rad.
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(a)

(b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.24: Primary side bridge quantities (i.e. vHF1 and iHF1) and the
corresponding quantities that are involved in the proposed CDCB ZVS verification
method, regarding the operating point depicted in Figure 3.23.

δ}, all quantities involved in the CDCB ZVS verification method outlined above
are shown in the figures:

� Switching instant θi = α:
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(a)

(b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.25: Secondary side bridge quantities (i.e. vHF2 and iHF2) and the
corresponding quantities that are involved in the proposed CDCB ZVS verification
method, regarding the operating point depicted in Figure 3.23.

– QA,av,α and QB,av,α: sub-figure 3.24(a);

– QA/B,req,p (=QA/B,req(vDC=vDC1)): sub-figure 3.24(c) (zoomed image);

– nB = 3 , mF = 0.
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� Switching instant θi = β:

– QA,av,β and QB,av,β : sub-figure 3.25(a);

– QA/B,req,s (=QA/B,req(vDC=VDC2)): sub-figure 3.25(c) (zoomed image);

– nB = 3 , mF = 0.

� Switching instant θi = γ:

– QA,av,γ and QB,av,γ : sub-figure 3.24(b);

– QA/B,req,p (=QA/B,req(vDC=vDC1)): sub-figure 3.24(d) (zoomed image);

– nB = 2 , mF = 1.

� Switching instant θi = δ:

– QA,av,δ and QB,av,δ: sub-figure 3.25(b);

– QA/B,req,s (=QA/B,req(vDC=VDC2)): sub-figure 3.25(d) (zoomed image);

– nB = 0 , mF = 3.

Furthermore also the switching delays and dead times, tsw,del and tdead, are shown
for each switching instant.

Further Remarks

The implementation of the CDCB ZVS verification method outlined above relies on
a capacitor model that reduces the expression for the voltage that appears across
the parallel connected output capacitances (i.e. during the resonant transition,
time interval t2-t4, cf. Figure 3.18) of the bridge leg switches to the most simple
form. For example regarding bridge leg11 shown in Figure 3.17, the voltage vC

across Cleg11
= C11||C12 during t2-t4 can be written as:

vC(qC) =

{
vDC1 for qC > (QA/B,req,p = QA/B,req(vDC = vDC1)),

0 for qC < (QA/B,req,p = QA/B,req(vDC = vDC1)).
(3.72)

Consequently, the HF AC-link currents are modeled as piecewise linear functions.
Nevertheless, the error due to this linear approximation is small as, due to the
strong nonlinearity of the leg capacitances, the energy transfer to and from the
capacitances during commutation is almost fully concentrated in the time intervals
where vC remains quasi constant (i.e. at the beginning and at the end of the
resonant interval t2-t4). Therefore, the momentaneous resonant transition has a
negligible influence on the linear shape of the HF AC-link currents (see Figure 3.18)
and the expressions to calculated the bridge currents (iHF1 and iHF2) are still
valid. Quasi simultaneously with this work, a similar charge-based ZVS analysis
for a triangular current mode (TCM) PFC rectifier has been proposed in [68],
strengthening the validity.
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3.4 Conclusion

This chapter discusses the steady-state operation of the single-stage (1-S) DAB
AC–DC converter investigated in this work.

In the first part of this chapter, i.e. Section 3.1, the general operating principle
of the 1-S DAB AC–DC converter is discussed. Based on the equivalent circuit
model of the converter’s AC input side, the operating range (i.e. with regard to the
operating conditions specified in Table 1.1 of Section 1.3) of the full bridge - full
bridge (FBFB) DAB DC–DC converter, which is the main building block of the
DAB AC–DC converter, is derived. Furthermore, a control equation (i.e. equation
(3.11)) for the (averaged) DAB input current iDAB1(t) that is required in order to
achieve a certain requested AC line current with given amplitude, power factor,
and power flow direction, is presented. Both the DAB’s operating range and the
control equation for iDAB1(t) include the reactive (capacitive) power consumption
of the EMC input filter, requiring a certain reactive power transfer capability of
the DAB. The obtained operating range is the starting point for the calculation
procedures outlined in Chapter 4, regarding the derivation of full-operating-range
ZVS modulation schemes for the DAB, and regarding the determination of the
DAB’s circuit level variables such as the transformer’s turns ratio, the inductances
values, and the applied switching frequency.

In the second part of this chapter, i.e. Section 3.2, the steady-state analysis of
the FBFB DAB is presented, i.e. the fundamental mode equations are derived
based on the lossless DAB model while referring to the general considerations
regarding the traditional phase-shift modulation (PSM) given in Section 2.1. In
order to tackle the disadvantages of the PSM, being a limited ZVS operating range
and large RMS currents in the HF AC-link for most operating points when the
DAB is operated with wide voltage ranges, here all possible degrees of freedom
available for controlling the DAB’s active bridges are exploited by considering
dual-sided duty-cycle modulation (DSPWM) instead of PSM and by including all
twelve switching modes that are possible with the (FBFB) DAB converter. This
provides the highest possible degree of freedom regarding the search toward optimal,
full-operating-range ZVS modulation schemes in Chapter 4. Furthermore, after
reevaluation of the theoretical current-based (CB) ZVS conditions, ‘commutation
inductance(s)’ are introduced which, using a simple calculation example, are shown
to be an essential HF AC-link modification in order to achieve full-operating-
range ZVS. The implication on the DAB model and on the mode equations of
commutation inductance(s) is also detailed, while their effect on the ZVS operating
range is further investigated in Chapter 4.

DAB’s that are operated using modulation schemes which rely on the theoretical
current-based (CB) ZVS conditions, in reality lead to hard-switching operation
within the ‘critical parts’ of the calculated CB ZVS regions. This results in a
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reduced conversion efficiency and, in all probability, leads to destruction of the
semiconductor switching devices. In order to deal with this deficiency, in the third
part of this chapter, i.e. Section 3.3, the ZVS behavior of the DAB is studied
in detail and a novel current-dependent charge-based (CDCB) ZVS verification
method is proposed. Thereby, the charge that is required to reset the parasitic
output capacitances of the switches during commutation of the bridge legs, as
well as the time dependency of the commutation currents, are taken into account.
This results in a more accurate description of the DAB’s ZVS conditions, assuring
that soft-switching operation with quasi zero switching losses is obtained within
the calculated ZVS regions. The presented CDCB ZVS verification method is
experimentally verified and is translated into a set of constraints which are further
used in Chapter 4 in order to derive full-operating-range CDCB ZVS modulation
schemes for the DAB converter.



4
ZVS Modulation Schemes

For the determination of full-operating-range ZVS modulation schemes for the
FBFB DAB DC–DC converter used in the investigated 1-S AC–DC architecture, in a
first step an optimization procedure is proposed [86], which is based on a constrained
numerical minimum search (i.e. a constrained nonlinear optimization). Closed-form
solutions, such as presented in [92], for the optimal modulation parameters (i.e.
xopt = (φopt, τ1,opt, τ2,opt, fs,opt)) are not directly feasible because of the three
following reasons:

1. User definability of the cost function fcost(x): using a numerical optimization
algorithm users can, according to their needs, predefine a cost function
to be minimized. This allows to include all converter related losses, but
also requirements concerning system volume, weight, control, EMC,. . . A
closed-form solution for xopt would require a fixed cost function.

2. Discontinuity of the ZVS conditions: the CDCB ZVS criterion proposed in
Section 3.3 introduces discontinuities in the constraints functions for ZVS
since the number of terms to be calculated in expressions (3.62)-(3.63) can
vary, i.e. 0 6 nB,mF 6 3. Moreover, additional boundaries conditions emerge
as a result of the time-based constraints given by expressions (3.70)-(3.71).

123
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3. Increased complexity: due the inclusion of commutation inductances Lc1 and
Lc2 in the HF AC-link of the DAB (see Section 3.2.4), additional terms appear
in the expressions for the primary and secondary side bridge currents iHF1 and
iHF2. Expressions (3.47) and (3.48) contain commutation currents iLc1

(t) and
i′Lc2

(t) which are not present in (2.22)-(2.23) when considering a traditional
HF AC-link implementation (i.e. without commutation inductances). These
terms substantially complicate the DAB mode equations. Moreover, the
possible usage of a variable switching frequency adds a degree of freedom to
modulate the active bridges of the DAB.

Below (i.e. Section 4.1), the numerical optimization procedure is outlined and
demonstrated for several scenarios regarding the commutation inductances Lc1

and Lc2, and regarding the applied ZVS conditions (i.e. the commonly used
(theoretical) current-based (CB) ZVS conditions versus the current-dependent
charge-based (CDCB) ZVS conditions proposed in Section 3.3.2 of this work),
resulting in an optimal, full-operating-range CDCB ZVS modulation scheme for
the DAB converter. Based on the results acquired from the numerical approach,
in Section 4.2 a general, directly employable closed-form analytical solution for
the calculation of the modulation parameters x which lead to full-operating-range
CDCB ZVS operation is proposed, facilitating the direct application to a given
(FBFB) DAB converter, provided that commutation inductors with appropriate
inductance values are present in the HF AC-link. Additionally, in Section 4.3 a
semi-analytical approach is presented as an alternative method to derive a full-
operating-range CDCB ZVS modulation scheme for the DAB. Lastly, in Section 4.4
the three approaches are briefly compared while their impact on the losses in the
different converter components and on the EMC input filter requirements is further
investigated in Chapter 5. Furthermore, this chapter also provides guidelines for
the effective selection of the circuit level variables h = (L,Lc1, Lc2, and n1/n2),
and for the switching frequency pattern to be applied.
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4.1 Numerical Approach

4.1.1 Constrained Nonlinear Optimization Procedure

Figure 4.1 summarizes the optimization procedure which starts from an initial
set of circuit level variables h = hinit = (Linit, Lc1,init, Lc2,init, and n1,init/n2,init).
Then it iterates through the complete DAB’s operating range shown in Figure 3.6,
passing variables iDAB1(i, j, k), vDC1(i, j, k), VDC2(i, j, k), and circuit variables h to
the core algorithm. Here, for each switching mode an optimizer is applied to find
the minimum of a cost function fcost(x), while satisfying the constraint functions for
that mode. The results (xopt, fcost, and exit flag EF) from each mode optimizer are
inputted to a selector for detecting which mode satisfies the constraint functions1

and has the ‘best value’ for the cost function, outputting xopt(i, j, k), mode(i, j, k),
and EF(i, j, k). After the complete operating range has been evaluated, the circuit
level variables h = (L,Lc1, Lc2, and n1/n2) are varied in a top level iteration loop
until full-operating-range CDCB ZVS is achieved, i.e. all exit flags EF(i, j, k) should
be equal to one, and until the resulting modulation parameter trajectories are
continuous (discontinuous steps in xopt are highly undesirable), yielding the final,
optimal CDCB ZVS modulation scheme.

Below, the information required for the implementation of the optimization
algorithm depicted in Figure 4.1 is summarized, starting with the constraint
functions and the cost function (fcost(x)) to be minimized, followed by the
considered switching frequency range and the initial values hinit of the circuit level
variables h. The expressions for the constraint functions and the cost function are
mode dependent and are determined by the DAB’s steady-state mode equations
presented in Chapter 3 and Appendix A.

Constraint Functions— The constraint functions can be subdivided into,

� Functions describing the relation iDAB1 = f(x). These are nonlinear and can
be rewritten to subject the optimizer to the nonlinear equality ceq(x) = 0.
The relations iDAB1 = f(x) for all possible switching modes are given in
Table A.4 of Appendix A;

� Functions describing the physical limitations on x (e.g. 0 6 τ1 6 π and
fs,min 6 fs 6 fs,max). This yields a set of lower bounds lb and upper bounds
ub so that the solution of the optimization is always in the range lb 6 x 6 ub;

� Functions describing the mode boundary conditions, assuring that the
resulting modulation parameters xopt for a certain switching mode do not
result in a different mode of operation. The mode boundary conditions are

1The mode optimizer outputs an exit flag EF = 1 when the constraint functions for that mode
are satisfied, and an exit flag EF = 0 when one or more constraints are violated.
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Figure 4.1: Procedure to determine an optimal CDCB ZVS modulation scheme
and corresponding modulation parameters xopt = (φopt, τ1,opt, τ2,opt, fs,opt), using
a constrained nonlinear (numerical) optimization algorithm.

given in Table A.1 of Appendix A and can be written as a set of linear
inequalities, Ax 6 b;

� Functions describing the ZVS boundaries according to the CDCB ZVS
verification method proposed in Section 3.3, i.e. conform equations (3.62)-
(3.71) and conform the calculation procedure depicted in Figure 3.20.
These can be written as nonlinear inequalities c(x) 6 0. Note that the
operation of the DAB is assumed/recommended to be, but not limited
to ZVS. Alternatively hard-switching operation could be allowed and the
corresponding switching losses could be included in the cost function.

The final numerical optimization procedure/algorithm is implemented in MATLABTM

using the ‘fmincon’-function of the Optimization ToolboxTM, and is verified using
a Genetic Algorithm of the Global Optimization ToolboxTM.

Cost Function fcost(x)— For investigations of the DAB topology, most often
converter losses are chosen for fcost(x), and the impact of HF losses caused by
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current harmonics is neglected in a first design phase [92, 95]. According to [74, 92],
under ZVS operation, the conduction losses of the semiconductor switching devices
(MOSFETs) account for the biggest part (> 50%) of the total converter losses, being
verified in Chapter 5. For this reason, and similar to [92], only the conduction losses
of the DAB’s MOSFETs are considered for illustrating the proposed algorithm.
These losses are proportional to (I2

HF1 + I2
HF2) as the active bridges of the final

DAB design consist of the same type of MOSFETs (see Section 5.1.1), yielding:

fcost(x) = (I2
HF1 + I2

HF2), (4.1)

where IHF1 and IHF2 are the local RMS values of the primary and secondary side
bridge currents iHF1(t) and iHF2(t):

IHF1,k =

√
1

Ts

∫ (k+1)Ts

kTs

(iHF1(t))
2

dt, (4.2)

IHF2,k =

√
1

Ts

∫ (k+1)Ts

kTs

(iHF2(t))
2

dt. (4.3)

For each switching mode of the DAB, analytical expressions for IHF1 and IHF2 can
be derived by evaluating (4.2) and (4.3) using (3.47) and (3.48) in combination
with the expressions for iL(ti), iLc1

(ti), and i′Lc2
(ti) given in Tables A.3 and A.6,

and in combination with the expressions for time instances ti in Table A.2. This
yields very large equations which are not given for the reason of brevity.

From the numerical optimization examples performed and discussed below (see
Section 4.1.2), it is concluded that the DAB’s ZVS constraint functions are the
determining factor for the final values of the calculated modulation parameters
xopt. Consequently, the cost function is of less importance in the determination
of a ZVS modulation scheme. Moreover, the loss of ZVS operation would cause
a tremendous increase of the switching losses and thus of the overall converter
losses, overshadowing the discrepancy due to simplification of the cost function
and justifying the selection of (4.1). Although not considered here, in Chapter 5
detailed loss (and volume) models are used in order to design and optimize the
main converter components such as the inductors, the transformer, the heat sinks,
the EMC filter, . . . There HF losses caused by current harmonics, temperature
dependencies, etc., are taken into account.

Switching Frequency Range— An upper switching frequency limit of fs,max =
120 kHz is selected to accommodate a compact converter design without causing
excessive switching frequency related losses such as conduction losses due to high-
frequency effects, core losses and switching losses. Moreover, thermal limitations
apply at high switching frequencies, resulting in an increased total converter volume
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[16]. fs,max is chosen to stay well below these thermal limits. The choice of the
lower switching frequency limit fs,min is based on design considerations related to
the differential-mode (DM) EMC input filter which is designed according to the
procedure outlined in [106], and conform the guidelines given in [107] regarding
filter damping, in order to comply with the CISPR 22 Class B standard [56] in
the frequency range of 150 kHz – 30 MHz. A two-stage DM EMC filter topology
with optimized (passive) damping (cf. Figure 3.2) is selected2. fs,min = 75 kHz,
which is doubled towards the input port of the DAB converter, is chosen so
that 2 · fs,min is well beyond the maximum cut-off frequency, fcutoff,DM2,max, of
the second DM filter stage, assuring enough margin to attenuate the lower HF
harmonics of the input current. This selection is based on the assumption of an
absolute maximum cut-off frequency of fcutoff,DM2,max = 50 kHz for the second
DM filter stage, a maximum mains inductance of Lmains,max = 300 µH, a cut-
off frequency selection according3 to fcutoff,DM1 = 0.05 . . . 0.2 · fcutoff,DM2, and a
minimum control bandwidth of Bw,min = 1.5 kHz [106, 107]. Nevertheless, for an
optimal DM filter design it might be advantageous to select fs,min higher than
75 kHz, enabling higher filter cut-off frequencies and thus a lower filter volume
[108]. Regarding the required filter attenuation, 150 kHz (= 2 · 75 = 2 · fs,min

kHz) is the worst possible choice for converters operated with constant switching
frequency [106, 108]. However, this is not the case for the final switching frequency
modulation applied for the DAB (see following sections), for which frequencies
close to fs,min mainly occur in the low current intervals of the AC line current
iAC(t). In these intervals the harmonic power of the instantaneous, HF switched,
DAB input current i1 is very low (the highest harmonic power occurs in the high
current intervals of iAC(t), and thus at higher switching frequencies). Moreover,
modulation of the switching frequency results in a broader spectral distribution of
the harmonic power and/or reduction of the amplitudes of individual harmonics.
These effects lead to a lower required attenuation of the DM EMC filter and
thus increased filter cut-off frequencies and decreased filter volume compared to
converter operation with constant switching frequency. Furthermore, the allowance
of a variable switching frequency in the optimization algorithm has the same effect
as changing the inductance values. Therefore, investigations with other inductances
are implicitly covered. The selected switching frequency range applied in the
optimization algorithm depicted in Figure 4.1 is thus:

(fs,min = 75 kHz) 6 fs 6 (fs,max = 120 kHz). (4.4)

Circuit Level Variables h— The following paragraphs provide general guidelines
which can be used in order to select the initial values hinit of the circuit level
variables h that are used in the optimization procedure depicted in Figure 4.1.

2The DM EMC input filter design is discussed in Section 5.4.
3Note that fcutoff,DM1 is the cut-off frequency of the first DM filter stage.
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Transformer’s turns ratio:
The turns ratio n1/n2 of the HF transformer needs to be determined such that
V ′DC2,min > (v̂DC1,max + 10 V), with V ′DC2,min = n1/n2 · VDC2,min, is satisfied.
Given the input voltage and output voltage range of the DAB converter, where
v̂DC1,max = 358 V (maximum DAB input voltage, see (3.3)) and VDC2,min = 370 V
(minimum DAB output voltage, see (3.20)), this results in:

n1

n2
>

(
v̂DC1,max + 10

VDC2,min
= 0.9946

)
. (4.5)

The FBFB DAB can also be operated with other settings, e.g. allowing
V ′DC2,min 6 v̂DC1,max [92]. However, when being used in a 1-S AC–DC architecture,
this would imply the occurrence of d = 1, since in this case the DAB is operated
with variable input voltage vDC1 and thus with highly variable voltage conversion
ratio d (remind that d is defined by (2.21)). This is a problem since in the vicinity
of d = 1 it is quasi impossible to obtain ZVS in mode 5 operation (i.e. low power
operation). The reason is that when d is close to one and when the DAB is
operated with switching mode 5, the inductor volt-seconds product that is available
to achieve the required zero crossing of the secondary side bridge current iHF2(t)
in time interval tβ − tδ is too small4. Low inductance values for Lc1 and/or Lc2

would be required, leading to substantially increased RMS values of the HF AC-link
currents. On the other hand, when n1/n2 is taken much higher than the result of
(4.5), d becomes too high in the low voltage intervals of vAC(t), again impeding ZVS
as is illustrated in Section 4.1.2. The 10 V margin in (4.5) is based on the analysis
of several optimization runs and turned out to be a good design guideline5. Based
on this discussion, the recommended initial transformer turns ratio n1,init/n2,init

to be used in the optimization procedure is:

n1,init

n2,init
=

(
v̂DC1,max + 10

VDC2,min
= 0.9946

)
, (4.6)

which needs to be top-level iterated in the upward direction.

Equivalent inductance L:
According to (3.37), the maximum positive averaged input current6 iDAB1,max

achievable with the FBFB DAB is obtained at τ1 = τ2 = π, φ = π/2, mode 1+,
and needs to be higher than the maximum required averaged DAB input current
according to (3.18):

4Note that according to the CDCB ZVS constraints given in Section 3.3, iHF2(tβ) needs to be
(at least) positive while iHF2(tδ) needs to be (at least) negative.

5Note that the valley in V ′DC2 due to the 100 Hz power component occurs 45◦ out of phase
with v̂DC1, inherently introducing an additional margin to the condition (4.5).

6The minimum negative averaged DAB input current iDAB1 = iDAB1,min is obtained at
τ1 = τ2 = π, φ = −π/2, mode 1−, according to (3.38).
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(
iDAB1,max =

n1

n2
· VDC2

8fsL

)
> (max(iDAB1,u) = 24 A) . (4.7)

An upper limit to the employed equivalent inductance value L can be calculated
with (4.7) by setting: fs = fs,max = 120 kHz, VDC2 = VDC2,min = 370 V,
and n1/n2 = n1,init/n2,init = 0.9946, yielding a recommended initial equivalent
inductance value of

Linit = Lmax =

n1,init

n2,init
· VDC2,min

8fs,maxiDAB1,max
= 15.97 µH, (4.8)

which needs to be top-level iterated in the downward direction. A good design
guideline is to choose the final equivalent inductance value L in the range L ≈
(0.75 . . . 0.85) · Linit, i.e. leaving some margin to optimally modulate x.

4.1.2 Results of the Numerical Approach

The search towards optimal modulation parameters xopt and thus an optimal
modulation scheme for the FBFB DAB using the optimization procedure outlined
above is illustrated for different scenarios regarding commutation inductances Lc1

and Lc2, and regarding the applied ZVS conditions (i.e. CB versus CDCB ZVS).
In order to allow a clear comparison of the results for the different simulation
examples, the values of the circuit variables L and n1/n2 are taken the same for
each example. It are the final design values which are the result of an iteration
performed during the design phase of the converter prototype system:

� L = 13 µH;

�
n1

n2
= 1.

The transformer turns ratio of n1/n2 = 1 is especially selected to enable efficient
transformer construction with an equal number of primary and secondary side turns.
For each scenario discussed below, xopt is calculated for the whole DAB operating
range according to Figure 3.6, applying 75 kHz 6 fs 6 120 kHz, n1/n2 = 1,
and L = 13 µH. Remind that the optimization algorithm outputs the optimal
modulation parameters xopt, i.e. optimal regarding minimization of the cost
function fcost(x) defined by (4.1), yielding the optimal ZVS modulation scheme.
The other quantities shown in the graphs are calculated by applying xopt in the
analytical steady-state equations for the DAB given in Chapter 3 and Appendix A.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.2: Results of the numerical search for optimal modulation schemes
according to simulation example 1 (1st run): no use of commutation inductances
(Lc1 = Lc2 = ∞). The optimizer is subjected to the CB ZVS conditions, using
all possible switching modes. The output voltage for this example is VDC2 =
VDC2,nom = 400 V.

Simulation example 1, no commutation inductances (infinite Lc1, infinite Lc2):

This is the way the HF AC-link of the DAB converter is traditionally implemented:
Lc1 = Lc2 = ∞, iLc1

(t) = iLc2
(t) = 0, iHF1(t) = iL(t) (according to (3.47)), and

iHF2(t) = n1/n2 · iL(t) (according to (3.48)). Consequently, no additional reactive
currents are injected into the active bridges of the DAB in order to enhance ZVS.

1st run— Illustratively the optimization is performed a first time applying the
generalized theoretical CB ZVS constraints defined by (3.44). Figure 4.2 depicts
the results of the optimization (i.e. the resulting, optimal, modulation scheme),
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Figure 4.3: Averaged DAB input currents iDAB1, required to achieve IAC,P =
IAC,P,nom = 16 Arms; PF = 0.999 (iDAB1,nom-line) respectively IAC,P = 0.2 ·
IAC,P,nom = 3.2 Arms; PF = 0.983 (iDAB1,20%-line). The nominal AC input voltage
is applied: VAC = 230 Vrms.

calculated in the complete DAB’s input voltage and input current operating range7,
and for an output voltage of VDC2 = VDC2,nom = 400 V. The optimal modulation
parameters τ2,opt and fs,opt are respectively shown in Figures 4.2(a) and 4.2(b)
while, for brevity, τ1,opt and φopt are respectively shown in Figures B.1(a) and B.1(b)
of Appendix B. Figure 4.2(d) depicts the calculated ZVS areas in the vDC1-iDAB1

plane. It can be seen that the CB ZVS conditions are satisfied within the whole
operating range but, however, the CDCB ZVS conditions that are calculated using
the CDCB ZVS verification method proposed in Section 3.3.2 are mostly violated.
This is a clear indication that modulation schemes which rely on the theoretical CB
ZVS constraints, which do not take into account the resetting of the parasitic output
capacitances of the switches during commutation, in reality lead to hard-switching
operation within large regions of the DAB’s operating range. Although all possible
switching modes are included in the optimizer, switching mode 1 (applied in the high
power regions of the vDC1-iDAB1 plane) and switching mode 5 (applied in the low
power regions of the vDC1-iDAB1 plane) turn out to be most efficient (i.e. regarding
the RMS value of the HF AC-link currents iHF1(t) and iHF2(t)) and are the only
modes used to operate the DAB (see Figure 4.2(d)). The resulting, normalized,
cost function is shown in Figure 4.2(c) while Figure 4.2(b) depicts the applied
switching frequency pattern. From the latter it can be seen that the optimization
algorithm keeps the switching frequency fixed at fs = fs,max = 120 kHz during the
major part of the vDC1-iDAB1 plane while only applying frequency modulation at
high power levels. There a lowered fs leads to the lowest cost function.

Figure 4.4 depicts the value trajectories of several quantities calculated for a
half cycle of the nominal AC input voltage of VAC = 230 Vrms, at the nominal

7Remind that the DAB’s input voltage and input current operating range is defined by the
two-quadrant (2-Q) voltage-current (i.e. vDC1-iDAB1) plane shown in Figure 3.5.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 4.4: Resulting value trajectories of several quantities calculated for a
half cycle of the nominal AC input voltage of VAC = 230 Vrms, at the nominal
input current of IAC,P = IAC,P,nom = 16 Arms, a power factor of PF = 0.999 (cf.
Figure 4.3, iDAB1,nom-line), and an output voltage of VDC2 = VDC2,nom = 400 V.
The applied conditions are conform simulation example 1, 1st run (all switching
modes included in the optimizer).

input current of IAC,P = IAC,P,nom = 16 Arms, a power factor of PF = 0.999,
and an output voltage of VDC2 = VDC2,nom = 400 V. The values for iDAB1 (see
Figure 4.3, iDAB1,nom-line) that are applied during the half cycle in order to achieve
the requested AC line current and PF are calculated using control equation (3.12).
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The resulting trajectories of the modulation angles (i.e. τ1,opt, τ2,opt, and φopt)
and the switching frequency fs,opt are respectively shown in Figures 4.4(a) and
4.4(b). Figures 4.4(c) and 4.4(d) show the values for s± · iHF1(α) and s± · iHF1(γ),
respectively s± · iHF2(β) and s± · iHF2(δ). It can be seen that these values are bigger
than zero during the complete half cycle which means that the generalized CB
ZVS constraints defined by (3.44) are satisfied in the whole range. This, together
with the fact that the solution for xopt is similar to the one presented in [92],
validates the proposed optimization algorithm. Also here it can be seen that only
switching mode 1 (high power mode) and switching mode 5 (low power mode) are
used to operate the DAB (see Figure 4.4(a)). Switching mode 5 is used at the
beginning and at the end of the half cycle (low power intervals) while mode 1+

is used in the middle of the half cycle (high power interval). Note that, in this
simulation example, phase-shift angle φ equals zero during mode 5 operation. This
is actually the boundary condition between mode 5 and mode 1+. Moreover, the
resulting modulation parameter trajectories are continuous, being highly desirable.
Furthermore, from Figure 4.4(b) the frequency modulation at high power levels
can be noticed.

Although CB ZVS is achieved, it can be seen from Figures 4.4(e) and 4.4(f)
that, during the major part of the half cycle, the available commutation charges
QA,av,α and QB,av,α for switching instant θi = α (see Figure 4.4(e)) as well as the
available commutation charges QA,av,δ and QB,av,δ for switching instant θi = δ
(see Figure 4.4(f)) are lower than respectively the minimum required commutation
charge QA/B,req,p (cf. (3.64), ZVS of the primary side active bridge) and the
minimum required commutation charge QA/B,req,s (cf. (3.65), ZVS of the secondary
side active bridge). This once more confirms that modulation schemes that rely
on the CB ZVS constraints, which do not take into account the resetting of the
parasitic output capacitances of the switching devices, in reality lead to hard-
switching operation. Note that for convenience only QA,av and QB,av for switching
instances θi = {α and δ} are shown, turning out to be the most critical for ZVS
operation. QA,av and QB,av for switching instances θi = {β and γ} are respectively
shown in Figures B.2(a) and B.2(b) of Appendix B. There, during the major
part of the half cycle, the available commutation charges QA,av,γ and QB,av,γ

for switching instant θi = γ (see Figure B.2(b)) are lower than the minimum
required commutation charge QA/B,req,p (cf. (3.64), ZVS of the primary side active
bridge). The available commutation charges QA,av,β and QB,av,β for switching
instant θi = β (see Figure B.2(a)) on the other hand are higher than the minimum
required commutation charge QA/B,req,s (cf. (3.65), ZVS of the secondary side
active bridge).

2nd run— A second optimization is performed using the same conditions as in the
first run, with the difference that now the optimizer is subjected to the CDCB
ZVS constraints proposed in Section 3.3.2. These constraints take into account the
resetting of the parasitic output capacitances of the switching devices.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.5: Results of the numerical search for optimal modulation schemes
according to simulation example 1 (2nd run): no use of commutation inductances
(Lc1 = Lc2 =∞). The optimizer is subjected to the CDCB ZVS conditions, using
mode 1 and mode 5 (efficient switching modes) only. The output voltage for this
example is VDC2 = VDC2,nom = 400 V.

Figure 4.5 depicts the results of the optimization (i.e. the resulting, optimal,
modulation scheme), calculated in the complete DAB’s input voltage and input
current operating range (i.e. the vDC1-iDAB1-plane shown in Figure 3.5) and for
an output voltage of VDC2 = VDC2,nom = 400 V. Note that for the results shown in
Figure 4.5 only the efficient switching modes 1 and 5 are applied in the optimizer.
The optimal modulation parameters τ2,opt and fs,opt are respectively shown in
Figures 4.5(a) and 4.5(b) while, for brevity, τ1,opt and φopt are respectively shown
in Figures B.3(a) and B.3(b) of Appendix B. Figure 4.5(d) depicts the calculated
ZVS areas in the vDC1-iDAB1 plane. It can be seen that there are regions in
the operating range (especially along the mode boundary and at low DAB input
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(c) (d)
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Figure 4.6: Resulting value trajectories of several quantities calculated for a
half cycle of the nominal AC input voltage of VAC = 230 Vrms, at the nominal
input current of IAC,P = IAC,P,nom = 16 Arms, a power factor of PF = 0.999 (cf.
Figure 4.3, iDAB1,nom-line), and an output voltage of VDC2 = VDC2,nom = 400 V.
The applied conditions are conform simulation example 1, 2st run (all switching
modes included in the optimizer).

voltage vDC1) where the CDCB ZVS constraints cannot be satisfied. In these
regions, the optimizer unsuccessfully tries to achieve ZVS by lowering the switching
frequency (see Figure 4.5(b)). It can thus be concluded that efficient DAB operation
(i.e. using switching modes 1 and 5 only) under full-operating-range CDCB ZVS
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cannot be obtained. Therefore, the simulation was repeated applying all possible
switching modes in the optimizer. Figure 4.6 depicts the results of this new
simulation by means of the value trajectories of several quantities calculated for
a half cycle of the nominal AC input voltage of VAC = 230 Vrms, at the nominal
input current of IAC,P = IAC,P,nom = 16 Arms, a power factor of PF = 0.999,
and an output voltage of VDC2 = VDC2,nom = 400 V8. Now the regions where
CDCB ZVS could not be achieved when only applying mode 1 and mode 5 are
covered by switching mode 3 (see Figure 4.6(a)). From Figures 4.6(e) and 4.6(f)
it can be seen that the available commutation charges QA,av,α and QB,av,α for
switching instant θi = α (see Figure 4.6(e)) as well as the available commutation
charges QA,av,δ and QB,av,δ for switching instant θi = δ (see Figure 4.6(f)) are
higher than or equal to respectively the minimum required commutation charge
QA/B,req,p (cf. (3.64), ZVS of the primary side active bridge) and the minimum
required commutation charge QA/B,req,s (cf. (3.65), ZVS of the secondary side
active bridge). The same goes for the available commutation charges QA,av,γ and
QB,av,γ regarding switching instant θi = γ (ZVS of the primary side active bridge)
and the available commutation charges QA,av,β and QB,av,β regarding switching
instant θi = β (ZVS of the secondary side active bridge), which are respectively
shown in Figures B.4(b) and B.4(a) of Appendix B. This means that now CDCB
ZVS is guaranteed. However, as can be seen from Figures 4.6(a) and 4.6(b), the
resulting trajectories of the modulation angles (i.e. τ1,opt, τ2,opt, and φopt) and the
switching frequency fs,opt are discontinuous, being highly undesirable. Moreover,
during mode 3 operation the HF AC-link currents iHF1 and iHF2 show strongly
increased values (see Figures 4.6(c) and 4.6(d)), leading to inefficiency converter
operation due to increased conduction losses (i.e. the RMS values of the HF AC-link
currents and thus also of the bridge currents are unacceptably high). Therefore
it can be stated that it is impossible to achieve ‘efficient’ (i.e. using switching
modes 1 and 5 only) full-operating-range CDCB ZVS with the traditional HF
AC-link implementation of the DAB (i.e. without commutation inductances Lc1

and Lc2). The regions of the operating range that are most problematic are those
where the primary side referred voltage conversion ratio d, defined by (2.21), is
substantially higher than one, i.e. at low DAB input voltage vDC1, as well as the
regions along the boundary between the low power switching mode (i.e. mode 5)
and the high power switching mode (i.e. mode 1).

Simulation example 2, primary and secondary side commutation inductances
(finite Lc1, finite Lc2):

Commutation inductances Lc1 and Lc2 are introduced in Section 3.2.4 as a HF
AC-link modification (cf. Figures 3.7 and 3.12) that is essential in order to overcome
the limitation of the traditional HF AC-link implementation of the DAB which, as

8Remind that the values for iDAB1 that are applied during the half cycle in order to achieve
the requested AC line current and PF are shown in Figure 4.3 (see iDAB1,nom-line).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.7: Results of the numerical search for optimal modulation schemes
according to simulation example 2: primary and secondary side commutation
inductances included (Lc1 = Lc2 = 62.1 µH). The optimizer is subjected to the
CDCB ZVS conditions, using all possible switching modes. The output voltage for
this example is VDC2 = VDC2,min = 370 V.

shown above, does not allow to achieve ‘efficient’ (i.e. using switching modes 1 and
5 only) full-operating-range CDCB ZVS. To prove the effectiveness of commutation
inductances, in this simulation example a HF AC-link implementation with finite
Lc1 and Lc2 is considered. Thereby small reactive currents iLc1

(t) and iLc2
(t) are

injected into the respective active bridges, always having a beneficial contribution
to the ZVS conditions. Now the respective bridge currents are calculated with
iHF1(t) = iL(t) + iLc1(t) (according to (3.47)), and iHF2(t) = n1/n2 · iL(t)− iLc2(t)
(according to (3.48)).

The numerical optimization is once more performed, applying the CDCB ZVS
constraints according to Section 3.3.2, including all possible switching modes, and
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assuming equal commutation inductances (i.e. Lc1 = Lc2). The values Lc1 and Lc2

are top-level iterated, i.e. starting from high values and iterating in the downward
direction, until ‘efficient’ (i.e. using switching modes 1 and 5 only) full-operating-
range CDCB ZVS is obtained and until the resulting modulation parameter
trajectories are continuous. Figure 4.7 depicts the results of the optimization
(i.e. the resulting, optimal, modulation scheme), calculated in the complete DAB’s
vDC1-iDAB1-plane shown in Figure 3.5 and regarding the worst case output voltage
of VDC2 = VDC2,min = 370 V. The optimal modulation parameters τ2,opt and
fs,opt are respectively shown in Figures 4.7(a) and 4.7(b) while, for brevity, τ1,opt

and φopt are respectively shown in Figures B.5(a) and B.5(b) of Appendix B.
Figure 4.7(d) depicts the calculated ZVS areas in the vDC1-iDAB1 plane. It can be
seen that the CDCB ZVS conditions are satisfied within the whole operating range
while only switching mode 1 (applied in the high power regions of the vDC1-iDAB1

plane) and switching mode 5 (applied in the low power regions of the vDC1-iDAB1

plane) are used. By adding commutation inductances to the HF AC-link, ‘efficient’
(i.e. using switching modes 1 and 5 only) full-operating-range CDCB ZVS is
achieved. The highest values for the commutation inductances which lead to
full-operating-range ZVS are found to be Lc1 = Lc2 = 62.1 µH, being selected as
the final design values for the DAB. The resulting, normalized, cost function is
shown in Figure 4.7(c). It should be noted that the calculated switching frequency
pattern depicted in Figure 4.7(b) is a combination of fs,opt which is outputted by
the optimization algorithm and of a predefined frequency pattern fs,pre according to:

fs =

{
fs,opt if vDC1 > 150 V,

fs,pre if vDC1 < 150 V.
(4.9)

When defining vDC1,fs as the DAB input voltage at the boundary between the
fs,opt and the fs,pre frequency pattern (i.e. vDC1,fs = 150 V, acc. to (4.9)), and
vDC1,DABoff as the DAB input voltage below which the active bridges of the DAB
are turned off9 (i.e. vDC1,DABoff = 30 V), fs,pre is defined as:

fs,pre = fs,min + (vDC1 − vDC1,DABoff) · fs,max − fs,min

vDC1,fs − vDC1,DABoff

= 75000 + 375 · (vDC1 − 30) Hz.

(4.10)

In case no predefined switching frequency pattern fs,pre is used in the low voltage
intervals of vDC1, fs is completely determined by the optimizer (i.e. in the whole
operating range). However, as can be seen from Figure 4.8 this results in a highly
distorted fs-pattern at low vDC1, where the optimizer cannot find a homogeneous

9Remind that around the zero crossing of the AC line voltage (i.e. −30 V6 vAC 6 30 V) the
bridges of the DAB are set inactive (‘dead zone’) as power conversion under ZVS conditions is
quasi impossible within this voltage interval.
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solution for the optimization problem. This is because in this region CDCB is very
hard to obtain and (optimal) solutions xopt strongly differ from point to point,
unavoidably leading to discontinuous steps in the modulation angles τ1,opt, τ2,opt,
and φopt. It is clear that at low vDC1 the switching frequency has to be lowered
in order to achieve full-operating-range ZVS, but at this point it is not possible
to exactly define how. Therefore it is recommended to apply (4.9) or a similar
expression which might be freely defined by the user. The final values for Lc1 and
Lc2 then depend on the selection of fs,pre. From the resulting switching frequency
pattern in Figure 4.7(b) it can be seen that the optimization algorithm also applies
frequency modulation at high power levels. There a lowered fs leads to the lowest
cost function.

Figure 4.9 depicts the value trajectories of several quantities calculated for a half
cycle of the nominal AC input voltage of VAC = 230 Vrms, at the nominal input
current of IAC,P = IAC,P,nom = 16 Arms, a power factor of PF = 0.999, and the
worst case output voltage of VDC2 = VDC2,min = 370 V10. From Figures 4.9(e) and
4.9(f) it can be seen that the available commutation charges QA,av,α and QB,av,α

for switching instant θi = α (see Figure 4.9(e)) as well as the available commutation
charges QA,av,δ and QB,av,δ for switching instant θi = δ (see Figure 4.9(f)) are
higher than or equal to respectively the minimum required commutation charge
QA/B,req,p (cf. (3.64), ZVS of the primary side active bridge) and the minimum
required commutation charge QA/B,req,s (cf. (3.65), ZVS of the secondary side
active bridge). The same goes for the available commutation charges QA,av,γ and
QB,av,γ regarding switching instant θi = γ (ZVS of the primary side active bridge)

10Remind that the values for iDAB1 that are applied during the half cycle in order to achieve
the requested AC line current and PF are shown in Figure 4.3 (see iDAB1,nom-line).

Figure 4.8: Resulting switching frequency pattern regarding simulation example 2
in case no predefined switching frequency fs,pre is used in the low voltage intervals
of vDC1.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 4.9: Resulting value trajectories of several quantities calculated for a
half cycle of the nominal AC input voltage of VAC = 230 Vrms, at the nominal
input current of IAC,P = IAC,P,nom = 16 Arms, a power factor of PF = 0.999 (cf.
Figure 4.3, iDAB1,nom-line), and an output voltage of VDC2 = VDC2,min = 370 V.
The applied conditions are conform simulation example 2 (all switching modes
included in the optimizer).

and the available commutation charges QA,av,β and QB,av,β regarding switching
instant θi = β (ZVS of the secondary side active bridge), which are respectively
shown in Figures B.6(b) and B.6(a) of Appendix B. This means that CDCB ZVS is
guaranteed. Moreover, as can be seen from Figures 4.9(a) and 4.9(b), the resulting
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trajectories of the modulation angles (i.e. τ1,opt, τ2,opt, and φopt) and the switching
frequency fs,opt are continuous, being highly desirable. Furthermore, only efficient
modes 1 and 5 are used. Figure B.7 in Appendix B depicts the value trajectories
calculated under the same conditions (nominal AC input voltage of VAC = 230 Vrms

and worst case output voltage of VDC2 = VDC2,min = 370 V) but under reduced
input power: IAC,P = 0.2 · IAC,P,nom = 3.2 Arms and PF = 0.983. Again, full-
operating-range CDCB ZVS involving smooth modulation parameter trajectories
is obtained11. Remarkable is the fact that in order to achieve CDCB ZVS (i.e.
enough charge needs to be available in the respective bridge currents before and
after the respective switching instances), currents s± · iHF1(θi) and s± · iHF2(θi)
are mostly higher than 5 to 10 A, as inter alia can be seen in Figures 4.9(c) and
4.9(d). This once more confirms that the theoretical CB ZVS conditions defined
by (3.44) are far from sufficient. Note also that the intervals in Figures 4.9 (i.e.
intervals ‘I’, ‘II’, and ‘III’) and B.7 (i.e. intervals ‘I’ and ‘II’) are used in the next
section in order to derive a closed-form analytical solution for the calculation of
the modulation parameters x.

Regarding the numerical approach outlined in this section, the modulation scheme
obtained from simulation example 2 is the final, optimal, full-operating-range
CDCB ZVS modulation scheme used in further chapters/discussions. It should
be noted that similar results can be obtained by using only one commutation
inductance (i.e. finite Lc1, infinite Lc2 or infinite Lc1, finite Lc2), which however
yield more unbalanced HF AC-link current values. The case with infinite Lc1 and
finite Lc2 for example would require Lc2 = 29.7 µH.

11Note that here only efficient switching mode 5 is used due to the low required input power.
The values for iDAB1 that are applied during the half cycle in order to achieve the requested AC
line current and PF are shown in Figure 4.3 (see iDAB1,20%-line).
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4.2 Analytical Approach

Based on the optimal, full-operating-range CDCB ZVS modulation scheme for
the DAB obtained from the numerical approach outlined in the previous section,
in this section a general, directly employable closed-form analytical solution for
the calculation of the modulation parameters x = (φ, τ1, τ2, fs) which lead to
full-operating-range CDCB ZVS operation is proposed. This facilitates the direct
application to a given (FBFB) DAB converter, provided that commutation inductors
with appropriate inductance value are present in the HF AC-link. The presented
expressions for x are the result of the identification of distinct intervals in the value
trajectories depicted in Figure 4.9 and in Figure B.7 (see Appendix B). These value
trajectories are obtained using the final (optimal), full-operating-range CDCB ZVS
modulation scheme according to the numerical approach outlined in Section 4.1, i.e.
conform simulation example 2. Note that in order to solve the equation systems
established in this section, a predefined switching frequency or switching frequency
pattern is required due to the high number of independent variables. Referring to
the switching frequency pattern used in Section 4.1, which according to (4.9) and
(4.10) is a combination of fs,opt (used at high vDC1) outputted by the optimization
algorithm and of a predefined frequency pattern fs,pre (used at low vDC1), here
a similar pattern is applied. The difference is that now at high vDC1, instead of
fs,opt (optimizer), a fixed switching frequency that is equal to fs,max is used:

fs =

{
fs,max = 120 kHz if vDC1 > 150 V,

fs,pre (acc. to (4.10)) if vDC1 < 150 V.
(4.11)

The reason of fixing fs to fs,max at high vDC1 is that no optimization algorithm is
involved in the analytical approach and thus fs,opt is not anymore available. Due to
the application of a predefined switching frequency pattern, the analytical approach
presented in this section provides closed-form solutions for the modulation angles
τ1, τ2, and φ only.

4.2.1 Closed-Form Solution for the Modulation Parameters

Below, it is explained in four steps how, given a predefined switching frequency
pattern, the closed-form solution for the calculation of modulation angles τ1, τ2,
and φ, which lead to full-operating-range CDCB ZVS operation of the DAB is
derived.
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Step 1: Identification of Distinct Trajectory Intervals

In Figure 4.9, which is calculated using the numerical approach (see Section 4.1),
three distinct intervals can be identified in the resulting value trajectories. Note that
the figure is derived for the nominal AC input voltage of VAC = 230 Vrms, at the
nominal input current of IAC,P = IAC,P,nom = 16 Arms, a power factor of PF = 0.999
(cf. Figure 4.3, iDAB1,nom-line), and an output voltage of VDC2 = VDC2,min = 370 V.
The power flow is positive, i.e. switching modes 1+ and 5 are used in the different
trajectory intervals.

Interval I (mode 5)— It can be seen from Figure 4.9(e) that within interval I the
commutation charge QB,av,α that is available in the bridge current (i.e. regarding
the primary side bridge current iHF1) after switching instant θi = α, is equal to
the minimum required commutation charge QA/B,req,p for the primary side active
bridge (i.e. cf. (3.64)). The same goes for the commutation charge12 QA,av,δ that
is available in the bridge current (i.e. regarding the secondary side bridge current
iHF2) before switching instant θi = δ which, as can be seen from Figure 4.9(f), is
equal to the minimum required commutation charge QA/B,req,s for the secondary
side active bridge. Consequently, the conditions for interval I are:

QB,av,α = QA/B,req,p (cf. Figure 4.9(e)), (4.12)

QA,av,δ = QA/B,req,s (cf. Figure 4.9(f)). (4.13)

Interval II (mode 5)— Within interval II the commutation charge QB,av,α that is
available in the bridge current after switching instant θi = α, is increased (enhanced
CDCB ZVS) above the minimum required commutation charge QA/B,req,p for the
primary side active bridge. The commutation charge QA,av,δ that is available in the
bridge current before switching instant θi = δ, is still equal to the minimum required
commutation charge QA/B,req,s for the secondary side active bridge. Moreover, it
can be seen from Figure 4.9(a) that within interval II the phase-shift angle φ equals
zero. Consequently, the conditions for interval II are:

φ = 0 (cf. Figure 4.9(a)), (4.14)

QA,av,δ = QA/B,req,s (cf. Figure 4.9(f)). (4.15)

Since φ equals zero, this is actually the boundary condition between mode 5 and
mode 1+ DAB operation but, for the reason of consistency, it is still referred to as
mode 5 operation.

12It should be reminded that commutation charges QA,av,α and QB,av,δ are calculated using
respectively the backward integration according to (3.62) and the forward integration according
to (3.63), as extensively explained in Section 3.3.2.
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Interval III (mode 1+)— Within interval III the commutation charge QB,av,α

that is available in the bridge current after switching instant θi = α, as well as the
commutation charge QA,av,δ that is available in the bridge current before switching
instant θi = δ, are increased (enhanced CDCB ZVS) above the minimum required
commutation charges, i.e. QA/B,req,p respectively QA/B,req,s. Moreover, it can be
seen from Figure 4.9(a) that within interval III the pulse-width modulation angle
τ1 equals π. Consequently, the condition for interval III is:

τ1 = π (cf. Figure 4.9(a)). (4.16)

Similar intervals can be identified in Figure B.7 of Appendix B which shows the
resulting value trajectories calculated using the numerical approach (see Section 4.1)
at reduced input power. The figure is derived for the nominal AC input voltage of
VAC = 230 Vrms, an input current of IAC,P = 0.2 · IAC,P,nom = 3.2 Arms, a power
factor of PF = 0.983 (cf. Figure 4.3, iDAB1,20%-line), and an output voltage of
VDC2 = VDC2,min = 370 V. Note that in Figure B.7 interval III does not exist since
only the low power switching mode 5 is used due to the reduced input power.

Step 2: Derivation of Expressions for QB,av,α and QA,av,δ

In order to reproduce the intervals identified above using closed-form solutions for
modulation angles τ1, τ2, and φ, first expressions for QB,av,α and QA,av,δ need to
be found. These expressions can then be used in ‘interval conditions’ (4.12) and
(4.13) for interval I, and in ‘interval condition’ (4.15) for interval II. In particular,
the expressions for QB,av,α and QA,av,δ need to be found for mode 5 operation as,
conform Figure 4.9 and B.7, this is the DAB operating mode used in intervals
I and II. Doing so, they can be combined with expression (3.40) for the mode 5
phase-shift angle φ, enabling the establishment of equation systems that can be
analytically solved towards τ1, τ2, and φ (see step 3).

Below the expressions for QB,av,α and QA,av,δ, regarding mode 5 operation, are
derived using Figure 4.10, which depicts the primary side (see Figure 4.10(a))
and the secondary side (see Figure 4.10(b)) bridge currents (iHF1 and iHF2) that
correspond with the example in Figure 3.23. This example relates to a random
mode 5 operating point and is used in Section 3.3.2 to demonstrate the CDCB ZVS
verification method. According to Figure 4.10, QB,av,α and QA,av,δ are determined
by:

QB,av,α =
1

2
· θy − θi

ωs
· (−iHF1(α)) =

1

2
· θy − α

ωs
· (−iHF1(α)), (4.17)

QA,av,δ =
1

2
· θi − θx

ωs
· (−iHF2(δ)) =

1

2
· δ − θx

ωs
· (−iHF2(δ)), (4.18)
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.10: Primary side and secondary side bridge currents (i.e. iHF1: sub-figure
(a) and iHF2: sub-figure (b)) that correspond with the example in Figure 3.23
of Section 3.3, regarding a random mode 5 operating point of the DAB. The
considered operating point is derived using vDC1 = 250 V, VDC2 = 370 V, n1/n2 = 1,
L = 13 µH, Lc1 = Lc2 = 62.1 µH, fs = 120 kHz, φ = −0.12 rad., τ1 = 1.53 rad.,
and τ2 = 0.94 rad.

where θx and θy can be found by applying simple trigonometrical formulas. For θy

this yields:

θy − α
−iHF1(α)

=
β − α

iHF1(β) + (−iHF1(α))
(4.19)

→ θy = α+
−iHF1(α) · (β − α)

iHF1(β)− iHF1(α)
. (4.20)

For θx this yields:
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δ − θx

−iHF2(δ)
=

δ − β
iHF2(β) + (−iHF2(δ))

(4.21)

→ θx = δ − −iHF2(δ) · (δ − β)

iHF2(β)− iHF2(δ)
. (4.22)

By substituting (4.20) and (4.22) into respectively (4.17) and (4.18), the expressions
for QB,av,α and QA,av,δ become:

QB,av,α =
i2HF1(α) · (β − α)

2ωs (iHF1(β)− iHF1(α))
, (4.23)

QA,av,δ =
i2HF2(δ) · (δ − β)

2ωs (iHF2(β)− iHF2(δ))
. (4.24)

According to Section 3.2: iHF1(α) = iHF1(tα), iHF1(β) = iHF1(tβ), iHF2(β) =
iHF2(tβ), iHF2(δ) = iHF2(tδ), and α = ωs tα, β = ωs tβ , δ = ωs tδ, where the
bridge currents iHF1(tα), iHF1(tβ), iHF2(tβ) and iHF2(tδ) are given in Table A.5
of Appendix A. The bridge currents iHF1(ti) and iHF2(ti) required in Table A.5
are calculated using (3.47) and (3.48), which include commutation inductances
Lc1 and Lc2, and using the expressions for respectively iL(ti), iLc1

(ti), and i′Lc2
(ti)

listed in:

� iL(ti) → Table A.3;

� iLc1
(ti) and i′Lc2

(ti) → Table A.6.

The time instances ti required in Table A.5 are calculated using the expressions
in Table A.2. Evidently, the expressions given in the ‘mode 5 columns’ of the
mentioned tables should be taken. Substitution of all these expressions into (4.23)
and (4.24) leads to the equations which allow to directly calculate QB,av,α and
QA,av,δ:

QB,av,α =

(
Lc1 (vDC1 τ1 − n1

n2
· VDC2 τ2) + LvDC1 τ1

)2

8ω2
s vDC1 LLc1 (Lc1 + L)

, (4.25)

QA,av,δ =

n1

n2
·
(
L′c2 (n1

n2
· VDC2 τ2 − vDC1 (2φ+ τ1)) + n1

n2
· VDC2 Lτ2

)2

8ω2
s LL

′
c2 (L′c2 (n1

n2
· VDC2 − vDC1) + n1

n2
· VDC2 L)

,

(4.26)

with L′c2 =
(
n1

n2

)2

· Lc2.
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Step 3: Solving the Resulting Equation Systems

By using (4.25) and (4.26) in ‘interval conditions’ (4.12) and (4.13), and in ‘interval
condition’ (4.15), the conditions for each trajectory interval become:

Conditions for interval I (mode 5)—(
Lc1 (vDC1 τ1 − n1

n2
· VDC2 τ2) + LvDC1 τ1

)2

8ω2
s vDC1 LLc1 (Lc1 + L)

= QA/B,req,p, (4.27)

n1

n2
·
(
L′c2 (n1

n2
· VDC2 τ2 − vDC1 (2φ+ τ1)) + n1

n2
· VDC2 Lτ2

)2

8ω2
s LL

′
c2 (L′c2 (n1

n2
· VDC2 − vDC1) + n1

n2
· VDC2 L)

= QA/B,req,s.

(4.28)

Conditions for interval II (mode 5)—

φ = 0, (4.29)

n1

n2
·
(
L′c2 (n1

n2
· VDC2 τ2 − vDC1 (2φ+ τ1)) + n1

n2
· VDC2 Lτ2

)2

8ω2
s LL

′
c2 (L′c2 (n1

n2
· VDC2 − vDC1) + n1

n2
· VDC2 L)

= QA/B,req,s.

(4.30)

Condition for interval III (mode 1+)—

τ1 = π. (4.31)

For each of the above trajectory intervals, closed-form solutions for the modulation
angles τ1, τ2, and φ can be determined as explained below. In order to reduce the
length of the presented equations, first a set of predefined terms is given:

e1 =
n1

n2
· VDC2QA/B,req,s ωs, (4.32)

e2 =
n1

n2
· vDC1 π iDAB1, (4.33)

e3 =
n1

n2
·
(
n1

n2
· VDC2 (L′c2 + L)− vDC1 L

′
c2

)
, (4.34)

e4 = 2
n1

n2

√
QA/B,req,p Lω2

s vDC1 Lc1 (Lc1 + L), (4.35)

e5 = LL′c2 ωs (e2 + 2 e1 + 2
√
e1 (e1 + e2)). (4.36)
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Solution for interval I (mode 5)— The conditions for interval I (i.e. (4.27)
and (4.28)), together with expression (3.40) for the mode 5 phase-shift angle φ,
form a system of three equations that can be solved towards the modulation angles
τ1, τ2, and φ, yielding:

τ1 =

√
2

(
Lc1

√
n1

n2
· VDC2 e3 e5 + e4 e3 ·

(
n1

n2

)−1
)

vDC1 e3 (Lc1 + L)
, (4.37)

τ2 =

√
2 e5

n1

n2
· VDC2 e3

, (4.38)

φ =
τ2 − τ1

2
+
iDAB1 · ωsLπ

τ2 · n1

n2
· VDC2

. (4.39)

Solution for interval II (mode 5)— The conditions for interval II (i.e. (4.29)
and (4.30)), together with expression (3.40) for the mode 5 phase-shift angle φ,
form a system of three equations that can be solved towards the modulation angles
τ1, τ2, and φ, yielding:

τ1 =

√
2

(
e5 + ωs LL

′
c2 e2

(
n1
n2
·VDC2

vDC1

(
L
L′c2

+ 1
)
− 1

))
√

n1

n2
· VDC2 e3 e5

, (4.40)

τ2 =

√
2 e5

n1

n2
· VDC2 e3

, (4.41)

φ = 0. (4.42)

Solution for interval III (mode 1+)— The condition for interval III (i.e.
(4.31)), together with expression (3.39) for the mode 1+ phase-shift angle φ, form
a system of only two equations that cannot be solved. Nevertheless, it is shown in
Section 4.2.2 that when calculating τ2 with the solution for interval II (i.e. (4.41)),
CDCB ZVS is always achieved. φ is then calculated with the ‘−√ ’ solution13 of

(3.39). As a result, the proposed solution for interval III is:

13Remind that the ‘−√ ’ solution of (3.39) should be taken in order to achieve efficient DAB
operation, see Section 3.2.2.
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τ1 = π, (4.43)

τ2 =

√
2 e5

n1

n2
· VDC2 e3

, (4.44)

φ =
−τ1 + τ2 + π

2
−
√
−(τ2 − π)2 + τ1(2π − τ1)

4
− iDAB1 · ωsLπ

n1

n2
· VDC2

. (4.45)

Step 4: Final Calculation Procedure

Using the presented closed-form solutions (4.37)-(4.45) for the modulation angles
τ1, τ2, and φ in the different trajectory intervals I, II, and III, a full-operating-range
CDCB ZVS modulation scheme can be calculated. Figure 4.11 summarizes the
calculation procedure which starts from an initial set of circuit level variables
h = hinit = (Linit, Lc1,init, Lc2,init, and n1,init/n2,init). Then it iterates through
the complete DAB’s operating range shown in Figure 3.6, passing the DAB
operating point iDAB1(i, j, k), vDC1(i, j, k), VDC2(i, j, k), the circuit variables h, and
the predefined switching frequency pattern (i.e. fs(vDC1), cf. (4.11)) to the core
algorithm. Also the minimum required commutation charges14 QA/B,req,p(vDC1)
(i.e. regarding ZVS of the primary side active bridge) and QA/B,req,s(VDC2)
(i.e. regarding ZVS of the secondary side active bridge) are passed to the core
algorithm. There, for each operating point iDAB1(i, j, k), vDC1(i, j, k), VDC2(i, j, k),
the modulation angles τ1, τ2, and φ are calculated as follows:

� Step 1: Calculate τ1, τ2, and φ using (4.37)-(4.39) (interval I):

– If: the result for φ is 6 0 and the result for τ1 is 6 π → stop calculation
and output τ1, τ2, and φ;

– Else if: the result for φ is 6 0 and the result for τ1 is > π → stop
calculation and iterate circuit variables h. It is analytically verified that
in this case no CDCB ZVS is possible (see below);

– Else if: the result for φ is > 0 → go to step 2.

� Step 2: Calculate τ1, τ2, and φ using (4.40)-(4.42) (interval II):

– If: the result for τ1 is 6 π → stop calculation and output τ1, τ2, and φ;

14The minimum required commutation charges QA/B,req,p(vDC1) and QA/B,req,s(VDC2) depend
on the power switches (here only MOSFETs are considered) selected for the bridges of the DAB.
QA/B,req,p(vDC1) and QA/B,req,s(VDC2) are determined as explained in step 2 of the CDCB ZVS
verification method outlined in Section 3.3.2.
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Figure 4.11: Procedure to determine a CDCB ZVS modulation scheme and
corresponding modulation parameters φ, τ1, and τ2, using the analytical approach.

– Else if: the result for τ1 is > π → go to step 3.

� Step 3: Calculate τ1, τ2, and φ using (4.43)-(4.45) (interval III):

– If: the result for τ2 is 6 π → stop calculation and output τ1, τ2, and φ;

– Else if: the result for τ2 is > π → set τ2 equal to π and recalculate φ
using (4.45) → stop calculation and output τ1, τ2, and φ.

Note that the expressions (4.37)-(4.45) are derived for positive power flow (i.e.
iDAB1 > 0). In case of negative power flow, τ1, τ2, and φ are calculated by following
the same steps, inputting iDAB1 = |iDAB1,1− | into the respective equations and
recalculating φ with (i.e. according to (3.41)):

∀ iDAB1 < 0 : φ = −(τ1 + φ− τ2)|iDAB1=|iDAB1,1− |, (4.46)

while τ1 and τ2 stay unchanged. When the phase-shift angle φ that is calculated
in step 1 (i.e. regarding interval I) is 6 0 and the pulse-width modulation
angle τ1 is > π, no CDCB ZVS is possible and iteration of circuit variables
h is required. It is analytically verified that in this case the commutation charge
QA,av,α that is available in the bridge current (i.e. regarding the primary side
bridge current iHF1) before switching instant θi = α, becomes smaller than the
minimum required commutation charge QA/B,req,p for the primary side active
bridge (i.e. cf. (3.64)). Note that these conditions (i.e. φ 6 0 and τ1 > π, interval
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I) can also be used in order to find an analytical solution for the maximum values
of commutation inductances Lc1 and Lc2 that lead to full-operating-range ZVS (i.e.
for a given switching frequency pattern) or in order to find an analytical solution
for the maximum switching frequency (pattern) that leads to full-operating-range
ZVS (i.e. for given values of commutation inductances Lc1 and Lc2). These
expressions are not given for the reason of brevity but, however, their derivation is
relatively straightforward. It can be shown that the overall worst case and thus
the determining DAB operating point regarding these maximum values is the one
where vDC1 is lowest, VDC2 is lowest, and iDAB1 is highest. This operating point is
indicated by a ‘H’ in Figure 3.6 of Section 3.1.

4.2.2 Results of the Analytical Approach

In order to demonstrate the analytical approach, the value trajectories depicted in
Figure 4.9 and in Figure B.7 (see Appendix B), which were obtained using the final
(optimal), full-operating-range CDCB ZVS modulation scheme according to the
numerical approach outlined in Section 4.1 (i.e. conform simulation example 2), are
again calculated using the analytical approach. In order to allow a clear comparison
(see inter alia Section 4.4) with the results obtained using the numerical approach,
the values of the circuit variables L, Lc1, Lc2, and n1/n2 are kept the same as for
simulation example 2 of the numerical approach, i.e. not executing the iteration
of h. It are the final design values which are the result of an iteration performed
during the design phase of the converter prototype system:

� L = 13 µH;

�
n1

n2
= 1;

� Lc1 = Lc2 = 62.1 µH.

The switching frequency pattern according to (4.10) is applied, being slightly
different as that one for the numerical approach where at high vDC1 and high iDAB1

a lowered switching frequency results (see Figure 4.7(b)).

Figure 4.12 depicts the value trajectories of several quantities calculated using
the analytical approach for a half cycle of the nominal AC input voltage of
VAC = 230 Vrms, at the nominal input current of IAC,P = IAC,P,nom = 16 Arms,
a power factor of PF = 0.999, and the worst case output voltage of VDC2 =
VDC2,min = 370 V15. As expected, very similar trajectories as in Figure 4.9
(numerical approach) are obtained. From Figures 4.12(e) and 4.12(f) it can be
seen that the available commutation charges QA,av,α and QB,av,α for switching

15Remind that the values for iDAB1 that are applied during the half cycle in order to achieve
the requested AC line current and PF are shown in Figure 4.3 (see iDAB1,nom-line).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 4.12: Resulting value trajectories of several quantities calculated for a
half cycle of the nominal AC input voltage of VAC = 230 Vrms, at the nominal
input current of IAC,P = IAC,P,nom = 16 Arms, a power factor of PF = 0.999 (cf.
Figure 4.3, iDAB1,nom-line), and an output voltage of VDC2 = VDC2,min = 370 V.
The modulation parameters are calculated using the analytical approach.

instant θi = α (see Figure 4.12(e)) as well as the available commutation charges
QA,av,δ and QB,av,δ for switching instant θi = δ (see Figure 4.12(f)) are higher
than or equal to respectively the minimum required commutation charge QA/B,req,p

(cf. (3.64), ZVS of the primary side active bridge) and the minimum required
commutation charge QA/B,req,s (cf. (3.65), ZVS of the secondary side active bridge).
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The same goes for the available commutation charges QA,av,γ and QB,av,γ regarding
switching instant θi = γ (ZVS of the primary side active bridge) and the available
commutation charges QA,av,β and QB,av,β regarding switching instant θi = β (ZVS
of the secondary side active bridge), which are respectively shown in Figures B.9(b)
and B.9(a) of Appendix B. This means that CDCB ZVS is guaranteed. As can be
seen from Figures 4.12(a) and 4.12(b), the resulting trajectories of the modulation
angles (i.e. τ1, τ2, and φ) and of the switching frequency fs are again continuous,
being highly desirable. Furthermore, only efficient modes 1 and 5 are used. It can
thus be concluded that the CDCB ZVS modulation scheme obtained using the
analytical approach is very similar to the one obtained in Section 4.1 (according
to Figure 4.9) using the numerical approach, validating the analysis. The main
difference between the two approaches can be found in trajectory interval III, where
the closed-form solution for pulse-width-modulation angle τ1 is based on the one
for trajectory interval II. This deviation is most pronounced in the middle of the
interval (i.e. at high vDC1), which can be explained by the fact that, contrary
to the numerical approach, for the analytical approach no switching frequency
modulation is applied at high vDC1.

Figure B.10 of Appendix B depicts the value trajectories calculated under the
same conditions (nominal AC input voltage of VAC = 230 Vrms and worst case
output voltage of VDC2 = VDC2,min = 370 V) but under reduced input power:
IAC,P = 0.2 · IAC,P,nom = 3.2 Arms and PF = 0.983. It can be seen that full-
operating-range CDCB ZVS, involving smooth modulation parameter trajectories,
is once more obtained16. Again, the CDCB ZVS modulation scheme calculated
using the analytical approach is very similar (except for some minor deviations) to
the one obtained in Section 4.1 (according to Figure B.7 of Appendix B) using the
numerical approach.

Figure 4.13 depicts the analytically obtained CDCB ZVS modulation scheme,
calculated in the complete DAB’s vDC1-iDAB1-plane shown in Figure 3.5 and
regarding the worst case output voltage of VDC2 = VDC2,min = 370 V. The
modulation parameters τ2 and fs are respectively shown in Figures 4.13(a) and
4.13(b) while, for brevity, τ1 and φ are respectively shown in Figures B.8(a) and
B.8(b) of Appendix B. Figure 4.13(d) depicts the calculated ZVS areas in the
vDC1-iDAB1 plane. It can be seen that the CDCB ZVS conditions are satisfied
within the whole operating range while only switching mode 1 (applied in the high
power regions of the vDC1-iDAB1 plane) and switching mode 5 (applied in the low
power regions of the vDC1-iDAB1 plane) are used. The modulation scheme shown in
Figures 4.13 and B.8 is once more very similar (except for some minor deviations)
to the one shown in Figures 4.7 and B.5 obtained using the numerical approach.

16Note that here only efficient switching mode 5 is used due to the low required input power.
The values for iDAB1 that are applied during the half cycle in order to achieve the requested AC
line current and PF are shown in Figure 4.3 (see iDAB1,20%-line).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.13: Results of the analytical calculation of a CDCB ZVS modulation
scheme using primary and secondary side commutation inductances Lc1 = Lc2 =
62.1 µH. The output voltage for this example is VDC2 = VDC2,min = 370 V.
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4.3 Semi-Analytical Approach

In this section a semi-analytical approach is presented [87] as an alternative method
to derive a full-operating-range CDCB ZVS modulation scheme for the DAB.
From the results obtained using the numerical approach outlined in Section 4.1,
it turned out that the commutation charge QB,av,α that is available in the bridge
current (i.e. regarding the primary side bridge current iHF1) after switching instant
θi = α and the commutation charge QA,av,δ that is available in the bridge current
(i.e. regarding the secondary side bridge current iHF2) before switching instant
θi = δ (in particular during mode 5 operation), are the most critical for achieving
full-operating-range ZVS. In fact, the analytical approach proposed in Section 4.2
relies on the derivation of closed-form expressions for QB,av,α and QA,av,δ. These
expressions are then balanced with respectively the minimum required commutation
charge QA/B,req,p for the primary side active bridge and the the minimum required
commutation charge QA/B,req,s for the secondary side active bridge. The resulting
equations are combined with the mode 5 expression for the phase-shift angle φ,
in order to find closed-form solutions for modulation angles τ1, τ2, and φ. In
principle this boils down to controlling QB,av,α and QA,av,δ at switching instances
θi = α and θi = δ. The semi-analytical approach presented in this section, on the
other hand, relies on the derivation of closed-form expressions for τ1, τ2, and φ
that allow to control the inductor current iL at switching instances θi = α and
θi = δ. Therewith, iL(α) can be set to a certain primary side commutation current
I∗p,comm and iL(δ) can be set to a certain secondary side commutation current
I ′∗s,comm = n2/n1 · I∗s,comm. This is actually a direct way to derive a current-based
(CB) ZVS modulation scheme [83, 84]. In order to find a (full-operating-range)
CDCB ZVS modulation scheme, both I∗p,comm and I∗s,comm are varied using a simple
optimizer until QB,av,α and QA,av,δ are higher then or equal to the minimum
required commutation charges QA/B,req,p and QA/B,req,s, and until the minimum
value of a predefined cost function is found. This approach is named the ‘semi-
analytical approach’ since it combines analytical equations for τ1, τ2, and φ with
an inner, numerical optimization algorithm. Similar as for the analytical approach,
a predefined switching frequency pattern is applied, being determined by (4.11).

4.3.1 Semi-Analytical Solution for the Modulation Parameters

Since, compared to the numerical and the analytical approach, the semi-analytical
approach does not provide an added value (see conclusions and the end of this
chapter and in Chapter 7), here only a brief discussion is given. A detailed discussion
of the semi-analytical approach can be found in [87] which is a publication that
resulted from this work. The above mentioned closed-form expressions which
allow to calculate modulation angles τ1, τ2, and φ so that iL(α) equals a certain
primary side commutation current I∗p,comm and iL(δ) equals a certain secondary
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side commutation current I ′∗s,comm, are given in Section IV of [84] which is also a
publication that resulted from this work. Although the exact derivation of these
expression is omitted in this text for the reason of brevity, only the solutions are
given below. These can be subdivided into three groups, named ‘Mode 5 - solutions
A’, ‘Mode 5 - solutions B’, and ‘Mode 1+ - solutions’.

Mode 5 - solutions A—

τ1 = ωs L

(
2 I∗p,comm

vDC1
−

d I ′∗s,comm

vDC1 − n1

n2
· VDC2

)

−

√√√√ dωs L

vDC1 − n1

n2
· VDC2

(
d(I ′∗s,comm)2 ωs L

vDC1 − n1

n2
· VDC2

− 2 iDAB1 π

)
, (4.47)

τ2 =
−I ′∗s,comm ωs L

vDC1 − n1

n2
· VDC2

−

√√√√ ωs L

vDC1
n1

n2
· VDC2

(
(I ′∗s,comm)2 ωs L

vDC1 − n1

n2
· VDC2

− 2

d
iDAB1 π

)
, (4.48)

φ =
−ωs L (I∗p,comm + I ′∗s,comm)

vDC1
. (4.49)

Mode 5 - solutions B—

τ1 = π, (4.50)

τ2 =
τ1
d
−

2ωs LI
∗
p,comm

n1

n2
· VDC2

, (4.51)

φ =
τ2 − τ1

2
+
iDAB1 · ωsLπ

τ2 · n1

n2
· VDC2

. (4.52)

Mode 1+ - solutions—

τ1 = π, (4.53)

τ2 =
τ1
d
−

2ωs LI
∗
p,comm

n1

n2
· VDC2

, (4.54)

φ =
−τ1 + τ2 + π

2
−
√
−(τ2 − π)2 + τ1(2π − τ1)

4
− iDAB1 · ωsLπ

n1

n2
· VDC2

. (4.55)
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By combining the above closed-form solutions (4.47)-(4.55) for the modulation
angles τ1, τ2, and φ with a simple optimizer, a full-operating-range CDCB ZVS
modulation scheme can be calculated. Figure 4.14 summarizes the calculation
procedure which starts from an initial set of circuit level variables h = hinit =
(Linit, Lc1,init, Lc2,init, and n1,init/n2,init). Then it iterates through the complete
DAB’s operating range shown in Figure 3.6, passing the DAB operating point
iDAB1(i, j, k), vDC1(i, j, k), VDC2(i, j, k), the circuit variables h, and the predefined
switching frequency pattern (i.e. fs(vDC1), cf. (4.11)), as well as the minimum
required commutation charges QA/B,req,p(vDC1) and QA/B,req,s(VDC2) to the core
algorithm. There, for each operating point iDAB1(i, j, k), vDC1(i, j, k), VDC2(i, j, k),
the modulation angles τ1, τ2, and φ are calculated as follows:

1. Calculate τ1, τ2, and φ using (4.47)-(4.49), ‘Mode 5 - solutions A’:

� If: the result for φ is 6 0 and the result for τ1 is 6 π → stop calculation
and output τ1, τ2, and φ;

� Else if: the result for φ is 6 0 and the result for τ1 is > π → go to
step 2.

2. Calculate τ1, τ2, and φ using (4.50)-(4.52), ‘Mode 5 - solutions B’:

� If: the result for φ is 6 0 → stop calculation and output τ1, τ2, and φ;

� Else if: the result for φ is > 0 → go to step 3.

3. Calculate τ1, τ2, and φ using (4.53)-(4.55), ‘Mode 1+ - solutions’.

The set values I∗p,comm and I ′∗s,comm for each operating point iDAB1(i, j, k),
vDC1(i, j, k), VDC2(i, j, k) are determined using a simple optimizer that iterates
I∗p,comm and I ′∗s,comm until the CDCB ZVS constraints conform the CDCB ZVS
verification method outlined in Section 3.3.2 are satisfied. Additionally the optimizer
minimizes an arbitrarily defined cost function. After the calculation is finished
for the entire DAB operating range, it is checked if full-operating-range CDCB
ZVS is achieved. If this is not the case, circuit level variables h are iterated until
CDCB ZVS is obtained in the complete operating range, and until the resulting
modulation parameter trajectories are continuous (discontinuous steps in x are
highly undesirable), yielding the final semi-analytical CDCB ZVS modulation
scheme. Note that the expressions (4.37)-(4.45) are derived for positive power
flow (i.e. iDAB1 > 0). In case of negative power flow, τ1, τ2, and φ are calculated
by following the same steps, inputting iDAB1 = |iDAB1,1− | into in the respective
equations and recalculating φ with (i.e. according to (3.41)):

∀ iDAB1 < 0 : φ = −(τ1 + φ− τ2)|iDAB1=|iDAB1,1− |, (4.56)

while τ1 and τ2 stay unchanged.
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Figure 4.14: Procedure to determine a CDCB ZVS modulation scheme and
corresponding modulation parameters φ, τ1, and τ2, using the semi-analytical
approach.

4.3.2 Results of the Semi-Analytical Approach

In order to demonstrate the semi-analytical approach, the value trajectories depicted
in Figure 4.9 and in Figure B.7 (see Appendix B) which were obtained using the
final (optimal), full-operating-range CDCB ZVS modulation scheme according
to the numerical approach outlined in Section 4.1 (i.e. conform simulation
example 2), are again calculated using the semi-analytical approach. Similar
as for the demonstration of the analytical and the numerical approach, the final
design values of the circuit variables L, Lc1, Lc2, and n1/n2 are taken in order to
enable a clear comparison:

� L = 13 µH;

�
n1

n2
= 1;

� Lc1 = Lc2 = 62.1 µH.

This means that the iteration of h is not executed. Similar as for the analytical
approach, the switching frequency pattern according to (4.11) is applied, being
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slightly different as the one for the numerical approach where at high vDC1 and high
iDAB1 a lowered switching frequency results (see Figure 4.7(b)). The cost function
used in the optimizer is the same as the one used for the numerical approach, i.e.
according to (4.1).

Figure 4.15 depicts the value trajectories of several quantities calculated using
the semi-analytical approach for a half cycle of the nominal AC input voltage
of VAC = 230 Vrms, at the nominal input current of IAC,P = IAC,P,nom =
16 Arms, a power factor of PF = 0.999, and the worst case output voltage of
VDC2 = VDC2,min = 370 V17. As expected, very similar trajectories as in Figure 4.9
(numerical approach) are obtained. From Figures 4.15(e) and 4.15(f) it can be
seen that the available commutation charges QA,av,α and QB,av,α for switching
instant θi = α (see Figure 4.15(e)) as well as the available commutation charges
QA,av,δ and QB,av,δ for switching instant θi = δ (see Figure 4.15(f)) are higher
than or equal to respectively the minimum required commutation charge QA/B,req,p

(cf. (3.64), ZVS of the primary side active bridge) and the minimum required
commutation charge QA/B,req,s (cf. (3.65), ZVS of the secondary side active bridge).
The same goes for the available commutation charges QA,av,γ and QB,av,γ regarding
switching instant θi = γ (ZVS of the primary side active bridge) and the available
commutation charges QA,av,β and QB,av,β regarding switching instant θi = β (ZVS
of the secondary side active bridge), which are respectively shown in Figures B.12(b)
and B.12(a) of Appendix B. This means that CDCB ZVS is guaranteed. As can be
seen from Figures 4.15(a) and 4.15(b), the resulting trajectories of the modulation
angles (i.e. τ1, τ2, and φ) and of the switching frequency fs are again continuous,
being highly desirable. Furthermore, only efficient modes 1 and 5 are used. It
can thus be concluded that the CDCB ZVS modulation scheme obtained using
the semi-analytical approach is very similar (except from some minor deviations)
to the one obtained in Section 4.1 (according to Figure 4.9) using the numerical
approach and to the one obtained in Section 4.2 (according to Figure 4.12) using
the analytical approach, validating the analysis. The deviation from the numerical
approach is most pronounced in the middle of the half cycle (i.e. at high vDC1),
which can be explained by the fact that, contrary to the numerical approach, for
the semi-analytical approach (similar as for the analytical approach) no switching
frequency modulation is applied at high vDC1.

Figure B.13 of Appendix B depicts the value trajectories calculated under the
same conditions (nominal AC input voltage of VAC = 230 Vrms and worst case
output voltage of VDC2 = VDC2,min = 370 V) but under reduced input power:
IAC,P = 0.2 · IAC,P,nom = 3.2 Arms and PF = 0.983. It can be seen that full-
operating-range CDCB ZVS, involving smooth modulation parameter trajectories,

17Remind that the values for iDAB1 that are applied during the half cycle in order to achieve
the requested AC line current and PF are shown in Figure 4.3 (see iDAB1,nom-line).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 4.15: Resulting value trajectories of several quantities calculated for a
half cycle of the nominal AC input voltage of VAC = 230 Vrms, at the nominal
input current of IAC,P = IAC,P,nom = 16 Arms, a power factor of PF = 0.999 (cf.
Figure 4.3, iDAB1,nom-line), and an output voltage of VDC2 = VDC2,min = 370 V.
The modulation parameters are calculated using the semi-analytical approach.

is once more obtained18. Again, the CDCB ZVS modulation scheme calculated
using the semi-analytical approach is very similar (except for some minor deviations)

18Note that here only efficient switching mode 5 is used due to the low required input power.
The values for iDAB1 that are applied during the half cycle in order to achieve the requested AC
line current and PF are shown in Figure 4.3 (see iDAB1,20%-line).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.16: Results of the analytical calculation of a CDCB ZVS modulation
scheme using primary and secondary side commutation inductances Lc1 = Lc2 =
62.1 µH. The output voltage for this example is VDC2 = VDC2,min = 370 V. The
modulation parameters are calculated using the semi-analytical approach.

to the one obtained in Section 4.1 (according to Figure B.7 of Appendix B) using
the numerical approach, and to the one obtained in Section 4.2 (according to
Figure B.10 of Appendix B) using the analytical approach, validating the analysis.

Figure 4.16 depicts the semi-analytically obtained CDCB ZVS modulation scheme,
calculated in the complete DAB’s vDC1-iDAB1-plane shown in Figure 3.5 and
regarding the worst case output voltage of VDC2 = VDC2,min = 370 V. The
modulation parameters τ2 and fs are respectively shown in Figures 4.16(a) and
4.16(b) while, for brevity, τ1 and φ are respectively shown in Figures B.11(a) and
B.11(b) of Appendix B. Figure 4.16(d) depicts the calculated ZVS areas in the
vDC1-iDAB1 plane. It can be seen that the CDCB ZVS conditions are satisfied
within the whole operating range while only switching mode 1 (applied in the high
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power regions of the vDC1-iDAB1 plane) and switching mode 5 (applied in the low
power regions of the vDC1-iDAB1 plane) are used. The modulation scheme shown in
Figures 4.16 and B.11 is once more very similar (except for some minor deviations)
to the one shown in Figures 4.7 and B.5 obtained using the numerical approach, and
to the one shown in Figures 4.13 and B.8 obtained using the analytical approach.
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4.4 Comparison

In this section a first comparison of the full-operating-range ZVS modulation
schemes for the DAB, which are derived above using the three proposed approaches,
is presented. The three approaches are:

� The numerical approach according to Section 4.1;

� The analytical approach according to Section 4.2;

� The semi-analytical approach according to Section 4.3.

Note that this first comparison is rather illustrative. An extensive comparison of
the three modulation schemes, i.e. regarding the losses in the different converter
components and regarding the EMC input filter requirements, is given in Chapter 5.
Note also that regarding the effort required from the user to implement the proposed
approaches, and regarding the required computational power, the numerical
approach performs the worst while the analytical approach performs the best.

4.4.1 Cost Functions

In a first step the cost function calculated with the analytically (index ‘A’) and
the semi-analytically (index ‘SA’) derived modulation schemes are compared with
the cost function calculated with the numerically (index ‘N’) derived modulation
scheme. Figure 4.17(a) depicts the ‘Analytical to Numerical’ cost function ratio

(a) (b)

Figure 4.17: (a) ‘Analytical to Numerical’ cost function ratio, and (b) ‘Semi-
Analytical to Numerical’ cost function ratio (both expressed in percent).
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(expressed in percent), which is calculated as:

100 · fcost,A − fcost,N

fcost,N
(%). (4.57)

Figure 4.17(b) depicts the ‘Semi-Analytical to Numerical’ cost function ratio
(expressed in percent), which is calculated as:

100 · fcost,SA − fcost,N

fcost,N
(%). (4.58)

Remind that the individual cost functions fcost,N, fcost,A, and fcost,SA are defined
by (4.1). The depicted cost function ratios are calculated in the complete DAB’s
vDC1-iDAB1-plane shown in Figure 3.5 and regarding the nominal output voltage
of VDC2 = VDC2,nom = 400 V. It can be seen that within the major part of the
vDC1-iDAB1-plane, there is no significant difference in the resulting cost functions.
However, in some regions, the cost functions of both the analytically and the
semi-analytically derived modulation schemes are higher than the cost function of
the numerically calculated modulation scheme. This is in particular the case along
the mode boundaries and at high vDC1 and high iDAB1. For output voltages other
than VDC2,nom similar results are obtained. As expected, this first comparison
shows an advantage for the numerically calculated modulation scheme.

4.4.2 HF AC-Link Current Values

As it is more relevant to inspect the results obtained from a run through a
half cycle of the AC input voltage, Figure 4.18 depicts the value trajectories of
several quantities calculated for a half cycle of the nominal AC input voltage of
VAC = 230 Vrms, at the nominal input current of IAC,P = IAC,P,nom = 16 Arms, a
power factor of PF = 0.999, and an output voltage of VDC2 = VDC2,nom = 400 V.
Remind that the values for iDAB1 (see Figure 4.3, iDAB1,nom-line) that are applied
during the half cycle in order to achieve the requested AC line current and PF
are calculated using control equation (3.12). The resulting trajectories of the
different normalized cost functions, with fcost,norm = 1000 · fcost(x)/(vDC1 iDAB1),
are shown in Figure 4.18(a). As could be expected from the cost function ratios
shown in Figure 4.17, fcost,norm,N is the lowest but the difference with fcost,norm,A

and fcost,norm,SA is negligible. The other value trajectories depicted in Figure 4.18
are:

� Figure 4.18(b): the primary side bridge currents;

� Figure 4.18(c): the secondary side bridge currents;
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 4.18: Resulting value trajectories of several quantities calculated using the
three proposed ZVS modulation schemes, for a half cycle of the nominal AC input
voltage of VAC = 230 Vrms, at the nominal input current of IAC,P = IAC,P,nom =
16 Arms, a power factor of PF = 0.999 (cf. Figure 4.3, iDAB1,nom-line), and an
output voltage of VDC2 = VDC2,nom = 400 V.

� Figure 4.18(d): the currents in inductance L, being the currents flowing in
the external series inductor Lext;

� Figure 4.18(e): the currents in inductance Lc1, being the currents in the
primary side commutation inductor Lc1;
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� Figure 4.18(f): the currents in inductance Lc2, being the magnetizing currents
of the HF AC-link transformer19.

The dashed lines correspond with the local RMS values of the above mentioned
currents while the solid lines correspond with their peak values. It can be seen that
although the numerically derived modulation scheme performs the best regarding
the cost function and regarding the RMS values of the bridge currents, it performs
the worst regarding the RMS values and peak values of the currents in commutation
inductances Lc1 and Lc2. The difference is most pronounced in the middle of the
half cycle (i.e. at high vDC1). This can be explained by the fact that for the
numerically derived modulation scheme frequency modulation is applied at high
vDC1, while this is not the case for the analytically and the semi-analytically derived
modulation schemes. Very similar results are obtained for the value trajectories
calculated under the same conditions (nominal AC input voltage of VAC = 230 Vrms

and nominal output voltage of VDC2 = VDC2,nom = 400 V) but under reduced input
power: IAC,P = 0.2 · IAC,P,nom = 3.2 Arms and PF = 0.983, which are shown in
Figure B.14 of Appendix B.

19Note that in this work Lc2 is implemented by the magnetizing inductance of the HF AC-link
transformer (Lc2 = LM), avoiding increased volume and costs (see Section 5.2).
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4.5 Conclusion

This chapter is devoted to the derivation of full-operating-range (i.e. regarding the
complete DAB’s operating range derived in Section 3.1) ZVS modulation schemes
for the FBFB DAB used in the investigated 1-S DAB AC–DC converter. Three
different approaches are presented, being a numerical approach (see Section 4.1),
an analytical approach (see Section 4.2), and a semi-analytical approach (see
Section 4.3). All three approaches rely on the current-dependent charge-based
(CDCB) ZVS verification method proposed in Section 3.3, assuring that soft-
switching operation with quasi zero switching losses is obtained within the calculated
ZVS regions.

In the introduction of this chapter it is explained why closed-form solutions, such as
presented in [92], for the calculation of the modulation parameters are not directly
feasible. Therefore, in a first step a numerical approach is introduced, involving
an optimization procedure which is based on a constrained numerical minimum
search (i.e. a constrained nonlinear optimization). The numerical nature of the
proposed optimization algorithm allows users to freely define the cost function to
be minimized. Thereby converter related losses, but also requirements concerning
system volume, weight, control, EMC,... can be included. The CDCB ZVS
verification method is implemented in the optimization algorithm in the form of
constraint functions. Furthermore, the algorithm examines all twelve switching
modes that are possible with the (FBFB) DAB converter. In a first scenario,
using the traditional DAB AC-link implementation (i.e. a transformer and series
inductor), considering ‘theoretical’ current-based (CB) ZVS, and minimizing with
respect to the summed, squared RMS values of the bridge currents (this cost
function is proportional to the conduction losses of the DAB), a similar modulation
scheme as in [92] is outputted, validating the algorithm. However, using the
CDCB ZVS verification method it is shown that this CB ZVS modulation scheme
results in hard-switching operation within large regions of the DAB’s operating
range. By replacing the CB ZVS constraints by the CDCB ZVS constraints, it is
demonstrated that an efficient full-operating-range ZVS modulation scheme which
involves continuous modulation parameter trajectories cannot be obtained with
the traditional HF AC-link implementation of the DAB. Therefore, in a second
scenario, ‘commutation inductance(s)’ are added, benefiting the ZVS conditions
due to the injection of small reactive currents in the active bridges. This yields
the first ever reported full-operating-range ZVS modulation scheme which involves
smooth and continuous modulation parameter trajectories. Furthermore, it turns
out that for each power flow direction only two out of the twelve possible switching
modes are feasible for efficient ZVS operation. These are mode 1 (high power
mode) and mode 5 (low power mode), i.e. conform Chapter 3, forming the basis
of all derived ZVS modulation schemes. Based on the results acquired from
the numerical approach, in a second step an analytical approach is proposed,
providing a general, directly employable closed-form analytical solution for the
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calculation of the modulation parameters which lead to full-operating-range CDCB
ZVS operation. Therewith, the direct application to a given (FBFB) DAB converter
is facilitated, provided that commutation inductors with appropriate inductance
value are present in the HF AC-link. The presented expressions for the modulation
parameters are the result of the identification and reproduction of distinct intervals
in the value trajectories obtained using the numerical approach. In a third step,
a semi-analytical approach is presented as an alternative method to derive a
full-operating-range CDCB ZVS modulation scheme for the DAB. This approach
is named the ‘semi-analytical approach’ since it combines analytical equations for
the modulation parameters with an inner, numerical optimization algorithm.

A first comparison of the three approaches shows a minor deviation of the calculated
cost functions, and of the RMS and peak values of the resulting HF AC-link currents.
This means that the analytical, as well as the semi-analytical approaches yield a
close to ‘optimal’ modulation scheme. From the different optimization examples
performed it is furthermore concluded that the DAB’s ZVS constraint functions are
the determining factor for the final values of the calculated modulation parameters.
Consequently, the cost function is of less importance in the determination of a ZVS
modulation scheme. This means that also for other cost functions the results of
the three approaches will be very similar. This is an important conclusion which
promotes the use of the analytical approach as it is directly implementable by
the user, and requires the least computational power. The impact of the three
calculation approaches on the losses in the different converter components and on
the EMC input filter requirements is further investigated in Chapter 5. Regarding
the effort required from the user to implement the proposed approaches, and
regarding the required computational power, the numerical approach performs the
worst while the analytical approach performs the best.

Another conclusion that is drawn from this chapter is that at low DAB input
voltages (vDC1), the switching frequency has to be lowered in order to achieve
full-operating-range ZVS. If not doing so, very low values for the commutation
inductances Lc1 and Lc2 would be required, resulting in unacceptably high values
of the HF AC-link currents, being detrimental for the conversion efficiency. The
modulation schemes derived in this chapter are obtained using equal primary and
secondary side commutation inductances (i.e. Lc1 = Lc2). Nevertheless, HF AC-
link implementations with only one commutation inductance (i.e. finite Lc1, infinite
Lc2 or infinite Lc1, finite Lc2) are also feasible, which however yield more unbalanced
HF AC-link current values. In this work Lc2 is implemented by the magnetizing
inductance of the HF AC-link transformer (Lc2 = LM), avoiding increased volume
and costs (see Section 5.2). Furthermore, this chapter also provides guidelines for
the effective selection of the circuit level variables h = (L,Lc1, Lc2, and n1/n2),
and for the switching frequency pattern to be applied.





5
Modeling of the Main

Converter Components

Based on the values for the circuit level variables L, Lc1, Lc2, and n1/n2, and based
on the CDCB ZVS modulation schemes derived in Chapter 4 (i.e. according to the
numerical, the analytical, and the semi-analytical approach), in this chapter the
main functional elements of the investigated single-phase, single-stage, bidirectional,
and isolated DAB AC–DC converter are designed. As the main focus of this thesis
is on the (re)development of the DAB modulation schemes and on the provision
of solutions for the fundamental limitations of the existing DAB implementations
(see Chapter 2), here the designs of the individual converter components are
performed separately. This implies separation of the partial converter functions
and omission of outer (global) optimization loops (i.e. with regard to the circuit
level variables and the switching frequency). Nevertheless, state-of-the art design
methods/procedures, models for the component losses, and volume models are
combined with custom developed (local) optimization algorithms in order to obtain
a high-efficiency and high-power-density converter design that is in compliance
with the system requirements specified in Table 1.1 of Section 1.3. Consequently,
each section of this chapter is dedicated to the design of the individual functional
converter elements:

171
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� Section 5.1: semiconductors and heat sinks;

� Section 5.2: magnetic elements of the DAB: inductors and transformer;

� Section 5.4: EMC input filter;

� Section 5.3: output filter capacitors;

� Section 5.5: control board.

Besides the component models and design procedures, in each section the three
CDCB ZVS modulation schemes proposed in Chapter 4 are compared with regard
to the resulting losses in the respective component(s). In particular for the
semiconductor - heat sink assemblies (see Section 5.1) and for the magnetic
elements of the DAB (see Section 5.2), additionally, possible improvements and
further optimizations of the hardware realizations are suggested and the resulting
performance enhancement is quantified. Furthermore, in Section 5.4 the EMC
input filter requirements for the three modulation schemes are evaluated. Lastly, in
Section 5.6, by summation of the losses and volumes of the different sub-components,
the overall performance of the converter prototype system (further referred to
as ‘converter design A’) is calculated and compared with the performance that
could by achieved with a further optimized design (further referred to as ‘converter
design B’). In Section 6.2.2 of the next chapter (i.e. Chapter 6), the efficiency curves
calculated in this chapter are compared with the efficiencies obtained (measured)
from the 3.7 kW DAB AC–DC converter prototype developed in this work, as
well as with the efficiency curves of several (similar) state-of-the-art dual-stage
prototype systems reported in literature. The final prototype hardware realization
is shown in Section 5.6.3 of this chapter.
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5.1 Semiconductors and Heat Sinks

This section provides models which allow to accurately calculate the losses generated,
and the volume occupied by the semiconductor switching devices (i.e. the MOSFETs
including the heat sinks). First, in Section 5.1.1, the selection of the used MOSFETs
for both the DAB and the SR is explained/motivated. Thereafter, in Section 5.1.2,
basic equations are presented which, given a certain DAB modulation scheme, allow
to predict the most relevant semiconductor losses. Thereby, as the modulation
schemes presented in Chapter 4 allow to operate the DAB under ZVS within the
entire mains period, the conduction losses are dominant. However, for correct
prediction of the conduction losses, the dependency of the MOSFET’s on-resistance
on the junction temperature has to be taken into account and minimization of the
thermal resistance between the junctions of all MOSFETs and the ambient is key
in order to achieve a high conversion efficiency. This is achieved by means of an
optimization of the cooling system which, as autonomous air cooling is one of the
system requirements defined in Section 1.3, is implemented using finned heat sinks
in combination with fans that blow air through the heat sink channels (i.e. the heat
generated by the power devices is subtracted via forced convection cooling). The
optimization procedure applied to optimize the heat sink geometry with regard
to the total thermal resistance is outlined in Section C.1 of Appendix C. There,
the performance of the cooling system used in the final prototype converter as
well as the performance of further optimized (keeping the outer dimensions fixed)
designs is calculated. Using the presented models, the total losses generated, and
the total volume (including the cooling system) occupied by the semiconductors,
regarding two heat sink designs (i.e. the one used in the final prototype converter
and a second, further optimized, design) and regarding the three ZVS modulation
schemes proposed in Chapter 4 (i.e. according to the numerical, the analytical,
and the semi-analytical approach), are determined. Note that although the cooling
system has a big impact on the losses and on the volume of the system, its design
(see Section C.1 of Appendix C) as such is completely independent of the applied
DAB modulation scheme.

5.1.1 Semiconductor Selection

The FCH76N60NF SupreMOSr high-voltage super-junction MOSFETs from
FAIRCHILD Semiconductor [109] are selected for the active bridges of the DAB
while the STY112N65M5 MDmeshTM V power MOSFETs from ST Microelectronics
[110] are chosen for the SR1. The most relevant device parameters related to this
selection are listed in Table 5.1. Of common importance for both the switches of
the DAB and of the SR are the maximum blocking voltage VDSS, the maximum

1Remind that in this work only Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor Field-Effect Transistors
(MOSFETs) are considered.
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continuous drain current ID, and the maximum continuous drain to source forward
current ISD of the body diodes:

� VDSS: The absolute minimum required blocking voltage for the switches
of the DAB’s secondary side active bridge is approximately equal to the
maximum output voltage VDC2,max = 470 V (cf. (3.20)). The absolute
minimum required blocking voltage for the switches of the DAB’s primary
side active bridge and the switches of the SR is approximately equal to the
maximum AC line voltage V̂AC,max = 358 V (cf. (3.3)). Note that regarding
the blocking voltage of high-voltage MOSFETs it is recommended to consider
an additional safety margin of at least 50 to 100 V which takes into account
the voltages induced across the parasitic switch and PCB inductances and
which therefore adds up to the above minimum values.

� ID and ISD: The minimum required continuous drain current (ID) and
continuous drain to source diode forward current (ISD) of a switch is
approximately equal to the maximum RMS value of the current that is
conducted by the switch. The local (i.e. at a certain time instant within
the mains period) RMS values IHF1 and IHF2 of the DAB bridge currents
are depicted in Figures 4.18(b) and 4.18(c) of Section 4.4.2. These values
have to be divided by

√
2 in order to find the local RMS value (acc. to

(5.5) and (5.6), see later in this section) of the currents conducted by the
switches of the respective active bridges. Actually, since the temperature
variation of a MOSFET’s junction is flattened by thermal capacitances, the
worst case equivalent RMS value of the switch current, being defined as
the average of the local RMS current (i.e. averaged over a mains period),
added by a well-considered safety margin, can be used to determine the
minimum required ID and ISD. The same goes for the switches of the SR.
The equivalent RMS values of the currents conducted by all switches are
derived later in this section (see equations (5.7)-(5.9)).

The MOSFETs in Table 5.1 are selected so that all these requirements are met,
including a reasonable safety margin.

Of particular importance for the switches of the DAB (HF switched MOSFETs) are
the characteristics that enable a high (soft-) switching performance of the device,
being:

� A low total gate charge Qg, leading to reduced turn-on and turn-off times,
improved ZVS behavior (fast turn-off) [111], and reduced gate drive losses;

� A highly nonlinear, not too big, parasitic output capacitance Coss, enabling
ZVS turn-off (cf. Section 3.3);

� An integrated fast body diode with low reverse recovery charge Qrr and low
reverse recovery time trr, ensuring that all the energy will timely leave the
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Quantity
Value

(FCH76...)

Value
(STY112...)

Condition Description

VDSS (V) 600 650 TJ = 25◦C Drain to source voltage

ID (A) 72.8 96 TJ = 25◦C Continuous drain current

ID (A) 46 61 TJ = 100◦C Continuous drain current

Rth,J-C

(K/W)
0.23 0.2 –

Thermal resistance, junction
to case

RDS(on)

(mΩ)
28.7

(ID = 38 A)
19

(ID = 48 A)
VGS = 10 V,
TJ = 25◦C

Static drain to source
on-resistance (typ.)

ISD (A) 76 96 TJ = 25◦C
Maximum continuous drain
to source diode forward
current

Qg (nC) 230 350 VGS = 10 V Total gate charge (typ.)

Qrr (µC)
1.8

(ISD = 38 A)
17

(ISD = 96 A)
VGS = 0 V Reverse recovery charge

trr (ns)
200

(ISD = 38 A)
570

(ISD = 96 A)
VGS = 0 V Reverse recovery time

TO-247 Max247 – Package

Table 5.1: Most relevant parameters of the MOSFETs employed in the DAB
(i.e. the FCH76N60NF SupreMOSr high-voltage super-junction MOSFETs from
FAIRCHILD [109]) and in the SR (i.e. the STY112N65M5 MDmeshTM V power
MOSFETs from ST Microelectronics [110]).

transistor after a switching manouvre. Therewith failures are avoided and
repetitive hard commutation (e.g. in case of incorrect timing of the gate
signals) is enabled;

� A low drain to source on-resistance RDS(on) and a low junction to case
thermal resistance Rth,J-C, being highly beneficial regarding the converter’s
conduction losses.

A good alternative for the FCH76N60NF SupreMOSr high-voltage super-junction
MOSFETs from FAIRCHILD are the CoolMOSTM CFD2 super junction MOSFETs
from Infineon Technologies AG [111, 112] which are also suitable for hard-switching
topologies as they have a high margin in repetitive hard commutation of the body
diode.

Of importance for the switches of the SR (LF switched MOSFETs) are especially
the characteristics that enable a reduction of the converter’s conduction losses,
being a low drain to source on-resistance RDS(on) and a low junction to case thermal
resistance Rth,J-C. The characteristics related to the switching performance of
the device are of less importance since the SR’s switching devices only change
state two times per mains period. The recently introduced STY145N65M5 (also a
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MDmeshTM V power MOSFETs from ST Microelectronics [110]) with ultra low
on-resistance would even be a better solution than the STY112N65M5 MOSFETs
and will be considered in next designs.

5.1.2 Semiconductor Losses

Since the modulation schemes derived in Chapter 4 allow to operate the DAB
under ZVS within the entire mains period, switching losses can be neglected in
the analysis [39, 64, 68, 92]. Therefore, only conduction losses and the losses of
the gate drive units are considered. For the SR also the gate drive losses can be
neglected as the MOSFETs of the SR are low frequency switched (100 Hz).

Gate Drive Losses

Assuming an efficiency of 90 % for the gate drive units (ηgd = 0.9), the total gate
drive losses Pg related to the eight switches of the DAB2, and averaged over a full
line cycle TL = 1/fL, are determined with:

Pg = 8 · PS,g, with (5.1)

PS,g =
1

ηgd
· Qg ∆V 2

GS

∆VGS,ref
· 1

TL

TL∫
0

fs(t) dt, (5.2)

where PS,g are the gate drive losses related to a single switch of the DAB. ∆VGS is
the gate to source voltage swing which, as can be seen from Figure 3.18 (top inset),
is 18 V for the custom designed gate drive circuits. Note that, for all switches,
during the off-state a VGS of −4 V is applied in order to enable fast turn-off
and to avoid unwanted turn-on due to coupling effects. During the on-state VGS

equals 14 V. Qg is the total (typical) gate charge, measured for a certain reference
gate voltage swing ∆VGS,ref (for the MOSFETs of the DAB, Qg = 230 nC and
∆VGS,ref = 10 V, see Table 5.1, FCH76N60NF MOSFETs).

Conduction Losses

The conduction losses of a MOSFET are proportional to the drain to source on-
resistance RDS(on) and to the squared RMS value of the current that is conducted by
the switch3. Assuming a negligible junction temperature change of the MOSFETs

2The gate drive losses related to the switches of the SR can be neglected.
3Note that the conduction losses of the internal body diodes can be neglected as they only

conduct current during a very small interval of the switching period Ts. It is explained in
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during a full line cycle TL, the equivalent (i.e. averaged over TL) conduction losses
of a single MOSFET are determined by:

PS,cond = RDS(on) · I2
S,eq, (5.3)

where IS,eq is the equivalent switch RMS current according to:

IS,eq =

√
1

TL

∫ TL

0

IS(t) dt. (5.4)

IS is the local RMS value of the current conducted by the switch under consideration.
For the switches of the primary side active bridge (i.e. active bridge 1, see
Figure 3.7), IS is determined by the primary side bridge current iHF1(t) while for
the switches of the secondary side active bridge (i.e. active bridge 2, see Figure 3.7),
IS is determined by the secondary side bridge current iHF2(t). In steady-state
operation, every switch Sxx conducts current during half a switching cycle Ts and the
waveforms iHF1(t) and iHF2(t) (e.g. conform Figure 3.10) repeat with negative sign
after one half-cycle (i.e. iHF1(t+ Ts/2) = −iHF1(t) and iHF2(t+ Ts/2) = −iHF2(t)).
Consequently, each of the four switches (S11, S12, S13, and S14) of active bridge 1
carries a local RMS current IS,AB1 and each of the four switches (S21, S22, S23,
and S24) of active bridge 2 carries a local RMS current IS,AB2, determined by:

IS,AB1 = IHF1/
√

2, (5.5)

IS,AB2 = IHF2/
√

2, (5.6)

where the local RMS values IHF1 and IHF2 are respectively calculated with (4.2) and
(4.3). The equivalent switch RMS currents, IS,AB1,eq (switches of active bridge 1)
and IS,AB2,eq (switches of active bridge 2), are thus calculated with:

IS,AB1,eq =

√
1

TL

∫ TL

0

IHF1(t)√
2

dt, (5.7)

IS,AB2,eq =

√
1

TL

∫ TL

0

IHF2(t)√
2

dt. (5.8)

As each switch of the SR conducts current during one half of the mains period
TL (acc. to (3.1)), the equivalent RMS value of the current conducted by each SR
switch can be approximated with4:

Section 3.3.1 that quasi immediately after the body diode is put into conduction, the anti-parallel
transistor is turned on, taking over the current.

4Note that the HF components of the instantaneous DAB input current i1 that are not
bypassed by the corresponding HF filter capacitance (i.e. C1, see Figure 3.7), and which thus
propagate to the SR, can be neglected for the calculation of the SR’s conduction losses.
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IS,SR,eq ≈
IAC,P√
2 · PF

. (5.9)

Before the conduction losses can be calculated using (5.3) and (5.7)-(5.9), the
dependency of the MOSFET’s drain to source on-resistance on the junction
temperature and on the drain to source current has to be modeled. Figure 5.1
depicts these dependencies for the FCH76N60NF MOSFETs used for the active
bridges of the DAB. The datasheet characteristics (gray lines) can be described by
a 2nd order approximation (black lines) according to:

RDS(on)(TJ) |ID=ID,ref ,VGS(on)=VGS(on),ref
= a0 + a1 TJ + a2 T

2
J , (5.10)

RDS(on)(ID) |TJ=TJ,ref ,VGS(on)=VGS(on),ref
= b0 + b1 ID + b2 I

2
D. (5.11)

Similarly, a 2nd order approximation can be used to describe the characteristics of
the STY112N65M5 MOSFETs used for the SR. The resulting coefficients (a0, a1,
a2 and b0, b1, b2) required to evaluate (5.10) and (5.11) for both applied MOSFETs
are given in Table 5.2. Note that (5.10) is only valid at a certain reference drain
to source current ID,ref and a certain reference on-state gate voltage VGS(on),ref

while (5.11) is only valid at a certain reference junction temperature TJ,ref and
a certain reference on-state gate voltage VGS(on),ref . TJ,ref , ID,ref , and VGS(on),ref

are the datasheet reference values as given in Table 5.2. By combining (5.10) and
(5.11), a generalized equation can be found which expresses RDS(on) as a function

(a) (b)

Figure 5.1: Dependency of the drain to source on-resistance RDS(on) on (a) the
drain to source current ID and (b) the junction temperature TJ, regarding the
FAIRCHILD FCH76N60NF MOSFETs.
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FCH76N60NF

ID,ref = 38 A, VGS(on),ref = 10 V TJ,ref = 25◦C, VGS(on),ref = 10 V

a0 a1 a2 b0 b1 b2
2.33 e−2 1.8921 e−4 1.007 e−6 2.79 e−2 2.6065 e−5 5.3553 e−8

STY112N65M5

ID,ref = 48 A, VGS(on),ref = 10 V TJ,ref = 25◦C, VGS(on),ref = 10 V

a0 a1 a2 b0 b1 b2
1.51 e−2 1.606 e−4 1.2649 e−7 1.79 e−2 2.0204 e−5 3.1405 e−10

Table 5.2: Coefficients (a0, a1, a2 and b0, b1, b2) required to evaluate (5.10) and
(5.11) (i.e. the 2nd order approximations of the dependency of the drain to source
on-resistance RDS(on) on the junction temperature TJ and on the drain to source
current ID) for the applied MOSFETs.

FCH76...
α1 α2 β1 β2 TJ,ref ID,ref

8.3587 e−3 3.5136 e−5 1.0402 e−3 1.8487 e−6 25◦C 38 A

STY112...
α1 α2 β1 β2 TJ,ref ID,ref

8.6966 e−3 6.59 e−6 1.0691 e−3 −1.6643 e−8 25◦C 48 A

Table 5.3: Coefficients (α1, α2 and β1, β2) and values for TJ,ref and ID,ref , required
to evaluate (5.12) for the applied MOSFETs.

of the deviations ∆TJ and ∆ID of respectively the junction temperature TJ and
the drain to source current ID from the reference junction temperature TJ,ref and
the reference drain to source current ID,ref :

RDS(on) =
[
RDS(on) |TJ=TJ,ref ,ID=ID,ref ,VGS(on)=VGS(on),ref

· (1 + α1 ∆TJ + α2 ∆T 2
J ) · (1 + β1 ∆ID + β2 ∆I2

D)
]

+ fvGS ,
(5.12)

with:

∆TJ = TJ − TJ,ref and ∆ID = ID − ID,ref . (5.13)

RDS(on) |TJ=TJ,ref ,ID=ID,ref ,VGS(on)=VGS(on),ref
is the reference datasheet value as listed

in Table 5.1. The resulting coefficients (α1, α2 and β1, β2) for both applied
MOSFETs are given in Table 5.3. A displacement term fvGS

, determined using
linear interpolation (see Figure 5.1(a)), is introduced in order to take into
account the dependency of RDS(on) on the turn-on gate voltage VGS(on). For
the FCH76N60NF MOSFET, and regarding the applied turn-on gate voltage of
VGS(on) = 14 V, fvGS was found to be fvGS = −2.247 e−4 Ω. For the STY112N65M5,
fvGS

could not be calculated due to the absence of information in the datasheet
about the gate voltage dependency of RDS(on), and is assumed to be zero. This
leads to a slight (negligible) overestimation of the SR’s conduction losses since
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with the custom designed gate drive units the on-state gate to source voltage
(VGS(on) = 14 V) is higher than VGS(on),ref = 10 V.

In order to calculate the RDS(on) of a switch, the equivalent RMS value, IS,eq,
of the current conducted by the switch has to be substituted into (5.12) (i.e.
∆ID = IS,eq − ID,ref). IS,eq for the switches of active bridge 1, of active bridge 2,
and of the SR are respectively given by (5.7), (5.8), and (5.9). The only quantity
that is still missing in order to evaluate (5.12) is the equivalent junction temperature
TJ,eq of the switches. It should be reminded that a negligible junction temperature
change of the MOSFETs, during a full line cycle TL, is assumed and ∆TJ is thus
calculated with:

∆TJ = TJ,eq − TJ,ref , (5.14)

where

TJ,eq =

√
1

TL

∫ TL

0

TJ(t) dt. (5.15)

Expressions for TJ,eq can be obtained by establishing the stationary heat transfer
model of the heat sink - semiconductor assembly. The cooling of the switches
of the DAB and the switches of the SR is performed using finned heat sinks in
combination with fans that blow air through the heat sink channels (i.e. the heat
generated by the power devices is subtracted via forced convection cooling). For
the two active bridges of the DAB, a heat sink geometry with dual-sided base plate,
as shown in Figure C.2(a) of Appendix C, is considered. The DAB’s heat sink
- semiconductor assembly is depicted in Figure C.1(a) of Appendix C. The four
switches of the primary side active bridge (i.e. active bridge 1, see Figure 3.7) are
placed in a row and are mounted on the top-side base plate. From the heat transfer
perspective and regarding stationary heat transfer, they can be represented by
an equivalent power source PAB1,eq (= 4 · PS1x,eq) which has a power level that
is equal to the average losses generated by the four switches during the mains
period. The same goes for the four switches of the secondary side active bridge
(i.e. active bridge 2, see Figure 3.7) which are mounted on the bottom-side base
plate and can be represented by an equivalent power source PAB2,eq (= 4 · PS2x,eq).
For the synchronous rectifier (SR), a heat sink geometry with single-sided base
plate is selected, as shown in Figure C.4(a) of Appendix C. The SR’s heat sink
- semiconductor assembly is depicted in Figure C.1(b) of Appendix C. The four
switches of the SR can once more be represented by an equivalent power source
PSR,eq (= 4 · PSSRx,eq). The design and optimization of the heat sink geometries
with regard to the total thermal resistance between the surface of the heat sink
to the ambient, for both the heat sinks of the DAB and the SR, is extensively
described in Section C.1 of Appendix C. The resulting stationary heat transfer
model is depicted in Figure 5.2, where
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Figure 5.2: Stationary heat transfer model of the complete heat sink -
semiconductor assembly of the DAB (left inset) and of the SR (right inset).

� Rth,J-C,Sxx
are the junction to case thermal resistances of the switches, which

are given in Table 5.1 (i.e. Rth,J-C = 0.23 W/K for the switches of the DAB
and Rth,J-C = 0.2 W/K for the switches of the SR);

� Rth,C-S,Sxx are the respective thermal resistances between the case of the
switches and the surface of the heat sink, i.e. the thermal resistances of the
thermal pads5 (see Figures C.2(a) and C.4(a) of Appendix C);

� Rth,S-Am,AB1 and Rth,S-Am,AB2 are the thermal resistances between the surface
of the heat sink (i.e. the surface of one of the two base plates) to the ambient,
for the heat sink of the DAB;

� Rth,S-Am,SR is the thermal resistance between the surface of the heat sink
(i.e. the surface of the base plate) to the ambient, for the heat sink of the SR.

Rth,C-S for all switches is defined by:

Rth,C-S =
hpad

λpadApad
, (5.16)

where hpad is the thickness (hpad = 1.2 e−4 m), λpad the thermal conductivity
(λpad = 1.6 W/mK), and Apad the cross section area of the thermal pads (Apad ≈
Apackage = 3.31 e−4 m2 for the FCH76N60NF MOSFETs and Apad ≈ Apackage =
3.22 e−4 m2 for the STY112N65M5 MOSFETs). Rth,S-Am,AB1 (= Rth,S-Am,AB2) and
Rth,S-Am,SR are obtained from the heat sink optimizations performed in Section C.1
of Appendix C. In these optimizations the heat sink geometries are determined in a

5The Hi-Flow 300P thermal pads from Bergquist [113] are used for all switches.
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way that, for a given fan and for given outer heat sink dimensions, the total thermal
resistance between the surface(s) of the heat sinks and the ambient is minimized.
The results are summarized in Table C.2 (three heat sink designs for the DAB)
and in Table C.3 (three heat sink designs for the SR) of Appendix C. Note that
the considered heat sink material is aluminium. The performance indices and
design parameters of the heat sinks used in the final prototype converter (named
designs ‘A’), which in fact are suboptimal designs since the minimum achievable
thickness of the heat sink fins and the minimum achievable channel width6 were
restricted due to limitations of the in-house manufacturing machines/tools, are
listed in the top inset of Tables C.2 and C.3. The middle inset of Tables C.2 and
C.3 shows the performance indices and design parameters of further optimized
designs (named designs ‘B’), resulting from an optimization in which a minimum
achievable fin thickness and channel width of 1 mm (further referred to as the
‘1 mm constraint’) is assumed. Fin thicknesses and channel widths in the range
of 1 mm are enabled by for example using high-end milling machines. Lastly, the
bottom inset of Tables C.2 and C.3 shows the performance indices and design
parameters of even further optimized designs (named designs ‘C’), resulting from
an optimization in which a minimum achievable fin thickness and channel width of
0.3 mm (further referred to as the ‘0.3 mm constraint’) is assumed. Fin thicknesses
and channel widths in the range of 0.3 mm are enabled by for example using
(expensive) electrical discharge machining. Rth,S-Am,AB1 (= Rth,S-Am,AB2) and
Rth,S-Am,SR for designs A (prototype converter) and for designs B (optimized under
the ‘1 mm constraint’) are7:

� Designs A (prototype converter):

– Rth,S-Am,AB1 = Rth,S-Am,AB2 = 0.7298 K/W;

– Rth,S-Am,SR = 1.7264 K/W;

– VCS,DAB = 0.2917 (liter, l);

– VCS,SR = 0.0767 (liter, l);

– CSPIDAB = 9.3907 (W/K l);

– CSPISR = 7.5542 (W/K l);

– Heat sink material: aluminium.

� Designs B (optimized under the ‘1 mm constraint’):

– Rth,S-Am,AB1 = Rth,S-Am,AB2 = 0.7142 K/W;

– Rth,S-Am,SR = 1.4372 K/W;

– VCS,DAB = 0.2917 (liter, l);

6The fin thickness (t) and the channel width (s) are defined in Section C.1 of Appendix C.
7The heat sinks that are optimized under the ‘0.3 mm constraint’ are considered unfeasible

since they require expensive production processes.
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– VCS,SR = 0.0767 (liter, l);

– CSPIDAB = 9.5967 (W/K l);

– CSPISR = 9.0741 (W/K l);

– Heat sink material: aluminium.

VCS is the volume of the cooling system which encompasses the heat sink, the
fan, and an airflow inlet between the fan and the heat sink. The volume of the
semiconductors themselves is excluded from VCS. CSPI is the cooling system
performance index [16, 114, 115] , which is an objective measure that allows
to compare different cooling system designs with regard to power density. For
the cooling system of the DAB, with dual-sided base plate, CSPI is defined as [114]:

CSPIDAB =
1

0.5 ·Rth,S-Am,AB1 · VCS
=

1

0.5 ·Rth,S-Am,AB2 · VCS
. (5.17)

The multiplication of Rth,S-Am,AB1 (= Rth,S-Am,AB2) with a factor ‘0.5’ is required
since Rth,S-Am,AB1 and Rth,S-Am,AB2 are experienced from just one base plate of
the heat sink and thus have to be divided by two in order to take both base plates
(top and bottom) into account. For the cooling system of the SR, with single-sided
base plate, CSPI is calculated with [115]:

CSPISR =
1

Rth,S-Am,SR · VCS
. (5.18)

Knowing that typical, commercially available heat sink - fan combinations have a
CSPI of around 5 [114], the extensive heat sink optimization performed in this
work is justified. The achieved CSPI values result in a volume reduction with
almost a factor of two compared to the volume of commercially available cooling
systems that have the same thermal resistance. Furthermore, custom designed
heat sinks allow to fit all converter components into a overall assembly in a more
efficient way, leading to higher power densities. Note also that the CSPI values of
the cooling systems used in the final prototype converter (designs A) are close to
the ones of the designs optimized under the ‘1 mm constraint’ (i.e. designs B).

Referring to Figure 5.2, the (equivalent) junction temperature TJ,eq of a switch can
now be expressed as:

TJ,eq = TAm + PS,eq · (Rth,J-C +Rth,C-S + 4 ·Rth,S-Am), (5.19)

where, under the assumption that half the gate drive losses of a switch are dissipated
in the switch (internally) while the other half is dissipated externally (i.e. in the
gate drive units and in the gate resistors),
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PS,eq = PS,cond +
PS,g

2
. (5.20)

PS,cond and PS,g are respectively calculated with (5.3) and (5.2) (for the SR,
PS,g = 0, as mentioned above). TAm is the ambient temperature.

At this point all the information that is required in order to calculate the equivalent
(i.e. averaged over a line cycle TL) conduction losses PS,cond (acc. to (5.3)) of all
switches is available. Due to the interdependency of the different quantities, a
numerical solver needs to be applied in order to solve the equations: PS,cond =
f(RDS(on), . . .), RDS(on) = f(TJ, . . .), and TJ = f(PS,cond, . . .).

Overview of the Semiconductor Losses

Using the models presented above, below the losses generated by the semiconductor
switching devices are calculated for the following scenarios:

1. Heat sink designs A (prototype converter), applying the

(a) Numerically derived ZVS modulation scheme (cf. Section 4.1);

(b) Analytically derived ZVS modulation scheme (cf. Section 4.2);

(c) Semi-analytically derived ZVS modulation scheme (cf. Section 4.3).

2. Heat sink designs B (optimized under the ‘1 mm constraint’), applying the

(a) Analytically derived ZVS modulation scheme (cf. Section 4.2).

Scenarios 1(a), 1(b), and 1(c) allow to objectively compare the three different
DAB modulation schemes proposed in Chapter 4 with regard to the resulting
semiconductor losses. Furthermore, scenario 2(a) can be compared with scenario
1(b) in order to investigate the performance improvement that is possible by
replacing the heat sinks used in the prototype converter (i.e. designs A) by
further optimized designs, namely the ones optimized under the ‘1 mm constraint’
(i.e. designs B). The results are obtained assuming an ambient temperature of
TAm = 22◦C since this is also the ambient temperate at which the prototype system
has been tested (see Chapter 6), and using the MOSFETs listed in Table 5.1.
In the figures shown below, the left insets (sub-figures ‘(a)’) show the results for
scenarios 1(a), 1(b), and 1(c). The applied modulation schemes are respectively
indicated as ‘N’ (numerical), ‘A’ (analytical), and ‘SA’ (semi-analytical). The right
insets (sub-figures ‘(b)’) show the results for scenarios 1(b) and 2(a), in which the
analytically derived modulation scheme is used. The applied heat sink designs in
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.3: Conduction losses generated by the switches of the DAB: (a) according
to scenarios 1(a), 1(b), and 1(c); (b) according to scenarios 1(b) and 2(a).

sub-figures ‘(b)’ are respectively indicated as ‘Prot.’ (heat sink designs A, prototype
converter) and ‘Opt.’ (heat sink designs B, optimized under the ‘1 mm constraint’).

The different quantities on the y-axes of the figures are depicted as function of the
active AC input current IAC,P (x-axes) which is expressed as percentage of the
nominal (active) AC input current IAC,P,nom = 16 Arms. Each figure is obtained
for the nominal AC input voltage of VAC = VAC,nom = 230 Vrms and the nominal
DC output voltage of VDC2 = VDC2,nom = 400 V. In order to meet the power factor
requirement specified in Table 1.1 of Section 1.3, the applied power factor (PF) is
calculated with:

PF(IAC,P) = 0.983 + (IAC,P − 0.2 IAC,P,nom) · 0.999− 0.983

IAC,P,nom · (1− 0.2)
. (5.21)

Conduction losses of the DAB— Figure 5.3 shows the conduction losses
generated by the switches of the DAB. The different loss distributions are indicated
as follows:

� Dot dashed lines: total conduction losses for the four switches of active
bridge 1 (indicated by ‘AB1’);

� Dashed lines: total conduction losses for the four switches of active bridge 2
(indicated by ‘AB2’);

� Solid lines: total conduction losses for all eight switches of the DAB (indicated
by ‘DAB’).

From Figure 5.3(a), regarding scenarios 1(a), 1(b), and 1(c), it can be seen that
there is no substantial difference between the three ZVS modulation schemes
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Figure 5.4: Gate drive losses of all the switches of the DAB regarding modulation
schemes ‘N’, ‘A’, and ‘SA’.

with regard to the DAB’s semiconductor conduction losses (the loss lines quasi
fall together). The numerically derived ZVS modulation scheme (‘N’) shows a
negligible advantage at high power levels compared to the analytically (‘A’) and the
semi-analytically (‘SA’) derived schemes. This could be expected as the modulation
parameters for the numerical approach are optimized with regard to the RMS
values of the bridge currents iHF1(t) and iHF2(t). The almost equal performance
of the three proposed ZVS modulation schemes confirms the conclusion made in
Section 4.5, stating that the ZVS constraint functions are the determining factor
for the final values of the calculated modulation parameters and that, consequently,
the cost function is of less importance in the determination of a ZVS modulation
scheme.

From Figure 5.3(b), regarding scenarios 1(b) and 2(a), it can be seen that when
replacing the DAB’s heat sink used in the prototype converter (i.e. design A,
indicated by ‘Prot.’) by a further optimized design, namely the one optimized
under the ‘1 mm constraint’ (i.e. design B, indicated by ‘Opt.’), the semiconductor
conduction losses quasi stay the same (loss lines fall together). This is because the
CSPIs of the two different DAB cooling system designs (‘Prot.’ vs. ‘Opt.’) are
almost equal (see above). It can thus be concluded that no substantial performance
enhancement can be achieved by using heat sink design B (‘Opt.’) instead of heat
sink design A (‘Prot.’), and the heat sink used in the prototype converter to cool
the switches of the DAB is close to optimal.

Gate drive losses of the DAB— From Figure 5.4 it can be seen that there is
no substantial difference between the three ZVS modulation schemes regarding the
gate drive losses. The numerically derived ZVS modulation scheme (‘N’) shows a
negligible advantage at high power levels compared to the analytically (‘A’) and
semi-analytically (‘SA’) derived schemes since in the high power intervals frequency
modulation is applied for the ‘N’-scheme (i.e. the switching frequency is lowered).
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.5: Conduction losses generated by the switches of the SR: (a) according
to scenarios 1(a), 1(b), and 1(c); (b) according to scenarios 1(b) and 2(a).

Conduction losses of the SR— The conduction losses of the SR’s semiconductors
regarding scenarios 1(a), 1(b), and 1(c) are shown in Figure 5.5(a) and are
independent of the applied modulation scheme (i.e. the lines for the ’N’, the
’SA, and the ’A’-scheme completely fall together). From Figure 5.5(b), regarding
scenarios 1(b) and 2(a), it can be seen that when replacing the SR’s heat sink
used in the prototype converter (i.e. design A, indicated by ‘Prot.’) by a further
optimized design, namely the one optimized under the ‘1 mm constraint’ (i.e.
design B, indicated by ‘Opt.’), no substantial performance enhancement can be
achieved. Similar as for the DAB, the heat sink used in the prototype converter to
cool the switches of the SR is close to optimal.

Junction Temperatures— Figure 5.6(a) depicts the junction temperatures of
all switches (AB1: dot dashed lines, AB2: dashed lines, SR: solid lines) regarding
scenarios 1(a), 1(b), and 1(c). As expected, no substantial difference can be noticed
between the three ZVS modulation schemes. A bigger difference exists between
scenario 1(b) and scenario 2(a) as can be seen from Figure 5.6(b), where the
junction temperature of the SR’s switching devices is about 5◦C lower for heat
sink design B compared to heat sink design A (i.e. at the maximum power level).
The junction temperatures of the DAB’s switching devices on the other hand stay
quasi unchanged.

Total semiconductor losses— Figure 5.7(a) depicts the total semiconductor
losses regarding regarding scenarios 1(a), 1(b), and 1(c). It can be seen that, all
summed up, the difference between the three ZVS modulation schemes is negligible
(lines fall together). The same can be said for the difference between the total
semiconductor losses obtained with heat sink designs A (‘Prot.’) and heat sink
designs B (‘Opt.’), i.e. regarding scenarios 1(b) and 2(a) (see Figure 5.7(b)). It can
thus be concluded that, on the one hand, all three proposed modulation schemes
perform equally regarding the total semiconductor losses and, on the other hand,
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.6: Junction temperatures of all semiconductors, i.e. the switches of
active bridge 1 (DAB), of active bridge 2 (DAB), and of the SR: (a) according to
scenarios 1(a), 1(b), and 1(c); (b) according to scenarios 1(b) and 2(a).

(a) (b)

Figure 5.7: Total losses generated by all semiconductors (DAB and SR): (a)
according to scenarios 1(a), 1(b), and 1(c); (b) according to scenarios 1(b) and
2(a).

no noticeable improvement can be achieved by replacing the heat sink designs used
in the final prototype converter by the ones optimized under the ‘1 mm constraint’.

Lastly, in Figure 5.8(a) (scenarios 1(a), 1(b), and 1(c)) and Figure 5.8(b) (scenarios
1(b), 2(a)) the total loss of efficiency ∆ηtot,sem (expressed in %) that results from
the total semiconductor losses Ptot,sem is shown, where ∆ηtot,sem is calculated as:

∆ηtot,sem(IAC,P) = 100 ·
(

1− IAC,P · VAC,nom − Ptot,sem(IAC,P)

IAC,P · VAC,nom

)
. (5.22)

The total loss of efficiency is almost equal for all three modulation schemes (‘N’, ‘A’,
or ‘SA’) and for both heat sink designs (‘Prot.’ versus ‘Opt’). It can also be seen
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.8: Total efficiency loss due to the total losses generated by all
semiconductors (DAB and SR): (a) according to scenarios 1(a), 1(b), and 1(c); (b)
according to scenarios 1(b) and 2(a).

that already a significant ‘amount’ of efficiency is lost in the semiconductors only.
It is shown in Section 5.6 that the semiconductors are the biggest loss contributors,
which was already assumed in Section 4.1.1 when defining the cost function for the
optimization algorithm used to derive a ZVS modulation scheme for the DAB.

Figure 5.9: Final heat sink - semiconductor assembly (heat sink of the DAB and
the SR) of the prototype converter system.
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5.1.3 Semiconductor Volume (Incl. Cooling System)

The final heat sink - semiconductor assembly (DAB and SR) is shown in Figure 5.9.
The (boxed) volume VCS,tot,DAB of the DAB’s cooling system and the (boxed)
volume VCS,tot,SR of the SR’s cooling system are respectively listed in Table C.2
and Table C.3 of Appendix C, i.e. VCS,tot,DAB = 0.399 liter and VCS,tot,SR = 0.1227
liter. Note that VCS,tot,DAB and VCS,tot,SR include the heat sink, the fan, the airflow
inlet, as also the semiconductor switching devices. Remind (see Section C.1.3 of
Appendix C) that the part of the SR’s fan that does not faces fins is not included
in the calculation of VCS,tot,SR but is accounted for in the volume calculation of
the LF output filter capacitors (see Section 5.3.4), which are also cooled by this
fan. The 60 x 60 x 10.5 mm fan in the middle of Figure 5.9 is used to cool the
magnetic elements of the DAB, and its volume is accounted for in Section 5.2.5.
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5.2 Inductors and Transformer

The DAB DC–DC converter (see Figure 3.7), as the main building block of the
investigated 1-S DAB AC–DC converter (see Figure 3.1), consists of three discrete
magnetic elements, being:

� The HF AC-link transformer;

� The inductor Lext, which is placed in series with the HF transformer;

� The primary side commutation inductor Lc1.

The secondary side commutation inductance Lc2 is implemented by the magnetizing
inductance of the HF AC-link transformer (Lc2 = LM), avoiding increased volume
and costs. Referring to the equivalent circuit model of the DAB’s HF AC-link
shown in Figure 2.10, the equivalent inductance value L of the lossless DAB model
shown in Figure 3.12 is calculated with:

L = Lext + Ltr1 +

(
n1

n2

)2

· Ltr2, (5.23)

where Ltr1 and Ltr2 are respectively the primary and secondary side leakage
inductances of the transformer. Consequently, the inductance value Lext of the
external series inductor can be calculated using 5.23, requiring the transformer to
be designed first (i.e. Ltr1 and Ltr2 are determined by the final transformer design).
Conform Chapter 4, the final design values of the circuit variables L, Lc1, Lc2, and
n1/n2 are:

� L = 13 µH;

�
n1

n2
= 1;

� Lc1 = Lc2 = 62.1 µH.

Note that in this work all parasitic elements (e.g. the transformer’s and the
inductor’s coupling capacitances) are neglected. Remind that the equivalent
inductance value L serves as the main energy transfer element of the DAB (see
Section 2.1.1 of Chapter 2 and Section 3.2.1 of Chapter 3).

5.2.1 Summary of the Design Procedure

In the scope of this work, two optimization algorithms8 (i.e. one for the inductors
and one for the transformer) are developed in order to optimize each magnetic

8The detailed implementation of the optimization algorithms is out of the scope of this text.
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element with regard to the occupied (boxed) volume and with regard to the losses.
Apart from the currents and voltages, losses in inductors and transformers depend
on the geometry and the arrangement of the windings, the type of wires, the type of
the core, and the geometry and material of the core. The resulting (boxed) volume is
mainly determined by the core geometry and the end turns of the windings. For the
different optimizations, planar cores are considered because of their advantageous
properties with respect the achievable power density and because of their excellent
electromagnetic and thermal characteristics [39, 116]. Moreover, the flat geometry
of planar cores turns out to fit better in the mechanical design of the converter
prototype than other core types such as for example the double U cores used in [117],
in particular with regard to the cooling facilities. All possible EELP and EILP core
combinations from FERROXCUBE [118] (ferrite core material: 3F3 and 3F4) and
EPCOS [119] (ferrite core material: N49, N87, N92, and N97) in the dimensions
range from ELP32 up to ELP64 are considered. The number of stacked cores is
limited by setting a maximum of 15 cm to the total core length. Litz wires are
chosen to reduce eddy current losses in the windings [120–122], being particularly
effective at high switching frequencies. A Litz wire consists of a bundle of strands
which are individually enamelled and weaved along the entire divided conductor in
a way that all wires pass through all points of the bundle’s cross section. The total
bundle current is then divided equally among the separate strands. Furthermore,
four possible winding arrangements are investigated, including split, concentric,
hexagonal and orthogonal type windings. Also the paralleling of several Litz
bundles, as well as the interleaving (for the transformer design) of the different
windings, is implemented in the algorithms. All possible combinations of above
mentioned design variables are top level iterated.

With the goal to achieve the required inductance values Lext, Lc1, and Lc2 (= LM),
for each iteration in a first step the reluctance model Rm of the considered
magnetic element is calculated according to the methods proposed in [123], which
inter alia provides a new analytical approach in order to determine the 3D air gap
reluctance Rm,air. The inductance values are controlled with the air gap length lg,

while guaranteeing that the peak flux density B̂ and the air gap length lg do not

exceed a predefined maximum value, i.e. B̂max respectively lg,max. This introduces
an upper and a lower limit to the possible number of turns. For the transformer,
the minimum and maximum number of turns, i.e. n1,min respectively n1,max, for
the primary side winding are determined by:

n1,min = ciel

(
(V · s)p,max

2 B̂maxAc

)
, (5.24)

n1,max = floor
(√

L′M (Rm,core +Rm,air) |lg=lg,max

)
, (5.25)

where (V · s)p,max is the maximum Volt-seconds product (primary side of the
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transformer), Ac the effective core cross section, Rm,core the reluctance of the core,
Rm,air the reluctance of the air gap, and LM (=Lc2) the magnetizing inductance of
the transformer (note that L′M = (n1/n2)2 · LM). The functions ‘ciel’ and ‘floor’
respectively represent the round-up and the round-down operation. The number of
turns n1 for the primary side winding of the transformer then needs to be in the
range:

n1,min 6 n1 6 n1,max. (5.26)

Evidently, the number of turns n2 for the secondary side winding is directly linked
to n1 via the transformer’s turns ratio n1/n2. For the inductors, the minimum and
maximum number of turns, i.e. nind,min respectively nind,max, are determined by:

nind,min = ciel

(
Lind iind,max

B̂maxAc

)
, (5.27)

nind,max = floor
(√

Lind (Rm,core +Rm,air) |lg=lg,max

)
, (5.28)

where iind,max is the maximum peak inductor current and Lind (=Lext or Lc1) the
inductance value of the considered inductor. The number of turns nind for the
inductors then needs to be in the range:

nind,min 6 nind 6 nind,max. (5.29)

The upper boundary of the maximum allowed operating flux density B̂max is set by
the core material saturation flux density9 Bsat, applying a 30 % safety margin in
order to achieve low core losses and in order to avoid operation close to saturation.
Subsequently, using an inner iteration loop, the number of turns n1 (transformer)
is varied from n1,min to n1,max while the number of turns nind (inductors) is varied
from nind,min to nind,max. For each inner iteration the air gap length lg required to
achieve the requested inductance value is determined using the above mentioned
reluctance models.

In a second step, a predefined objective function, which is determined by the
total losses (i.e. the core losses and the winding losses) of the magnetic element
(inductors/transformer), is minimized for each iteration of the above mentioned
design variables. The applied loss models are summarized in Section 5.2.2. The
optimization algorithm10 used to minimize the cost function iterates the number
of strands in the Litz bundles, as well as the diameter of the individual strands, in

9The core material saturation flux density at a core temperature of 100◦C is taken.
10The numerical optimization algorithm is implemented in MATLABTM using the ‘fmincon’-

function of the Optimization ToolboxTM.
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order to achieve a window filling that is optimal with regard to the winding losses.
Thereby, constraint functions set restrictions on the positioning of the individual
Litz bundles by bringing into relation the number of strands, the strand diameter,
and wire positioning functions with the given core window area, taking into account
creepage distances. This involves functions that describe the dependency of the
outer Litz bundle diameter on the number of strands and on the strand diameter.
These functions are derived using fitting algorithms that are applied to a database
of commercially available Litz wires from the RUPALIT Classic product range of
PACK-FEINDRAHTE [124].

In a third step, the results obtained from each design iteration/optimization
(i.e. the multi-dimensional design space) are mapped into a two-dimensional
performance space (i.e. the boxed volume (power density) versus the total losses
(efficiency)). The boundary of the feasible performance space, named the Pareto
Front, indicates the best possible compromise between the losses and the volume
of the magnetic element. The particular design that is located in the corner point
of the Pareto Front, and that fits into the final mechanical assembly, is chosen
for the final hardware implementation, being a quasi optimal trade-off between
efficiency and power density. Note that the Litz wires from the RUPALIT Classic
product range of PACK-FEINDRAHTE [124] which are closest (i.e. with respect
to the number of strands and the strand diameter) to the results outputted by the
optimization algorithms are selected for the final realizations.

5.2.2 Loss Models

In this section, the models used to calculate the winding losses and the core losses
of the magnetic elements to be designed are summarized, while referring to the
most relevant literature.

Core Losses

For the calculation of the core losses, the improved Generalized Steinmetz Equation
(iGSE) [125] has been evaluated as the most accurate state-of-the-art loss model
which only requires the Steinmetz material parameters [122, 126]. Core loss
calculations with other models, such as the improved improved Generalized
Steinmetz Equation (i2GSE) [127], are based on parameters that cannot be
extracted from the data provided by the core manufacturers. Therefore, in this
work the iGSE is used to estimate the core losses, i.e. no extra characterization of
material parameters is required. This method takes into account the losses due
to domain wall motion, which is directly related to the time dependency dB/dt
of the core’s flux density. Therefore the iGSE is applicable for non-sinusoidal
flux waveforms such is the case for the magnetic components of the DAB, which
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experience piecewise-linear flux-time functions. With the iGSE, the core losses per
unit volume (index ”V”) are calculated using the Steinmetz parameters k, α, and
β, according to [122, 125]:

Pcore,V =
1

T

∫ T

0

ki

∣∣∣∣dBdt
∣∣∣∣α (∆B)

β−α
dt, (5.30)

where ∆B is the peak-to-peak flux density, while ki is determined by:

ki =
k

(2π)α−1
∫ 2π

0
| cos θ|α 2β−α dθ

. (5.31)

The Steinmetz parameters k, α, and β are extracted out of the data provided
by the core manufacturers. This data provides information about the core losses
per volume (or per weight) as a function of frequency f , peak flux density B̂,
and temperature T , enabling the extraction of k, α, and β using the empirical
Steinmetz Equation Pcore,V = k fα B̂β , which is valid for sinusoidal excitation only
and is thus in agreement with the data provided by the core material datasheets.

Winding Losses

The ohmic losses in the Litz wires (further referred to as Litz bundles) can be
separated into skin effect losses PS from self-induced eddy currents inside the
conductors, external proximity effect losses PP,e from eddy currents due to the
external magnetic field He that originates in the air gap fringing field and in the
magnetic field from neighboring Litz bundles, and internal proximity effect losses
PP,i from eddy currents due to the internal magnetic field Hi that is produced by
the bundle itself. The per unit length (index ‘L’) skin-effect losses (including the
DC losses) of a Litz bundle consisting of ns strands, are calculated with [122]:

PS,L = ns ·RDC,s,L · FR(f) ·

(
Î

ns

)2

, (5.32)

where Î are the Fourier amplitude coefficients of the current time function ib(t), i.e.
regarding the total current ib(t) in the Litz-wire bundle, at the different harmonic
frequencies f . RDC,s,L is the per unit length DC resistance of a single strand:

RDC,s,L =
4

σπd2
s

, (5.33)

with ds the diameter of the strand and σ the electric conductivity of the conductor
material (σ = 5.26 · 107 (1/Ωm) for the considered Litz wires [124]). FR is the
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skin-effect factor and is calculated as:

FR(f) =
ξ

4
√

2
·
(

ber0(ξ) bei1(ξ)− ber0(ξ) ber1(ξ)

ber1(ξ)2 + bei1(ξ)2

−bei0(ξ) ber1(ξ) + bei0(ξ) bei1(ξ)

ber1(ξ)2 + bei1(ξ)2

)
,

(5.34)

with

ξ =
ds√
2 δ
, (5.35)

where δ is the skin depth according to:

δ =
1√

π µ0 σ f
. (5.36)

µ0 is the permeability of the conductor material (µ0 = 4π 10−7 H/m for air and
copper). The per unit length proximity losses in a Litz bundle are calculated as
[122]:

PP,L = PP,e,L + PP,i,L

= ns ·RDC,s,L ·GR(f)

(
Ĥ2

e +
Î2

2π2 d2
b

)
.

(5.37)

GR is the proximity-effect factor and is determined by:

GR(f) =− ξ π2 d2
s

2
√

2
·
(

ber2(ξ) ber1(ξ) + ber2(ξ) bei1(ξ)

ber0(ξ)2 + bei0(ξ)2

+
bei2(ξ) bei1(ξ)− bei2(ξ) ber1(ξ)

ber0(ξ)2 + bei0(ξ)2

)
.

(5.38)

He is the external magnetic field that originates in the air gap fringing field and
in neighboring Litz bundles, and is calculated using the 2D analytical approach
proposed in [122]. This approach relies on an imaging and mirroring method in
order to inter alia model the impact of a surrounding magnetic conducting material.
Thereby the air gap fringing fields are modeled by means of fictitious conductors
with eddy currents equal to the magneto-motive force across the air gap. Hi, with
Ĥi = Î2/(2π2 d2

b), see (5.37), is the internal magnetic field across one strand, which
originates in its neighboring strands. For the calculation of Hi it is assumed that
the current is equally distributed over the Litz bundle’s cross-sectional area (note
that db is the diameter of the Litz bundle).
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5.2.3 Optimization Results

The results obtained from the optimization of the individual magnetic elements of
the DAB, i.e. the two dimensional performance spaces (losses versus volume), are
shown in Figure 5.10, where Figure 5.10(a) depicts the performance space for the
inductor Lext while the performance space for the HF AC-link transformer is shown
in Figure 5.10(b). Note that the optimizations are performed for nominal operating
conditions, i.e. at the nominal AC input voltage of VAC = 230 Vrms, the nominal
input current of IAC,P = IAC,P,nom = 16 Arms, a power factor of PF = 0.999, and
the nominal output voltage of VDC2 = VDC2,nom = 400 V. The designs that are
chosen for the final hardware realization are marked. It should be noted that the
performance spaces in Figure 5.10 are calculated using the current-based (CB)
ZVS DAB modulation scheme presented in [84], i.e. they are not representative
for the final current-dependent charge-based (CDCB) ZVS modulation schemes
presented in Chapter 4. This is due to the fact that during the initial design phase
of the prototype converter, the influence of the parasitic switch capacitances on the
commutation behavior of the DAB’s half bridges hadn’t been analyzed in detail.
In fact, relying on the information available in literature, inter alia in [39], it was
assumed that ZVS commutation of a bridge leg is achieved when the drain to
source current iDS,Sxx

of the switch Sxx which initiates the commutation, i.e. the
switch which is turned off and causes a state change of the leg, is bigger than or
equal to 2 A at the switching instant, iDS,Sxx

(t = tturn−off) > 2 A. Additionally,
this assumption made the primary side commutation inductance Lc1 unnecessary
and therefore inductor Lc1 was even not included in the initial hardware design.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.10: Two dimensional performance spaces (losses versus volume) for (a) the
inductor Lext and (b) the HF AC-link transformer used in the prototype converter.
The performance spaces are calculated for nominal operating conditions, using the
CB ZVS modulation scheme presented in [84], yielding sub-optimal conditions with
regard to the CDCB ZVS modulation schemes presented in Chapter 4.
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Figure 5.11: Hardware realizations of the three magnetic elements of the DAB
converter, being the primary side commutation inductor Lc1 (left inset) and the
main inductor Lext (middle inset), which is placed in series with the HF AC-link
transformer (right inset).

Only after the first testing and after facing multiple device failures it became clear
that an extensive analysis of the commutation behavior was essential, leading to
the development of the CDCB ZVS verification method proposed in Section 3.3.2
and subsequently to the CDCB ZVS modulation schemes presented in Chapter 4.
Consequently, with the CDCB ZVS modulation schemes, the currents and voltage
of the magnetic elements are substantially different than with the initial CB ZVS
modulation scheme. As a result, compared to the initial design, the inductance
values and thus the air gap lengths had to be adapted11 accordingly. Furthermore,
the addition of a primary side commutation inductor Lc1 turned out to be essential.
However, the realization of Lc1 was simply done by duplicating the HF AC-link
transformer design, removing one of the two windings, and adapting the air gap
length according to the calculated inductance value Lc1. All this makes that the
designs of the inductors Lext and Lc1, and of the HF AC-link transformer, used in
the final prototype converter are non-optimal. These designs are further referred
to as designs ‘A’ and their design values are listed in Tables 5.4-5.6. Figure 5.11
depicts the corresponding hardware realizations.

In order to investigate the performance enhancement that can be achieved by
replacing magnetic designs A (prototype converter) by further optimized designs,
the optimization of all magnetic elements is repeated (again at nominal operating
conditions) using the (correct), analytically derived CDCB ZVS modulation scheme
presented in Section 4.2. Thereby, the core dimensions of both the inductor Lext

and of the HF AC-link transformer are taken the same as for inductor/transformer
designs A, enabling simple replacement by the optimized designs. Figure 5.12(a)
depicts the new performance space for the inductor Lext while the new performance

11Note that it was verified if the new air gap lengths and the resulting peak flux densities B̂ do
not exceed the predefined maximum values, i.e. lg,max respectively B̂max.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 5.12: Two dimensional performance spaces (losses versus volume) for (a)
the inductor Lext, (b) the HF AC-link transformer, and (c) the primary side
commutation inductor Lc1. The spaces are calculated for nominal operating
conditions, using the analytically derived CDCB ZVS modulation scheme presented
in Section 4.2.

space for the HF AC-link transformer is shown in Figure 5.12(b). Due to the fact
that the core dimensions are fixed to the ones for designs A, the volume range in
Figures 5.12(a) and 5.12(b) is very narrow (i.e. the volume only changes due to the
changing dimensions of the winding’s end turns). For the primary side commutation
inductor Lc1, however, the optimization is performed using all degrees of freedom,
i.e. also the core dimensions are iterated during the optimization run. Figure 5.12(c)
depicts the new performance space for the inductor Lext, evidently showing a much
wider volume range. The new, optimal designs of the magnetic elements selected
for comparison with the initial designs A are marked in Figure 5.12 and are further
referred to as designs ‘B’. Their design values are also listed in Tables 5.4-5.6. A
comprehensive performance evaluation, i.e. regarding the losses, of both magnetic
designs A and designs B is given below.
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Variable
Design A
(prot.)

Design B
(opt.)

Description

nind 4 4 number of turns

Lind (µH) 12.2 12.3 inductance value

lg (mm) 0.603 0.602 air gap length

ns 1458 1302 number of strands in a Litz bundle

ds (µm) 71 80 strand diameter

Npar 1 1 number of paralleled Litz bundles

N97 N97 core material

EELP38 EELP38 core type/combination

3 3 number of stacked core combinations

lcore,tot (m) 0.076 0.076 total core length

Vind (liter, l) 0.0661 0.0666 boxed volume of the inductor

Table 5.4: Design values for the main inductor Lext, i.e. regarding design ‘A’
(prototype converter) and design ‘B’ (further optimized).

Variable
Design A
(prot.)

Design B
(opt.)

Description

nind 6 13 number of turns

Lind (µH) 62.1 62.1 inductance value

lg (mm) 0.234 0.92 air gap length

ns 700 184 number of strands in a Litz bundle

ds (µm) 80 50 strand diameter

Npar 2 2 number of paralleled Litz bundles

N97 N97 core material

EELP58 EELP32 core type/combination

2 3 number of stacked core combinations

lcore,tot (m) 0.076 0.061 total core length

Vind (liter, l) 0.143 0.0358 boxed volume of the inductor

Table 5.5: Design values for the primary side commutation inductor Lc1, i.e.
regarding design ‘A’ (prototype converter) and design ‘B’ (further optimized).

5.2.4 Losses in the Inductors and Transformer

Using the models presented above, below the losses in inductors Lext and Lc1, and
in the HF AC-link transformer are calculated for the following scenarios:

1. Inductor/transformer designs A (prototype converter), applying the

(a) Numerically derived ZVS modulation scheme (cf. Section 4.1);
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Variable
Design A
(prot.)

Design B
(opt.)

Description

n1/n2 1 1 turns ratio

n1 6 6 number of turns (primary side winding)

n2 6 6 number of turns (secondary side winding)

Ltr1 (µH) 0.76 0.69 primary side leakage inductance

Ltr2 (µH) 0.76 0.69 secondary side leakage inductance

LM = Lc2 (µH) 62.1 62.1
magnetizing inductance, which is equal to the
secondary side commutation inductance

lg (mm) 0.234 0.234 air gap length

ns,1 700 812
number of strands in a Litz bundle (primary
side winding)

ns,2 700 812
number of strands in a Litz bundle (secondary
side winding)

ds,1 (µm) 80 71 strand diameter (primary side winding)

ds,2 (µm) 80 71 strand diameter (secondary side winding)

Npar,1 2 2
number of paralleled Litz bundles (primary side
winding)

Npar,2 2 2
number of paralleled Litz bundles (secondary
side winding)

no interleaving interleaving of the windings

N97 N97 core material

EELP58 EELP58 core type/combination

2 2 number of stacked core combinations

lcore,tot (m) 0.076 0.076 total core length

Vtrans (liter, l) 0.143 0.143 boxed volume of the transformer

Table 5.6: Design values for the HF AC-link transformer, i.e. regarding design ‘A’
(prototype converter) and design ‘B’ (further optimized).

(b) Analytically derived ZVS modulation scheme (cf. Section 4.2);

(c) Semi-analytically derived ZVS modulation scheme (cf. Section 4.3).

2. Inductor/transformer designs B (further optimized), applying the

(a) Analytically derived ZVS modulation scheme (cf. Section 4.2).

Scenarios 1(a), 1(b), and 1(c) allow to objectively compare the three different
DAB modulation schemes proposed in Chapter 4 with regard to the losses in the
inductors and in the HF AC-link transformer. Furthermore, scenario 2(a) can be
compared with scenario 1(b) in order to investigate the performance improvement
that is possible by replacing the inductors/transformer used in the prototype
converter (i.e. designs A) by further optimized designs (i.e. designs B). In the
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figures show below, the left insets (sub-figures ‘(a)’ and ‘(c)’) show the results for
scenarios 1(a), 1(b), and 1(c). The applied modulation schemes are respectively
indicated as ‘N’ (numerical), ‘A’ (analytical), and ‘SA’ (semi-analytical). The right
insets (sub-figures ‘(b)’ and ‘(d)’) show the results for scenarios 1(b) and 2(a), in
which the analytically derived modulation scheme is used. The applied designs in
sub-figures ‘(b)’ and ‘(d)’ are respectively indicated as ‘Prot.’ (designs A, prototype
converter) and ‘Opt.’ (designs B, further optimized).

The different quantities on the y-axes of the figures are depicted as function of the
active AC input current IAC,P (x-axes), which is expressed as percentage of the
nominal (active) AC input current IAC,P,nom = 16 Arms. Each figure is obtained
for the nominal AC input voltage of VAC = VAC,nom = 230 Vrms and the nominal
DC output voltage of VDC2 = VDC2,nom = 400 V. In order to meet the power factor
requirement specified in Table 1.1 of Section 1.3, the applied power factor (PF) is
calculated with (5.21).

Inductor Lext— Figure 5.13(a) shows the winding losses (dashed lines), the core
losses (dot-dashed lines), and the total losses (solid lines) in the main inductor Lext.
It can be seen that there is no substantial difference between the three modulation
schemes with regard to the losses in Lext (the loss lines quasi fall together). The
numerically derived ZVS modulation scheme (‘N’) shows a negligible advantage
at high power levels compared to the analytically (‘A’) and the semi-analytically
(‘SA’) derived schemes.

From Figure 5.13(b), regarding scenarios 1(b) and 2(a), it can be seen that when
replacing the inductor used in the prototype converter (i.e. design A, indicated
by ‘Prot.’) by a further optimized design (i.e. design B, indicated by ‘Opt.’), the
losses quasi stay the same (loss lines fall together). Consequently, no substantial
performance enhancement can be achieved by using inductor design B (‘Opt.’)
instead of inductor design A (‘Prot.’). Note that for both designs, the boxed volume
is equal, see Table 5.4.

Figure 5.13(c) (scenarios 1(a), 1(b), and 1(c)) and Figure 5.13(d) (scenarios 1(b),
2(a)) show the total loss of efficiency ∆ηLext (expressed in %) that results from the
total losses in the main inductor Lext, where ∆ηLext is calculated as:

∆ηLext(IAC,P) = 100 ·
(

1− IAC,P · VAC,nom − Ptot,Lext(IAC,P)

IAC,P · VAC,nom

)
. (5.39)

It can once more be concluded that the applied modulation scheme (‘N’, ‘A’, or
‘SA’), as well as the applied inductor design (‘Prot.’ or ‘Opt’) have quasi no impact
on the total losses in the main inductor Lext and thus on the efficiency loss due to
these losses.

Inductor Lc1— Figure 5.14(a) shows the winding losses (dashed lines), the core
losses (dot-dashed lines), and the total losses (solid lines) in the primary side
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.13: (a)-(b) Losses in the main inductor Lext, (a) according to scenarios
1(a), 1(b), and 1(c); (b) according to scenarios 1(b) and 2(a). (c)-(d) Efficiency
loss due to the total losses in the main inductor Lext, (c) according to scenarios
1(a), 1(b), and 1(c); (d) according to scenarios 1(b) and 2(a).

commutation inductor Lc1. It can be seen that there is no substantial difference
between the three modulation schemes with regard to the losses in Lc1 (the loss
lines quasi fall together). The analytically derived ZVS modulation scheme (‘A’)
shows a minor advantage, both at low and at high power levels, compared to the
numerically (‘N’) and the semi-analytically (‘SA’) derived schemes.

From Figure 5.14(b), regarding scenarios 1(b) and 2(a), it can be seen that when
replacing the inductor used in the prototype converter (i.e. design A, indicated by
‘Prot.’) by a further optimized design (i.e. design B, indicated by ‘Opt.’), the losses
are substantially reduced. This can be explained by the fact that the hardware
realization of Lc1 (prototype converter) was simply done by duplicating the HF
AC-link transformer design, removing one of the two windings, and adapting the
air gap length according to the required inductance value Lc1. Consequently, a
noticeable performance enhancement can be achieved by using inductor design B
(‘Opt.’) instead of inductor design A (‘Prot.’). Note that by doing so, also a
considerable volume reduction is achieved (see Table 5.5).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.14: (a)-(b) Losses in the primary side commutation inductor Lc1, (a)
according to scenarios 1(a), 1(b), and 1(c); (b) according to scenarios 1(b) and
2(a). (c)-(d) Efficiency loss due to the total losses in the primary side commutation
inductor Lc1, (c) according to scenarios 1(a), 1(b), and 1(c); (d) according to
scenarios 1(b) and 2(a).

Figure 5.14(c) (scenarios 1(a), 1(b), and 1(c)) and Figure 5.14(d) (scenarios 1(b),
2(a)) show the total loss of efficiency ∆ηLc1 (expressed in %) that results from the
total losses in the primary side commutation inductor Lc1. It can once more be
concluded that the applied modulation scheme (‘N’, ‘A’, or ‘SA’) has only a small
impact on the total losses in Lc1, and thus on the efficiency loss due to these losses
(see Figure 5.14(c)). However, the applied inductor design (‘Prot.’ or ‘Opt’) has
a great impact on the losses in Lc1, and thus on the efficiency loss due to these
losses (see Figure 5.14(d)). It is thus appropriate to replace inductor design A by
inductor design B.

HF AC-link transformer— Figure 5.15(a) shows the winding losses (dashed
lines), the core losses (dot-dashed lines), and the total losses (solid lines) in the HF
AC-link transformer. It can be seen that there is no substantial difference between
the three modulation schemes with regard to the losses in the transformer (the loss
lines quasi fall together). The analytically derived ZVS modulation scheme (‘A’)
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.15: (a)-(b) Losses in the HF AC-link transformer, (a) according to scenarios
1(a), 1(b), and 1(c); (b) according to scenarios 1(b) and 2(a). (c)-(d) Efficiency loss
due to the total losses in the HF AC-link transformer, (c) according to scenarios
1(a), 1(b), and 1(c); (d) according to scenarios 1(b) and 2(a).

shows a minor advantage at low power levels while the semi-analytically (‘SA’)
derived ZVS modulation scheme shows a slight advantage at high power levels.

From Figure 5.15(b), regarding scenarios 1(b) and 2(a), it can be seen that when
replacing the transformer used in the prototype converter (i.e. design A, indicated
by ‘Prot.’) by a further optimized design (i.e. design B, indicated by ‘Opt.’), a
more pronounced loss reduction is achieved. Note that for both designs, the volume
is equal, see Table 5.6.

Figure 5.15(c) (scenarios 1(a), 1(b), and 1(c)) and Figure 5.15(d) (scenarios 1(b),
2(a)) show the total loss of efficiency ∆ηtransf (expressed in %) that results from
the total losses in the HF AC-link transformer. It can once more be concluded that
the applied modulation scheme (‘N’, ‘A’, or ‘SA’) has only a small impact on the
total losses in the transformer, and thus on the efficiency loss due to these losses
(see Figure 5.15(c)). However, the applied transformer design (‘Prot.’ or ‘Opt’)
has a bigger impact on the transformer losses, and thus on the efficiency loss due
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.16: (a)-(b) Total losses in all magnetic elements of the DAB, (a) according
to scenarios 1(a), 1(b), and 1(c); (b) according to scenarios 1(b) and 2(a). (c)-(d)
Efficiency loss due to the total losses in all magnetic elements of the DAB, (c)
according to scenarios 1(a), 1(b), and 1(c); (d) according to scenarios 1(b) and
2(a).

to these losses (see Figure 5.15(d)). It might be appropriate to replace transformer
design A by transformer design B.

Total losses— Figure 5.16(a) shows the summed winding losses (dashed lines),
core losses (dot-dashed lines), and total losses (solid lines) in all the magnetic
elements of the DAB. It can be seen that there is no substantial difference between
the three modulation schemes with regard to the total losses in the magnetics (the
loss lines quasi fall together). The analytically derived ZVS modulation scheme
(‘A’) shows a minor advantage at low power levels while the semi-analytically (‘SA’)
derived ZVS modulation scheme shows a slight advantage at high power levels.

From Figure 5.16(b), regarding scenarios 1(b) and 2(a), it can be seen that when
replacing all magnetic designs A (prototype converter, indicated by ‘Prot.’) by
magnetic designs B (further optimized, indicated by ‘Opt.’), a substantial loss
reduction is achieved, which is mainly due to the improved design of the primary
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B̂ (mT), Lext B̂ (mT), Lc1 B̂ (mT), transf.

Design A Design B Design A Design B Design A Design B

N 207.8 - 258.7 - 272.3 -

SA 207 - 119.4 - 189.2 -

A 206.6 206.6 189.2 134.7 219.5 219.5

Table 5.7: Peak flux densities B̂ in all the magnetic elements of the DAB, calculated
for the different modulation schemes and regarding magnetic designs A (prototype
converter) and B (further optimized).

side commutation inductor Lc1, also resulting in a noticeable volume reduction
(see Table 5.5).

Figure 5.16(c) (scenarios 1(a), 1(b), and 1(c)) and Figure 5.16(d) (scenarios 1(b),
2(a)) show the total loss of efficiency ∆ηtot (expressed in %) that results from the
total losses in all magnetic elements of the DAB. It can once more be concluded
that the applied modulation scheme (‘N’, ‘A’, or ‘SA’) has only a small impact
on the total losses in the magnetics, and thus on the efficiency loss due to these
losses (see Figure 5.16(c)). However, the applied magnetic designs (‘Prot.’ or ‘Opt’)
have a substantial impact on the total losses and thus on the efficiency loss due to
these losses (see Figure 5.16(d)). Especially the replacement of the primary side
commutation inductor Lc1 is appropriate.

For completeness, the peak flux densities B̂ in all the magnetic elements of the
DAB, calculated for the different modulation schemes and regarding magnetic
designs A (prototype converter) and B (further optimized), are listed in Table 5.7.
It is clear that these values are all below the maximum allowed operating flux
density B̂max, being defined as B̂max = 0.7 · Bsat,100◦C = 0.7 · 410 = 287 mT for
the employed magnetic material (i.e. N97 from EPCOS).

5.2.5 Volume of the Inductors and Transformer

The boxed volumes of the inductors and the HF AC-link transformer regarding
designs A (prototype converter) and designs B (further optimized) are listed in
Tables 5.4-5.6:

� Main inductor Lext: Vind = 0.0661 liter (design A and design B);

� Primary side commutation inductor Lc1: Vind = 0.143 liter for design A and
Vind = 0.0358 liter for design B;

� HF AC-link transformer: Vtrans = 0.143 (design A and design B).
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The 60 x 60 x 10.5 mm fan (BISONIC, 12V DC, type BP601012M-W) in the
middle of Figure 5.9 is used to cool the magnetic elements of the DAB, having a
boxed volume of 0.0378 liter.

5.2.6 Remarks

The subject of further investigation/optimization might be to consider a T-type
instead of a Pi-type equivalent circuit of the HF AC-link, which allows integration
of the main inductor Lext and the primary side commutation inductor Lc1 by
effectively using/tailoring the transformer’s leakage inductances in order to obtain
the same circuit behavior [102–104, 128]. Furthermore, at present, a thermal model
for the magnetic elements, based on an extensive nodal network [116, 129], is
under development. Consequently, the thermal behavior, as well as the influence
of the temperature on the losses of the magnetics, could not be verified in advance.
Nevertheless, temperature measurements (thermal camera) are performed during
stationary converter operation at full power, showing ‘safe’ operating temperatures
of less than 90◦C.
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5.3 Output Filter Capacitors

5.3.1 LF Output Filter Capacitors

Since the DAB handles the double line frequency component of the input power, a
low-frequency (LF) filter capacitor C2,st (see Figure 3.1) is placed at the converter’s
DC output side in order to limit the output voltage ripple by smoothing the inherent
energy flow variation. Assuming unity power factor control, i.e. PF = 1, where
the input current iAC(t) is directly proportional to the input voltage vAC(t), the
output power (i.e. before C2,st) of the 1-S DAB AC–DC converter can be written
as:

pDC2(t) = η vAC(t) iAC(t) = η VAC IAC · (1− cos(2ωL t)),

= PDC2 · (1− cos(2ωL t)),
(5.40)

where η is the total conversion efficiency and ωL = 2π fL the angular frequency
of the mains. pDC2(t) thus consists of a constant power component PDC2

which is aimed for the load, and a time varying, 100 Hz power component
p̃DC2(t) = −PDC2 · cos(2ωL t) which is delivered to C2,st when pDC2(t) > PDC2

and which is delivered by C2,st when pDC2(t) < PDC2. Under the assumption of a
constant output voltage VDC2, the capacitor current iC2,st

(t) can be calculated as:

iC2,st(t) ≈
p̃DC2(t)

VDC2
=
−PDC2 · cos(2ωL t)

VDC2
. (5.41)

With iC2,st
(t) = C2,st · dṼDC2(t)/dt, the output voltage ripple ṼDC2(t) becomes:

ṼDC2(t) =
1

C2,st

∫
iC2,st(t)dt

=
−PDC2 · sin(2ωL t)

2ωL C2,st VDC2
.

(5.42)

As a result, the amplitude of the output voltage ripple equals:

ˆ̃VDC2 =
PDC2

2ωL C2,st VDC2
. (5.43)

In the final hardware prototype, the LF output filter capacitance C2,st is
realized using three 390 µF, 500 V DC, electrolytic capacitors (ELCOs), type
EETED2W391EA, from Panasonic [130], which are placed in parallel. This
leads to a total LF output filter capacitance value of C2,st = 1170 µF. For
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nominal conditions, i.e. VAC = VAC,nom = 230 V, IAC,P = IAC,P,nom = 16 A,
and VDC2 = VDC2,nom = 400 V, and under the assumption of a conversion
efficiency of η = 96 % and a power factor of PF = 1, this results in an very

acceptable output voltage ripple amplitude of ˆ̃VDC2 ≈ 12 V. The worst case (i.e. at
VAC = VAC,max = 253 V, IAC,P = IAC,P,nom = 16 A, and VDC2 = VDC2,min = 370 V)

ripple amplitude is ˆ̃VDC2 ≈ 14.2 V, which is still less than 4% of the output voltage.

5.3.2 HF Output Filter Capacitors

Besides the electrolytic LF output filter capacitors, small HF filter capacitors
are placed at the output of the DAB (see Figure 3.7) in order to bypass the HF
components of the instantaneous DAB output current i2. These capacitors are
placed as close as possible to the DAB’s half bridges, avoiding resonances due
to parasitic PCB inductances. Moreover, in order to avoid propagation of non-
bypassed HF currents to the LF filter capacitors, as well as oscillations due to
the interaction of parasitic inductances (e.g. the (equivalent) series inductances
of the LF and the HF filter capacitors) with the capacitances C2,st and C2, a
1 µH, 29 A rated SMD inductor, type IHLP5050EZER1R0M01, from Vishay Dale
[131] is placed in between the LF and the HF output filter capacitors. The HF
filter capacitance value C2 is realized using seven 1.5 µF, 630 V DC, metallized
polypropylene MKP film capacitors, type B32674D6155, from EPCOS [119], which
are placed in parallel. This leads to a total HF output filter capacitance value of
C2 = 10.5 µF and a maximum HF voltage ripple amplitude of less than 2 V for
the HF filter capacitors.

5.3.3 Capacitor Losses

Losses in the LF filter capacitors are caused by their equivalent series resistance
(ESR) and by the leakage current. The (maximum) ESR value listed in the
datasheet of the employed 390 µF EETED2W391EA ELCOs from Panasonic is
0.34 Ω at 120 Hz. According to the datasheet, the leakage current Ileak of a single
capacitor is calculated as Ileak = 3 · 10−6 ·

√
C V (A), with C the capacitance value

in µF and V the capacitor voltage. Consequently, the total power loss PC2,st
in the

LF output filter capacitors is determined by [132]:

PC2,st
= 3 · (I2

C2,st
· ESR + Ileak · VDC2), (5.44)

where IC2,st is the RMS value of the current that flows through a single capacitor.
The factor 3 is applied since three capacitors are placed in parallel. The total
losses in the LF output capacitors C2,st, expressed as percentage of the nominal
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.17: (a) Total losses in the LF output filter capacitors. (b) Efficiency
loss due to the total losses in the LF output filter capacitors.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.18: (a) Total losses in the HF output filter capacitors. (b) Efficiency
loss due to the total losses in the HF output filter capacitors.

(active) AC input current IAC,P,nom = 16 Arms, and calculated for the nominal AC
input voltage of VAC = VAC,nom = 230 Vrms and the nominal DC output voltage
of VDC2 = VDC2,nom = 400 V, are shown in Figure 5.17(a) while Figure 5.17(b)
depicts the efficiency loss due to these losses. Note that the LF capacitor losses are
independent of the applied DAB modulation scheme.

Since the leakage current of polypropylene film capacitors is very low, the losses in
the EPCOS HF output filter capacitors are mainly caused by the ESR, producing
a total loss of less than 0.5 W (see Figure 5.18). Consequently, the losses in the HF
output filter capacitors can be neglected. Furthermore, the 1 µH SMD inductor
which is placed between the HF and the LF output filter capacitances has a DC
resistance of 3 mΩ, also yielding negligible losses.
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5.3.4 Capacitor Volume

For the electrolytic LF output filter capacitors, with a diameter of 35 mm and
a height of 40 mm for a single capacitor, the total boxed volume is 0.147 liter.
The part of the SR’s fan that does not faces heat sink fins is facing the LF filter
capacitors, which are thereby cooled. Consequently, an additional volume of 0.024
liter (part of the SR’s fan that faces the LF capacitors and that is not taken into
account in the volume of the SR’s cooling system, see Section 5.1.3) is added to
the LF capacitor’s volume for the system volume calculation (see Section 5.6). For
the polypropylene HF output filter capacitors, with a width of 31.5 mm, a depth
of 12.5 mm, and a height of 19 mm (single capacitor), the total boxed volume is
0.052 liter. Note that, for a given rated voltage, the volume/capacitance ratio for
electrolytic capacitors is much lower than for film capacitors. Therefore electrolytic
capacitors instead of film capacitors are selected for the filtering of the LF currents.
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5.4 EMC Input Filter

In order to comply with the CISPR 22 Class B standard12 [56] for conducted
emission (CE), an electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) filter is designed. Thereby,
a differential mode (DM) filter is required in order to attenuate the HF components
of the instantaneous, HF switched, DAB input current i1 (see Figures 3.1 and
3.7), and a common mode (CM) filter for suppressing the CM noise on the earth
wire. The design of the DM and CM filters is usually performed separately, i.e.
DM filter design rules and procedures are well known and are typically more
straightforward than those for the CM filter design, which is mostly based on
trial-and-error methods and/or on the experience of the designer [106, 133, 134].

In the context of this work, where the main goal is to address the major shortcomings
of the existing analyses and circuit implementations of DAB converters, and to
demonstrate that a single-stage DAB AC–DC converter is feasible for the realization
of single-phase, bidirectional, and isolated energy conversions, the EMC input filter
is of minor importance. For this reason, and due to the fact that EMC compliance
with the CISPR 22 Class B standard could not be experimentally verified due
to the unavailability of the required measurement equipment, the filter has been
designed with a moderate level of detail. In fact, the main objective of the EMC
filter design performed in this thesis is to get a realistic idea of the volume occupied
and the losses generated by the filter, and of the impact of the three different ZVS
modulation schemes proposed in Chapter 4 on the required DM filter attenuation.
Consequently, this section only provides a brief summary of the applied design
procedures, the main (simulation) results, the final hardware realization, and the
filter losses/volume. Figure 5.19 shows the complete schematic of the single-stage
DAB AC–DC converter, including the employed two-stage DM and the three-stage
CM EMC filter architectures.

5.4.1 DM Filter Design

The differential mode (DM) EMC input filter is designed according to the procedure
outlined in [106], and conform the guidelines given in [107] regarding filter damping,
in order to comply with the CISPR 22 Class B standard [56] in the frequency range
of 150 kHz – 30 MHz. The employed procedure includes the correct modeling of
the line impedance stabilization network (LISN) and of the EMC test receiver (see
Figure 5.19), i.e. conform the CISPR 16 standard [135]. This enables a prediction of
the measurement results and thus gives the basis for the calculation of the required
attenuation and for the design of the DM input filter. The video-filtered quasi-peak

12Devices that are marketed for use in commercial, industrial or business environments are
classified as Class A digital devices. Devices that are marketed for use in residential environments,
notwithstanding their use in commercial, industrial, or business environments are classified as
Class B digital devices.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.19: Complete schematic of the single-stage DAB AC–DC converter,
including the two-stage DM and the three-stage CM EMC filters, the line impedance
stabilization network (LISN), and the EMC test receiver.

(QP) values VF(jω) at the output of the EMC test receiver need to be lower than
the CISPR 22 Class B limit LimB(jω). For all three ZVS modulation schemes
(numerical ‘N’, analytical ‘A’, and semi-analytical ‘SA’) proposed in Chapter 4, the
top inset of Table 5.8 lists the most critical (i.e. with regard to the required filter
attenuation) output values VF,fcrit , as well as the Class B limit value LimB,fcrit at
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the corresponding frequency fcrit, in case no DM input filter is present13. The unit
for VF,fcrit and LimB,fcrit is ‘dB·µV’. The required attenuation Attreq,fcrit (in dB)
of the input filter, including a margin of 6 dB, is consequently given by:

Attreq,fcrit = VF,fcrit − LimB,fcrit + 6 dB, (5.45)

which is also listed in the top inset of Table 5.8. Though the difference is quasi
negligible, it can be seen that Attreq,fcrit is lowest for the numerically derived
ZVS modulation scheme, which can be explained by the fact that, contrary to
the analytically and the semi-analytically derived modulation schemes, switching
frequency modulation is applied at high vDC1 (see Chapter 4). This results in
a broader spectral distribution of the harmonic power and/or reduction of the
amplitudes of individual harmonics [108], which translates to a slightly lower filter
volume.

In Figure 5.20, the simulated (nominal operating conditions) video-filtered quasi-
peak (QP) values VF(jω) (indicated by a ‘I’), before insertion of the designed

13Note that the values listed in Table 5.8 are obtained from simulations that are performed
under nominal operating conditions, i.e. at the nominal AC input voltage of VAC = 230 Vrms,
the nominal input current of IAC,P = IAC,P,nom = 16 Arms, a power factor of PF = 0.999, and
an output voltage of VDC2 = VDC2,nom = 400 V.

N SA A

Excl. filter

fcrit (kHz) 236.1 237.3 236.3

VF,fcrit (dB·µV) 169.3 171.6 170.4

LimB,fcrit (dB·µV) 62.23 62.19 62.22

VF,fcrit − LimB,fcrit (dB·µV) 107.07 109.41 108.18

Attreq,fcrit(dB)
107.07+6
= 113.07

109.41+6
= 115.41

108.18+6
= 114.18

Incl. filter

(prototype)

VF,fcrit (dB·µV) 62.53 64.93 63.79

VF,fcrit − LimB,fcrit (dB·µV) 0.3 2.74 1.57

Incl. filter

(modified)

VF,fcrit (dB·µV) 55.57 58.01 57.4

VF,fcrit − LimB,fcrit (dB·µV) -6.66 -4.18 -4.82

Table 5.8: Critical video-filtered quasi-peak (QP) values VF,fcrit at the output
of the EMC test receiver, as well as the Class B limit value LimB,fcrit at the
corresponding frequency fcrit, for all three ZVS modulation schemes (numerical
‘N’, analytical ‘A’, and semi-analytical ‘SA’) proposed in Chapter 4. Top inset:
excluding the DM input filter (these values determine the required filter attenuation
Attreq,fcrit); middle inset: including the DM input filter (prototype system); bottom
inset: including the DM input filter (modified design).
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Figure 5.20: Simulation of the QP measurement (based on the video-filtered
values of voltage VF(jω)) for the numerically derived ZVS modulation scheme,
before insertion of the designed DM input filter and under the assumption of zero
mains impedance. Also shown is the absolute lower boundary Minres(jω) for the
measurement result, as well as the CE limits according to CISPR 22 Classes A
and B.

DM input filter and under the assumption of zero mains impedance, are shown
for the numerically derived ZVS modulation scheme, along with the CISPR 22
Classes A and B limits. The critical output value VF,fcrit is indicated by a ‘H’. The
curve Minres(jω) is obtained as the square root of the sum of the squares of the
RMS values of all harmonic components Vmeas(jω) located within the resolution
bandwidth (RBW) of the EMC test receiver [106]. Note that vmeas is the voltage
at the LISN output, and is applied to the input of the EMC test receiver (see
Figure 5.19). Minres(jω) can be seen as a signal that shows equal spectral power
(equivalent RMS value) at the angular frequency ω = 2πf , as given for the original
signal within the RBW, defining an absolute lower boundary for the measurement
result. This boundary can be used in order to simplify the DM filter design and/or
to omit precise modeling of the EMC test receiver but, however, leads to an
underestimation of the required filter attenuation. Therefore, the Minres(jω)-line
is only shown for illustration.

The DM filter needs to be primarily designed in order to provide the required
attenuation Attreq,fcrit listed in Table 5.8 so that, in combination with an appropriate
CM filter, the converter complies with the EMC standards. However, control-
oriented aspects also have to be considered, ensuring a satisfactory operation of
the converter in combination with the input filter. Using the recursive design
procedure outlined in [106], the two-stage DM filter structure shown in Figure 5.19
turns out to be most appropriate for achieving these goals14. In order to provide

14The components of the DM filter in Figure 5.19 are indexed ‘DM’ (i.e. ‘DM1’ for the first
filter stage and ‘DM2’ for the second filter stage). The capacitive part CDM1 of the first DM
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Filter stage 1

Component Value Quantity Specification

LDM1 / LDM1,c, coupled
inductor

34.6 /
1.64 µH

2
Magnetics [136], High Flux 60,
CO58083A2, 23:5 turns, 11 AWG wire

LDM1,d, inductor 6.9 µH 2
Magnetics [136], MPP60, CO55351A2,
13 turns, 11 AWG wire

CDM1, X2 capacitor
(MKP)

13.2 µF 6 in par.
EPCOS [119] – B32923E3225, 2.2 µF,
305 VAC

RDM1,d, SMD resistor 0.19 Ω 2 x 2 in par. 0.38 Ω - 1 W

Filter stage 2

Component Value Quantity Specification

LDM2=Lmains 0...300 µH – Mains inductance

CDM2, X2 capacitor
(MKP)

1 µF 1
EPCOS [119] – B32923C3105, 1 µF,
305 VAC

CDM2,d, X2 capacitor
(MKP)

0.47 µF 1
EPCOS [119] – B32922C3474, 0.47 µF,
305 VAC

RDM2,d, SMD resistor 20 Ω 2 in ser. 10 Ω - 0.33 W

Table 5.9: Differential mode (DM) EMC input filter components.

sufficient damping of the filter resonances without decreasing the attenuation in
the frequency range that is relevant for compliance with the CISPR standard, for
each filter stage an (optimized) passive damping network is employed. Thereby, a
series inductor damping network with coupled inductors is selected for the first
filter stage while a parallel capacitor damping network is used for the second filter
stage. The final values15 and specifications of the DM filter components employed
in the converter prototype system developed in this work are listed in Table 5.9.
Note that the second filter stage is formed by capacitance CDM2 in combination
with the LISN (RLISN = 50 Ω, CLISN = 250 nF, LLISN = 50 µH, see Figure 5.19)
and the mains impedance (inductance) Lmains, i.e. no discrete inductor LDM2 is
present.

Figure 5.21 depicts the resulting attenuation characteristics AttFilt(jω) of the filter
(including the LISN) for three different mains inductances (Lmains = 0, 100, 300 µH).
The dashed lines correspond with the final filter without damping (undamped
filter), i.e. without LDM1,c, LDM1,d, and RDM1,d (damping network of the first
filter stage) and without CDM2,d and RDM2,d (damping network of the second filter
stage), while the solid lines show the attenuation characteristics with inclusion of
the above mentioned damping networks. Also indicated in Figure 5.21 is the filter
attenuation value AttFilt,fcrit at the, for the numerically derived ZVS modulation

filter stage is effectively realized by the HF DC-link capacitance C1, which quasi fully absorbs
the HF components of the instantaneous, HF switched, DAB input current i1, and thus acts as
an inherently integrated input filter.

15Remind that, in order to limit the required reactive power flow capability of the DAB converter,
the total DM EMC filter capacitance value has been restricted to: (CDM1 +CDM2)max 6 14.2 µF
(see Section 3.1 of Chapter 3).
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Figure 5.21: DM input filter attenuation characteristics (incl. LISN) for three
different mains impedances (inductances): Lmains = 0, 100, 300 µH. Solid lines:
with damping networks; dashed lines: without damping networks.

scheme, ‘critical’ frequency fcrit (see Table 5.8). As can be seen from Figure 5.22, the
filter damping increases the filter input impedance and thus reduces the amplitudes
of the oscillating currents and voltages that result from mains voltage distortions.
Additionally, as shown in Figure 5.23, it decreases the filter output impedance
at parallel resonant frequencies, facilitating the design of the system control. For
an assumed worst case mains inductance of Lmains = Lmains,max = 300 µH, it
is calculated that the magnitude of the filter output impedance is significantly
lower than the converter’s input impedance up to a frequency of about 1.5 kHz,
determining the absolute minimum control bandwidth [106, 107], i.e. Bw,min ≈
1.5 kHz.

Figure 5.24 shows the simulated (nominal operating conditions) video-filtered quasi-
peak (QP) values VF(jω) (indicated by a ‘I’), along with the CISPR 22 Classes A
and B limits and the lower boundary value Minres(jω), for the numerically derived
modulation scheme, after insertion of the designed DM input filter and under the
assumption of zero mains impedance. It can be seen that the critical output value
VF,fcrit (indicated by a ‘H’) quasi falls together with the Class B limit. The value
VF,fcrit , after insertion of the designed filter, is listed in the middle inset of Table 5.8
and is 0.3 dB higher than LimB,fcrit . This means that the attenuation provided
by the DM input filter used in the final prototype converter is slightly too low
for complying with the CISPR 22 Class B standard, especially when considering
the additional margin of 6 dB. The reason is that, similar as for the magnetic
components (see Section 5.2.3), the initial EMC input filter design is based on the
current-based (CB) ZVS DAB modulation scheme presented in [84], requiring a
lower filter attenuation than when using the final current-dependent charge-based
(CDCB) ZVS modulation schemes presented in Chapter 4. For the analytically and
the semi-analytically derived ZVS modulation schemes the situation is even worse
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Figure 5.22: Magnitude of the filter input impedance (excl. LISN) for open-circuit
filter output and for three different mains impedances (inductances): Lmains =
10, 100, 300 µH. Solid lines: with damping networks; dashed line: without damping
networks.

Figure 5.23: Magnitude of the filter output impedance (excl. LISN) for three
different mains impedances (inductances): Lmains = 10, 100, 300 µH. Solid lines:
with damping networks; dashed line: without damping networks.

than for the numerically derived modulation scheme, as can also be seen from the
middle inset of Table 5.8. Figure 5.25 is a repetition of Figure 5.24, employing a
slightly modified filter design whereby capacitance value CDM2 is increased from
1 µF to 2.2 µF. Now compliance with the CISPR 22 Class B standard is achieved, i.e.
VF,fcrit is substantially lower than LimB,fcrit . The same is true for the analytically
and the semi-analytically derived ZVS modulation schemes, as can be seen from
the bottom inset of Table 5.8. Note that the replacement of CDM2 does not imply
a substantial increase of the filter volume, neither it has a noticeable effect on the
other filter characteristics and the achievable power factor.
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Figure 5.24: Simulation of the QP measurement (based on the video-filtered
values of voltage VF(jω)) for the numerically derived ZVS modulation scheme,
after insertion of the designed DM input filter (prototype converter) and under the
assumption of zero mains impedance. Also shown is the absolute lower boundary
Minres(jω) for the measurement result, as well as the CE limits according to
CISPR 22 Classes A and B.

Figure 5.25: Simulation of the QP measurement (based on the video-filtered
values of voltage VF(jω)) for the numerically derived ZVS modulation scheme,
after insertion of the designed DM input filter (modified design) and under the
assumption of zero mains impedance. Also shown is the absolute lower boundary
Minres(jω) for the measurement result, as well as the CE limits according to
CISPR 22 Classes A and B.

The simulated (nominal operating conditions) low-frequency mains current
harmonics, which in the case at hand need to be below the limits defined in
the IEC 61000-3-2 standard [57] for Class A equipment, are depicted in Figure 5.26
and are well below the limits.
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Figure 5.26: Simulated low-frequency harmonics of the mains current, compared
to the IEC 61000-3-2 limits.

5.4.2 CM Filter Design

In order to successfully design a common mode (CM) filter that suppresses the CM
noise on the earth wire, an equivalent CM noise source model is required [133, 134].
Thereby, detailed knowledge of the relevant parasitic impedances, through which
the CM currents circulate, is essential. These impedances are mainly formed by
parasitic distributed capacitances that manifest between the different converter
components and the heat sinks which, for the system at hand, are connected to
the distribution protective earth (PE). In addition, the different values for the
stray capacitances to PE, as well as the inductances of the interconnections and
their mutual magnetic couplings should be taken into account. As a result, the
design of the CM EMC filter is mostly performed after the realization of a first
converter prototype system16. The parasitic impedances can then be identified
through impedance measurements and a CM noise propagation model can be
derived for the frequency range where the main CM filter components are to be
designed. Consequently, several design iterations of the prototype system and/or
the CM filter might be required until compliance with CISPR 22 Class B standard
for conducted emission (CE) is obtained. This can be a very time intensive and
complex task. Therefore, and as in the context of this work the EMC input filter
(especially the CM filter part17) is of minor importance, here the CM filter design
is omitted. Nevertheless, for comprehensiveness a CM filter has been added to
the converter hardware. However, the selection of the filter architecture and the
determination of the CM component values are based on intuition, rather than on
modeling and optimization. Therefore it cannot be assured that the filter complies

16The fact that the DM filter components have an influence on the behavior of the CM current
propagation paths implies that the design of the DM filter needs to be available/ready for a CM
modeling procedure.

17Note that it is the DM filter and not the CM filter which mainly defines the EMC filter
volume, the low-load power factor, and the dynamics of the system.
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AC-side: filter stage 1

Component Value Quantity Specification

LCM1, inductor
0.34 mH @
100 kHz

1
Vacuumschmelze VAC [137],
VITROPERM 500F, L2020-W409, 2 x 5
turns, 11 AWG wire

CCM1,A, Y2 capacitor
(MKP)

6.8 nF 2 x 1
EPCOS [119] – B32021A3682, 6.8 nF,
300 VAC

CCM1,B, Y2 capacitor
(MKP)

2.2 nF 2 x 1
EPCOS [119] – B32021A3222, 2.2 nF,
300 VAC

AC-side: filter stage 2

Component Value Quantity Specification

LCM2, inductor
0.34 mH @
100 kHz

1
Vacuumschmelze VAC [137],
VITROPERM 500F, L2020-W409, 2 x 5
turns, 11 AWG wire

CCM2, Y2 capacitor
(MKP)

10 nF 2 x 1
EPCOS [119] – B32022A3103, 10 nF,
300 VAC

AC-side: filter stage 3

Component Value Quantity Specification

CCM3, Y2 capacitor
(MKP)

1 nF 2 x 1
EPCOS [119] – B32021A3102, 1 nF,
300 VAC

DC-side

Component Value Quantity Specification

CMP, Y2 capacitor
(MKP)

13.6 nF 2 x 2
EPCOS [119] – B32021A3682, 6.8 nF,
300 VAC

Table 5.10: Common mode (CM) EMC input filter components.

with the standard. As can be seen from Figure 5.19, in which the components
of the CM filter are indexed ‘CM’ (i.e. ‘CM1’ for the first, ‘CM2’ for the second,
and ‘CM3’ for the third filter stage), a three-stage CM EMC filter structure is
employed. The final values and specifications of the CM filter components used in
the converter prototype system are listed in Table 5.10.

5.4.3 EMC Filter Losses and Volume

Figure 5.27 shows the hardware realization of the CM and DM EMC input filter.
With a width of 132 mm, a height of 72 mm, and a depth of 25 mm, the total
boxed volume of the filter board is 0.238 liter18. An additional volume of 0.042 liter
is occupied by six CM filter capacitors that are placed on another PCB, yielding a
total EMC filter volume of 0.279 liter.

18Note that this volume includes the converter’s AC connection terminals and an AC fuse, the
converter’s DC connection terminals and a DC fuse (both not shown in the picture), a 2-electrode
surge arrestor (type EC600-X, EPCOS), and several metal oxide varistors.
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Figure 5.27: Hardware realization of the EMC input filter.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.28: (a) Total losses in the EMC input filter. (b) Efficiency loss due to
the total losses in the EMC input filter.

Since the leakage current of polypropylene film capacitors is very low, the losses in
the EPCOS HF EMC filter capacitors are mainly caused by the ESR, producing a
total loss of less than 0.4 W. Consequently, the losses in the EMC filter capacitors
can be neglected. The same goes for the losses (less than 0.1 W) in damping
resistors RDM1,d and RDM2,d, and for the core losses of the DM inductors. The
reason is that the largest part of the HF components of the instantaneous, HF
switched, DAB input current i1, are bypassed by DM filter capacitance CDM1. As
a result, the main contributors to the overall losses of the EMC input filter are the
losses due to DC resistance of the CM and DM inductor windings.

The total losses of the EMC input filter, expressed as percentage of the nominal
(active) AC input current IAC,P,nom = 16 Arms, and calculated for the nominal AC
input voltage of VAC = VAC,nom = 230 Vrms and the nominal DC output voltage
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of VDC2 = VDC2,nom = 400 V, are shown in Figure 5.28(a), while Figure 5.28(b)
depicts the efficiency loss due to these losses. Note that the EMC filter losses are
quasi independent of the applied DAB modulation scheme. In future, the design
of the EMC input filter may be performed with respect to the optimization of a
certain Performance Index (e.g. maximum power density or minimum losses) such
as in [138].
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5.5 Control Board

5.5.1 Controller Hardware

The control hardware consists of an on-board FPGA, in particular the ALTERA
EP3C25E144C8N CYCLONE III, which is operated with a clock frequency of
62.5 MHz and programmed in the VHDL hardware description language. The
FPGA is responsible for generating the PWM gate drive signals, for reading in
the current and voltage measurement peripherals (A/D converters), and for ‘fast’
overcurrent and overvoltage protection. Moreover it communicates over Ethernet
with an off-board PC-based Real-Time Target (RTT) from Triphase [139]. The use
of the Triphase RTT allows flexible implementation of different control algorithms.
In a next phase the functions of the RTT can be implemented on the 3C25 FPGA
by means of an embedded CPU [139]. The RTT can be programmed and operated
through Matlab/SimulinkTM where the controllers, the ‘slow’ protection, the start-
stop procedures, the control parameter generation, and the delay and dead-time
compensation are implemented (see Section 5.5.2). The Real-TimeWorkshopTM

automatic code generator translates the Matlab/SimulinkTM model into C-code
which is compiled and executed by the RTT. Figure 5.29 shows the hardware
implementation of the control board with inter alia the ALTERA CYCLONE III
FPGA, the ETHERNET interface, a CAN-bus interface, as well as several auxiliary
power supplies for powering all low voltage circuitry and the gate drive units.

5.5.2 Controller Software

The cascaded control structure used to control the DAB input current iDAB1 in
accordance to (3.12) is shown in Figure 5.30. The dashed lines indicate which part
of the controller hardware (see Section 5.5.1) performs each particular task. The

Figure 5.29: Hardware implementation of the control board.
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measured quantities (index m) that are available in the PFGA as digital signals are
also indicated in Figure 5.30. A PI current control loop controls iDAB1 based on a
reference value iDAB1,ref which is generated using a Phase Locked Loop (PLL) and

calculation of (3.12). The set values Î∗AC,P, dir∗, and PF∗ origin from an external
source such as the battery management system or the vehicle power management
system. For testing of the prototype system a fixed voltage was used at the output
of the DAB and the set values were manually applied. Optionally, an outer PI
voltage controller can be used to control the output voltage VDC2.

The control parameters needed for the DAB to generate the set current iDAB1,set are
determined using lookup tables which are stored in the memory of the RTT. The
control parameter lookup tables are calculated for the whole converter’s operating
range conform Figure 3.6, using the CDCB ZVS modulation schemes derived in
Chapter 4. Based on [iDAB1,set; vDC1,m;VDC2,m], the modulation parameters xset,
the delay vector tsw,del,set, and the dead time vector tdead,set are determined
using linear table interpolation. tsw,del,set and tdead,set consist of respectively
the switching delays tsw,del (according to equation (3.66)) and dead times tdead,min

(according to equation (3.67)) at the different commutation instances θi = {α,
β, γ, and δ} (see Section 3.3.2). Lastly, the modulator function calculates the
frequency counter fctr, and the timing and duty-cycle counters for each bridge
leg: Tctr = [Tctr,11;Tctr,12;Tctr,21;Tctr,22]; Dctr = [Dctr,11;Dctr,12;Dctr,21;Dctr,22].
These, as well as the enable signals EN and the SR state stSR, are inputted to the
FPGA PWM-generation modules.

The closed loop control of DAB converters is typically performed in this fashion
[39, 92], i.e. using lookup tables in which pre-calculated values for the modulation
parameters (i.e. the duty-cycles, the phase-shift angle, the dead-times, and the
delay compensation) are stored. It turns out that the use of a pre-calculated set
of control values is the simpler and more straightforward method to control DAB
converters. The lack of the massive calculation power needed to solve the control
equations is the major reason. Using lookup tables, complex relations can be
pre-calculated. Moreover, high density non-volatile memories make a high number
of table dimensions feasible. Furthermore, the lookup table is used to put the
converter in a quasi-static operating point, drawing a given current in the presence
of two back emfs. However, table entries are dedicated results for one particular
DAB converter. In practice, the system may be sensitive to changes of inductance
values, and care should be taken when using high-performance MOSFETs. Loss of
ZVS can easily cause device destruction. The DAB inductances, however, could be
considered as another dimension of the lookup table.
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5.6 Overall Converter Losses and Volume

The summation of the losses and volumes of the different converter components,
which are designed in the previous sections, leads to the overall performance (i.e.
with regard to the conversion efficiency and the power density) of the investigated
single-phase, single-stage, bidirectional, and isolated DAB AC–DC converter. Below,
the achieved (calculated) conversion efficiency and power density of the complete
system are presented for two converter designs:

1. Converter design A (prototype converter), which is implemented using heat
sink designs A (see Section 5.1) and using inductor/transformer designs A
(see Section 5.2);

2. Converter design B (further optimized), which is implemented using heat
sink designs B (see Section 5.1) and using inductor/transformer designs B
(see Section 5.2).

The prototype converter system developed in this work (see Section 5.6.3) is realized
in accordance with converter design A. Converter design B, which uses further
optimized heat sinks (i.e. the thickness of the fins and the width of the heat
sink channels are adapted in order to achieve a lower thermal resistance) and
further optimized magnetic components, yields higher conversion efficiencies and a
higher power density compared to converter design A (prototype system) and is
used to quantify the performance enhancement that is possible by applying minor
adjustments to the component hardware realizations. As the outer dimensions of the
adjusted components, i.e. the heat sinks and the DAB’s magnetic components, stay
the same (except for the dimensions of the primary side commutation inductor Lc1),
these adjustments do not imply a complete redesign of the mechanical assembly,
enabling simple replacement.

5.6.1 Converter Losses and Efficiency

Figure 5.31 depicts the total converter losses and the corresponding conversion
efficiencies, calculated for the following scenarios:

1. Converter design A (prototype converter), applying the

(a) Numerically derived ZVS modulation scheme (cf. Section 4.1);

(b) Analytically derived ZVS modulation scheme (cf. Section 4.2);

(c) Semi-analytically derived ZVS modulation scheme (cf. Section 4.3).

2. Converter design B (further optimized), applying the
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.31: (a)-(b) Total losses of the investigated DAB AC–DC converter, (a)
according to scenarios 1(a), 1(b), and 1(c); (b) according to scenarios 1(b) and
2(a). (c)-(d) Calculated efficiency of the investigated DAB AC–DC converter, (c)
according to scenarios 1(a), 1(b), and 1(c); (d) according to scenarios 1(b) and
2(a).

(a) Analytically derived ZVS modulation scheme (cf. Section 4.2).

Scenarios 1(a), 1(b), and 1(c) allow to objectively compare the three different DAB
modulation schemes proposed in Chapter 4 with regard to the total converter losses
and efficiency. Furthermore, scenario 2(a) can be compared with scenario 1(b) in
order to investigate the performance improvement that is possible by replacing
converter design A (prototype) by the further optimized design B. The different
quantities on the y-axes of Figure 5.31 are depicted as function of the active AC
input current IAC,P (x-axes) which is expressed as percentage of the nominal
(active) AC input current IAC,P,nom = 16 Arms. The figure is obtained for the
nominal AC input voltage of VAC = VAC,nom = 230 Vrms and the nominal DC
output voltage of VDC2 = VDC2,nom = 400 V. In order to meet the power factor
requirement specified in Table 1.1 of Section 1.3, the applied power factor (PF) is
calculated with (5.21).
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Figure 5.31(a) shows the total converter losses regarding scenarios 1(a), 1(b), and
1(c). It can be seen that there is no substantial difference between the three
modulation schemes with regard to the total converter losses. From Figure 5.31(b),
regarding scenarios 1(b) and 2(a), it can be seen that when replacing converter
design A (prototype, indicated by ‘Prot.’) by converter design B (further optimized,
indicated by ‘Opt.’), a substantial loss reduction is achieved, which mainly results
from the improved design of the primary side commutation inductor Lc1 and the
HF AC-link transformer. Note that the calculated overall converter losses include
the auxiliary power losses, which comprise the power consumption of the fans and
of the control board. These losses are estimated to be approximately 7 W (see also
Figure 5.32).

Figure 5.31(c) (scenarios 1(a), 1(b), and 1(c)) and Figure 5.31(d) (scenarios 1(b),
2(a)) show the system’s conversion efficiency. From Figure 5.31(c) it can be seen
that the applied modulation scheme (‘N’, ‘A’, or ‘SA’) has only a small impact on
the efficiency, which is above 95 % for input powers higher than 20 % of the nominal
input power, with a very flat efficiency curve and thus a high partial-load efficiency
over the power range. The peak efficiency is around 96.1 % and the efficiency at
nominal input power approximately 95.6 %. However, from Figure 5.31(d) it is
clear that, at all power levels, an important efficiency enhancement is feasible (up
to around 0.8 %) when considering converter design B (‘Opt.’) instead of converter
design A (‘Prot.’). This results in a conversion efficiency that is above 95.6 % for
input powers higher than 20 % of the nominal input power, with again a very flat
efficiency curve and thus a high partial-load efficiency over the power range. The
peak efficiency is now around 96.75 % and the efficiency at nominal input power
approximately 96 %.

Figure 5.32 shows the loss contribution of the different converter components for
both converter designs A (dark gray bars) and B (light gray bars), calculated
using the analytically derived ZVS modulation scheme. Figure 5.32(a) corresponds
with the nominal AC input voltage of VAC = 230 Vrms, the nominal input current
of IAC,P = IAC,P,nom = 16 Arms, a power factor of PF = 0.999, and an output
voltage of VDC2 = VDC2,nom = 400 V, while Figure 5.32(b) corresponds with the
same voltage conditions but is calculated for a reduced input power: IAC,P =
0.2 · IAC,P,nom = 3.2 Arms and PF = 0.983.

The loss reduction achieved by using converter design B (‘Opt’, light gray bars)
instead of converter design A (‘Prot.’, dark gray bars) is 16.1 W at the nominal
input power (see Figure 5.32(a)) and 5.3 W at 20% of the nominal input power
(see Figure 5.32(b)). This reduction is mainly the result of the improved design of
the primary side commutation inductor Lc1 and the HF AC-link transformer. It is
also clear that the semiconductor power switches are the biggest contributors to
the overall losses.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.32: Loss contribution of the different converter components for both
converter designs A (dark gray bars) and B (light gray bars), calculated using the
analytically derived ZVS modulation scheme. (a) Conditions: VAC = 230 Vrms,
IAC,P = IAC,P,nom = 16 Arms, PF = 0.999, and VDC2 = VDC2,nom = 400 V.
(b) Same voltage conditions but now IAC,P = 0.2 · IAC,P,nom = 3.2 Arms and
PF = 0.983.

5.6.2 Converter Volume and Power Density

Figure 5.33 shows the volume contribution of the different converter components
for both converter designs A (dark gray bars) and B (light gray bars), calculated
using the boxed component volumes derived in the previous sections. The bars
‘total, excl. other’ represent the summation of the component volumes listed in
Figure 5.33, while the bars ‘total, incl. other’ represent the total boxed volume
of the complete converter system, including the ‘dead space’ and the volume of
the remaining electronic components such as the measurement circuits, the PCBs,
and the gate drive units. As the outer dimensions of the optimized heat sinks,
the optimized main inductor Lext, and the optimized HF AC-link transformer (i.e.
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Figure 5.33: Volume contribution of the different converter components for both
converter designs A (dark gray bars) and B (light gray bars).

Design A (Prot.) Design B (Opt.)

V (liter) ρ (kW/liter) V (liter) ρ (kW/liter)

Incl. ‘other + dead space’ 1.87 2 1.76 2.1

Excl. ‘other + dead space’ 1.47 2.5 1.36 2.7

Packing factor fpack 1.47/1.87 = 0.79 1.36/1.76 = 0.77

Table 5.11: Converter power density values (at 3.7 kW, nominal input power).

regarding converter design B) are the same as for converter design A (prototype
converter), the volume reduction achieved for the improved converter design B only
results from the smaller size of the (improved) primary side commutation inductor
Lc1, leading to a volume reduction of 0.107 liter.

The power density values (ρ) that correspond with the total volumes in Figure 5.33,
calculated for the nominal input power of 3.7 kW, are listed in Table 5.11. A high
power density of approximately 2 kW/liter is achieved for the prototype converter
(i.e. design A) while the power density of the improved converter design (i.e. design
B) is around 2.1 kW/liter. When only considering the volume occupied by the main
converter components, i.e. neglecting the ‘dead space’ and the volume occupied
by the measurement circuits, PCBs, and gate drive units, the power densities are
respectively 2.5 and 2.7 kW/liter. This means that there is still room for reducing
the total volume of the system by a more effective assembly of the components.
By dividing the volume value ‘total, excl. other’ by the volume value ‘total, incl.
other’, the packing factor fpack is obtained, being a measure of how ‘good’ the
different components are assembled. The packing factors for converter designs A
and B are respectively fpack,A = 0.786 and fpack,B = 0.774 (see Table 5.11), being
rather average.
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5.6.3 Prototype Converter Realization

The 3.7 kW, single-phase, single-stage, bidirectional and isolated DAB AC–DC
converter prototype system developed in this work, being realized in accordance
with converter design A, is shown in Figure 5.34. Figure 5.34(c) depicts the
pre-developed 3D CAD model of the system.

As mentioned in Section 5.2.3, the primary side commutation inductance Lc1 (see
Figure 5.11, left inset) was originally not included in the hardware design, but is
added in a later phase in order to enable full-operating-range CDCB ZVS operation
according to the ZVS verification method proposed in Section 3.3.2 and using the
CDCB ZVS modulation schemes subsequently derived in Chapter 4. Although not
shown in Figure 5.34, during testing Lc1 was connected to the prototype converter
with the screws that are located on the top power PCB (i.e. using the connection
terminals of the HF AC-link transformer and the main inductor Lext). Also, the
volume of this inductor is included in the results for the system’s volume and power
density, which are listed in Table 5.11.

Lastly, in Figures 5.35 and 5.36 the converter losses and the corresponding
conversion efficiencies (calculated) of the prototype DAB AC–DC converter (i.e.
regarding converter design A), at different output voltages (nominal AC input
voltage of VAC = VAC,nom = 230 Vrms), are shown. Figure 5.35 is obtained
using the numerically derived ZVS modulation scheme (cf. Section 4.1) while
Figure 5.36 is obtained using the semi-analytically derived ZVS modulation scheme
(cf. Section 4.3). Only a minor difference (around 0.25 % at maximum) can be
noticed between the efficiency curves at different output voltages, i.e. the efficiency
is highest for the lowest output voltage and lowest for the highest output voltage.
In Section 6.2.2 of Chapter 6 these (calculated) efficiency curves are compared
with the efficiencies obtained (measured) from the 3.7 kW DAB AC–DC converter
prototype shown in Figure 5.34, as well as with the efficiency curves of several
(similar) state-of-the-art dual-stage prototype systems reported in literature (see
Section 6.2.3).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.34: 3.7 kW, single-phase, single-stage, bidirectional, and isolated DAB
AC–DC converter prototype system.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.35: (a) Total losses and (b) the corresponding conversion efficiencies
(calculated) of the prototype DAB AC–DC converter, at different output voltages
(nominal AC input voltage of VAC = VAC,nom = 230 Vrms), obtained using the
numerically derived ZVS modulation scheme (cf. Section 4.1).

(a) (b)

Figure 5.36: (a) Total losses and (b) the corresponding conversion efficiencies
(calculated) of the prototype DAB AC–DC converter, at different output voltages
(nominal AC input voltage of VAC = VAC,nom = 230 Vrms), obtained using the
semi-analytically derived ZVS modulation scheme (cf. Section 4.3).
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5.7 Conclusion

Based on the values for the circuit level variables L, Lc1, Lc2, and n1/n2, and based
on the CDCB ZVS modulation schemes derived in Chapter 4 (i.e. according
to the numerical, the analytical, and the semi-analytical approach), in this
chapter the main functional elements of the investigated single-phase, single-stage,
bidirectional, and isolated DAB AC–DC converter are designed. As explained
in the introduction of this chapter, thereby the partial converter functions are
separated and outer (global) optimization loops, i.e. with regard to the circuit
level variables and the switching frequency, are omitted. Nevertheless, state-of-the
art design methods/procedures, models for the component losses, and volume
models are combined with custom developed (local) optimization algorithms in
order to obtain a high-efficiency and high-power-density converter design that is in
compliance with the system requirements specified in Table 1.1 of Section 1.3.

The summation of the losses and volumes of the individual converter components,
which are designed in the different sections of this chapter, leads to the overall
performance (i.e. with regard to the conversion efficiency and the power density) of
the investigated single-phase, single-stage, bidirectional, and isolated DAB AC–DC
converter. The prototype converter system developed in this work is realized in
accordance with converter design A, which is implemented using heat sink designs
A (see Section 5.1) and using inductor/transformer designs A (see Section 5.2),
resulting in:

� A high (calculated) conversion efficiency, which is above 95 % for input powers
higher than 20 % of the nominal input power, with a very flat efficiency
curve and thus a high partial-load efficiency over the power range. The
peak efficiency is around 96.1 % and the efficiency at nominal input power
approximately 95.6 %;

� A high power density of approximately 2 kW/liter. When only considering
the volume occupied by the main converter components, i.e. neglecting the
‘dead space’ and the volume occupied by the measurement circuits, PCBs,
and gate drive units, the power density is 2.5 kW/liter, resulting in a packing
factor of fpack = 0.786, being rather average. This means that there is still
room for reducing the total volume of the system and thus increasing the
power density by a more effective assembly of the components.

An improved converter design (referred to as converter design B) is possible by
using further optimized heat sink designs (i.e. heat sink designs B; see Section 5.1)
and further optimized inductor/transformer designs (i.e. inductor/transformer
designs B; see Section 5.2), resulting in:
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� A conversion efficiency that is above 95.6 % for input powers higher than
20 % of the nominal input power, with again a very flat efficiency curve and
thus a high partial-load efficiency over the power range. The peak efficiency is
now around 96.75 % and the efficiency at nominal input power approximately
96 %;

� A power density of approximately 2.1 kW/liter, and 2.7 kW/liter when only
considering the volume occupied by the main converter components. The
packing factor for converter design B is fpack = 0.774.

As for converter design B the outer dimensions of the adjusted components, i.e.
the heat sinks and the DAB’s magnetic components, stay the same (except for
the dimensions of the primary side commutation inductor Lc1), these adjustments
do not imply a complete redesign of the mechanical assembly, enabling simple
replacement. Note that the efficiency enhancement that is achieved for converter
design B is mainly the result of the improved design of the primary side commutation
inductor Lc1 and the HF AC-link transformer.

In order to comply with the CISPR 22 Class B standard for conducted emission
(CE), an electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) filter is designed. Since the initial
design of the differential mode (DM) filter part is based on an inadequate current-
based (CB) ZVS DAB modulation scheme, the attenuation provided by the DM
input filter used in the final prototype converter is slightly too low for complying
with the standard. This can be overcome through a minor filter modification, which
does not imply a substantial increase of the filter volume, neither it has a noticeable
effect on the other filter characteristics and the achievable power factor. Regarding
the CM filter, the selection of the filter architecture and the determination of
the CM component values are based on intuition, rather than on modeling and
optimization. Therefore it cannot be assured that the CM filter complies with the
standard.

Further conclusions are:

� The applied modulation scheme (i.e. the numerically, the analytically, and
the semi-analytically derived schemes) has a negligible impact on the total
converter losses and thus on the efficiency of the system;

� The semiconductor power switches are the biggest contributors to the overall
losses, confirming the assumption made in Section 4.1.1 of Chapter 4,
regarding the determination of the cost function applied for the numerical
approach used to determine an optimal CDCB ZVS modulation scheme for
the DAB;

� Only a minor difference (around 0.25 % at maximum) can be noticed between
the efficiency curves at different output voltages, i.e. the efficiency is highest
for the lowest output voltage and lowest for the highest output voltage;
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� The required DM filter attenuation is slightly lower for the numerically derived
ZVS modulation scheme than for the analytically and the semi-analytically
derived schemes. This can be explained by the fact that for the numerically
derived scheme switching frequency modulation is applied at high vDC1, which
is not the case for the other schemes;

� The simulated low-frequency mains current harmonics, which in the case at
hand need to be below the limits defined in the IEC 61000-3-2 standard for
Class A equipment are well below the limits.

As far as the calculations/simulations presented in this chapter are correct, at
this point the converter requirements specified in Table 1.1 of Section 1.3 are
achieved, though there are still uncertainties regarding the EMC compliance. In
the next chapter the (calculated) efficiency curves are compared with the efficiencies
obtained (measured) from the 3.7 kW DAB AC–DC converter prototype, as well as
with the efficiency curves of several (similar) state-of-the-art dual-stage prototype
systems reported in literature (see Section 6.2.3).



6
Measurement Setup and

Experimental Results

In the previous chapter, the different functional elements of the investigated single-
phase, single-stage, bidirectional and isolated DAB AC–DC converter are designed,
the realization of the converter prototype is detailed, and the global performance
of the system is calculated. This chapter presents the results of an extensive
system characterization whereby it is experimentally verified whether the predicted
performance is effectively reached. In order to validate the theoretical analysis, i.e.
the steady-state converter model and the ZVS analysis presented in Chapter 3, as
well as the CDCB ZVS modulation schemes proposed in Chapter 4, first a DC–DC
system characterization is performed, which allows to investigate if the measured
HF AC-link voltages and currents are in agreement with the calculated waveforms
and, consequently, if ZVS operation is achieved as predicted. Subsequently, an
AC–DC system characterization is presented, allowing to evaluate the performance
of the prototype converter with regard to the reached efficiency and with regard to
the quality of the AC input power. Lastly, the system is briefly compared with
several (similar) state-of-the-art dual-stage prototype systems reported in literature.
The chapter starts with detailing the implementation of the measurement setup
that is used to perform above characterizations.

239
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6.1 Measurement Setup

In order to be able to test the prototype system in a flexible way, a dedicated
measurement setup is developed. This setup allows to perform DC–DC as well as
AC–DC measurements. In order to evaluate the efficiency and the power quality of
the AC input power, during DC–DC and AC–DC operation, the input side (AC-
side) and the output side (DC-side) of the DAB AC–DC converter are connected
to the voltage and current input terminals of a high-precision power analyzer (see
Section 6.2).

6.1.1 Setup for DC–DC Testing

Figure 6.1 shows the principle schematic of the test setup used to perform DC–DC
measurements on the prototype converter. Thereby, a 15 kVA KEB COMBIVERT
frequency inverter [140] is used in order to realize two buck-boost DC–DC converters
with controllable DC output voltage. The DC-bus capacitance Cbus of the KEB
inverter is charged to a bus voltage of about 600 V by a motor-generator group
that is connected to the input terminals of the inverter’s diode bridge rectifier.
Using two bridge legs of the 3-leg inverter bridge, and using two external inductors
Lbb,1 and Lbb,2 combined with two electrolytic DC-bus capacitor banks Cbb,1 and
Cbb,2, the two mentioned bidirectional buck-boost DC–DC converters are realized.

M

G

Figure 6.1: Test setup for DC–DC testing of the single-phase, single-stage,
bidirectional, and isolated DAB AC–DC converter.
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The input terminals and the output terminals of the DAB AC–DC converter under
test are connected to the terminals of respectively Cbb,1 and Cbb,2. The voltages
across these capacitor banks can be precisely controlled by PWM modulation of
the corresponding bridge legs of the KEB inverter. This is done using a dedicated
control board developed by Triphase NV [139], which communicates over Ethernet
with an off-board PC-based Real-Time Target (RTT). The latter is programmed
and operated through Matlab/SimulinkTM where the PI controllers for the two
buck-boost DC–DC converters are implemented (i.e. by means of an inner current
control loop and an outer voltage control loop). As explained in Section 5.5, and
as can be seen from Figure 6.1, the DAB AC–DC converter under test is controlled
using the same platform. Consequently, two Matlab/SimulinkTM models (one for
the buck-boost DC–DC converters and one for the DAB AC–DC converter under
test) are required, which run on one single design PC. During testing, energy
circulates from the inverter’s DC-bus, via one of the two buck-boost DC–DC
converters, towards the DAB AC–DC converter, and back to the inverter’s DC-bus
via the second buck-boost DC–DC converter. In a similar way, energy can also flow
in the opposite direction and thus the setup allows for bidirectional power flow. As
a result, a very flexible test setup is realized, enabling DC–DC characterization of
the DAB AC–DC converter, in both power flow directions, and with DC voltages
that can easily be adjusted. Note that, due to the energy circulation, only the loss
energy has to be provided by the motor-generator group.

6.1.2 Setup for AC–DC Testing

For AC–DC testing of the DAB AC–DC converter, the test setup shown in Figure 6.1
is slightly modified. As can be seen from Figure 6.2, the AC input terminals of
the DAB AC–DC converter are now connected to a California Instruments 3 x
3001 iX general purpose AC power source [141] instead of to capacitor bank Cbb,1,
while the DC output terminals are still connected to capacitor bank Cbb,2. The AC
power source thus provides AC power to the AC input port of the DAB AC–DC
converter. The energy that leaves the converter at its DC output port flows to the
KEB inverter’s DC-bus via the buck-boost DC–DC converter that still controls the
voltage across Cbb,2. The second buck-boost DC–DC converter is now controlled
in order to provide the converted energy to a resistive load, which is connected to
capacitor bank Cbb,1. The motor-generator group is still connected to the input
terminals of the inverter’s diode bridge rectifier in order to keep the voltage across
Cbus high enough for the two buck-boost DC–DC converters to work properly.
Note that the California Instruments general purpose AC power source does not
allow to sink energy, and therefore only unidirectional power flow is possible (i.e.
from the AC input port of the DAB AC–DC converter to its DC output port). The
test setup described above is depicted in Figure 6.3(a), while Figure 6.3(b) shows
the California Instruments 3 x 3001 iX AC power source.
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Figure 6.2: Test setup for AC–DC testing of the single-phase, single-stage,
bidirectional, and isolated DAB AC–DC converter.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.3: (a) Picture of the test setup. (b) California Instruments 3 x 3001 iX
general purpose AC power source, providing AC power to the input terminals of
the DAB AC–DC converter during AC–DC testing.
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6.2 Experimental Results

Below, the results of a DC–DC and an AC–DC characterization of the prototype
DAB AC–DC converter system at room temperature (TAm ≈ 22 ◦C) are presented.
The DC–DC system characterization has the goal to validate the theoretical analyses
outlined in the previous chapters, i.e. the steady-state converter model and the ZVS
analysis presented in Chapter 3, as well as the CDCB ZVS modulation schemes
proposed in Chapter 4. The goal of the AC–DC characterization is to evaluate the
performance of the converter prototype with regard to the reached efficiency and
with regard to the quality of the AC input power. Consequently, in this section
the following questions are answered:

� Section 6.2.1, DC–DC characterization:

– Are the steady-state converter model and the ZVS analysis presented in
Chapter 3 correct?

– Are the CDCB ZVS modulation schemes proposed in Chapter 4 valid?

� Section 6.2.2, AC–DC characterization:

– Is the prototype converter in compliance with the system requirements
specified in Table 1.1 of Section 1.3?

– Is the performance predicted in Chapter 5 effectively reached?

It should be noted that the conversion efficiency and the converter’s AC input
power quality are evaluated using the Yokogawa WT3000 precision power analyzer,
having a power accuracy reading of ±0.02 %. Furthermore, the converter prototype
has only been tested using the numerically (acc. to Section 4.1) and the semi-
analytically (acc. to Section 4.3) derived CDCB ZVS modulation schemes. This is
due to the fact that the analytical approach (see Section 4.2) has been developed
during the writing process of this thesis, and no time was left to perform additional
measurements. Nevertheless, since the analytically derived scheme is based on the
results obtained from the numerically derived scheme, and thus also relies on the
CDCB ZVS verification method proposed in Section 3.3.2 (i.e. similar as for the
two other schemes), it can be expected that the DAB converter behaves in the
exact same way regarding ZVS operation.

6.2.1 DC–DC System Characterization

A first prototype characterization is performed applying DC voltages at both
the input (AC-side) and at the output (DC-side) terminals of the DAB AC–DC
converter. Figures 6.5-6.7 show the HF AC-link currents and voltages at three
different operating points of the DAB:
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Figure 6.4: Three DAB operating points for which the HF AC-link currents and
voltages shown in Figures 6.5-6.7 are captured during DC–DC operation.

� Figure 6.5; operating point 1:

– vDC1 = 50 V, iDAB1 = 3.05 A, VDC2 = 370 V;

– τ1 = 2.77 rad., τ2 = 0.35 rad., φ = −0.7 rad., fs = 83.1 kHz;

– switching mode 5.

� Figure 6.6; operating point 2:

– vDC1 = 150 V, iDAB1 = 10.05A, VDC2 = 370 V;

– τ1 = 2.81 rad., τ2 = 1.11 rad., φ = −0.1 rad., fs = 118.5 kHz;

– switching mode 5.

� Figure 6.7; operating point 3:

– vDC1 = 325.27 V, iDAB1 = 18 A, VDC2 = 370 V;

– τ1 = 3.11 rad., τ2 = 2.81 rad., φ = 0.4 rad., fs = 116.2 kHz;

– switching mode 1+.

These three DAB operating points are located on the AC trajectory1 depicted in
Figure 6.4, which corresponds with the nominal AC input voltage of VAC = 230 Vrms,
the nominal AC input current of IAC,P = IAC,P,nom = 16 Arms, and a power factor
of PF = 0.999. Furthermore, the worst case (i.e. regarding ZVS operation) output
voltage of VDC2 = VDC2,min = 370 V is used. Regarding operating point 3, it is
not the point on the line IAC,P = IAC,P,nom = 16 Arms that is measured as here
the power transfer would be as high as 7.4 kW. In continuous DC–DC operation
this would cause an overtemperature, and therefore iDAB1 is limited to 18 A for
operating point 3 (see Figure 6.4).

1Remind that the values for iDAB1 that are applied during the half cycle in order to achieve
the requested AC line current and PF, are calculated using control equation (3.12).
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.5: Calculated and measured HF AC-link currents and voltages at one
particular point (i.e. operating point 1) of the AC-trajectory depicted in Figure 6.4.
Voltage and current scale, vHF1: 25 V/div., vHF2: 150 V/div., ix: 10 A/div.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.6: Calculated and measured HF AC-link currents and voltages at one
particular point (i.e. operating point 2) of the AC-trajectory depicted in Figure 6.4.
Voltage and current scale, vHF1: 75 V/div., vHF2: 150 V/div., ix: 15 A/div.

The left insets of Figures 6.5-6.7 show the simulated waveforms while the right
insets depict the measured waveforms2. The top insets of the figures correspond

2Noted that, for illustration, the presented waveforms are obtained using the numerically
derived CDCB ZVS modulation scheme (see Section 4.1), and for positive power flow. Similar
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.7: Calculated and measured HF AC-link currents and voltages at one
particular point (i.e. operating point 3) of the AC-trajectory depicted in Figure 6.4.
Voltage and current scale, vHF1: 150 V/div., vHF2: 150 V/div., ix: 20 A/div.

with the primary side bridge quantities (voltages and currents) while the bottom
insets correspond with the secondary side bridge quantities. It can be seen that
the measured HF AC-link voltages and currents are in very good agreement with
the calculated waveforms. The values of the HF AC-link currents (iHF1 and iHF2)
at the different switching instances are quasi equal to the calculated values. The
same goes for the modulation angles and the switching frequency. It can also
been seen that the commutation currents iLc1 and iLc2 are injected into the active
bridges, proving the effectiveness of the addition of commutation inductances Lc1

and Lc2 in the HF AC-link of the DAB converter. In a similar way, more waveforms
are captured at distinct points within the whole operating range (i.e. according
to Figure 3.6) of the DAB, and CDCB ZVS operation is successfully verified by
visual inspection of these waveforms. Therewith, the correctness of the steady-state
converter model and the CDCB ZVS verification method presented in Chapter 3,
the validity of the CDCB ZVS modulation schemes proposed in Chapter 4, and the
successful implementation of the converter hardware components and the control
unit designed in Chapter 5, is proven.

Although not representative for AC–DC power conversion, in addition, the
conversion efficiency (see Figure 6.8) is evaluated at all inspected operating points.
Very high efficiencies of up to 97 % are measured in DC–DC operation of the
complete DAB AC-DC converter (positive power range), excluding the auxiliary

results are obtained for the semi-analytically derived modulation scheme, as also for negative
power flow.
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Figure 6.8: Measured efficiency in DC–DC operation of the 1-S DAB AC–DC
converter. The measurements are taken at the nominal DC output voltage VDC2 =
VDC2,nom = 400 V, at different DAB input currents iDAB1 and input voltages vDC1.

losses related to the gate drive units, the fans, and the control board. Note that
these measurements also include the losses in the synchronous rectifier and the
EMC input filter. Consequently, the efficiency of the DAB converter only is even
higher.

6.2.2 AC–DC System Characterization

For the AC–DC characterization of the DAB AC–DC converter, the nominal AC
input voltage VAC = 230 Vrms is provided to the input (AC-side) of the converter
while at its output (DC-side) a DC voltage is applied. Figure 6.9 depicts the
measured AC waveforms (AC-side and DC-side) at different AC input currents
and DC output voltages:

� Figure 6.9(a); operating point 1:

– VAC = 230 Vrms, VDC2 = 450 V, IAC,P = IAC,P,nom = 16 Arms.

� Figure 6.9(b); operating point 2:

– VAC = 230 Vrms, VDC2 = 370 V, IAC,P = 0.6 · IAC,P,nom = 9.6 Arms.

� Figure 6.9(c); operating point 3:

– VAC = 230 Vrms, VDC2 = 425 V, IAC,P = 0.2 · IAC,P,nom = 3.2 Arms.

The system is successfully tested within the full power range (up until an output
power of 3.7 kW), showing waveforms with little distortion (see Figure 6.9), and
which are in very good agreement with the waveforms obtained from simulations.
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(a) Voltage and current scale: vAC: 100 V/div.,
iAC: 12.5 A/div., VDC2: 150 V/div., iDAB2: 7.5 A/div.

(b) Voltage and current scale: vAC: 100 V/div.,
iAC: 7.5 A/div., iL: 30 A/div., iHF2: 30 A/div.

(c) Voltage and current scale: vAC: 100 V/div., iAC: 3 A/div.,
vDC1: 100 V/div., iDAB2: 2 A/div.

Figure 6.9: Measured waveforms in AC–DC operation of the single-phase, single-
stage, bidirectional, and isolated DAB AC–DC converter prototype, at different
AC input currents and DC output voltages, and at the nominal AC input voltage
of VAC = VAC,nom = 230 Vrms.

Figure 6.10 shows the measured performance of the converter prototype with regard
to the reached efficiency and with regard to the quality of the AC input power.
Note that Figure 6.10(a) is obtained using the numerically derived CDCB ZVS
modulation scheme (acc. to Section 4.1) while Figure 6.10(b) is obtained using
the semi-analytically derived CDCB ZVS modulation scheme (acc. to Section 4.3).
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.10: Measured efficiency, total harmonic distortion THD, and (true) power
factor PF in AC–DC operation, (a) applying the numerically derived CDCB ZVS
modulation scheme according to Section 4.1 and (b) applying the semi-analytically
derived CDCB ZVS modulation scheme according to Section 4.3. The measurements
are taken at the nominal AC input voltage of VAC = VAC,nom = 230 Vrms, in the
complete power range (up to 3.7 kW output power), and at different DC output
voltages.

The measured efficiency (see solid lines) is depicted in the top figure inset and
corresponds well with the efficiency calculated in Chapter 5 (see dashed lines).
Although the trends match very well, a slight discrepancy (mostly less than
0.4 %) can be noticed between the calculated and the measured efficiencies. This
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might require further refinement of the loss models employed in Chapter 5. For
the numerically derived modulation scheme (see Figure 6.10(a)), the measured
efficiencies are higher than 95 % within the major part of the output power range,
with a very flat efficiency curve and thus a high partial-load efficiency. The peak
efficiency is around 96 % and the efficiency at nominal output power approximately
95.6 % (curve for the nominal output voltage of VDC2 = VDC2,nom = 400 V).
As predicted by the calculations, only a minor difference (around 0.25-0.3 % at
maximum) can be noticed between the efficiency curves at different output voltages,
i.e. the efficiency is highest for the lowest output voltage and lowest for the
highest output voltage. The measured efficiencies more than meet the requirements
defined in Table 1.1 of Section 1.3, goaling for a conversion efficiency of η > 95 %
at the nominal operating point and η > 93 % within reasonable voltage and
current ranges. Note that for the semi-analytically derived modulation scheme (see
Figure 6.10(b)), the efficiency is slightly lower than for the numerically derived
modulation scheme. As not predicted by the calculations, this phenomenon needs
to be further investigated but, however, might relate to the way the on-board
measurement circuits are implemented, i.e. timing issues can occur due to the use
of sample-based measurements. Therefore, it would be better to use Delta-Sigma
measurements or to apply moving average filtering on the samples. Furthermore,
for both modulation schemes, a (true) power factor (PF) close to unity, and a
low total harmonic distortion (THD) of the AC input current of around 4 %, are
obtained within the major part of the output power range and within the whole
output voltage range. Note that, although the power source did not allow to sink
energy, and therefore only positive power flow could be applied, the results for
negative power flow would be similar since the DAB is completely symmetric. An
improved THD would be achieved by replacement of the on-board sample-based
measurements circuit by Delta-Sigma measurements.

This makes that, regarding conversions efficiency, system power density, PF, and
THD, the converter requirements specified in Table 1.1 of Section 1.3 are achieved.
It should be reminded (see Chapter 5) that a considerable efficiency and power
density enhancement can be obtained by using slightly modified heat sink designs
(i.e. heat sink designs B; see Section 5.1) and inductor/transformer designs (i.e.
inductor/transformer designs B; see Section 5.2). The low-frequency mains current
harmonics, which in the case at hand need to be below the limits defined in the
IEC 61000-3-2 standard [57] for Class A equipment, have not been measured.
Nevertheless, in simulation the harmonics are well below the limits (see Figure 5.26
in Section 5.4.1 of Chapter 5). Furthermore, electromagnetic compatibility (EMC)
compliance with the CISPR 22 Class B standard [56] could not be experimentally
verified due to the unavailability of the required measurement equipment.
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6.2.3 Comparison with the State-of-the-Art

For convenience, in this section the performance of the single-phase, single-stage,
bidirectional, and isolated DAB AC–DC converter developed in this work is briefly
compared (i.e. with regard to the conversion efficiency and power density) with
the performance of two (similar) state-of-the-art dual-stage prototype systems
reported in literature. This comparison, however, is rather illustrative since
Performance Indices of different power electronic converters can only be used for
objective comparison when the systems are similar with regard to the type of
energy conversion, the system specifications (i.e. the input and output voltage
ranges, power ranges, EMC and PF requirements, etc.), the applied design and
optimization methods/procedures, the considered component technologies and
cooling concept, etc.

Below the performance of the following three AC–DC converter systems is given:

� System A, see Figure 6.11(a): the single-phase, single-stage, 3.7 kW,
bidirectional on-board battery charger (1-S DAB AC–DC converter)
developed in this work:

– Nominal input voltage: VAC,nom = 230 Vrms;

– Nominal output voltage: VDC2,nom = 400 V;

– Nominal power: P = 3.7 kW.

� System B, see Figure 6.11(b): the single-phase, dual-stage, 3.33 kW,
unidirectional on-board battery charger (input stage: interleaved boost-type
PFC rectifier system with 2 phase-shifted branches, output stage: phase-shift,
isolated, ZVS full-bridge DC–DC converter) presented in [20]:

– Nominal input voltage: VAC,nom = 240 Vrms;

– Nominal output voltage: VDC2,nom = 400 V;

– Nominal power: P = 3.33 kW.

� System C, see Figure 6.11(c): the single-phase, dual-stage, 3.33 kW,
unidirectional telecom power supply module (input stage: resonant
transition mode boost-type PFC rectifier system with 3 phase-shifted branches,
output stage: phase-shift, isolated, ZVS full-bridge DC–DC converter)
presented in [108]:

– Nominal input voltage: VAC,nom = 230 Vrms;

– Nominal output voltage: VDC2,nom = 48 V;

– Nominal power: P = 3.33 kW.
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(a) System A (this work) (b) System B

(c) System C (d)

Figure 6.11: (a) Demonstrator of system A (this work), (b) demonstrator of
system B [20], (c) demonstrator of system C [108], (d) Efficiency curves of the
three systems.

Remind that system B [20] is taken as a benchmark for the AC–DC converter
developed in this work (see Section 1.3), while system C [108] is the absolute
state-of-the-art. Note that the system developed in this work is bidirectional while
systems B and C only allow for unidirectional power flow.

The efficiency, expressed as percentage of the nominal output power, and measured
at nominal voltage conditions (see above), of the three systems is shown in
Figure 6.11(d). The efficiencies obtained with system A (this work) are substantially
higher than the efficiencies of the reference converter (system B) presented in [20],
while system C (state-of-the-art, [108]) has the highest conversion efficiency. Both
systems A and C have a very flat efficiency curve and thus a high partial-load
efficiency, while this is not the case for system B.

The power density reached with system A (2 kW/liter, this work) is substantially
higher than the 0.66 kW/liter power density of the reference converter (system B)
presented in [20], while system C (state-of-the-art, [108]) has the highest power
density of 2.5 kW/liter.
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6.3 Conclusion

After providing a detailed description of the measurement setup in Section 6.1 of
this chapter, in the next section (i.e. Section 6.2) the results of a DC–DC and
an AC–DC characterization of the prototype DAB AC–DC converter system at
room temperature (TAm ≈ 22 ◦C) are presented. The prototype has only been
tested using the numerically (acc. to Section 4.1) and the semi-analytically (acc. to
Section 4.3) derived CDCB ZVS modulation schemes. This is due to the fact that
the analytical approach (see Section 4.2) has been developed during the writing
process of this thesis, and no time was left to perform additional measurements.
Nevertheless, since the analytically derived scheme is based on the results obtained
from the numerically derived scheme, and thus also relies on the CDCB ZVS
verification method proposed in Section 3.3.2 (i.e. similar as for the two other
schemes), it can be expected that the DAB converter behaves in the exact same
way regarding ZVS operation.

In the first part of Section 6.2, the theoretical analyses presented in the previous
chapters is validated using a DC–DC system characterization in which DC voltages
are applied at both the input (AC-side) and at the output (DC-side) terminals of
the single-phase, single-stage, bidirectional, and isolated DAB AC–DC converter.
This allows to investigate if the measured HF AC-link voltages and currents are in
agreement with the calculated waveforms and, consequently if ZVS operation is
achieved as predicted. It is shown that the measurements are in very good agreement
with the simulations. Moreover, CDCB ZVS operation is successfully verified by
visual inspection of the waveforms that are captured at distinct operating points
within quasi the whole operating range of the DAB. Although not representative
for AC–DC power conversion, in addition, the conversion efficiency is evaluated
at all inspected ‘DC to DC’ operating points. Very high efficiencies of more than
97 % are measured in DC–DC operation of the complete DAB AC–DC converter
(positive power range), excluding auxiliary (i.e. gate drivers, fans, and control
board) losses. Therewith, the correctness of the steady-state converter model and
the ZVS analysis presented in Chapter 3, the validity of the CDCB ZVS modulation
schemes proposed in Chapter 4, and the successful implementation of the converter
components and the control unit designed in Chapter 5, is proven.

In the second part of Section 6.2, an AC–DC system characterization is performed
in order to evaluate the performance of the prototype converter with regard to
the reached efficiency and with regard to the input power quality. The system
is successfully tested within the full power range (up until an output power of
3.7 kW), showing waveforms with little distortion, and which are in very good
agreement with the waveforms obtained from simulations. Moreover, the measured
efficiency corresponds well with the efficiency calculated in Chapter 5. Although
the trends match very well, a slight discrepancy (mostly less than 0.4%) can be
noticed between the calculated and the measured efficiencies. This might require
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further refinement of the loss models employed in Chapter 5. Furthermore, the
measured efficiencies are higher than 95 % within the major part of the output
power range, with a very flat efficiency curve and thus a high partial-load efficiency.
The peak efficiency is around 96 % and the efficiency at nominal output power
approximately 95.6 %. As predicted by the calculations, only a minor difference
(around 0.25-0.3 % at maximum) can be noticed between the efficiency curves
at different output voltages, i.e. the efficiency is highest for the lowest output
voltage and lowest for the highest output voltage. For the semi-analytically derived
modulation scheme, the efficiency is slightly lower than for the numerically derived
modulation scheme. As not predicted by the calculations, this phenomenon needs
to be further investigated but, however, might relate to the way the on-board
measurement circuits are implemented, i.e. timing issues can occur due to the
use of sample-based measurements. Lastly, a (true) power factor (PF) close to
unity, and a low total harmonic distortion (THD) of the AC input current of
around 4 %, are obtained within the major part of the output power range and
within the whole output voltage range. This makes that, regarding conversions
efficiency, system power density, PF, and THD, the converter requirements specified
in Table 1.1 of Section 1.3 are achieved. It should be reminded (see Chapter 5)
that a considerable efficiency and power density enhancement can be obtained by
using slightly modified heat sink designs and inductor/transformer designs. The
low-frequency mains current harmonics, which in the case at hand need to be below
the limits defined in the IEC 61000-3-2 standard [57] for Class A equipment, have
not been measured. Nevertheless, in simulation the harmonics are well below the
limits (see Figure 5.26 in Section 5.4.1 of Chapter 5). Furthermore, electromagnetic
compatibility (EMC) compliance with the CISPR 22 Class B standard [56] could
not be experimentally verified due to the unavailability of the required measurement
equipment.

In the third part of Section 6.2, the performance of the single-phase, single-stage,
bidirectional, and isolated DAB AC–DC converter is briefly compared (i.e. with
regard to the conversion efficiency and power density) with the performance of two
(similar) state-of-the-art dual-stage AC–DC converters reported in literature. This
comparison, however, is rather illustrative since Performance Indices of different
power electronic converters can only be used for objective comparison when the
systems are similar with regard to the type of energy conversion, the system
specifications (i.e. the input and output voltage ranges, power ranges, EMC and
PF requirements, etc.), the applied design and optimization methods/procedures,
the considered component technologies and cooling concept, etc. The system
developed is this work performs substantially (i.e. with regard to the achieved
efficiency and power density) better than the system presented in [20], which is
taken as a benchmark (see Section 1.3 of Chapter 1), while a performance close
to the absolute state-of-the-art (AC–DC converter presented in [108]) is achieved.
Note that the system developed in this work is bidirectional while the benchmark
systems only allow for unidirectional power flow.



7
Conclusions and Outlook

7.1 Introduction

Main objective of the thesis— In the presented work, the feasibility and
suitability of a single-stage (1-S) dual active bridge (DAB) AC–DC converter
for the realization of single-phase, utility interfaced, bidirectional, and isolated
energy conversions, is investigated. Thereby, the converter requirements specified in
Table 1.1 of Section 1.3, which relate to an on-board, 3.7 kW, EV battery charger,
are to be fulfilled.

Main challenge of the work— The selection of the 1-S DAB AC–DC converter
topology as the core topic of this thesis is the direct result of a collaboration with
industry. Within the course of this collaboration, several major shortcomings in
the existing analyses and circuit implementations of DAB converters have come
into light, i.e. failures of the converter’s semiconductor switching devices were
experienced when operating the DAB using (soft-switching) modulation schemes
that are available in literature. It is the principle goal of this thesis to tackle the
causes of these failures, and to provide solutions for the major shortcomings in
the existing analyses of DAB converters. The main focus of this work is put on
the (re)development of the DAB (soft-switching) modulation schemes and on the
provision of essential DAB circuit modifications, rather than on subjecting a set

255
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of preselected topologies with given modulation schemes to the multi-objective
optimization (MOO) procedure outlined in Section 1.1.4. In order to validate the
presented modeling approach, a second objective is to design, build, and test
a high-efficiency, high-power-density converter prototype system that is designed
in order to meet the requirements specified in Table 1.1 of Section 1.3 and that
is developed using state-of-the art design methods/procedures. To some extent,
i.e. using local rather than global optimization algorithms, the hardware prototype
should be optimized with respect to efficiency and power density. Below, the main
results obtained in the course of this Ph.D., and the new contribution of the work
are organized per chapter.

7.2 Chapter Overview, and Conclusions per Chapter

7.2.1 Chapter 2: The Dual Active Bridge (DAB) DC–DC
Converter

In order to provide the main context of the presented work and in order to motivate
the focus of the performed research, in a separate chapter (i.e. Chapter 2), an
introduction to the working principle of the soft-switching dual active bridge (DAB)
DC–DC converter, which is the main building block of the investigated single-
stage (1-S) DAB AC–DC converter, is given. By means of a brief introductory
discussion, the shortcomings of the original modulation strategy (i.e. phase-shift
modulation, PSM) and soft-switching conditions, and the need for improvements
are summarized. Furthermore, a comprehensive overview of the most relevant
publications on improved (soft-switching) modulation schemes for DAB converters
that have the goal to deal with the deficiencies of the conventional PSM is presented.
These publications are classified according their ZVS considerations. It is concluded
that regardless their objective, all DAB modulation schemes so far presented are
based on ‘theoretical’ current-based (CB) or energy-based (EB) ZVS analyses. The
crucial disadvantage of the CB ZVS modulation schemes is that substantial parts
of the calculated ZVS regions involve incomplete bridge commutations due to the
presence of parasitic switch capacitances (i.e. the nonlinear output capacitances of
the semiconductor power devices), which are not taken into account in the CB ZVS
analysis. This inevitably leads to hard-switching operation, reduced conversion
efficiency, and, in all probability, destruction of the semiconductor switching devices.
The EB ZVS modulation schemes try to deal with this deficiency but, however,
still involve difficulties, in particular concerning implementability and accuracy.
Furthermore, EB ZVS modulation schemes encompass discontinuous steps in the
modulation parameter trajectories, being highly undesirable. This problem relates
to the way the HF AC-link of the traditional DAB converter is implemented (i.e.
without commutation inductances). Especially when the DAB is operated within
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wide input and/or output voltage ranges, such as is the case for the investigated
single-stage DAB AC–DC converter, where the input voltage of the DAB is a
rectified (folded) sine-wave voltage, the above deficiencies are problematic and lead
to significantly increased losses for most operating points. Lastly, after a brief
discussion of the different DAB variants, the full bridge - full bridge (FBFB) DAB
implementation is selected as the most suitable candidate for the realization of the
investigated 1-S DAB AC–DC converter.

7.2.2 Chapter 3: Steady-State Operation of the DAB AC–DC
Converter

Chapter 3 consists of three major parts. In the first part, the general operating
principle of the investigated single-stage (1-S) DAB AC–DC converter is discussed.
Based on the equivalent circuit of the converter’s AC input side, the operating
range (i.e. with regard to the operating conditions specified in Section 1.3) of
the DAB DC–DC converter, which is the main building block of the AC–DC
converter, is derived. Furthermore, a control equation for the averaged DAB input
current that is required in order to achieve a certain requested AC line current
is presented. Thereby, the reactive power consumption of the EMC input filter
is taken into account, requiring a certain reactive power transfer capability of
the DAB. The obtained operating range is the starting point for the calculation
procedures outlined in Chapter 4, regarding the derivation of full-operating-range
ZVS modulation schemes, and regarding the determination of the DAB’s circuit
level variables such as the transformer’s turns ratio, the inductances values, and the
applied switching frequency. In the second part, the steady-state analysis of the
FBFB DAB is presented, i.e. the fundamental mode equations are derived based
on the lossless DAB model while referring to the general considerations regarding
the traditional phase-shift modulation (PSM) presented in Chapter 2. All possible
degrees of freedom available for controlling the DAB’s active bridges are exploited
by considering dual-sided duty-cycle modulation (DSPWM) instead of PSM and
by including all twelve switching modes that are possible with the (FBFB) DAB
converter, providing the highest flexibility regarding the search toward optimal,
full-operating-range ZVS modulation schemes in Chapter 4. Furthermore, after
reevaluation of the theoretical current-based (CB) ZVS conditions, ‘commutation
inductance(s)’ are introduced which, using a simple calculation example, are shown
to be an essential HF AC-link modification in order to achieve full-operating-range
ZVS. The effect of commutation inductances on the ZVS operating range is further
investigated in Chapter 4. In order to deal with the deficiencies of the CB and EB
ZVS considerations, in the third part, a novel current-dependent charge-based
(CDCB) ZVS verification method is proposed. Thereby the charge that is required
to reset the nonlinear, parasitic output capacitances of the semiconductor devices
during commutation of the bridge legs, as well as the time dependency of the currents
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available for commutation, are taken into account. This results in a more accurate
description of the DAB’s ZVS conditions, assuring that soft-switching operation
with quasi zero switching losses is obtained within the calculated ZVS regions.
The presented CDCB ZVS verification method is experimentally verified and is
translated into a set of constraints which are used in the calculation procedures
presented in Chapter 4. The main contributions presented in Chapter 3 are:

� A new method for the description of the soft-switching (i.e. by virtue of zero
voltage switching, ZVS) behavior of DAB converters and a corresponding
method which allows to verify whether, for a given set of modulation
parameters and circuit variables, ZVS is obtained in all semiconductor power
devices of the DAB. This method is named the ‘current-dependent charge-
based (CDCB) ZVS verification method’;

� A complete analysis of all (twelve) switching modes that are possible with
the FBFB DAB converter;

� The introduction of ‘commutation inductances’, which are shown to be an
essential HF AC-link modification in order to achieve full-operating-range
(CDCB) ZVS of a DAB converter.

7.2.3 Chapter 4: ZVS Modulation Schemes

Chapter 4 is devoted to the derivation of full-operating-range ZVS modulation
schemes for the FBFB DAB used in the investigated 1-S DAB AC–DC converter.
Three different approaches are presented, all relying on the CDCB ZVS verification
method proposed in Section 3.3. After explaining why closed-form solutions, such
as presented in [92], for the calculation of the modulation parameters of the DAB
are not directly feasible, in a first step a numerical approach is introduced,
involving an optimization procedure which is based on a constrained numerical
minimum search. The numerical nature of the proposed optimization algorithm
allows users to freely define the cost function to be minimized. Thereby converter
related losses, but also requirements concerning system volume, weight, control,
EMC,... can be included. The CDCB ZVS verification method is implemented in
the optimization algorithm in the form of constraint functions. Furthermore, the
algorithm examines all twelve switching modes that are possible with the (FBFB)
DAB converter. Using several calculation examples it is shown that:

� Generally used CB ZVS modulation schemes result in hard-switching
operation within large regions of the DAB’s operating range;

� Efficient, full-operating-range CDCB ZVS modulation schemes which involve
continuous modulation parameter trajectories cannot be obtained with the
traditional HF AC-link implementation of the DAB;
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� ‘Commutation inductance(s)’, which benefit the ZVS conditions due to the
injection of small reactive currents in the active bridges, are absolutely
essential in order to obtain a full-operating-range (CDCB) ZVS modulation
scheme that involves continuous modulation parameter trajectories;

� For each power flow direction only two out of the twelve possible switching
modes are feasible for efficient ZVS operation. These are mode 1 (high power
mode) and mode 5 (low power mode), i.e. conform Chapter 3, forming the
basis of all derived ZVS modulation schemes.

Based on the results acquired from the numerical approach, in a second step an
analytical approach is proposed, providing a general, directly employable closed-
form analytical solution for the calculation of the modulation parameters which lead
to full-operating-range CDCB ZVS operation. Therewith, the direct application to
a given (FBFB) DAB converter is facilitated, provided that commutation inductors
with appropriate inductance value are present in the HF AC-link. Thereafter,
a semi-analytical approach is presented as an alternative method to derive a
full-operating-range CDCB ZVS modulation scheme for the DAB. This approach
is named the ‘semi-analytical approach’ since it combines analytical equations for
the modulation parameters with an inner, numerical optimization algorithm.

A comparison of the three approaches shows a minor deviation of the calculated cost
functions, and of the RMS and peak values of the resulting HF AC-link currents.
From the different optimization examples it is concluded that:

� The DAB’s ZVS constraint functions are the determining factor for the final
values of the modulation parameters and, consequently, the cost function is
of less importance in the determination of a ZVS modulation scheme;

� The previous conclusion promotes the use of the analytical approach as it is
directly implementable and requires the least computational power;

� At low DAB input voltages, the switching frequency has to be lowered in
order to obtain ZVS. If not doing so, very low commutation inductance values
are required, resulting in unacceptably high HF AC-link currents.

Furthermore, this chapter also provides guidelines for the effective selection of
the circuit level variables (transformer’s turns ratio, the inductances values,. . . )
and of the switching frequency pattern to be applied. The impact of the three
calculation approaches on the losses in the different converter components and on
the EMC input filter requirements is further investigated in Chapter 5. The main
contributions presented in Chapter 4 are:

� A generally applicable, numerical calculation procedure for the derivation
of optimal, full-operating-range CDCB ZVS modulation schemes for DAB
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converters. Contrary to the DAB analyses reported in literature, the proposed
numerical optimization algorithm examines all twelve switching modes that
are possible with the (FBFB) DAB converter;

� A generally applicable, directly employable analytical solution for the
calculation of full-operating-range CDCB ZVS modulation schemes for DAB
converters;

� A generally applicable, semi-analytical calculation procedure for the derivation
of full-operating-range CDCB ZVS modulation schemes for DAB converters;

� Guidelines for the effective selection of the circuit level variables (transformer’s
turns ratio, the inductances values,. . . ) and of the switching frequency pattern
to be applied.

7.2.4 Chapter 5: Modeling of the Main Converter Components

Based on the values for the circuit level variables and based on the CDCB ZVS
modulation schemes derived in Chapter 4, in Chapter 5 the main functional elements
of the DAB AC–DC converter are designed. Thereby the partial converter functions
are separated and outer (global) optimization loops (i.e. with regard to the circuit
level variables and switching frequency) are omitted. Nevertheless, state-of-the
art design methods/procedures, models for the component losses, and volume
models are combined with custom developed (local) optimization algorithms in
order to obtain a high-efficiency and high-power-density converter design that is in
compliance with the system requirements specified in Table 1.1 of Section 1.3. The
summation of the losses and volumes of the individual converter components, which
are designed in the different chapter sections, leads to the overall performance of
the DAB AC–DC converter, resulting in:

� A high (calculated) conversion efficiency, which is above 95 % for input powers
higher than 20 % of the nominal power, with a very flat efficiency curve and
thus a high partial-load efficiency over the power range. The peak efficiency
is around 96.1 % and the efficiency at nominal power approximately 95.6 %;

� A high power density of approximately 2 kW/liter. Note that there is still
room for reducing the total volume of the system and thus increasing the
power density by a more effective assembly of the components.

Furthermore, it is shown that an improved converter design is possible by using
further optimized heat sink designs and further optimized inductor/transformer
designs, yielding:
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� A conversion efficiency that is above 95.6 % for input powers higher than
20 % of the nominal power, with a very flat efficiency curve and thus a high
partial-load efficiency over the power range. The peak efficiency is around
96.75 % and the efficiency at nominal power approximately 96 %;

� A power density of approximately 2.1 kW/liter.

As for the improved converter design the outer dimensions of the adjusted
components stay the same (except for the dimensions of the primary side
commutation inductor), these adjustments do not imply a complete redesign
of the mechanical assembly, enabling simple replacement.

In order to comply with the CISPR 22 Class B standard for conducted emission
(CE), an electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) filter is designed. Since the initial
design of the differential mode (DM) filter part is based on an inadequate current-
based (CB) ZVS DAB modulation scheme, the attenuation provided by the DM
input filter used in the final prototype converter is slightly too low for complying
with the standard. This can be overcome through a minor filter modification, which
does not imply a substantial increase of the filter volume, neither it has a noticeable
effect on the other filter characteristics and the achievable power factor. Regarding
the CM filter, the selection of the filter architecture and the determination of
the CM component values are based on intuition, rather than on modeling and
optimization. Therefore it cannot be assured that the CM filter complies with the
standard.

Further conclusions are:

� The applied modulation scheme (i.e. the numerically, the analytically, and
the semi-analytically derived schemes) has a negligible impact on the total
converter losses and thus on the efficiency of the system;

� The semiconductor power switches are the biggest contributors to the overall
losses;

� Only a minor difference (around 0.25 % at maximum) can be noticed between
the efficiency curves at different output voltages;

� The required DM filter attenuation is slightly lower for the numerically derived
ZVS modulation scheme than for the analytically and the semi-analytically
derived schemes. This can be explained by the fact that for the numerically
derived scheme switching frequency modulation is applied at high vDC1, which
is not the case for the other schemes;

� The simulated low-frequency mains current harmonics, which in the case at
hand need to be below the limits defined in the IEC 61000-3-2 standard for
Class A equipment are well below the limits.
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As far as the calculations/simulations presented in this chapter are correct, at this
point the converter requirements specified in Table 1.1 of Section 1.3 are achieved,
though there are still uncertainties regarding the EMC compliance. The main
contributions presented in Chapter 5 are:

� A guideline for the design, the optimization, and the realization of single-
phase, single-stage, bidirectional, and isolated DAB AC–DC converters;

� A framework that includes detailed loss and volume models for the investigated
DAB AC–DC converter, enabling local and global system optimizations
regarding efficiency and power density, as well as comprehensive comparisons
with alternative topology candidates;

� A multi-objective (i.e. with respect to the losses and/or the volume)
optimization procedure for the design of magnetic components (i.e. inductors
and transformers).

7.2.5 Chapter 6: Measurement Setup and Experimental Results

After providing a detailed description of the measurement setup, the results of a
DC–DC and an AC–DC characterization of the prototype DAB AC–DC converter
system at room temperature (TAm ≈ 22 ◦C) are presented.

The theoretical analyses presented in the previous chapters are validated using a
DC–DC system characterization in which DC voltages are applied at both the input
(AC-side) and at the output (DC-side) terminals of the DAB AC–DC converter
prototype. It is shown that the measured HF AC-link voltages and currents are in
very good agreement with the calculated waveforms and, consequently, that ZVS
operation is achieved as predicted. Although not representative for AC–DC power
conversion, in addition, the conversion efficiency is evaluated at all inspected ‘DC
to DC’ operating points. Very high efficiencies of more than 97 % are measured
in DC–DC operation. Therewith, the correctness of the steady-state converter
model and the ZVS analysis presented in Chapter 3, the validity of the CDCB ZVS
modulation schemes proposed in Chapter 4, and the successful implementation of
the converter components and the control unit designed in Chapter 5, is proven.

An AC–DC system characterization is performed in order to evaluate the
performance of the prototype converter with regard to the reached efficiency
and with regard to the quality of the input power. The main conclusions are:

� The system is successfully tested within the full power range (up until an
output power of 3.7 kW), showing waveforms with little distortion, and which
are in very good agreement with the waveforms obtained from simulations;
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� Although the trends match very well, a slight discrepancy (mostly less than
0.4%) can be noticed between the calculated and the measured efficiencies.
This might require further refinement of the loss models employed in Chapter 5
(see below: ‘Outlook and Future Work’);

� The measured efficiencies are higher than 95 % within the major part of
the output power range, with a very flat efficiency curve and thus a high
partial-load efficiency. The peak efficiency is around 96 % and the efficiency
at nominal output power approximately 95.6 %;

� As predicted by the calculations, only a minor difference (around 0.25-0.3 %
at maximum) can be noticed between the efficiency curves at different output
voltages;

� A (true) power factor (PF) close to unity, and a low total harmonic distortion
(THD) of the AC input current of around 4 %, are obtained within the major
part of the output power range and within the whole output voltage range.

This makes that, regarding conversions efficiency, system power density, PF, and
THD, the converter requirements specified in Table 1.1 of Section 1.3 are achieved.
It should be reminded (see Chapter 5) that a considerable efficiency and power
density enhancement can be obtained by using slightly modified heat sink designs
and inductor/transformer designs. The low-frequency mains current harmonics,
which in the case at hand need to be below the limits defined in the IEC 61000-3-2
standard [57] for Class A equipment, have not been measured. Nevertheless, in
simulation the harmonics are well below the limits. Furthermore, electromagnetic
compatibility (EMC) compliance with the CISPR 22 Class B standard [56] could
not be experimentally verified due to the unavailability of the required measurement
equipment.

The performance of the DAB AC–DC converter developed in this work is briefly
compared (i.e. with regard to the conversion efficiency and power density) with the
performance of two (similar) state-of-the-art dual-stage AC–DC converters reported
in literature. Although the comparison is rather illustrative, the system developed
is this work performs substantially better than the system presented in [20], which
was taken a benchmark (see Section 1.3 of Chapter 1), while a performance close
to the absolute state-of-the-art (AC–DC converter presented in [108]) is achieved.
The main contribution presented in Chapter 6 is:

� A fully operational, successfully tested, high-efficiency and high-power-density
converter prototype that is in compliance with the requirements specified in
Section 1.3, being the first ever reported single-stage DAB AC–DC converter
that is operated under full-operating-range ZVS.
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7.3 Overall Conclusion

The overall conclusion of the presented work is that a single-stage (1-S) dual
active bridge (DAB) AC–DC converter is suitable for the realization of single-
phase, bidirectional, and isolated energy conversions, and for fulfilling the converter
requirements specified Table 1.1 of Section 1.3, which relate to an on-board, 3.7 kW,
EV battery charger. Thereby, absolutely essential are:

� A correct description of the DAB’s zero voltage switching (ZVS) conditions,
including the parasitic output capacitances of the semiconductor switches;

� A modulation scheme which relies on the previous ZVS conditions;

� A HF AC-link in which commutation inductance(s) are present.

On the condition that, in addition, the different converter components and the
control unit are correctly designed and implemented, a performance that is similar
to the performance of a state-of-the-art dual-stage system is feasible. Furthermore,
the proposed methods are applicable for any application where a full bridge - full
bridge (FBFB) DAB converter is used. This can be DC–DC converters, single-stage
AC–DC converters, dual-stage AC–DC converters, single-stage AC–AC converters
(solid state transformers [142]), etc. Note that with minor adjustments, the methods
are also applicable for other DAB implementations such as for example the half
bridge - full bridge (HBFB) DAB whereby, however, ZVS operation is much harder
to obtain due to the reduced degree of freedom available to modulate the active
bridges.

7.4 Outlook and Future Work

7.4.1 MOO and Objective System Comparison

This work shows that, with due observance of the proposed modeling approach,
the single-stage DAB AC–DC converter topology can be considered as a valuable
competitor for the traditional dual-stage AC–DC converter architectures. Although
a performance that is close to the absolute state-of-the-art is reported, no statement
can be made about which architecture/topology is the ‘best’. This would require
an objective and comprehensive comparative evaluation of the different systems,
based on multi-objective optimizations (MOO) which provide a clear picture of the
performance (i.e. by means of the Pareto Front) achievable through the individual
concepts. By considering state-of-the-art technologies, the MOOs then enable the
full exploitation of the inherent potential of the technology, and the state of the
technology for the considered converter class with reference to the envelope of
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the Pareto Fronts of the various circuit concepts can be determined. This work
provides a framework that enables to perform such a system comparison, which
could be the subject of further research.

7.4.2 Unfinished Converter Characterizations

The low-frequency mains current harmonics, which in the case at hand need to be
below the limits defined in the IEC 61000-3-2 standard [57] for Class A equipment,
have not been measured. Furthermore, electromagnetic compatibility (EMC)
compliance with the CISPR 22 Class B standard [56] could not be experimentally
verified due to the unavailability of the required measurement equipment. These
measurements could be performed in future.

7.4.3 Model Refinement

A slight discrepancy is noticed between the calculated and the measured efficiencies.
It might be verified what exactly the origin is of this loss underestimation. From
the loss modeling perspective, the following improvements might be considered:

� Improved models for the optimization of the heat sinks, such as the ones
recently presented in [143], would enable a more accurate estimation of the
junction temperatures, and consequently the losses, of the semiconductors;

� Regarding the semiconductor switching devices, accurate measurements of
the switching losses under realistic operation conditions would allow to verify
if the converter is effectively operated with quasi zero switching losses, and
would (if necessary) allow to establish corresponding loss functions;

� A detailed thermal model for the magnetic elements (e.g. based on nodal
thermal networks [116, 129]) would allow to include the temperature
dependency of the losses in the magnetic elements. The same goes for
the capacitors and the EMC input filter;

� The design of the EMC input filter may be performed with respect to the
optimization of a certain Performance Index, e.g. maximum power density;

� The impact of component tolerances on the reliable converter operation and
on the converter’s efficiency could be investigated.

7.4.4 Further Remarks on the Practical Realization

Throughout the text, several hardware improvements have been suggested:
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� Converter design: in Chapter 5 it is indicated how the efficiency and power
density of the system can be enhanced by using further optimized heat sink
designs and further optimized inductor/transformer designs. The required
modifications do not imply a complete redesign of the mechanical assembly,
enabling simple replacement;

� HF AC-link: the subject of further investigation/optimization might be to
consider a T-type instead of a Pi-type equivalent circuit of the HF AC-link,
which allows integration of the main inductor Lext and the primary side
commutation inductor Lc1 by effectively using/tailoring the transformer’s
leakage inductances in order to obtain the same circuit behavior [102–104,
128];

� Controller: lookup table entries are dedicated results for one particular DAB
converter. In practice, the system may be sensitive to changes of inductance
values, and care should be taken when using high-performance MOSFET’s.
Loss of ZVS can easily cause device destruction. The DAB inductances,
however, could be considered as another dimension of the lookup table;

� On-board measurements: an improved THD can be achieved by replacement
of the on-board sample-based measurements circuits by Delta-Sigma
measurements.

7.4.5 Dynamic DAB Model

As not considered in this work, investigation of the dynamic converter behavior
such as in [144–146] forms a further possibility regarding future research.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure A.1: Examples of the twelve switching modes that can be generated with
the FBFB DAB shown in Fig. 3.7 (continued on the next page).
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(g) (h)

(i) (j)

(k) (l)

Cont. Figure A.1: Examples of the twelve switching modes that can be generated
with the FBFB DAB shown in Fig. 3.7. The depicted waveforms are derived using:
vDC1 = 250 V, VDC2 = 370 V, n1/n2 = 1, L = 13 µH, Lc1 = Lc2 = ∞, and
fs = 120 kHz. Positive power flow only: modes 1+ . . . 4+; negative power only:
modes 1− . . . 4−; positive and negative power flow: modes 5 . . . 8.
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Modes for positive power flow only Modes for negative power flow only

Mode Condition Mode Condition

1+ −τ1 + π 6 φ 6 τ2 1− −τ1 6 φ 6 τ2 − π

2+
0 6 φ 6 −τ1 + π

2−
τ2 − π 6 φ 6 0

τ2 − τ1 6 φ 6 τ2 −τ1 6 φ 6 τ2 − τ1

3+
τ2 6 φ 6 π

3−
−π 6 φ 6 −τ1

−τ1 + π 6 φ 6 τ2−τ1+π τ2−τ1−π 6 φ 6 τ2 − π

4+ τ2 6 φ 6 −τ1 + π 4− τ2 − π 6 φ 6 −τ1
Modes for both positive and negative power flow

Mode Condition Mode Condition

5 τ2 − τ1 6 φ 6 0 6 0 6 φ 6 τ2 − τ1

7 τ2−τ1+π 6 φ 6 π 8 −π 6 φ 6 τ2−τ1−π

Table A.1: Mode boundary conditions for the FBFB DAB.
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(a) Mode 1

mode 1+ mode 1−

t0 0 0

t1
π − τ1
ωs

π − τ1
ωs

t2
φ

ωs

π + φ

ωs

t3
π + φ− τ2

ωs

2π + φ− τ2
ωs

t4
π

ωs
=
Ts

2

π

ωs
=
Ts

2

(b) Mode 2

mode 2+ mode 2−

t0 0 0

t1
φ

ωs

π + φ− τ2
ωs

t2
π − τ1
ωs

π − τ1
ωs

t3
π + φ− τ2

ωs

π + φ

ωs

t4
π

ωs
=
Ts

2

π

ωs
=
Ts

2

(c) Mode 3

mode 3+ mode 3−

t0 0 0

t1
φ− τ2
ωs

π + φ

ωs

t2
π − τ1
ωs

π − τ1
ωs

t3
φ

ωs

2π + φ− τ2
ωs

t4
π

ωs
=
Ts

2

π

ωs
=
Ts

2

(d) Mode 4

mode 4+ mode 4−

t0 0 0

t1
φ− τ2
ωs

π + φ− τ2
ωs

t2
φ

ωs

π + φ

ωs

t3
π − τ1
ωs

π − τ1
ωs

t4
π

ωs
=
Ts

2

π

ωs
=
Ts

2

(e) Modes 5, 6, 7, 8

mode 5 mode 6 mode 7 mode 8

t0 0 0 0 0

t1
π − τ1
ωs

φ

ωs

π − τ1
ωs

π + φ

ωs

t2
π + φ− τ2

ωs

π + φ− τ2
ωs

φ− τ2
ωs

2π + φ− τ2
ωs

t3
π + φ

ωs

π − τ1
ωs

φ

ωs

π − τ1
ωs

t4
π

ωs
=
Ts

2

π

ωs
=
Ts

2

π

ωs
=
Ts

2

π

ωs
=
Ts

2

Table A.2: Switching instances t0. . . t4 for all possible switching modes of the
FBFB DAB, choosing the negative rising edge of vHF1(t) as the time reference t0
(= 0 s).
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Systems of equations required for the calculation of iL(ti) regarding all possible
switching modes of the FBFB DAB converter:

Mode 1+:

iL(t1) = iL(t0) +
(n1
n2

· VDC2)

L
· (π − τ1)

ωs
: interval I,

iL(t2) = iL(t1) +
(vDC1 + n1

n2
· VDC2)

L
· (−π + φ+ τ1)

ωs
: interval II,

iL(t3) = iL(t2) +
vDC1

L
· (π − τ2)

ωs
: interval III,

iL(t4) = iL(t3) +
(vDC1 − n1

n2
· VDC2)

L
· (−φ+ τ2)

ωs
: interval IV,

iL(t4) = −iL(t0).

(A.1)

Mode 1−:

iL(t1) = iL(t0) +
(−n1

n2
· VDC2)

L
· (π − τ1)

ωs
: interval I,

iL(t2) = iL(t1) +
(vDC1 − n1

n2
· VDC2)

L
· (φ+ τ1)

ωs
: interval II,

iL(t3) = iL(t2) +
vDC1

L
· (π − τ2)

ωs
: interval III,

iL(t4) = iL(t3) +
(vDC1 + n1

n2
· VDC2)

L
· (−π − φ+ τ2)

ωs
: interval IV,

iL(t4) = −iL(t0).

(A.2)

Mode 2+:

iL(t1) = iL(t0) +
(n1
n2

· VDC2)

L
· φ
ωs

: interval I,

iL(t2) = iL(t1) : interval II,

iL(t3) = iL(t2) +
vDC1

L
· (φ+ τ1 − τ2)

ωs
: interval III,

iL(t4) = iL(t3) +
(vDC1 − n1

n2
· VDC2)

L
· (−φ+ τ2)

ωs
: interval IV,

iL(t4) = −iL(t0).

(A.3)

Mode 2−:

iL(t1) = iL(t0) : interval I,

iL(t2) = iL(t1) +
(−n1

n2
· VDC2)

L
· (−φ− τ1 + τ2)

ωs
: interval II,

iL(t3) = iL(t2) +
(vDC1 − n1

n2
· VDC2)

L
· (φ+ τ1)

ωs
: interval III,

iL(t4) = iL(t3) +
vDC1

L
· −φ
ωs

: interval IV,

iL(t4) = −iL(t0).

(A.4)
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Mode 3+:

iL(t1) = iL(t0) : interval I,

iL(t2) = iL(t1) +
(n1

n2
· VDC2)

L
· (π − φ− τ1 + τ2)

ωs
: interval II,

iL(t3) = iL(t2) +
(vDC1 + n1

n2
· VDC2)

L
· (−π + φ+ τ1)

ωs
: interval III,

iL(t4) = iL(t3) +
vDC1

L
· (π − φ)

ωs
: interval IV,

iL(t4) = −iL(t0).

(A.5)

Mode 3−:

iL(t1) = iL(t0) +
(−n1

n2
· VDC2)

L
· (π + φ)

ωs
: interval I,

iL(t2) = iL(t1) : interval II,

iL(t3) = iL(t2) +
vDC1

L
· (π + φ+ τ1 − τ2)

ωs
: interval III,

iL(t4) = iL(t3) +
(vDC1 + n1

n2
· VDC2)

L
· (−π − φ+ τ2)

ωs
: interval IV,

iL(t4) = −iL(t0).

(A.6)

Mode 4+:

iL(t1) = iL(t0) : interval I,

iL(t2) = iL(t1) +
(n1

n2
· VDC2)

L
· τ2
ωs

: interval II,

iL(t3) = iL(t2) : interval III,

iL(t4) = iL(t3) +
vDC1

L
· τ1
ωs

: interval IV,

iL(t4) = −iL(t0).

(A.7)

Mode 4−:

iL(t1) = iL(t0) : interval I,

iL(t2) = iL(t1) +
(−n1

n2
· VDC2)

L
· τ2
ωs

: interval II,

iL(t3) = iL(t2) : interval III,

iL(t4) = iL(t3) +
vDC1

L
· τ1
ωs

: interval IV,

iL(t4) = −iL(t0).

(A.8)
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Mode 5:

iL(t1) = iL(t0) : interval I,

iL(t2) = iL(t1) +
vDC1

L
· (φ+ τ1 − τ2)

ωs
: interval II,

iL(t3) = iL(t2) +
(vDC1 − n1

n2
· VDC2)

L
· τ2
ωs

: interval III,

iL(t4) = iL(t3) +
vDC1

L
· −φ
ωs

: interval IV,

iL(t4) = −iL(t0).

(A.9)

Mode 6:

iL(t1) = iL(t0) +
(n1

n2
· VDC2)

L
· φ
ωs

: interval I,

iL(t2) = iL(t1) : interval II,

iL(t3) = iL(t2) +
(−n1

n2
· VDC2)

L
· (−φ− τ1 + τ2)

ωs
: interval III,

iL(t4) = iL(t3) +
(vDC1 − n1

n2
· VDC2)

L
· τ1
ωs

: interval IV,

iL(t4) = −iL(t0).

(A.10)

Mode 7:

iL(t1) = iL(t0) : interval I,

iL(t2) = iL(t1) +
vDC1

L
· (−π + φ+ τ1 − τ2)

ωs
: interval II,

iL(t3) = iL(t2) +
(vDC1 + n1

n2
· VDC2)

L
· τ2
ωs

: interval III,

iL(t4) = iL(t3) +
vDC1

L
· (π − φ)

ωs
: interval IV,

iL(t4) = −iL(t0).

(A.11)

Mode 8:

iL(t1) = iL(t0) +
(−n1

n2
· VDC2)

L
· (π + φ)

ωs
: interval I,

iL(t2) = iL(t1) : interval II,

iL(t3) = iL(t2) +
(n1

n2
· VDC2)

L
· (−π − φ− τ1 + τ2)

ωs
: interval III,

iL(t4) = iL(t3) +
(vDC1 + n1

n2
· VDC2)

L
· τ1
ωs

: interval IV,

iL(t4) = −iL(t0).

(A.12)
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(a) iL(ti) for mode 1+

iL(t0) −
2n1
n2
VDC2φ− n1

n2
VDC2τ2 + vDC1τ1

2ωsL

iL(t1)
2n1
n2
VDC2π − 2n1

n2
VDC2τ1 − 2n1

n2
VDC2φ+ n1

n2
VDC2τ2 − vDC1τ1

2ωsL

iL(t2) −
2vDC1π − vDC1τ1 − 2vDC1φ− n1

n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL

iL(t3)
−2vDC1τ2 + vDC1τ1 + 2vDC1φ+ n1

n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL

iL(t4) = −iL(t0)
2n1
n2
VDC2φ− n1

n2
VDC2τ2 + vDC1τ1

2ωsL

(b) iL(ti) for mode 1−

iL(t0)
2n1
n2
VDC2π + 2n1

n2
VDC2φ− n1

n2
VDC2τ2 − vDC1τ1

2ωsL

iL(t1)
2n1
n2
VDC2τ1 + 2n1

n2
VDC2φ− n1

n2
VDC2τ2 − vDC1τ1

2ωsL

iL(t2)
2vDC1φ+ vDC1τ1 − n1

n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL

iL(t3)
2vDC1π − 2vDC1τ2 + 2vDC1φ+ vDC1τ1 − n1

n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL

iL(t4) = −iL(t0) −
2n1
n2
VDC2π + 2n1

n2
VDC2φ− n1

n2
VDC2τ2 − vDC1τ1

2ωsL

(c) iL(ti) for mode 2+

iL(t0) −
2n1
n2
VDC2φ− n1

n2
VDC2τ2 + vDC1τ1

2ωsL

iL(t1) −
−n1
n2
VDC2τ2 + vDC1τ1

2ωsL

iL(t2) −
−n1
n2
VDC2τ2 + vDC1τ1

2ωsL

iL(t3)
2vDC1φ− 2vDC1τ2 + vDC1τ1 + n1

n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL

iL(t4) = −iL(t0)
2n1
n2
VDC2φ− n1

n2
VDC2τ2 + vDC1τ1

2ωsL

Table A.3: Expressions for the inductor current iL(t) at the different switching
instances t0. . . t4 within 0 < t 6 Ts/2 for all possible switching modes of the FBFB
DAB converter (continued on the next page).
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(d) iL(ti) for mode 2−

iL(t0) −
vDC1τ1 − n1

n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL

iL(t1) −
vDC1τ1 − n1

n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL

iL(t2)
2n1
n2
VDC2τ1 + 2n1

n2
VDC2φ− n1

n2
VDC2τ2 − vDC1τ1

2ωsL

iL(t3)
2vDC1φ+ vDC1τ1 − n1

n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL

iL(t4) = −iL(t0)
vDC1τ1 − n1

n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL

(e) iL(ti) for mode 3+

iL(t0) −
vDC1τ1 + n1

n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL

iL(t1) −
vDC1τ1 + n1

n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL

iL(t2)
2n1
n2
VDC2π − 2n1

n2
VDC2τ1 − 2n1

n2
VDC2φ+ n1

n2
VDC2τ2 − vDC1τ1

2ωsL

iL(t3) −
2vDC1π − vDC1τ1 − 2vDC1φ− n1

n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL

iL(t4) = −iL(t0)
vDC1τ1 + n1

n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL

(f) iL(ti) for mode 3−

iL(t0)
2n1
n2
VDC2π − n1

n2
VDC2τ2 + 2n1

n2
VDC2φ− vDC1τ1

2ωsL

iL(t1) −
n1
n2
VDC2τ2 + vDC1τ1

2ωsL

iL(t2) −
n1
n2
VDC2τ2 + vDC1τ1

2ωsL

iL(t3)
2vDC1π − 2vDC1τ2 + 2vDC1φ+ vDC1τ1 − n1

n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL

iL(t4) = −iL(t0) −
2n1
n2
VDC2π − n1

n2
VDC2τ2 + 2n1

n2
VDC2φ− vDC1τ1

2ωsL

Cont. Table A.3: Expressions for the inductor current iL(t) at the different
switching instances t0. . . t4 within 0 < t 6 Ts/2 for all possible switching modes of
the FBFB DAB converter (continued on the next page).
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(g) iL(ti) for mode 4+

iL(t0) −
vDC1τ1 + n1

n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL

iL(t1) −
vDC1τ1 + n1

n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL

iL(t2) −
−n1
n2
VDC2τ2 + vDC1τ1

2ωsL

iL(t3) −
−n1
n2
VDC2τ2 + vDC1τ1

2ωsL

iL(t4) = −iL(t0)
vDC1τ1 + n1

n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL

(h) iL(ti) for mode 4−

iL(t0) −
vDC1τ1 − n1

n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL

iL(t1) −
vDC1τ1 − n1

n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL

iL(t2) −
n1
n2
VDC2τ2 + vDC1τ1

2ωsL

iL(t3) −
n1
n2
VDC2τ2 + vDC1τ1

2ωsL

iL(t4) = −iL(t0)
vDC1τ1 − n1

n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL

(i) iL(ti) for mode 5

iL(t0) −
−τ2 n1

n2
VDC2 + vDC1τ1

2ωsL

iL(t1) −
−τ2 n1

n2
VDC2 + vDC1τ1

2ωsL

iL(t2)
2vDC1φ− 2vDC1τ2 + vDC1τ1 + τ2

n1
n2
VDC2

2ωsL

iL(t3)
−τ2 n1

n2
VDC2 + 2vDC1φ+ vDC1τ1

2ωsL

iL(t4) = −iL(t0)
−τ2 n1

n2
VDC2 + vDC1τ1

2ωsL

Cont. Table A.3: Expressions for the inductor current iL(t) at the different
switching instances t0. . . t4 within 0 < t 6 Ts/2 for all possible switching modes of
the FBFB DAB converter (continued on the next page).
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(j) iL(ti) for mode 6

iL(t0) −
τ1vDC1 + 2n1

n2
VDC2φ− n1

n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL

iL(t1) −
τ1vDC1 − n1

n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL

iL(t2) −
τ1vDC1 − n1

n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL

iL(t3)
2n1
n2
VDC2τ1 + 2n1

n2
VDC2φ− n1

n2
VDC2τ2 − τ1vDC1

2ωsL

iL(t4) = −iL(t0)
τ1vDC1 + 2n1

n2
VDC2φ− n1

n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL

(k) iL(ti) for mode 7

iL(t0) −
τ2
n1
n2
VDC2 + vDC1τ1

2ωsL

iL(t1) −
τ2
n1
n2
VDC2 + vDC1τ1

2ωsL

iL(t2) −
2vDC1π − vDC1τ1 − 2vDC1φ+ 2vDC1τ2 + τ2

n1
n2
VDC2

2ωsL

iL(t3) −
−τ2 n1

n2
VDC2 + 2vDC1π − vDC1τ1 − 2vDC1φ

2ωsL

iL(t4) = −iL(t0)
τ2
n1
n2
VDC2 + vDC1τ1

2ωsL

(l) iL(ti) for mode 8

iL(t0)
−τ1vDC1 + 2n1

n2
VDC2π + 2n1

n2
VDC2φ− n1

n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL

iL(t1) −
τ1vDC1 + n1

n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL

iL(t2) −
τ1vDC1 + n1

n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL

iL(t3) −
2n1
n2
VDC2π + 2n1

n2
VDC2τ1 + 2n1

n2
VDC2φ− n1

n2
VDC2τ2 + τ1vDC1

2ωsL

iL(t4) = −iL(t0) −
−τ1vDC1 + 2n1

n2
VDC2π + 2n1

n2
VDC2φ− n1

n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL

Cont. Table A.3: Expressions for the inductor current iL(t) at the different
switching instances t0. . . t4 within 0 < t 6 Ts/2 for all possible switching modes of
the FBFB DAB converter.
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(a) (b)

Figure A.2: (a) Primary side and (b) secondary side bridge quantities (voltages
and currents) that correspond with the example in Figure 3.9(b) (i.e. mode 5).

Predefined terms

K =

n1
n2
VDC2

2ωsLπ

e2 = (φ− τ2)2 − e1 e5 = π(π − 2(τ1 + φ))

e3 = (φ+ τ1)2 − e1 e6 = τ2
2 − e1 − 2τ2φ

e1 = τ1τ2 e4 = π(π − 2(τ2 − φ)) e7 = τ2
1 − e1 + 2τ1φ

Modes for positive power flow only Modes for negative power flow only

iDAB1,1+ = −K(e1 + e2 + e3 + e5) iDAB1,1− = K(e1 + e2 + e3 + e4)

iDAB1,2+ = −Ke2 iDAB1,2− = Ke3

iDAB1,3+ = −K(e3 + e5) iDAB1,3− = K(e2 + e4)

iDAB1,4+ = Ke1 iDAB1,4− = −Ke1

Modes for both positive and negative power flow

iDAB1,5 = −Ke6 iDAB1,6 = Ke7

iDAB1,7 = K(e6 + 2τ2π) iDAB1,8 = −K(e7 + 2τ1π)

Table A.4: Expressions for the averaged DAB input current iDAB1 regarding all
possible switching modes of the FBFB DAB converter.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure A.3: Drain to source currents iDS,Sxx
and corresponding drain to source

voltages vDS,Sxx
of all the switches Sxx of the FBFB DAB regarding mode 5

operation according to the example in Figure 3.9(b), and calculated based on the
primary side and secondary side bridge currents iHF1(t) and iHF2(t) in Figure A.2.
(a)-(b) Switches S1x of the primary side active bridge: (a) bridge leg11, (b) bridge
leg12. (c)-(d) Switches S2x of the secondary side active bridge: (c) bridge leg21, (d)
bridge leg22.
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(a) Mode 1

mode 1+ mode 1−

θi tθi iHF(tθi ) tθi iHF(tθi )

α tα = t1 iHF1(t1) tα = t1 iHF1(t1)

β tβ = t3 iHF2(t3) tβ = t7 iHF2(t7) = −iHF2(t3)

γ tγ = t4 iHF1(t4) tγ = t4 iHF1(t4)

δ tδ = t6 iHF2(t6) = −iHF2(t2) tδ = t2 iHF2(t2)

(b) Mode 2

mode 2+ mode 2−

θi tθi iHF(tθi ) tθi iHF(tθi )

α tα = t2 iHF1(t2) tα = t2 iHF1(t2)

β tβ = t3 iHF2(t3) tβ = t1 iHF2(t1)

γ tγ = t4 iHF1(t4) tγ = t4 iHF1(t4)

δ tδ = t5 iHF2(t5) = −iHF2(t1) tδ = t3 iHF2(t3)

(c) Mode 3

mode 3+ mode 3−

θi tθi iHF(tθi ) tθi iHF(tθi )

α tα = t2 iHF1(t2) tα = t2 iHF1(t2)

β tβ = t5 iHF2(t5) = −iHF2(t1) tβ = t7 iHF2(t7) = −iHF2(t3)

γ tγ = t4 iHF1(t4) tγ = t4 iHF1(t4)

δ tδ = t7 iHF2(t7) = −iHF2(t3) tδ = t1 iHF2(t1)

(d) Mode 4

mode 4+ mode 4−

θi tθi iHF(tθi ) tθi iHF(tθi )

α tα = t3 iHF1(t3) tα = t3 iHF1(t3)

β tβ = t5 iHF2(t5) = −iHF2(t1) tβ = t1 iHF2(t1)

γ tγ = t4 iHF1(t4) tγ = t4 iHF1(t4)

δ tδ = t6 iHF2(t6) = −iHF2(t2) tδ = t2 iHF2(t2)

(e) Mode 5, 6

mode 5 mode 6

θi tθi iHF(tθi ) tθi iHF(tθi )

α tα = t1 iHF1(t1) tα = t3 iHF1(t3)

β tβ = t2 iHF2(t2) tβ = t2 iHF2(t2)

γ tγ = t4 iHF1(t4) tγ = t4 iHF1(t4)

δ tδ = t3 iHF2(t3) tδ = t5 iHF2(t5) = −iHF2(t1)

(f) Mode 7, 8

mode 7 mode 8

θi tθi iHF(tθi ) tθi iHF(tθi )

α tα = t1 iHF1(t1) tα = t3 iHF1(t3)

β tβ = t6 iHF2(t6) = −iHF2(t2) tβ = t6 iHF2(t6) = −iHF2(t2)

γ tγ = t4 iHF1(t4) tγ = t4 iHF1(t4)

δ tδ = t7 iHF2(t7) = −iHF2(t3) tδ = t1 iHF2(t1)

Table A.5: Switching instances tθi = {tα, tβ , tγ , tδ} and bridge currents iHF1(tθi)
and iHF2(tθi) required to evaluate (3.44) for all possible switching modes of the
FBFB DAB converter.
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Systems of equations required for the calculation of iLc1(ti) and i′Lc2
(ti)

regarding switching modes 1+ and 5 of the FBFB DAB converter:

Mode 1+, iLc1(ti):

iLc1(t1) = iLc1(t0) : interval I,

iLc1(t2) = iLc1(t1) +
vDC1

L
· (−π + φ+ τ1)

ωs
: interval II,

iLc1(t3) = iLc1(t2) +
vDC1

L
· (π − τ2)

ωs
: interval III,

iLc1(t4) = iLc1(t3) +
vDC1

L
· (−φ+ τ2)

ωs
: interval IV,

iLc1(t4) = −iLc1(t0).

(A.13)

Mode 5, iLc1(ti):

iLc1(t1) = iLc1(t0) : interval I,

iLc1(t2) = iLc1(t1) +
vDC1

L
· (φ+ τ1 − τ2)

ωs
: interval II,

iLc1(t3) = iLc1(t2) +
vDC1

L
· τ2
ωs

: interval III,

iLc1(t4) = iLc1(t3) +
vDC1

L
· −φ
ωs

: interval IV,

iLc1(t4) = −iLc1(t0).

(A.14)

Mode 1+, i′Lc2
(ti):

i′Lc2
(t1) = i′Lc2

(t0) +
(n1
n2

· VDC2)

L
· (π − τ1)

ωs
: interval I,

i′Lc2
(t2) = i′Lc2

(t1) +
(n1
n2

· VDC2)

L
· (−π + φ+ τ1)

ωs
: interval II,

i′Lc2
(t3) = i′Lc2

(t2) : interval III,

i′Lc2
(t4) = i′Lc2

(t3) +
(−n1

n2
· VDC2)

L
· (−φ+ τ2)

ωs
: interval IV,

i′Lc2
(t4) = −i′Lc2

(t0).

(A.15)

Mode 5, i′Lc2
(ti):

i′Lc2
(t1) = i′Lc2

(t0) : interval I,

i′Lc2
(t2) = i′Lc2

(t1) : interval II,

i′Lc2
(t3) = i′Lc2

(t2) +
(−n1

n2
· VDC2)

L
· τ2
ωs

: interval III,

i′Lc2
(t4) = i′Lc2

(t3) : interval IV,

i′Lc2
(t4) = −i′Lc2

(t0).

(A.16)
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(a) iLc1 (ti) and i′Lc2
(ti) for mode 1+

iLc1(ti) i′Lc2
(ti)

t0 −vDC1τ1
2ωsLc1

n1
n2
VDC2 (2φ− τ2)

2ωsL′c2

t1 −vDC1τ1
2ωsLc1

−
n1
n2
VDC2 (2π − 2τ1 − 2φ+ τ2)

2ωsL′c2

t2 −vDC1 (2π − τ1 − 2φ)

2ωsLc1
−
n1
n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL′c2

t3
vDC1 (−2τ2 + τ1 + 2φ)

2ωsLc1
−
n1
n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL′c2

t4
vDC1τ1
2ωsLc1

−
n1
n2
VDC2 (2φ− τ2)

2ωsL′c2

(b) iLc1
(ti) and i′Lc2

(ti) for mode 1−

iLc1(ti) i′Lc2
(ti)

t0 −vDC1τ1
2ωsLc1

−
n1
n2
VDC2 (2π + 2φ− τ2)

2ωsL′c2

t1 −vDC1τ1
2ωsLc1

−
n1
n2
VDC2 (2τ1 + 2φ− τ2)

2ωsL′c2

t2
vDC1 (2φ+ τ1)

2ωsLc1

n1
n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL′c2

t3
vDC1 (2π − 2τ2 + 2φ+ τ1)

2ωsLc1

n1
n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL′c2

t4
vDC1τ1
2ωsLc1

n1
n2
VDC2 (2π + 2φ− τ2)

2ωsL′c2

(c) iLc1 (ti) and i′Lc2
(ti) for mode 2+

iLc1(ti) i′Lc2
(ti)

t0 −vDC1τ1
2ωsLc1

n1
n2
VDC2 (2φ− τ2)

2ωsL′c2

t1 −vDC1τ1
2ωsLc1

−
n1
n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL′c2

t2 −vDC1τ1
2ωsLc1

−
n1
n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL′c2

t3
vDC1 (2φ− 2τ2 + τ1)

2ωsLc1
−
n1
n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL′c2

t4
vDC1τ1
2ωsLc1

−
n1
n2
VDC2 (2φ− τ2)

2ωsL′c2

Table A.6: Expressions for the commutation currents iLc1
(t) and i′Lc2

(t) at the
different switching instances t0. . . t4 within 0 < t 6 Ts/2 for all possible switching
modes of the FBFB DAB converter (continued on the next page).
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(d) iLc1 (ti) and i′Lc2
(ti) for mode 2−

iLc1(ti) i′Lc2
(ti)

t0 −vDC1τ1
2ωsLc1

−
n1
n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL′c2

t1 −vDC1τ1
2ωsLc1

−
n1
n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL′c2

t2 −vDC1τ1
2ωsLc1

−
n1
n2
VDC2 (2τ1 + 2φ− τ2)

2ωsL′c2

t3
vDC1 (2φ+ τ1)

2ωsLc1

n1
n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL′c2

t4
vDC1τ1
2ωsLc1

n1
n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL′c2

(e) iLc1 (ti) and i′Lc2
(ti) for mode 3+

iLc1(ti) i′Lc2
(ti)

t0 −vDC1τ1
2ωsLc1

n1
n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL′c2

t1 −vDC1τ1
2ωsLc1

n1
n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL′c2

t2 −vDC1τ1
2ωsLc1

−
n1
n2
VDC2 (2π − 2τ1 − 2φ+ τ2)

2ωsL′c2

t3 −vDC1 (2π − τ1 − 2φ)

2ωsLc1
−
n1
n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL′c2

t4
vDC1τ1
2ωsLc1

−
n1
n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL′c2

(f) iLc1 (ti) and i′Lc2
(ti) for mode 3−

iLc1(ti) i′Lc2
(ti)

t0 −vDC1τ1
2ωsLc1

−
n1
n2
VDC2 (2π − τ2 + 2φ)

2ωsL′c2

t1 −vDC1τ1
2ωsLc1

n1
n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL′c2

t2 −vDC1τ1
2ωsLc1

n1
n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL′c2

t3
vDC1 (2π − 2τ2 + 2φ+ τ1)

2ωsLc1

n1
n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL′c2

t4
vDC1τ1
2ωsLc1

n1
n2
VDC2 (2π − τ2 + 2φ)

2ωsL′c2

Cont. Table A.6: Expressions for the commutation currents iLc1(t) and i′Lc2
(t)

at the different switching instances t0. . . t4 within 0 < t 6 Ts/2 for all possible
switching modes of the FBFB DAB converter (continued on the next page).
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(g) iLc1 (ti) and i′Lc2
(ti) for mode 4+

iLc1(ti) i′Lc2
(ti)

t0 −vDC1τ1
2ωsLc1

n1
n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL′c2

t1 −vDC1τ1
2ωsLc1

n1
n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL′c2

t2 −vDC1τ1
2ωsLc1

−
n1
n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL′c2

t3 −vDC1τ1
2ωsLc1

−
n1
n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL′c2

t4
vDC1τ1
2ωsLc1

−
n1
n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL′c2

(h) iLc1
(ti) and i′Lc2

(ti) for mode 4−

iLc1(ti) i′Lc2
(ti)

t0 −vDC1τ1
2ωsLc1

−
n1
n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL′c2

t1 −vDC1τ1
2ωsLc1

−
n1
n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL′c2

t2 −vDC1τ1
2ωsLc1

n1
n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL′c2

t3 −vDC1τ1
2ωsLc1

n1
n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL′c2

t4
vDC1τ1
2ωsLc1

n1
n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL′c2

(i) iLc1
(ti) and i′Lc2

(ti) for mode 5

iLc1(ti) i′Lc2
(ti)

t0 −vDC1τ1
2ωsLc1

−
τ2
n1
n2
VDC2

2ωsL′c2

t1 −vDC1τ1
2ωsLc1

−
τ2
n1
n2
VDC2

2ωsL′c2

t2
vDC1 (2φ− 2τ2 + τ1)

2ωsLc1
−
τ2
n1
n2
VDC2

2ωsL′c2

t3
vDC1 (2φ+ τ1)

2ωsLc1

τ2
n1
n2
VDC2

2ωsL′c2

t4
vDC1τ1
2ωsLc1

τ2
n1
n2
VDC2

2ωsL′c2

Cont. Table A.6: Expressions for the commutation currents iLc1
(t) and i′Lc2

(t)
at the different switching instances t0. . . t4 within 0 < t 6 Ts/2 for all possible
switching modes of the FBFB DAB converter (continued on the next page).
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(j) iLc1 (ti) and i′Lc2
(ti) for mode 6

iLc1(ti) i′Lc2
(ti)

t0 −τ1vDC1

2ωsLc1

n1
n2
VDC2 (2φ− τ2)

2ωsL′c2

t1 −τ1vDC1

2ωsLc1
−
n1
n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL′c2

t2 −τ1vDC1

2ωsLc1
−
n1
n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL′c2

t3 −τ1vDC1

2ωsLc1
−
n1
n2
VDC2 (2τ1 + 2φ− τ2)

2ωsL′c2

t4
τ1vDC1

2ωsLc1
−
n1
n2
VDC2 (2φ− τ2)

2ωsL′c2

(k) iLc1
(ti) and i′Lc2

(ti) for mode 7

iLc1(ti) i′Lc2
(ti)

t0 −vDC1τ1
2ωsLc1

τ2
n1
n2
VDC2

2ωsL′c2

t1 −vDC1τ1
2ωsLc1

τ2
n1
n2
VDC2

2ωsL′c2

t2 −vDC1 (2π − τ1 − 2φ+ 2τ2)

2ωsLc1

τ2
n1
n2
VDC2

2ωsL′c2

t3 −vDC1 (2π − τ1 − 2φ)

2ωsLc1
−
τ2
n1
n2
VDC2

2ωsL′c2

t4
vDC1τ1
2ωsLc1

−
τ2
n1
n2
VDC2

2ωsL′c2

(l) iLc1 (ti) and i′Lc2
(ti) for mode 8

iLc1(ti) i′Lc2
(ti)

t0 −τ1vDC1

2ωsLc1
−
n1
n2
VDC2 (2π + 2φ− τ2)

2ωsL′c2

t1 −τ1vDC1

2ωsLc1

n1
n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL′c2

t2 −τ1vDC1

2ωsLc1

n1
n2
VDC2τ2

2ωsL′c2

t3 −τ1vDC1

2ωsLc1

n1
n2
VDC2 (2π + 2τ1 + 2φ− τ2)

2ωsL′c2

t4
τ1vDC1

2ωsLc1

n1
n2
VDC2 (2π + 2φ− τ2)

2ωsL′c2

Cont. Table A.6: Expressions for the commutation currents iLc1(t) and i′Lc2
(t)

at the different switching instances t0. . . t4 within 0 < t 6 Ts/2 for all possible
switching modes of the FBFB DAB converter.
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(a) (b)

Figure A.4: Repetition of Figure A.2 (mode 5) with the difference that now
commutation inductances Lc1 and Lc2 are added in the HF AC-link, i.e. Lc1 =
Lc2 = 62.1 µH in this figure compared to Lc1 = Lc2 = ∞ for Figure A.2. (a)
Primary side and (b) secondary side bridge quantities (voltages and currents).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure A.5: Repetition of Figure A.3 (mode 5) with the difference that now
commutation inductances Lc1 and Lc2 are added in the HF AC-link, i.e. Lc1 =
Lc2 = 62.1 µH in this figure compared to Lc1 = Lc2 =∞ for Figure A.3. (a)-(b)
Drain to source currents iDS,S1x in switches S1x of the primary side active bridge:
(a) bridge leg11, (b) bridge leg12. (c)-(d) Drain to source currents iDS,S2x in switches
S2x of the secondary side active bridge: (c) bridge leg21, (d) bridge leg22.
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B.1 Results of the Numerical Approach

(a) (b)

Figure B.1: Supplement to Figure 4.2: results of the numerical search for
optimal modulation schemes according to simulation example 1 (1st run): no
use of commutation inductances (Lc1 = Lc2 =∞). The optimizer is subjected to
the CB ZVS conditions, using all possible switching modes. The output voltage for
this example is VDC2 = VDC2,nom = 400 V.

(a) (b)

Figure B.2: Supplement to Figure 4.4: resulting value trajectories of several
quantities calculated for a half cycle of the nominal AC input voltage of VAC =
230 Vrms, at the nominal input current of IAC,P = IAC,P,nom = 16 Arms, a power
factor of PF = 0.999 (cf. Figure 4.3, iDAB1,nom-line), and an output voltage of
VDC2 = VDC2,nom = 400 V. The applied conditions are conform simulation example
1, 1st run (all switching modes included in the optimizer).
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(a) (b)

Figure B.3: Supplement to Figure 4.5: results of the numerical search for optimal
modulation schemes according to simulation example 1 (2nd run): no use of
commutation inductances (Lc1 = Lc2 = ∞). The optimizer is subjected to the
CDCB ZVS conditions, using mode 1 and mode 5 (efficient switching modes) only.
The output voltage for this example is VDC2 = VDC2,nom = 400 V.

(a) (b)

Figure B.4: Supplement to Figure 4.6: resulting value trajectories of several
quantities calculated for a half cycle of the nominal AC input voltage of VAC =
230 Vrms, at the nominal input current of IAC,P = IAC,P,nom = 16 Arms, a power
factor of PF = 0.999 (cf. Figure 4.3, iDAB1,nom-line), and an output voltage of
VDC2 = VDC2,nom = 400 V. The applied conditions are conform simulation example
1, 2st run (all switching modes included in the optimizer).
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(a) (b)

Figure B.5: Supplement to Figure 4.7: results of the numerical search for optimal
modulation schemes according to simulation example 2: primary and secondary
side commutation inductances included (Lc1 = Lc2 = 62.1 µH). The optimizer is
subjected to the CDCB ZVS conditions, using all possible switching modes. The
output voltage for this example is VDC2 = VDC2,min = 370 V.

(a) (b)

Figure B.6: Supplement to Figure 4.9: resulting value trajectories of several
quantities calculated for a half cycle of the nominal AC input voltage of VAC =
230 Vrms, at the nominal input current of IAC,P = IAC,P,nom = 16 Arms, a power
factor of PF = 0.999 (cf. Figure 4.3, iDAB1,nom-line), and an output voltage of
VDC2 = VDC2,min = 370 V. The applied conditions are conform simulation example
2 (all switching modes included in the optimizer).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure B.7: Resulting value trajectories of several quantities calculated for a half
cycle of the nominal AC input voltage of VAC = 230 Vrms, at an input current of
IAC,P = 0.2 · IAC,P,nom = 3.2 Arms, a power factor of PF = 0.983 (cf. Figure 4.3,
iDAB1,20%-line), and an output voltage of VDC2 = VDC2,min = 370 V. The applied
conditions are conform simulation example 2 (all switching modes included in the
optimizer).
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B.2 Results of the Analytical Approach

(a) (b)

Figure B.8: Supplement to Figure 4.13: results of the analytical calculation of a
CDCB ZVS modulation scheme using primary and secondary side commutation
inductances Lc1 = Lc2 = 62.1 µH. The output voltage for this example is VDC2 =
VDC2,min = 370 V.

(a) (b)

Figure B.9: Supplement to Figure 4.12: resulting value trajectories of several
quantities calculated for a half cycle of the nominal AC input voltage of VAC =
230 Vrms, at the nominal input current of IAC,P = IAC,P,nom = 16 Arms, a power
factor of PF = 0.999 (cf. Figure 4.3, iDAB1,nom-line), and an output voltage of
VDC2 = VDC2,min = 370 V. The modulation parameters are calculated using the
analytical approach.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure B.10: Resulting value trajectories of several quantities calculated for
a half cycle of the nominal AC input voltage of VAC = 230 Vrms, at an input
current of IAC,P = 0.2 · IAC,P,nom = 3.2 Arms, a power factor of PF = 0.983 (cf.
Figure 4.3, iDAB1,20%-line), and an output voltage of VDC2 = VDC2,min = 370 V.
The modulation parameters are calculated using the analytical approach.
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B.3 Results of the Semi-Analytical Approach

(a) (b)

Figure B.11: Supplement to Figure 4.16: results of the semi-analytical calculation
of a CDCB ZVS modulation scheme using primary and secondary side commutation
inductances Lc1 = Lc2 = 62.1 µH. The output voltage for this example is VDC2 =
VDC2,min = 370 V.

(a) (b)

Figure B.12: Supplement to Figure 4.15: resulting value trajectories of several
quantities calculated for a half cycle of the nominal AC input voltage of VAC =
230 Vrms, at the nominal input current of IAC,P = IAC,P,nom = 16 Arms, a power
factor of PF = 0.999 (cf. Figure 4.3, iDAB1,nom-line), and an output voltage of
VDC2 = VDC2,min = 370 V. The modulation parameters are calculated using the
semi-analytical approach.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure B.13: Resulting value trajectories of several quantities calculated for
a half cycle of the nominal AC input voltage of VAC = 230 Vrms, at an input
current of IAC,P = 0.2 · IAC,P,nom = 3.2 Arms, a power factor of PF = 0.983 (cf.
Figure 4.3, iDAB1,20%-line), and an output voltage of VDC2 = VDC2,min = 370 V.
The modulation parameters are calculated using the semi-analytical approach.
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B.4 Comparison

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure B.14: Resulting value trajectories of several quantities calculated using the
three proposed ZVS modulation schemes, for a half cycle of the nominal AC input
voltage of VAC = 230 Vrms, at an input current of IAC,P = 0.2·IAC,P,nom = 3.2 Arms,
a power factor of PF = 0.983 (cf. Figure 4.3, iDAB1,20%-line), and an output voltage
of VDC2 = VDC2,nom = 400 V.
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C.1 Heat Sink Optimization for Forced Convection
Cooling

Autonomous air cooling by means of forced convection is one of the system
requirements defined in Section 1.3, avoiding extension of the existing (typically)
water cooling system of the (electric) vehicle. Thereby the heat generated by the
power devices is subtracted via a finned heat sink in combination with a fan that
blows air through the heat sink channels. For the two active bridges of the DAB,
a heat sink geometry with dual-sided base plate, as shown in Figure C.2(a), is
considered. The four switches of the primary side active bridge (i.e. active bridge
1, see Figure 3.7) are placed in a row and are mounted on the top-side base plate.
As explained in Section 5.1.2, from the heat transfer perspective and regarding
stationary heat transfer, they can be represented by an equivalent power source
PAB1,eq, which has a power level that is equal to the average losses generated by
the four switches during the mains period. The same goes for the four switches
of the secondary side active bridge (i.e. active bridge 2, see Figure 3.7) which are
mounted on the bottom-side base plate and can be represented by an equivalent
power source PAB2,eq. For the synchronous rectifier (SR), a heat sink geometry with
single-sided base plate is selected, as shown in Figure C.4(a). The four switches
of the SR can once more be represented by an equivalent power source PSR,eq.
The final heat sink - semiconductor assemblies for the DAB and for the SR are
respectively depicted in Figures C.1(a) and C.1(b).

Optimization of a heat sink, employing forced convection, involves calculation of
the thermal resistance of the heat sink material, the thermal resistance due to
convection, and the temperature increase of the air flowing through the heat sink
channels [16, 114, 115]. Generally, a pressure drop ∆pCH appears across these

(a) (b)

Figure C.1: Heat sink - semiconductor assemblies for (a) the DAB and (b) the
SR.
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(a) (b)

Figure C.2: (a) Heat sink geometry with dual-sided base plate, considered to
cool the switches of the DAB’s active bridges. (b) Thermal network describing
stationary heat transfer between the surface of one of the two base plates and the
air in the heat sink channel (temperature TCH).

channels due to the airflow imposed by the fan. The exact operating point, i.e. the
resulting channel pressure drop and the air flow rate, strongly depends on the fin
geometry and on the fan characteristic (i.e. the pressure-flow curve), and can be
calculated employing analytical and empirical equations. In addition, the relation
between the total thermal resistance of the heat sink, the fin geometry, and the air
flow rate (i.e. the operating point of the fan) can be analytically described, taking
into account the properties of air, the properties of the heat sink material, and the
type of airflow (i.e. laminar of turbulent). All equations can be numerically solved,
enabling a systematic optimization of the fin geometry for a given fan. Below,
such an optimization is performed for both the heat sink with double-sided base
plate which is considered to cool the switches of the DAB, and the heat sink with
single-sided base plate for cooling the switches of the SR. Thereby the detailed
procedure described in [114, 115], which only considers stationary heat transfer, is
followed.

C.1.1 Heat Sink with Dual-Sided Base Plate

For the heat sink geometry shown in Figure C.2(a), considered to cool the switches
of the DAB, with an equivalent power source PAB1,eq attached to the top-side
base plate and an equivalent power source PAB2,eq attached to the bottom-side
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base plate, the heat transfer (i.e. a combination of conductive and convective
heat transfer) from one of the two power sources (i.e. seen from one side) to
the air in the heat sink channel, and regarding a single air channel, is modeled1

according to Figure C.2(b). The thermal resistance from the base plate surface
(index ‘S’: Surface) to the air in the channel (index AF: Air Flow) is calculated with:

R
(n)
th,S-AF = Rth,d + 0.5 (Rth,F/2 +Rth,A/2), (C.1)

where

Rth,d =
d

1
n ABP λHS

, Rth,F/2 =
1
4 c

1
2 t L λHS

, Rth,A/2 =
1

hL 1
2 c
. (C.2)

Note that the convective thermal resistance Rth,a (see Figure C.2(b)) is much larger
than Rth,A/2 for geometries with s << c and can thus be neglected. For n channels,
the thermal resistance from the base plate surface to the ambient (index ‘Am’), i.e.
the air temperature at the heat sink inlet, is calculated with:

Rth,S-Am =
1

n
R

(n)
th,S-AF +Rth,AF-Am, (C.3)

where Rth,AF-Am relates to the average temperature rise of the air in the channel
and is determined by:

Rth,AF-Am =
0.5

ρAIR cp,AIR 0.5 V̇AF

. (C.4)

V̇AF is the total volume flow (air flow rate) of the air in the heat sink channels.
The different variables2 required to calculate the total thermal resistance Rth,S-Am

from the base plate surface to the ambient, i.e. according to (C.3), are listed and
further declared in Table C.1. Thereby, the convective heat transfer coefficient h is
calculated with:

h =
Nuavg λAIR

dh
, (C.5)

1The heat transfer modeling is valid when the power levels of the equivalent power sources
PAB1,eq and PAB2,eq are not substantially different (i.e. PAB1,eq ≈ PAB2,eq). The same remark
applies for the equivalent power sources of the individual switches (i.e. PAB1,eq ≈ 4 · PS1x,eq and
PAB2,eq ≈ 4 ·PS2x,eq). This is the case due to the symmetry of the DAB and due to the fact that
the currents flowing in the switches of an active bridge have equal RMS values (see Section 5.1.2).

2Pr, ρAIR, νAIR, and λAIR are slightly temperature dependent. In order to simplify the
analysis, an average channel air temperature of TCH = 80◦C is assumed.
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which requires the hydraulic diameter dh of one channel according to:

dh =
2 s c

s+ c
. (C.6)

The calculation of the average Nusselt number Nuavg, which is required in (C.5),
depends on whether the airflow in the channels is laminar or turbulent. For laminar
airflow Nuavg is calculated with:

Nuavg,lam =
3.657 (tanh(2.264X1/3 + 1.7X2/3))−1 +

0.0499

X
tanh(X)

tanh(2.432Pr1/6X1/6)
,

(C.7)

while for turbulent airflow Nuavg is determined by:

Nuavg,turb =
(8 (0.79 ln(Reavg)− 1.64)2))−1 (Reavg − 1000)Pr

1 + 12.7
√

(8 (0.79 ln(Reavg)− 1.64)2)−1 (Pr2/3 − 1)

·

(
1 +

(
dh

L

)2/3
)
,

(C.8)

with

X =
L

dhReavg Pr
. (C.9)

The type of airflow (laminar or turbulent) and thus the selection of the equation,
(C.7) or (C.8), used to calculate Nuavg, depends on the average Reynolds number
according to:

Nuavg =

{
Nuavg,lam if Reavg < 2300,

Nuavg,turb if Reavg > 2300,
(C.10)

where the average Reynolds number Reavg is calculated using:

Reavg =
2 V̇AF

n (s+ c) νAIR
. (C.11)

Given a certain heat sink geometry with predefined d, t, b, c, s, L, and n, the
only quantity that is still required in order to evaluate the above equations and to
calculate the total thermal resistance Rth,S-Am seen by one power source, is the
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Variable Unit Description

d m base plate thickness

t m width of a fin

b m total width of all air channels

c m total height of the air channel (=height of the fins)

s m width of a single air channel

L m length of the air channels

n number of channels

k fin spacing ratio acc. to (C.16)

ABP m2 area of the heat sink base plate (ABP = L · b)
dh m hydraulic diameter of one channel acc. to (C.6)

∆pCH N/m2 pressure drop across the heat sink channels

V̇AF m3/s total volume flow of the air in the heat sink channels

Reavg average Reynolds number acc. to (C.11)

Pr ≈ 0.71 Prandtl number (air, 80◦C)

Nuavg
average Nusselt number acc. to (C.7) for laminar airflow
or acc. to (C.8) for turbulent airflow

h W/m2K convective heat transfer coefficient acc. to (C.5)

λHS W/mK thermal conductivity of the heat sink material

ρAIR ≈ 0.99 kg/m3 air density (80◦C)

νAIR ≈ 2.1e−5 m2/s cinematic viscosity of air (80◦C)

cp,AIR ≈ 1010 J/kgK specific thermal capacitance of air

λAIR ≈ 0.03 W/mK thermal conductivity of air (80◦C)

Table C.1: Declaration of the different variables required in the equations for
the calculation of the thermal resistance of a finned heat sink with fan, and for
the calculation of the air flow rate in, and the total pressure drop across the air
channels of the heat sink. Source: [115].

total volume flow V̇AF of the air in the heat sink channels. V̇AF is determined by
the operating point of the fan, which can be found by balancing the equations that
describe the relation between the pressure drop ∆pCH across the channels, the heat
sink geometry, and V̇AF, with the pressure-flow curve (i.e. ∆pFAN(V̇AF)) of the fan.
For laminar airflow ∆pCH is calculated with:

∆pCH,lam(V̇AF) =
48 ρAIR νAIR L

n s c d2
h

· V̇AF, (C.12)

while for turbulent airflow ∆pCH is determined by:

∆pCH,turb(V̇AF) =
L
dh
ρAIR 0.5 ( V̇AF

n s c )
2

(0.79 ln
(

2 V̇AF

n (s+c) νAIR

)
− 1.64)2

. (C.13)
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(a) (b)

Figure C.3: (a) Datasheet pressure-flow curve (gray line), and 5th order
approximation (black line) of the characteristic, for the selected fan: SanAce40GA,
type 9GA0412P7G001, 40x40x15 mm, 12 V DC. (b) Picture of the SanAce40GA.

The pressure-flow curve, ∆pFAN(V̇AF), of the selected fan3 is depicted in
Figure C.3(a) (gray line) and can be described by a 5th order approximation
(black line in Figure C.3(a)):

∆pFAN(V̇AF) =(5.38 · 1013 · V̇ 5
AF − 2.115 · 1012 · V̇ 4

AF + 1.96 · 1010 · V̇ 3
AF

− 6.315 · 107 · V̇ 2
AF + 2.828 · 104 · V̇AF + 185.7).

(C.14)

Under the assumption of laminar airflow, V̇AF is found by balancing (C.14) with
(C.12):

k∆pFAN(V̇AF) = ∆pCH,lam(V̇AF)

→ V̇AF,
(C.15)

where k is the fin spacing ratio defined by:

k =
s

b/n
, (C.16)

which is introduced in order to take into account the pressure losses at the channel
inlet that are the result of a reduction (related to the fin thickness) of the cross

3The SanAce40GA fan (type 9GA0412P7G001, see Figure C.3(b)) has been selected due to
its high static pressure, high air flow rate, and low sound pressure level, in combination with an
ultra low power consumption.
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section area available for airflow, i.e. Across = k · b · c, with 0 < k < 1. If the
Reynolds number calculated using the resulting V̇AF is smaller than 2300, the
airflow is laminar and Rth,S-Am needs to be evaluated using the Nusselt number
Nuavg,lam defined by (C.7). If the Reynolds number calculated using the resulting

V̇AF is higher than 2300, the air flow is turbulent and V̇AF needs to be recalculated
by solving:

k∆pFAN(V̇AF) = ∆pCH,turb(V̇AF)

→ V̇AF.
(C.17)

Subsequently, Rth,S-Am needs to be reevaluated using the Nusselt number Nuavg,turb

defined by (C.8). By repeating the above procedure for different heat sink
geometries, an optimal set of parameters (d, t, b, c, s, L, and n) can be found
which leads to the lowest thermal resistance Rth,S-Am from the base plate surface
to the ambient.

C.1.2 Heat Sink with Single-Sided Base Plate

For the heat sink geometry shown in Figure C.4(a), considered to cool the switches
of the SR, with an equivalent power source PSR,eq attached to the base plate, the
heat transfer (i.e. a combination of conductive and convective heat transfer) from
the power source to the air in the heat sink channel, and regarding a single air
channel, is modeled4 according to Figure C.4(b). The calculation/optimization
procedure outlined in Section C.1.1, for a heat sink geometry with dual-sided
base plate, is still valid but the calculation of the conductive and convective heat
transfer through the fins has to be adapted. According to Figure C.4(b), the
thermal resistance from the base plate surface (index ‘S’: Surface) to the air in the
channel (index AF: Air Flow) is now determined by:

R
(n)
th,S-AF = Rth,d + 0.5 (Rth,F +Rth,A), (C.18)

where

Rth,d =
d

1
n ABP λHS

, Rth,F =
1
2 c

1
2 t L λHS

, Rth,A =
1

hL c
. (C.19)

Note that the convective thermal resistance Rth,a (see Figure C.4(b)) is again

4The heat transfer modeling is valid when the equivalent power sources of the individual
switches are not substantially different (i.e. PSR,eq ≈ 4 · PSSRx,eq). This is the case due to the
fact that the currents flowing in the switches of the SR have equal RMS values (see Section 5.1.2).
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(a) (b)

Figure C.4: (a) Heat sink geometry with single-sided base plate, considered
to cool the switches of the SR. (b) Thermal network describing stationary heat
transfer between the surface of the base plate and the air in the heat sink channel
(temperature TCH).

neglected as it is much larger than Rth,A for geometries with s << c. For n
channels, the thermal resistance from the base plate surface to the ambient (i.e.
the air temperature at the heat sink inlet) is calculated with:

Rth,S-Am =
1

n
R

(n)
th,S-AF +Rth,AF-Am, (C.20)

where Rth,AF-Am represents the average temperature rise of the air in the channel,
which now is defined by:

Rth,AF-Am =
0.5

ρAIR cp,AIR V̇AF

. (C.21)

All the other equations presented in Section C.1.1 for the heat sink geometry with
dual-sided base plate still hold and a geometry optimization for the heat sink with
single-sided base plate can be performed accordingly.

C.1.3 Results of the Heat Sink Optimizations

Below, the optimization procedure is applied to the heat sink used to cool
the switches of the DAB (heat sink geometry with dual-sided base plate, cf.
Section C.1.1) and the heat sink used to cool the switches of the SR (heat sink
geometry with single-sided base plate, cf. Section C.1.2).
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(a) (b)

Figure C.5: Optimization result for the heat sink used to cool the switches of the
DAB (heat sink geometry with dual-sided base plate, cf. Section C.1.1), assuming
a minimum achievable fin thickness and a minimum achievable channel width
of 1 mm (i.e. the optimization is performed under the ‘1 mm constraint’). (a)
Total thermal resistance Rth,S-Am,tot (= 0.5 ·Rth,S-Am) from the base plate surfaces
to the ambient as function of the two geometric parameters n and k that are
independently varied. (b) Cooling system performance index CSPI as function of
the two geometric parameters n and k.

Heat Sink of the DAB

The fan size defines the heat sink front geometry as only the fins that are facing
the fan, and thus the airflow, contribute to the (forced) convective heat transfer.
After thorough iteration of the mechanical design of the final prototype converter,
a 40x40 mm fan turned out to be most feasible, leading to the selection of
the SanAce40GA (see Figure C.3). Consequently, a heat sink geometry with
b = c = 40 mm is most appropriate in order to fully utilize the fan. The length L
of the heat sink channels must be large enough so that sufficient space is provided
on the base plates to mount the switches. Assuming a minimum spacing of 5 mm
between the packages of adjacent switches (remind that four switches are placed
on each base plate), a minimum spacing of 10 mm between the base plate borders
and a package, and a package width of approximately 16 mm (i.e. MOSFETs
with TO-247 package are used for the DAB, see Section 5.1.1), the minimum
base plate length becomes Lmin = 3 · 5 mm + 2 · 10 mm + 4 · 16 mm = 99 mm.
Preferably the maximum base plate length should not be much higher than Lmin,
assuring homogeneous heat distribution across the base plate, which acts as a heat
spreader. In order to fit into the final mechanical design and taking into account
mounting restrictions, the resulting base plate length is L = 99.8 mm. The base
plate thickness d is an important parameter regarding heat spreading and should
be large enough to homogeneously distribute the heat (i.e. avoiding hot spots) and
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small enough to limit the thermal resistance of the heat sink. The value d = 6 mm
is selected as a good trade-off between these two considerations. As a result, the
parameters that are varied during the optimization are the number of fins n and
the fin spacing ratio k (this is equivalent to varying the fin width t and the channel
width s). Figure C.5 shows the results of the optimization, applying the assumed
(see above) outer heat sink dimensions and assuming a minimum achievable fin
thickness and channel width of 1 mm (further referred to as the ‘1 mm constraint’).
Fin thicknesses and channel widths in the range of 1 mm are enabled by for example
using high-end milling machines. Furthermore, aluminium is considered for the
heat sink material, defining the thermal conductivity value λHS = 210 W/mK.
Figure C.5(a) depicts the relation between Rth,S-Am,tot (= 0.5 ·Rth,S-Am)5 and the
two geometric parameters n and k that are independently varied. The performance
indices and parameter values for the resulting (optimal) heat sink design (named
design ‘B’, optimization performed under the ‘1 mm constraint’) are given in the
middle inset of Table C.2. VHS is the boxed volume of the heat sink, excluding
the fan and an additional airflow inlet between the fan and the heat sink. VCS

is the volume of the cooling system, including the heat sink, the fan, and an
additional airflow inlet between the fan and the heat sink. CSPI is the cooling
system performance index [16, 114, 115], which is an objective measure that allows
to compare different cooling system designs with regard to power density. For
the cooling system of the DAB, with dual-sided base plate, CSPI is defined as [114]:

CSPI =
1

Rth,S-Am,tot · VCS
=

1

0.5 ·Rth,S-Am · VCS
. (C.22)

If a heat sink design shows a CSPI that is two times higher than the CSPI of
another one, the cooling volume VCS can be made two times smaller in order to
achieve the same thermal resistance. Knowing that typical commercially available
heat sink - fan combinations have a CSPI of around 5 [114], the extensive heat
sink optimization performed above is justified. The (boxed) volume VCS,tot, which
besides the heat sink, the fan, and the airflow inlet also includes the semiconductor
switching devices, is also listed in Table C.2. The bottom inset of Table C.2 shows
the performance indices and design parameters of an even further optimized heat
sink design (named design ‘C’), resulting from an optimization in which a minimum
achievable fin thickness and channel width of 0.3 mm (further referred to as the ‘0.3
mm constraint’) are assumed. Fin thicknesses and channel widths in the range of
0.3 mm are enabled by for example using (expensive) electrical discharge machining.
The top inset of Table C.2 shows the performance indices and design parameters
of the heat sink used in the final prototype converter (named design ‘A’), which in
fact is a suboptimal design since the minimum achievable thickness of the heat sink
fins and the minimum achievable channel width were restricted due to limitations
of the in-house manufacturing machines/tools.

5The multiplication of Rth,S-Am with a factor ‘0.5’ is required since Rth,S-Am is experienced
from just one base plate of the heat sink and thus has to be divided by two in order to take both
base plates (top and bottom) into account.
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Design A

Predef. values Calc. optimal values

L (mm) c (mm) d (mm) b (mm) n s (mm) t (mm) k

prototype

99.8 37 6 40.3 13 2.1 1 0.6774

VHS

(liter, l)
VCS

(liter, l)
VCS,tot

(liter, l)
Rth,S-Am

(K/W)
Rth,S-Am,tot

(K/W)
CSPI

(W/K l)

0.2279 0.2918 0.399 0.7298 0.3649 9.3907

Design B

Predef. values Calc. optimal values

L (mm) c (mm) d (mm) b (mm) n s (mm) t (mm) k

‘1 mm constr.’

99.8 37 6 40.3 14 1.9 1 0.6482

VHS

(liter, l)
VCS

(liter, l)
VCS,tot

(liter, l)
Rth,S-Am

(K/W)
Rth,S-Am,tot

(K/W)
CSPI

(W/K l)

0.2279 0.2918 0.399 0.7142 0.3571 9.5967

Design C

Predef. values Calc. optimal values

L (mm) c (mm) d (mm) b (mm) n s (mm) t (mm) k

‘0.3 mm constr.’

99.8 37 6 40.3 24 1.4 0.304 0.8191

VHS

(liter, l)
VCS

(liter, l)
VCS,tot

(liter, l)
Rth,S-Am

(K/W)
Rth,S-Am,tot

(K/W)
CSPI

(W/K l)

0.2279 0.2918 0.399 0.5510 0.2755 12.44

Table C.2: Performance indices and parameter values that result from the
optimization of the heat sink used to cool the switches of the DAB (heat sink
geometry with dual-sided base plate, cf. Section C.1.1). Bottom inset (design C):
result of the optimization performed under the ‘0.3 mm constraint’, middle inset
(design B): result of the optimization performed under the ‘1 mm constraint’, top
inset (design A): heat sink used in the final prototype converter.

Heat Sink of the SR

For the heat sink of the SR, once more the 40x40 mm SanAce40GA fan (see
Figure C.3) is selected. However, as the SR requires less cooling effort than the
DAB, the heat sink’s front geometry values are reduced from b = c = 40 mm
(most appropriate in order to fully utilize the fan) to b = 36 mm and c = 10 mm.
This allows to use part of the fan’s airflow to cool other electronic components.
The reduced airflow in the heat sink channels due to the area reduction of the
heat sink’s front geometry is taken into account by multiplying V̇AF with the
heat-sink-front-area to fan-area ratio (b · c)/(40 · 40). Furthermore, the length of
the channel inlet is slightly reduced compared to the heat sink used to cool the
switches of the DAB, leading to an increased total channel length of L = 104 mm.
Furthermore, a base plate thickness of d = 5 mm is applied.

The performance indices and parameter values for the resulting (optimal) heat
sink designs are given in Table C.3, where the bottom table inset (design C)
corresponds with the optimization performed under the ‘0.3 mm constraint’, the
middle table inset (design B) with the optimization performed under the ‘1 mm
constraint’, and the top table inset (design A) with heat sink design used in the
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Design A

Predef. values Calc. optimal values

L (mm) c (mm) d (mm) b (mm) n s (mm) t (mm) k

prototype

104 10 5 36 9 2.5 1.5 0.625

VHS

(liter, l)
VCS

(liter, l)
VCS,tot

(liter, l)
Rth,S-Am

(K/W)
Rth,S-Am,tot

(K/W)
CSPI

(W/K l)

0.0624 0.0767 0.1227 1.7264 1.7264 7.5542

Design B

Predef. values Calc. optimal values

L (mm) c (mm) d (mm) b (mm) n s (mm) t (mm) k

‘1 mm constr.’

104 10 5 36 14 1.6 1 0.608

VHS

(liter, l)
VCS

(liter, l)
VCS,tot

(liter, l)
Rth,S-Am

(K/W)
Rth,S-Am,tot

(K/W)
CSPI

(W/K l)

0.0624 0.0767 0.1227 1.4372 1.4372 9.0741

Design C

Predef. values Calc. optimal values

L (mm) c (mm) d (mm) b (mm) n s (mm) t (mm) k

‘0.3 mm constr.’

104 10 5 36 21 1.4 0.301 0.8241

VHS

(liter, l)
VCS

(liter, l)
VCS,tot

(liter, l)
Rth,S-Am

(K/W)
Rth,S-Am,tot

(K/W)
CSPI

(W/K l)

0.0624 0.0767 0.1227 1.0634 1.0634 12.264

Table C.3: Performance indices and parameter values resulting from the
optimization of the heat sink used to cool the switches of the SR (heat sink
geometry with single-sided base plate, cf. Section C.1.2). Bottom inset (design C):
result of the optimization performed under the ‘0.3 mm constraint’, middle inset
(design B): result of the optimization performed under the ‘1 mm constraint’, top
inset (design A): heat sink used in the final prototype converter.

final prototype converter which again is a suboptimal design since the minimum
achievable thickness of the heat sink fins and the minimum achievable channel width
were restricted due to limitations of the in-house manufacturing machines/tools.
Remind that VHS is the boxed volume of the heat sink, excluding the fan and an
additional airflow inlet between the fan and the heat sink. VCS is the volume of
the cooling system, including the heat sink, the fan, and an additional airflow
inlet between the fan and the heat sink. For the cooling system of the SR, with
single-sided base plate, CSPI is calculated with [115]:

CSPI =
1

Rth,S-Am · VCS
. (C.23)

The (boxed) volume VCS,tot, which besides the heat sink, the fan, and the airflow
inlet also includes the semiconductor switching devices, is also listed in Table C.3.
Note that the part of the fan that does not faces fins is not included in the
calculation of VCS,tot. The final heat sink - semiconductor assembly (DAB and SR)
is shown in Figure 5.9 of Section 5.1.3 (see Chapter 5).
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